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This dissertation reevaluates the practice of design and real estate in the United States through 
an insufficiently understood case study of the architect-developer team of I. M. Pei and William 
Zeckendorf and their twelve-year partnership in urban renewal. William Zeckendorf (1905-1976) was the 
most ambitious real estate developer in the United States in the 1950s, with an outsize personality and 
larger-than-life plans. Unlike most developers of the era, Zeckendorf believed that quality design and 
visionary planning were critical to remaking city cores through urban renewal. To accomplish this, he 
hired I. M. Pei (b. 1917), a talented, young designer out of Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, creating 
a scenario that fundamentally changed the traditional working relationship between developer and 
architect. In 1948, Pei joined Zeckendorf as the in-house architect of Webb & Knapp, and together, they 
became the most active urban renewal developer and architect in the country. Webb & Knapp’s urban 
empire stretched coast to coast, remaking huge swaths of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
and Washington, DC, through federally funded urban renewal. It also developed privately funded urban 
renewal schemes in Denver, Los Angeles, and Montreal. Yet despite this tremendous volume of 
influential executed works in urban planning and design, this untold history has fallen prey to sweeping, 
simplistic condemnations of urban renewal as a “failed policy.” 
Zeckendorf and Pei provided an alternative and effective model for real estate development and 
design practice within the context of the most aggressive city-rebuilding programs in the history of the 
United States. This study raises serious questions about practice and the history of urban architecture 
and modernism, which all too often privileges information about “architect-creators” to the exclusion of 
such important other actors as real estate developers. The pathbreaking and successful collaboration 
 v 
between this visionary developer and a talented, young architect offers a more nuanced—and more 
accurate—evaluation of urban redevelopment strategies in the United States than previous critiques. It 
moves beyond a scholarship that to date has been dominated by an oversimplified and distorting 
dichotomy between Robert Moses and Jane Jacobs—the respective avatars of “top down” and “bottom 
up” approaches to urban planning. Zeckendorf and Pei imagined, designed, and built large-scale urban 
projects imbued with substantive architecture, mixed in use, technological and financial ingenuity, a 
distinct modernist aesthetic, and bold new thinking about how people should live, work, move around, and 
entertain themselves in cities. The nature of the Zeckendorf-Pei collaboration was unprecedented, but the 
results were not without controversy. Pei and Zeckendorf’s unique twelve-year partnership and their 
urban renewal work broke design and planning barriers. Together, developer and architect skillfully 
played their parts in a powerful public-private collaboration that altered the American city and redefined 
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If I were to think of someone who is my exact opposite, I would say it was William Zeckendorf. 
 
—I. M. Pei, Conversations with I. M. Pei 
I like to make bananas out of peanuts. 
             —William Zeckendorf, Time 
 
William Zeckendorf (1905-1976) was the most ambitious real estate developer in the United States in the 
1950s, with an outsize personality and larger-than-life plans. Unlike most developers of the era, 
Zeckendorf believed that quality design and visionary planning were critical to remaking city cores 
through urban renewal, where through creativity, he could “make grapefruit out of lemons” or even 
“bananas out of peanuts.”
1
 To accomplish this, he hired I. M. Pei (b. 1917), a talented, young designer 
who distinguished himself even among his elite peers at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, creating a 
scenario that fundamentally changed the traditional working relationship between developer and architect. 
Pei joined Zeckendorf as his in-house architect in 1948, and together, they became the most active urban 
renewal developer and architect in the country (fig. I-1). Webb & Knapp’s urban empire stretched coast-
to-coast, remaking huge swaths of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Washington, DC, 
through federally funded urban renewal (table 1). It also developed privately funded urban renewal 
schemes in Denver, Los Angeles, and Montreal. Yet despite this tremendous volume of influential 
executed works in urban planning and design—and like much of the urban renewal era—this untold 
history has fallen prey to sweeping, simplistic condemnations of urban renewal as a “failed policy.”
2
 
William Zeckendorf rarely appears in the histories of modern architecture and has been largely confined 
to the Pei curriculum vitae and “beginnings” chapters of Pei biographies. 
Zeckendorf and Pei provided an alternative and effective model for real estate development and 
design practice within the context of the most aggressive city-rebuilding programs in the history of the 
United States. This dissertation evaluates this insufficiently understood case study of the architect-
developer team and their twelve-year partnership. As such, this study raises serious questions about 
                                                                  
1
 “A Bid for Superpower,” Time, January 7, 1952, 76.  
2
 Martin Anderson’s The Federal Bulldozer (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1964) is a scathing review of the fifteen-year urban renewal 
program as a failed policy; his findings continue to be widely held in public discourse.  
 2 
practice and the history of urban architecture and modernism, which all too often privileges information 
about “architect-creators” to the exclusion of such important other actors as real estate developers. The 
path breaking and successful collaboration between this visionary developer and a talented, young 
architect offers a more nuanced—and more accurate—evaluation of urban redevelopment strategies in 
the United States than previous critiques. It links the architect and developer, brings the two separate 
stories of Pei and Zeckendorf together, documents their remarkable collaboration through case studies of 
their projects, and finally, tracks the rise and fall of the partnership. In so doing, this dissertation adds to a 
growing scholarship that moves beyond the oversimplified and distorting dichotomy between Robert 
Moses and Jane Jacobs—the respective avatars of “top down” and “bottom up” approaches to urban 
planning. Zeckendorf and Pei imagined, designed, and built large-scale urban projects imbued with 
substantive architecture, mixed in use, technological and financial ingenuity, a distinct modernist 
aesthetic, and bold new thinking about how people should live, work, move around, and entertain 
themselves in cities. 
 
The Case for Reevaluating Urban Renewal in America 
The persistent, blanket condemnation of midcentury urban renewal has grave consequences for 
scholarship and public policy, as it prevents a clear-headed examination of much of the built work. Pei 
and Zeckendorf labored to achieve a high level of urban design, despite little incentive or requirement 
from the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and traditional lending institutions. Within a system that 
encouraged the cheap, bland, and familiar, their projects transcended bleak, box-like, superblock urban 
renewal stereotypes in favor of dynamic facades, an innovative use of materials, mixed-use buildings, 
landscape design, retail, art, and, in the case of their projects in Hyde Park, Chicago, and Society Hill, 
Philadelphia, the wisdom, and value of historic preservation. Envisioning a new social landscape that 
could draw people back to the emptying cities, the Zeckendorf-Pei partnership created durable 
architectural scenarios for enriching the daily life of working families. 
In the postwar era the negative effects of decentralization—Zeckendorf’s favored term for urban 
sprawl—brought forth a loss of industry, population, and taxes to the city cores. As supporters of urban 
renewal, Zeckendorf and Pei believed that shaping the city through redevelopment would lead to 
 3 
recentralization, social and physical progress. In 1949, the US Congress passed a housing act to expand 
the government’s role in mortgage insurance. Title I of the Federal act provided loans and grants to help 
cities acquire land, have it designated as blighted, clear it, and sell it to developers for redevelopment 
under public controls. The legislation sparked the most aggressive city-building program in the history of 
the United States. Attracted to the prime location, discounted price, and clean slate for modern design, 
Pei and Zeckendorf became pioneers in the program, participating with zeal when privately financed 
buildings and housing on government-cleared “slum” sites (predominantly inhabited by minority 
populations) were risks that most investors, realtors, and builders avoided.3 Because Zeckendorf had 
commissioned more projects under Title I than any single builder in the country, at one point in 
Washington, DC, Title I became referred to as the “Zeckendorf Relief Bill.”4 In the face of challenging 
program restrictions, tensions between local and federal authorities, and clashes between public and 
private interests, the opportunity to create a new vision for the central city and better housing propelled 
Pei and Zeckendorf forward. The potential for power, money, and success certainly helped, too. 
The nature of the Zeckendorf-Pei collaboration was unprecedented, but the results were not 
without controversy. Their plans to demolish Pennsylvania Station and replace it with a permanent world’s 
fair housed in a modernist Palace of Progress would have been disastrous; however, the eventual, tragic 
destruction of the station begat historic preservation movements and Zeckendorf and Pei, in time, 
embraced the value and inherent complexities of historic preservation as it relates to urban renewal. To 
some, Zeckendorf and Pei’s tower slabs represent ungainly concrete behemoths that severely altered the 
urban fabric; however, they begat technical know-how in cast-in-place concrete construction that 
contributed to the design and construction industry’s reclaiming and perfecting of the material.  
Pei mastered the federal design guidelines and creatively overcame restrictions through the 
sophisticated use of geometry and the innovative use of materials, particularly concrete. Zeckendorf 
became a spokesman for urban renewal as it related to city planning.5 He urged better building and 
denounced the “short-sighted planning” of developers who borrowed as much as they could and built as 
                                                                  
3 Jeanne R. Lowe, Cities in a Race with Time: Progress and Poverty in America’s Renewing Cities (New York: Random House, 
1967), 165. 
4 Eugene Rachlis and John E. Marqusee, “Big Deal,” Esquire, May 1963, 103. 
5 William Zeckendorf, “Baked Buildings,” Atlantic 188, no. 6 (May 1951): 49; William Zeckendorf, “Recentralization, America’s New 
Frontier,” American Institute of Architects: Chicago Chapter Bulletin (April 1957): 8-68; “Zeckendorf Urges Housing Research,” New 
York Times, October 29, 1950, 214; “New School Plans Housing Talks,” New York Times, September 12, 1950, 49. 
 4 
cheaply as they could to earn a dollar.6 Increasingly in the spotlight, Zeckendorf even appeared with 
Frank Lloyd Wright on national television in 1956, debating “the future of the city.”7 Yet while architectural 
critics praised the design-conscious work of the architect, many lambasted the developer. In Zeckendorf, 
many critics and the public saw a mighty bulldozer, run by a powerful real estate mogul motivated only by 
profit. Writing for Life magazine in 1946—almost a decade before Zeckendorf entered Title I urban 
renewal on a nationwide scale—Robert Sellmer proclaimed, “No U.S. City can be certain that 
Zeckendorf’s hand will not fall some day upon its municipal affairs.”8  Beyond Zeckendorf’s larger-than-life 
personality that demanded a reaction (good or bad), as the seeds of discontent grew within urban 
renewal, the developer became a convenient figure to point to for the program’s failures: the private 
developer who destroyed neighborhoods for his own gain, displacing people and businesses in the 
pursuit of his own modernism.  
The demise of the urban renewal program is well-known. Resistance exploded against the 
program’s top-down, authoritative planning, massive social displacement, and severe spatial 
transformations—exacerbated by the interstate highway and public housing programs—in favor of historic 
preservation and pedestrian-oriented urbanism that respected existing city fabric, championed by Jane 
Jacobs and others. Although at first modern architecture was blamed for perceived failures, thankfully that 
is no longer the case. This recognition underscores the need for a reexamination of the design and built 
work, especially now, with the benefit of historical distance and with cities facing questions about whether 
to preserve their urban renewal sites as examples of midcentury modern architecture or to permit new 
development opportunities on the green space or parking lots of superblocks.9 Pei and Zeckendorf’s 
unique twelve-year partnership and their urban renewal work broke design and planning barriers. 
Together, developer and architect skillfully played their parts in a powerful public-private collaboration that 
altered the American city and redefined how Americans thought about modern architecture and urbanism. 
 
 
                                                                  
6 “Urges Better Buildings,” New York Times, March 16, 1950, 63. 
7 The American Forum: The Future of the American City, produced and founded by Theodore Granik, featuring Stephen McCormick, 
Moderator, with guests Frank Lloyd Wright and William Zeckendorf. Aired April 4, 1956, on NBC. 1 reel of 1 (ca. 1080 ft.): si., b&w ; 
16 mm. arch neg.1 reel of 1 (ca. 1080 ft.): sd.; 16 mm. neg trk. FSA 4774 (arch neg) -- FSA 4775 (neg trk). Library of Congress. 
8 Robert Sellmer, “The Man Who Wants To Build New York Over,” Life 21, no. 18 (October 28, 1946): 69. 
9 Richard Longstreth, “The Difficult Legacy of Urban Renewal,” CRM: The Journal of Heritage Stewardship 3, no. 1 (Winter, 2006): 
6-23. 
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The Literature of Urban Renewal 
Little scholarship exists on the influence of real estate developers on mid-century urban design and 
planning in the U.S., and a close examination of Zeckendorf and Pei’s partnership is one way to begin 
rectifying that gaping omission. Moreover, a reassessment of their extensive urban renewal work is long 
overdue. The names of Zeckendorf, of Pei, and of their projects, danced across headlines during the 
1950s and 1960s, and Zeckendorf’s 1970 memoir—called, simply, Zeckendorf, with a subtitle that 
promised “the autobiography of the man who played a real-life game of Monopoly and won the largest 
real estate empire in history”—is a fascinating self-fashioning of the developer’s spectacular rise and his 
fall into bankruptcy. But Zeckendorf, like other developers, rarely appears in the literature of architectural 
history, surfacing mostly in histories of New York real estate, which focus on Zeckendorf’s creative 
acquisitions and deals and not the built environment.10 Through the 1990s, the fields of urban history and 
sociology dominated the literature on urban renewal.11 These fields fall short in analyzing the built work—
which is why a revisionist look from an architectural historian’s perspective is long overdue.  
In recent years, Hilary Ballon, Kenneth Jackson, Richard Longstreth, Samuel Zipp, and Matthew 
Lasner, among others, have brought new understanding to urban renewal through case studies of 
individuals, projects, and cities, and through the analysis of wider historical contexts, such as the Cold 
War (Zipp) and FHA (Lasner), separating the history of urban renewal and Title I from that of disastrous 
public housing projects like the infamous Pruitt-Igoe development in St. Louis.12 While the focus of this 
scholarship is not on Zeckendorf and Pei, the authors have put forth revisions of the history of urban 
renewal by looking at the ambiguities and complexities of the program in its local and national 
manifestations and by questioning the previously established narratives of the major players, including 
Moses (Ballon, Jackson).13  
                                                                  
10 See for example: Joe R. Feagin, and Robert Parker, Building American Cities: The Urban Real Estate Game (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1990); Tom Shactman, Skyscraper Dreams: The Great Real Estate Dynasties of New York (Boston: Little Brown, 
1991); Hoyt, “William Zeckendorf: The P.T. Barnum of Real Estate.”  
11 See for example: Jon C. Teaford, The Rough Road to Renaissance: Urban Revitalization in America, 1940-1985 (Baltimore: John 
Hopkins University Press, 1990); Thomas H. O’Connor, Building a New Boston: Politics and Urban Renewal 1950 to 1970 (Boston: 
Northeastern University Press, 1993). 
12 The Pruitt-Igoe Myth, directed by Chad Freidrichs (Unicorn Stencil, 2011), DVD (First Run Features, 2012); Joseph Heathcott with 
Maire Agnes Murphy, "Corridors of Flight, Zones of Renewal: Planning and Policy in the Making of Metropolitan St. Louis, 1940-
1980," Journal of Urban History 31, no. 2 (January 2005). Minoru Yamasaki’s notorious public housing project Pruitt-Igoe in St. 
Louis, Missouri has wrongfully come to stand for the design and social failures of urban renewal as a whole. 
13 Ballon and Jackson include Zeckendorf’s encounters with Robert Moses and catalog entries on the New York City projects that 
W&K sponsored. Hilary Ballon and Kenneth T. Jackson, eds., Robert Moses and the Modern City: the Transformation of New York 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2007); Longstreth, “Brave New World: Southwest Washington and the Promise of Urban Renewal.”; 
Samuel Zipp, Manhattan Projects: The Rise and Fall of Urban Renewal in Cold War New York (New York: Oxford University Press, 
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There are a few notable examples of scholarship that examine the built environment of urban 
renewal and its aftermath in the U.S., as well as the role of the developer. CASE: Hilberseimer/Mies van 
der Rohe Lafayette Park Detroit, edited by Charles Waldheim (2004), is an excellent in-depth analysis of 
the Lafayette Park urban renewal project in Detroit. It highlights the team’s collaborative practice and the 
motivations of various team members, including developer Herbert Greenwald, in an effort to distinguish it 
from the presumed failures of modernism.14 Sara Stevens recently published a dissertation called 
Developing Expertise (2016), one of the first histories by an architectural historian focusing on the 
professionalization of real estate development and the impact of the developer and financing practices on 
the shape of American cities and suburbs.15 In separate chapters and case studies, Stevens examines 
developers J. C. Nichols, Herbert Greenwald, and William Zeckendorf and the various financing 
mechanisms they leveraged to build. 
In monographs on Pei, the architect’s early career with Zeckendorf is only briefly mentioned and 
is generally treated uncritically.16 Nevertheless, scholars acknowledge Pei’s untraditional start and the 
formative influence that Zeckendorf had on him. Unlike the work of these scholars, this study goes into 
greater depth on this partnership and focuses on urban renewal from the viewpoints of the developer and 
the architect; it also fills a necessary gap in the literature on urban renewal, real estate, and I. M. Pei. 
More than simply a history, it sheds light on pressing matters of public policy, like the role of government, 
public-private partnerships, collaboration, planned developments (including entertainment), and socially 
grounded architecture. Investigating the dynamic partnership between developer and architect helps 
move current thinking beyond the Moses-Jacobs dichotomy and connects the histories of urban design, 
city planning, housing, modern architecture, and real estate. While this study does not focus on the 




                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
2010); as opposed to Anthony Flint, Wrestling with Moses: How Jane Jacobs Took on New York’s Master Builder and Transformed 
the American City (New York: Random House, 2009). 
14 Charles Waldheim, ed., CASE: Hilberseimer/Mies van der Rohe Lafayette Park Detroit (New York: Prestel, 2004). 
15 Sara Stevens, Developing Expertise: Architecture and Real Estate in Metropolitan America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2016). Stevens examines Zeckendorf’s Denver projects and SW Washington, DC project as part of her study. 
16 Philip Jodidio and Janet Adams Strong, I. M. Pei: Complete Works (New York: Rizzoli, 2008); Michael Cannell, I. M. Pei: Mandarin 
of Modernism (New York: Carol Southern Books, 1995); Carter Wiseman, I. M. Pei: A Profile in American Architecture (New York: 
Harry N. Abrams, 1990). 
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Headwinds 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s work is a reminder of the importance of local influences on urban renewal’s 
successes and failures. None of their large-scale urban renewal projects would have been possible 
without strong homegrown leadership in individual cities. Pei’s master plans for redevelopment in the 
Hyde Park neighborhood in Chicago, Society Hill in Philadelphia, and the southwest quadrant of 
Washington, DC, drew from plans previously produced by architects working in concert with local pro-
redevelopment groups, redevelopment agencies, universities, and neighborhood advocates as well as 
powerful, savvy planning leaders like Edmund Bacon in Philadelphia and Robert Moses in New York City. 
In many articles and speaking engagements, Zeckendorf exhorted city and planning leaders to take the 
first step toward recentralization and urban renewal by creating a dynamic, visionary master plan.  
 While the popular narrative credits the grassroots efforts of Jane Jacobs and other supporters for 
the shift from tower-in-the-park urbanism to preservation efforts in New York City, the majority of 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s Title I urban renewal projects included low-rise townhouses and sought to embrace 
historic forms and/or included preservation efforts as part of their plans. In 1956 Jacobs supported and 
praised Pei and Zeckendorf’s work in southwest DC as “brilliantly and harmoniously suited to their local, 
citywide and national functions, each aspect supporting the others and the whole adding up to a genuine 
architecture of city space.”17 But she became increasingly alarmed at the destruction caused by urban 
renewal and the shortsightedness of planning efforts, which culminated in her acclaimed 1961 book, The 
Death and Life of Great American Cities.18 In 1968, toward the end of his career, Zeckendorf and Jacobs 
battled over redevelopment plans in the West Village. 
Real estate and urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s were racially charged arenas. Most of 
those displaced through slum clearance were minorities, who could not afford to rent or buy in the new 
housing that displaced them, nor could they rent or buy in many neighborhoods due to redlining and 
restrictive covenants. Despite being minorities themselves, Zeckendorf and Pei did not have a 
progressive social agenda and were not always consistent in their target demographics and inclusionary 
practices for projects. At Harvard, Pei had been indoctrinated with the goal of providing quality housing 
                                                                  
17 Jane Jacobs, “Washington,” Architectural Form 104 (January 1956): 97; Richard Longstreth, “Brave New World: Southwest 
Washington and the Promise of Urban Renewal,” in Housing Washington: Two Centuries of Residential Development and Planning 
in the National Capital Area, ed. Richard Longstreth (Chicago: Center for American Places, 2010): 255-280. 
18 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961; repr., New York: Random House, 1993). 
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available to everyone, but in the real world different cities had different racial and social tensions, and 
policy was influenced by the goals and prejudices of local leaders. Racial integration and social justice 
were not the focus of Zeckendorf and Pei’s urban renewal pursuits, unlike fellow developer James H. 
Scheuer. In southwest Washington, DC, Webb & Knapp followed Scheuer’s lead and required an open 
integration policy in their housing project, while in Society Hill the firm undertook Mayor Richardson 
Dilworth’s blatant racially charged goal of luring white middle-class families back to Philadelphia to 
improve the city’s tax base and, for Zeckendorf, to attain a rent-stabilized and sold-out housing 
“product.”
19
 Zeckendorf and Pei played the race card to make money. 
When evaluating the merits of Zeckendorf and Pei’s urban renewal, one cannot ignore the 
replacement of older, usually low-income housing with their new housing that specifically targeted middle-
income families to come back to the city. In this way, Zeckendorf and Pei fell prey to the biggest downfall 
of urban renewal: the unabashed and biased removal of working-class individuals, usually minorities, 
from the homes. 
 
Method 
This study combines archival and library research with interviews and fieldwork to chart the history and 
reception of Zeckendorf and Pei’s urban renewal projects and establish how the developer and architect 
understood their roles in revitalizing American cities. Unfortunately, Zeckendorf left no papers, and his 
self-aggrandizing autobiography and prolific press must be approached with some skepticism. The 
material herein is organized thematically, though it roughly follows a chronological sequence. First, 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s early visionary schemes for housing and new skyscrapers in New York City brought 
them to the center of debates regarding renewing city cores and preservation. As they sought to define 
their roles in their respective fields, Zeckendorf strongly advocated for new definitions of the role of each 
stakeholder in urban renewal; he was determined to place Webb & Knapp in the best possible position to 
win the sponsorship of projects. Zeckendorf and Pei worked the framework and constraints, from legal 
and economic issues to structural and marketplace considerations. While critics like Ilse Meissner Reese, 
editor of Progressive Architecture, lamented that the urban housing realm was the “plaything of the real 
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 Lowe, Cities in a Race with Time, 251-252; Ely Jacques Kahn, Jr., “Big Operator-I,” New Yorker, December 15, 1951, 68. 
Politically, most assumed Zeckendorf to be a Democrat, and that he could even make a run for mayor. Zeckendorf voted both ways 
and corrected the New Yorker and said he was a Republican.  
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estate operator,” Pei’s role went far beyond mere technical considerations like maximizing floor area and 
designing building envelopes that complied with zoning regulations.20 With Zeckendorf’s support, Pei 
began a comprehensive research program in cast-in-place concrete, which he then applied to all of his 
urban renewal housing towers—and later to some of his most inspired work on his own. 
Finally, the tension of recentralization and decentralization is explored in detail. Though a 
cheerleader for city life, Zeckendorf’s unending voraciousness and opportunism led him to pursue profit in 
the suburbs and rural areas through the development, throughout the United States and Canada, of 
shopping centers, amusement parks, prefabricated single-family homes, and what he called “new towns.” 
In time, Pei needed to protect himself and his team from the volatilities of the developer’s appetite and 
habitual financial overextension, the relationship no longer conducive to the architect’s aspirations. This 
insatiable desire of Zeckendorf to create change and form in downtown, peripheral, and rural areas, 
simultaneously, in part led to his downfall and the formal separation of Pei and Zeckendorf. The creativity 
of being a real estate developer and thrill of the next deal held far more interest for Zeckendorf than the 
property management and operational aspects of the company.  
 At roughly the same time, Zeckendorf and Pei pursued utopian plans, downtown Title I urban 
renewal work, and suburban shopping centers and new towns. A few themes occur throughout this study 
that include the strategic benefits of thinking and designing on a big scale, as well as the dynamics 
between professionalization and power. Before proceeding into the body of the study, it is helpful to 
examine them here, along with the backgrounds of the developer and architect. 
 
Big 
Few New Yorkers recognize the extent to which William Zeckendorf shaped their city through influential 
land deals. His talent for finding unnoticed and undervalued properties and striking multimillion-dollar 
deals led to some of the biggest real estate transactions of the twentieth century, including the land 
assembly that gave the United Nations a permanent home in Manhattan. Zeckendorf believed that real 
estate should be imaginative and criticized deals that only transferred property rights without improving 
the site. As his career skyrocketed in the 1940s, he announced a series of large-scale visionary projects 
                                                                  
20 Ilse Meissner Reese, “Thoughts on Urban Housing,” Progressive Architecture (October, 1961): 117. 
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for Manhattan. Each one captured the attention of the public and press, and he quickly realized that 
playing for headlines had cash value. He effectively balanced an idealistic vision for the city with the 
unself-conscious pursuit of profit. The animating energy and optimism of the real estate developer paired 
well with the architect’s desire and drive for originality in design. 
Zeckendorf’s tenure began in New York City and extended from 1938, when he joined the 
brokerage firm of Webb & Knapp, Inc., to 1965, when his overextended empire fell into bankruptcy. 
During those years, Zeckendorf’s output was nothing short of remarkable. His creativity in land assembly 
and land use transformed a string of slaughterhouses on Manhattan’s East Side into the United Nations, 
a defunct airfield on Long Island into one of the largest suburban shopping centers in the world, and kept 
banks like Chase downtown through feats of financial and real estate gymnastics with David Rockefeller 
in what the developer called “The Wall Street Maneuver.”21 Throughout the United States Zeckendorf 
rebuilt large sections of urban cores for new townhouses, apartment towers, and retail. He achieved a 
level of fame almost unheard-of for a real estate developer in the United States. Opportunistic, blunt, 
shrewd, charismatic, and amiable, Zeckendorf took to being chauffeured around New York City in a 
limousine with the license plate “WZ,” conducting business on his car phone—one of the first in the city 
(fig. I-2). He exerted a gravitational pull, attracting talent across all fields within his orbit. Though he often 
had an adversarial relationship with Robert Moses, New York’s legendary “master builder” of parks, 
roads, and entire neighborhoods, in 1962 Moses said, “Bill has precious qualities this old town badly 
needs—imagination, enthusiasm, brains, ingenuity, boldness, a sense of adventure, gaiety, and with 
them superb indifference to the dead weight of the past… Among colorless dealers in real estate he is 
bright and fabulous.”22 
Zeckendorf’s propensity for gigantic projects, beginning with Skyways Unlimited in 1946, a 
massive plan for an airport on Manhattan’s West Side that would have extended into the Hudson River, 
integrated multiple forms of transportation and technology to bring travelers back to the city. Such grand 
                                                                  
21 William Zeckendorf, with Edward A. McCreary, Zeckendorf: The Autobiography of the Man Who Played a Real-life Game of 
Monopoly and Won the Largest Real Estate Empire in History (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970), 264-283; Eric Lipton 
and James Glanz, “‘City in the Sky’,” New York Times, November 16, 2003; David Rockefeller was an influential banker and 
philanthropist, and grandson of John D. Rockefeller, the founder of Standard Oil Company in the 19th century. Rockefeller served as 
chairman and chief executive of Chase Manhattan bank for more than a decade. His influence stretched from New York to 
Washington and foreign capitals, in the spheres of art, education, and government. Jonathan Kandell, “David Rockefeller, 
Philanthropist and Head of Chase Manhattan, Dies at 101,” New York Times, March 20, 2017. 
22 Quoted in Edwin Palmer Hoyt, “William Zeckendorf: The P.T. Barnum of Real Estate,” The Supersalesmen (New York: World Pub. 
Co., 1962): 129. 
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thinking lured Pei from the Graduate School of Design, and as Pei’s design team grew, Zeckendorf and 
Pei created a kind of career pipeline from Harvard to Webb & Knapp, attracting talent like Harry Cobb, 
Araldo Cossutta, Urlich Franzen, and Vincent De Pasciuto-Ponte. In 1998, Cobb recalled of Zeckendorf, 
“Our infatuation with him was directly related to bigness. We embraced bigness in a programmatic way, 
with the fervor of believers.”
23
 In many ways, Zeckendorf’s use of bigness as a strategy anticipates the 
expansiveness of contemporary architectural dreamers like Rem Koolhaas, designer of CCTV 
Headquarters in Beijing, China, and the Seattle Central Library, and admirer of the American skyscraper, 
who has argued, “BIGNESS instigates the regime of complexity that mobilizes the full intelligence of 
architecture and its related fields.” He continued, “Bigness no longer needs the city, it is the city.”24 
Through a capitalist real estate developer who thought big, Pei, Cobb, and their Harvard peers believed 
that they could change the world.
25
  
Since Zeckendorf saw the value in architecture, Pei was not Zeckendorf’s first in-house architect. 
At various times, Webb & Knapp retained architects Rudolf C. P. Bochler, Albert Lewis, and Rene 
Brugnoni at Webb & Knapp. In addition to Pei and his colleagues, Zeckendorf also became a patron to 
some of the era’s most influential designers, among them Le Corbusier, Wallace K. Harrison, William 
Lescaze, Norman Bel Geddes, Frank Lloyd Wright, Buckminster Fuller, Carl Koch, and young architects 
Jo van den Broek and Jacob B. Bakema. At a dinner at Columbia University, in honor of Le Corbusier, the 
architect paused during his remarks and asked, “Is Bill Zeckendorf here tonight?” Zeckendorf put up his 
hand, and said, “I’m here, Corbu.” Pointing to the developer, Le Corbusier stated, “There is the man who 
has done more than anybody else for architecture in America.”
26
 Though Le Corbusier endorsed 
American technology, the American skyscraper and the haphazard nature of planning in Manhattan 
disappointed him when he first visited the country in the 1930s.
27
 In Zeckendorf he saw a kindred spirit 
bold enough to adopt his ideas for building forms and urbanism. Though these architects vied for 
commissions with Zeckendorf, none would enjoy the intimacy and volume of projects that Pei did. 
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Power and Professionalization 
Zeckendorf and Pei benefitted economically and professionally by partnering together. In many ways, 
they were a pairing of opposites: the large, vain, colorful, Jewish college dropout and son of a shoemaker; 
and the articulate, suave, tactful MIT- and Harvard-educated son of a Chinese banker. “The combination 
of the two of them was tremendously exotic,” said Henry (Harry) N. Cobb, the first of many Harvard 
colleagues whom Pei recruited to work on his Webb & Knapp design team and who later became his 
partner.28 Zeckendorf and Pei liked each other immediately and proved an incredibly effective duo, in part 
because of their mutually beneficial relationship. Pei wanted a client with power and resources; 
Zeckendorf wanted a talented, smart architect who would also be completely deferential to his wants and 
direction. Rather than join an architecture firm or open a private practice and seek out commissions for 
expensive homes, Pei’s decision to join Zeckendorf at Webb & Knapp as his in-house architect in 1948 
surprised many of Pei’s colleagues and was frowned upon by the American Institute of Architects (AIA). 
Architecture’s governing body specifically delineated the roles and responsibilities of the architect from 
those of the contactor or builder in order to both elevate the architect as an expert and protect the 
architect from legal infractions, standardizing contracts and further separating the client and architect. The 
AIA code of ethics prohibited members from this type of potentially conflicting business association until 
the 1970s when it was revised to allow design-build delivery. The deployment of Pei at Webb & Knapp 
threatened this traditional institutional practice precisely because it blurred boundaries and shifted access 
to power.29 
 Pei certainly challenged the establishment by not following the scripted path, and one can only 
speculate as to why he felt less accountable to America’s governing body of the architectural profession. 
(Perhaps it was his elite Chinese heritage coupled with his elite Harvard educational pedigree.) Some 
architects and academics held a negative perception of real estate developers. When Cobb accompanied 
Zeckendorf on a speaking engagement at Yale University’s School of Architecture, he encountered his 
friend, English urban planner Jaqueline Tyrwhitt, in attendance. She was appalled and shocked by 
Cobb’s employment with Zeckendorf and warned, “If you sup with the devil, you must carry a long 
                                                                  
28 Cynthia Davidson, "On the Record with Harry Cobb," Log 38 (Fall 2016): 24. 
29 Nancy Hadley, AIA, correspondence with author, February 18, 2017. 
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spoon.”30 Nevertheless, sociologist Magli Sarfatti Larson, author of The Rise of Professionalism from 
1977, has noted, “Architects do not place their products directly on the market: they need sponsors to 
purchase these products before they are realized.”31 Pei, like all architects, wanted to assert his identity 
as an architect and see his designs come to fruition. In Zeckendorf, he discerned a man who could act as 
both mentor in the economics of city building and a quasi-patron in terms of offering the young architect 
very large opportunities to build big, without making sacrifices of architectural quality typical of other 
developers. This potential lay not just in individual building commissions, but also in large projects 
through an employer who had the nerve to enter public-private partnerships and go up against city 
officials, including Robert Moses. 
In some ways Pei gave up a certain amount of independence by subordinating himself to the will 
of his employer, but at the same time, Pei aligned himself with the president and ultimate decision maker 
of the company, elevating the architect to a position of rare authority within Webb & Knapp. Zeckendorf 
was the ideal client—a supporter and collaborator with a love for modernity and beauty who applied 
pressure to deliver products of high caliber. He was also fiercely protective of Pei’s designs, often 
challenged by the firm’s vice presidents, lenders, and stockholders who complained that Pei and his team 
were an expensive indulgence.32 Cobb asserted that in part, the self-interest of the architect revolves 
around imagery, and the “assertion of identity is the most sensitive corporate decision never made below 
the level of the chief executive officer. Or if it is, it means that essentially there is no such aspiration, there 
is no patronage, and in effect there is no architecture.”33 Though this description is overly simplistic, 
strategically, Pei’s (and later Cobb’s) direct access to Zeckendorf was critical to ensure the best success 
for their respective designs. 
From Zeckendorf, Pei learned the politics of building and the importance of economics—
practicalities often shunned by many architects with more fraught artistic temperaments. Even within the 
demands and constraints of Title I urban renewal, Pei could exercise more control in the execution of his 
design during construction by directly supervising it, and could blur boundaries again with the field of 
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engineering by undertaking a large research program in cast-in-place concrete at Webb & Knapp. 
Working at Webb & Knapp streamlined communication between the architect and developer and opened 
doors for both. The volume of work was so great in the office that Pei also had the luxury of selecting 
which jobs he felt were most important for him to work on.34 
Zeckendorf took a risk in hiring Pei, who had built nothing to date. But the developer needed 
credibility, having recently produced a series of fantastic (unbuildable) visionary schemes, and wanted to 
express his power and status through design. He saw potential and pragmatism in Pei, and appreciated 
the architect’s personal taste for fine wine and food. In hiring Pei, Zeckendorf also accepted the basic 
thesis of modern architecture in a way that offered him less flexibility than by selecting multiple architects 
for different jobs. An in-house design staff further streamlined and modernized Webb & Knapp into a 
more efficient organizational structure, and in principle, would be a tremendous savings in cost by not 
having to pay traditional outside architectural fees. From Pei, Zeckendorf gained designs of quality, 
inventiveness, and prestige, as Pei effortlessly deployed his own style of diplomacy and charm to 
bankers, lenders, and city officials.35 In real estate development, constant promotion is required and 
Zeckendorf was a master of publicity, adopting Pei’s designs as well as the personality of the architect 
himself as critical promotional tools. 
Zeckendorf and Pei became extremely competitive and excelled in obtaining sponsorships of 
projects; however, they were not the only forward-thinking, design oriented developer-architect duo 
working within the urban renewal arena. Developer James H. Scheuer, a politically ambitious Democrat 
and advocate for integrated housing, commissioned many talented architects, including Chloethiel 
Woodard Smith, for his urban renewal work throughout the United States. Herbert S. Greenwald, a 
scholar and art supporter turned developer, became the most important US patron of Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe (1886-1969). Zeckendorf, Scheuer, and Greenwald were the leading developers of the urban 
renewal era and often competed for sponsorship on projects.36 While all found their collaborations 
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beneficial, only Zeckendorf advocated collaboration as a model for modern real estate and urban renewal 
on a large scale, and only Pei worked as an in-house architect. 
In the heightened political climate of World War II, the Cold War, McCarthyism, and changes in 
the relationship between the United States and China under the threat of Communism, Zeckendorf and 
Pei’s success is noteworthy. In the United States, Jewish and Chinese immigrants were discriminated 
against under anti-Semitism and Sinophobia (anti-Chinese sentiment) in employment and professional 
opportunities, in housing, in memberships to organizations, and in access to certain hotel and restaurant 
establishments. Zeckendorf’s grandfather, William Zeckendorf (after whom the developer was named), 
was a German-born Jew, who grew to become a powerful merchant in Tucson, Arizona. Zeckendorf was 
very proud of his heritage and the entrepreneurial spirit of his grandfather. Where other professional 
avenues were closed to Zeckendorf in New York City because he was Jewish, he engaged in two of the 
typical Jewish routes to success in this period: real estate and, through his promotional flare and 
theatrical programming, show business. Though admittedly privileged, as an Asian émigré architect, 
outside of the progressive design studios, Pei’s options for employment in the United States were limited 
in the 1950s. While he had planned on returning to China after his education, with the rise of 
Communism, he could not return home. 
Both Zeckendorf and Pei had a desire for success via authenticity, power, and money. By using 
the other, the developer and architect could be placed on the footing of elites otherwise difficult to attain 
on their own. Pei received access to city leaders, government officials, and titans of finance. Pei 
legitimized Zeckendorf in the world of art and culture and, as illustrated in Chapter 2, even physically 
positioned the developer in his own cylinder-shaped, wood-paneled “throne” room in the headquarters of 
Webb & Knapp. Perhaps I. M. Pei’s employment at Webb & Knapp can be seen as an effort “to 
reconstruct patronage,” as Larson writes, “to wrench architecture away from the frivolous hierarchies of 
status, to put it in the service of productive functions and ‘real’ power” such as Peter Behrens role as the 
in-house architect at the AEG (Allgemeine Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft) in Berlin.37 Zeckendorf provided Pei 
an opportunity to design and build on a scale that few architects of his age and experience could ever 
dream of, laying the foundations for one of the most successful architectural firms of the twentieth and 
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twenty-first centuries: I. M. Pei & Associates, today known as Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, designers of 
the East Building of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, and the Grand Louvre expansion with 
its signature glass pyramid in Paris, France, among many others.38 
 
The Developer  
In the headlines Zeckendorf’s name was so ubiquitous it became synonymous with Webb & Knapp, the 
company.39 He loved publicity, and from the late 1940s through the 1960s, magazines and newspapers 
like the New Yorker, Life, the Atlantic, the New York Times, the Nation, Architectural Record, and House 
and Home, knew that he made great copy and sold at the newsstands. The volume of projects and 
announcements was so great that Architectural Forum had the challenge (and luxury) of spacing out 
Webb & Knapp stories in multiple issues.40 Along with announcements about his latest visionary project, 
personality profiles covered how Zeckendorf operated (on the phone constantly, often bypassing his 
dedicated secretaries), how he lived (private chef, love for wine, conducting business at his club), and 
what he was like (250 pounds, booming laugh, ready sense of humor). “He carried himself in an 
extraordinary way,” Cobb recalled. “When he entered or moved across a room, he seemed to precede 
himself, with the result that his every step constituted a sort of one-man procession.”41 To the public, 
Zeckendorf embodied the American dream of the self-made man who had attained success through hard 
work, salesmanship, adventure, and a persuasive personality. Showman Billy Rose stated, “He has all 
the instincts of a Mississippi river boat gambler. He’ll take any kind of a wild chance if his knowledge tells 
him there’s a good possibility of an enormous payoff.”42 
William Zeckendorf was born in 1905 in Paris, Illinois, to Arthur William Zeckendorf and Bertha 
Rosenfield. He grew up on Long Island, where his father went into shoe manufacturing and eventually 
mail-order footwear before moving the family to Seventy-First Street and Broadway in Manhattan when 
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William was fourteen.43 In 1922, Zeckendorf entered New York University, where he studied commerce 
and played football but did not find academic life appealing. He dropped out after his third year, eager to 
work with his uncle Sam Borchard, an investor-builder. Zeckendorf became a real estate manager, 
collecting rents and attending to various property management needs before making the leap to a sales 
position for Leonard Gans, a young real estate broker with a good reputation for making deals such as 
brokering developer Fred French’s Tudor City. Zeckendorf also admired developer Henry Mendell, who 
built office buildings and the expansive London Terrace apartment complex on West Twenty-Third Street 
in Chelsea.44  
Zeckendorf had a knack for sales and evaluating property. As a broker, he learned to negotiate 
on behalf of owners by renegotiating mortgages with insurance companies and banks and to scout 
buyers for properties that insurance companies and banks wanted to unload. Though still relatively 
unknown, he excelled and worked with Gans for twelve years, eventually becoming his partner in 1930.45 
The crash of 1929 had hit real estate hard, and toward the end of the Second World War Zeckendorf 
discerned that the field was nearing the lowest point of a deep undervaluation phase and would only go 
up.  
In 1938 Zeckendorf joined Webb & Knapp, a firm founded by W. Steward Webb, Robert C. Knapp 
(former vice president of Douglas L. Elliman & Co.), and Eliot and John Cross, architects of the Tiffany 
Building and of the firm’s headquarters at 383-385 Madison Avenue.46 Zeckendorf encouraged the 
company to trade for capital appreciation, realizing future earning potential by mortgaging properties and 
then investing that capital in more strategically located properties. During World War II, he was assigned 
to manage the prestigious real estate portfolio of Vincent Astor. By September 1945, Astor’s properties 
had increased in value by $15 million and generated $2.5 million in annual profit.47 Zeckendorf had 
diversified the largely Manhattan-held properties by investing 25 percent in growth areas across the 
country. The experience gave him practice and publicity, exposing him to concepts like capital 
appreciation as well as to the exclusivity and wealth that Astor and his circle enjoyed. Astor’s fees helped 
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create a capital base from which Webb & Knapp could grow.48 Wall Street mythmaking surrounded 
Zeckendorf already, and the New Yorker reported rumors that he had wandered into Webb & Knapp early 
during the war and asked to use a desk and telephone.49 The firm’s partners left for war, and upon their 
return they found Zeckendorf running the company, having made them millionaires in the process.50 
With an indifference to the traditional workings of the industry, Zeckendorf transformed Webb & 
Knapp and almost doubled its net worth between 1953 and 1955.51 His success was due to the timing of 
a rising market, his foresight to expand beyond New York City into some of the fastest-growing parts of 
the country, and the diversification of Webb & Knapp’s investments, from golf courses to supermarkets, 
railroads, nightclubs, jails, and even cemeteries.52 Marvin Kratter, president of the Kratter Corp. and a 
well-known New York real estate professional of the era, stated, “Zeckendorf’s got the greatest real estate 
brain that ever hit this country.”53 Zeckendorf worked fearlessly with large sums of money and favored 
deals with high stakes, the more complex the better, allowing him to indulge his skill for clever financial 
provisions.54 Zeckendorf noted in his autobiography that he became “keenly aware that it paid to look at 
the real-estate business not as an end in itself but as a device for bridging gaps between the needs of 
disparate groups. The greater the number of separate groups (or their needs) that one could interconnect 
(or satisfy), the greater the profit to the innovator-entrepreneur.”55 This bridging of gaps between interest 
groups also included the architect as a key interest holder. By breaking down the traditional institutional 
barriers between them, the architect could have more exposure to the factors required to design a 
building that could be economically resilient over changing markets and time, yielding homes or 
commercial centers with long-term value financially, aesthetically, socially, and culturally. 
Why was Zeckendorf so interested in modern architecture as the visual form that his empire 
should take? He credited his second wife (of four), Marion Griffon, for introducing him to the world of art, 
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archeology, music, architecture, and dance.
56
 The two traveled to Mexico in 1943 and visited the ruins of 
Teotihuacan, with their impressive temples, courtyards, and outdoor theaters. The experience left 
Zeckendorf “with a sense of how the proper combination of mass, space, and setting can complement 
each other. It was,” he wrote, “to enormously influence what I consider to be the most important work of 
my life.”
57
 This work was urban renewal. 
 Zeckendorf’s interest in modern architecture grew. He often likened his search for a modernist 
architect to a latter-day Medici’s pursuit of contemporary Michelangelos and Da Vincis, an epic marriage 
between capital and art.
58
 Zeckendorf was more than a businessman; he was a developer with an 
architect’s sensibility that led him to adopt Pei as extension of himself. 
 
The Architect 
Pei met Zeckendorf for the first time in the spring of 1948. "I found him in a dilapidated office, a real hole-
in-the wall,” he recalled. “I saw his plans for what was to be the United Nations, a big drawing of X City. 
He talked about his plans for a mechanical garage. I soon realized that here was a man who thought on a 
grand scale, a man who had the courage to attack basic problems in his own way. I knew my own dreams 
in my own ivory tower and I said to myself that here is a business man who can dream too. And so I came 
to Webb & Knapp." (fig. I-3).
59
 
Ieoh Ming (I. M.) Pei was born in Canton, China, in 1917 and grew up in Shanghai, where his 
father was a prominent banker with the Bank of China. Interested in architecture from a young age, Pei 
had the resources and support to attend school in the United States in 1935 at age seventeen, first at the 
University of Pennsylvania, which he found disappointingly entrenched in the teachings of the Ecole des 
Beaux Arts, with its heavy emphasis on drawing. He transferred to the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) to study engineering. His instructors encouraged him to switch back to architecture and 
he earned a bachelor of architecture degree in 1940, in addition to the Alpha Rho Chi Medal, the MIT 
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Traveling Fellowship, and the AIA Gold Medal.60 Under the traveling fellowship, for six months Pei 
traveled the United States studying the methods of American factories that specialized in building 
materials.61 He worked briefly as a concrete designer for Stone & Webster, an engineering firm and 
construction company in Boston, and then pursued graduate studies in architecture at Harvard 
University’s Graduate School of Design, where, under the leadership of Dean Joseph Hudnut, he studied 
with master architects (and fellow immigrants) Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, and Martin Wagner (fig. I-
4). He excelled at Harvard. He interrupted his studies during the war to serve the United States 
government as an operations analyst for the National Defense Research Committee, analyzing buildings’ 
vulnerabilities to aerial attack. He returned to Harvard in 1946 on a fellowship and became an instructor 
and later an assistant professor of architecture as part of his postgraduate work, in addition to working in 
the office of Hugh Stubbins Jr. in Boston. 
Pei won the admiration of Gropius, who in a piece for the magazine Progressive Architecture 
included a two-page spread of Pei’s design for a museum of Chinese art. He called Pei’s plan 
“remarkable,” praising it as “an excellent synthesis of progressive design in addition to providing a much-
needed architectural statement of a proper character for a museum today.”62 Hudnut and Gropius’s 
emphasis on collaboration (despite their professional disagreements) at the Graduate School of Design 
required all students to take part in a studio class in which architects, landscape architects, and planners 
worked together. At Harvard Pei was also exposed to urban planning courses taught by Martin Wagner, a 
German planner who, like his fellow faculty members, taught that as designers they could have a major 
impact on the lives that they touched and that everyone had a right to quality housing. In addition to the 
geometric formalism of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, the sculptural forms of Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn 
also influenced Pei.63 
With Zeckendorf, Pei designed and built office buildings, suburban malls, townhouses, apartment 
towers, and sometimes entire neighborhoods. Surrounded by his Harvard colleagues while supported by 
the resources of Webb & Knapp, Pei pursued his ambition. Zeckendorf exposed his architects to all the 
inner workings of his real estate development and construction firm. Pei and his design team joined 
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Zeckendorf in meetings with lenders, banks, insurance companies, tenants, and politicians (fig. I-5). “He 
wanted his architects to know everything,” recalled Harry Cobb. “I learned so much more from Zeckendorf 
than I did at Harvard.”64 Pei became a US citizen in 1954 and formed I. M. Pei & Associates the following 
year at Webb & Knapp with founders (and soon partners) Cobb and Eason H. Leonard—all of them 
remaining Webb & Knapp employees until August 1960 and Pei’s partners staying with him through the 
1990s. The founding of I. M. Pei & Associates was an important first step for the independence of the 
firm; however, most histories do not make clear that this was in name only, and that Pei and the team 
were still the in-house architects to Zeckendorf and remained physically at the Webb & Knapp office for 
an additional five years. 
 
Pushing Boundaries 
 Pei and Zeckendorf grew very close personally. At its height, Pei’s collaboration with Zeckendorf 
included living with their families in the same building in interiors that Pei designed, with a constant traffic 
between the two apartments as collaboration and consultation continued from early morning until late at 
night. Zeckendorf owned the building, and in this way, both the developer and architect found refuge 
against the widely-practiced discrimination against Jews and Asians in cooperative housing in the city. 
Zeckendorf’s son, William Zeckendorf Jr., reflected, “The relationship between I. M. and my father was so 
intense. They pushed each other.”65 By its very nature, taking a project from drawing to construction site 
and finally to built object requires many hands, and the quality of their interaction has a huge impact on 
the outcome. Tensions between developer and architect are as varied and numerous as the practitioners 
themselves. Although today collaboration as a general practice seems to be on the upswing, it is still rare, 
as it was at midcentury, for a developer to hire someone of Pei’s caliber to work in-house—and for a top 
architect to accept that sort of position. More than a marriage of convenience, Zeckendorf and Pei set 
forth a model for practice of developer-architect and collaboration under extreme pressures.  
Today many of Zeckendorf and Pei’s urban renewal projects remain viable communities and 
commercial centers. Society Hill Towers and townhouses and Hyde Park’s University Towers and 
townhouses are thriving. Neither Zeckendorf’s financial collapse nor urban renewal’s fall into disfavor 
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should obscure Zeckendorf and Pei’s enormous contributions to urban centers and speculative building in 
the United States. In pursuit of profit, they always valued aesthetics, and they pushed boundaries in 
reconsidering the collaborative practice between developer and architect and among real estate 
economics, design, and real-life cities. As today’s builders and designers work through a new generation 
of red tape and contentious neighborhood groups, with advancing technologies and evolving ideas about 
how cities should look and function, Zeckendorf and Pei offer lessons in having the tenacity to create 
beauty where there was little financial incentive to do so. This study and methodology highlight the need 
for architectural historians to continue broadening their perspectives on how the built environments of 




Adding Ideas to Real Estate 
 
 
I had ideas, all kinds of ideas that nobody else was willing to carry out, so I carried them out 
myself. 
—William Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf 
 
 The way a real estate developer looks at a site is a wonderful lesson for an architect. 
          
 —I. M. Pei, Mandarin of Modernism 
 
 
William Zeckendorf made big plans and dramatic real estate news (fig. 1-1). In 1946, he announced plans 
for an airport on Manhattan’s West Side, an automated skyscraper-parking garage, and a dream city that 
became home to the United Nations (UN). Clearing away a depressed area of East Side slaughterhouses 
and transforming the site for what would be the UN, according to Zeckendorf, convinced him that large-
scale urban renewal was the answer to reinvigorate the city. Zeckendorf gained enormous publicity and 
transformed the conservative real estate firm Webb & Knapp into a dealer and operator of a host of 
property types; however, Business Week observed, “The company’s most unusual asset is Zeckendorf’s 
imagination.”66 By 1947 Zeckendorf was president of Webb & Knapp. By 1949 he owned it. As president, 
board chairman, and sole stockholder, Zeckendorf held all of the controls to propel Webb & Knapp 
forward.  
Zeckendorf thrived on recognizing a valuable piece of land and conceiving an appropriate 
building for it. What’s more, he believed that real estate developers should be creative and disapproved of 
deals that involved merely transferring property ownership without improving the site.67 He advocated 
“adding ideas into real estate.”68 As his career skyrocketed in the 1940s, his proposals became 
increasingly large and visionary, much to the delight of journalists and the local media, yet problematic for 
the existing urban fabric. The developer possessed a notable ability to convert the power of imagination 
into market value and articulate his vision for the city, where interlinked transportation, commerce, culture, 
and functionalism prevailed. In so doing, Zeckendorf’s reputation grew, but not necessarily his ability to 
influence the powers behind New York City’s construction and city planning. To forge a different path, 
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Zeckendorf embraced creativity and modern design as the vehicle for his success and legacy as a 
developer, and became a significant patron of modern architecture. Speaking to a group of architects at 
the Museum of Modern Architecture (MoMA) in 1952, he explained: 
Well, this idea of how to get people who are patrons of architecture to go in and accept the 
aesthetic suggestions from the architect is only possible if the architect can inspire in him a 
confidence that he is not doing it as art for art’s sake but is laying the background, the foundation 
for something that is akin to the man’s business and that will work out in the best interest and on 
a profit basis.  
 Now I am speaking of pure profit.  I am not talking about a person who might gladden his 
soul because he lives around something beautiful… but I mean actually getting something more 




Zeckendorf’s atypical consideration of value and profit elevated the rhetoric of real estate. No longer just 
assets for trade, real estate development with modern, large scale, visionary designs were part of his 
relentless commitment to draw families back to New York City in an era of white flight and 
suburbanization.  
I. M. Pei’s arrival at Webb & Knapp directly resulted from interest in Zeckendorf’s large-scale 
plans and a shared vision for the potential of modern design in the era of urban renewal. Together, 
Zeckendorf and Pei began a strategic plan to aggressively produce high-quality speculative commercial 
office buildings, multi-family housing, retail, and urban design plans across the country. In the era of 
modern corporate advertising and the rise of consumer-oriented culture, Pei transformed the physical 
offices of Webb & Knapp to communicate the authority, ability, and ambitions of the firm. Both the 
visionary plans by Zeckendorf (pre-Pei) and rebranding of Webb & Knapp (with Pei) intentionally 
maximized press value for the developer and architect, a mutually beneficial bonus critical for both of their 
careers and common ground for the new partnership; however, the most important function of publicity 
was to attract tenants and lenders to the project. The grandiose visions and the pursuit of publicity 
became negotiating tactics for Zeckendorf and Pei in urban renewal as they began to redefine the 
practice of modern real estate developer and architect. The utopianism and futurism in Zeckendorf’s 
office became an excellent sales tool, popular not just because of the fantastic images of the future, but 
for the deliberate effort to hold hope in the postwar era.  
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Skyways Unlimited  
In Manhattan, proponents of urban renewal believed New York City could be physically transformed into 
the image of a modern world capital by rationalizing planning and dismissing the “chaos” of the 
nineteenth-century grid. To Zeckendorf, postwar New York was choking to death.
70
 Its streets were 
increasingly congested, its sidewalks too crowded, its housing supply inadequate. In the early 1940s, to 
improve circulation and transportation in the metropolitan area, Zeckendorf conceived what appears to be 
his first large-scale visionary plan: an ambitious and expensive multilevel airport and transportation center 
on Manhattan’s West Side to bring air travel to the heart of the city (fig. 1-2). Known variously in the press 
as “Atomic City,” “the Manhattan Terminal,” and “Skyways Unlimited,” the enormous project called for an 
airfield not unlike an aircraft carrier to be built two hundred feet above street level, across 144 square 
blocks, from Twenty-Fourth to Seventy-First Streets, Ninth Avenue to the Hudson River.
71
 The 990-acre 
runway—roughly the size of Central Park—would rest on some thirty-five ten-story buildings that would 
house cultural and industrial activities, apartments, stores, warehouses, factories, new slaughterhouses, 
and even a new home for the Metropolitan Opera House. The mammoth project would replace old loft 
buildings and what Interiors magazine deemed “slum-type flats” along Manhattan’s far West Side.72 
Modern transportation promised global connectivity for people and goods on a scale previously 
unachievable. Swept up by the promise of flight and its impacts on urban planning, Zeckendorf and city 
planners contemplated how the city should accommodate the promising future of transportation. The 
1920s and 1930s had witnessed a proliferation of futuristic airport proposals, many with runways in the 
inner city for proximity to major economic centers.
73
 In his unbuilt yet influential Ville Contemporaine 
(1922), Le Corbusier promoted organizing the city plan around an airport-transportation hub. Others 
suggested placing runways atop existing buildings. In 1939 in Popular Science, Nicholas DeSantis, a 
commercial artist in New York, published “Aerotropolis”—a proposal for a “Skyscraper Airport for City of 
Tomorrow,” a timesaving air and land terminal. DeSantis envisioned a two-hundred-story skyscraper 
topped by an airplane field eight city blocks long and three blocks wide to serve commuters living one 
hundred miles or more from New York City who wished to fly to work in their private planes. The 
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skyscraper itself would house the aircraft, light industrial plants, office space, theaters, restaurants, cafés, 
and two large arenas for football and baseball games.74 Norman Bel Geddes, a theatrical and industrial 
designer whom Zeckendorf admired greatly and would later hire, believed that offshore airports were the 
logical solution for future air travel. As part of his “Futurama” exhibit at the New York World’s Fair of 1939-
40, Bel Geddes included plans for “Airport Tomorrow,” a large, circular airport just off the southern tip of 
Manhattan.75 The enormously popular “Futurama” exhibit by Bel Geddes, sponsored by the General 
Motors Corporation, presented a model of the world twenty years into the future, highlighting automated 
highways and large suburbs.  
Zeckendorf’s own enormous plan connected air, sea, and land travel to the Manhattan core in 
one complex. He believed, as he told Interiors magazine, that “an airport must have the same ease of 
accessibility as a railroad, and must be in the center of things it serves,” as opposed to being a rural 
auxiliary.76 In the early 1940s (as is true today), train travel from New York’s Pennsylvania Station to 
Philadelphia proved quicker than air travel from New York’s La Guardia Airfield, city center to city center. 
Zeckendorf’s Manhattan airport promised the quickest option of one hour and thirty-three minutes. The 
multilevel communications and transportation hub served airplanes, automobiles, buses, trucks, and 
ships, capitalizing on the existing West Side transportation hubs for eastern rail and major shipping 
lines.77 Zeckendorf insisted that the plan was not a pipe dream but would prove both profitable and 
necessary for New York to maintain its municipal and commercial esteem.78 
On a smaller scale, Zeckendorf studied the effect and lack of adequate parking in another effort 
to help solve the traffic problem in New York City in the design of an automatic skyscraper parking 
garage. “New York’s traffic problem will not be solved until at least 10,000 automobiles can be housed at 
convenient intersections,” Zeckendorf told Science Illustrated.79 He spent $500,000 dollars on research 
and a fully operational scale model of the automated system that weighed one ton, and measured nine 
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feet high, six feet wide, and twelve feet long (fig. 1-3).
80
 The automated system would hoist cars up and 
out of the way without the touch of a human hand. Like the airport proposal, Zeckendorf believed street 
patterns needed to change and new highways needed to easily access such garages. If the mechanics 
could be worked out, the developer believed the economics behind land with high assessment value in 
core city areas could compete with the highest and best use development, without any type of subsidy.
81
 
“Traffic and parking problems can't be solved by legislation,” Zeckendorf said to Esquire.82 
Skyways Unlimited would accommodate domestic commercial planes at a rate of sixty-eight 
planes an hour (the same as LaGuardia Air Field) on three parallel runways. Large elevators would lift 
outbound and inbound planes to and from the hangar directly beneath the runway, where planes would 
be loaded, unloaded, serviced, and stored. Directly below the hangar would be space devoted to ticket 
offices, restaurants, business offices, and waiting rooms (fig. 1-4).
83
 Streets at various levels cut through 
the network of buildings that supported the elevated runway.
84
 Each floor contained parking for 2,844 cars 
and moving sidewalks for pedestrians. Because the interior was to be totally enclosed by buildings, 
Zeckendorf proposed air-conditioning to promote air circulation. The price tag was staggering three billion 
dollars, to be paid off through rental income within fifty-five years of completion.
85
 
The developer spent twenty-five thousand dollars on drawings and blueprints, including dramatic 
renderings by the renowned architectural and aeronautic delineator Alexander Leydenfrost, a favorite of 
Zeckendorf.
86
 Life magazine published the renderings in early 1946, dubbing the project the "most 
ambitious and most expensive aviation project yet proposed."
87
 Zeckendorf brushed aside the New York 
Times’ concern about the possible dangers of bringing planes so close to Manhattan skyscrapers and left 
unaddressed problems like noise, pollution, and public safety.
88
 Even Science Illustrated noted the poor 
orientation for wind and weather, and that the rapid advances in aeronautical technology could make the 
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project obsolete.89 In the first of many heated words concerning Zeckendorf’s visionary plans, New York 
City’s construction coordinator Robert Moses wrote to Zeckendorf, “This plan was labeled as ridiculous by 
every responsible City official who examined it. … I would earnestly suggest that in [the] future you 
present these matters in an orderly fashion without so much ballyhoo and publicity, and find out how 
much of your projects is [sic] sensible and practical before announcing them as accomplished facts.”90 
“Runways for planes and highways for cars do not mix,” Moses later told aeronautics students at New 
York University.91 It is no surprise that plans did not proceed. Nevertheless, it brought Zeckendorf 
enormous attention. He donated the drawings and blueprints to the city of New York, pleased to learn in 
later years that government representatives from Sweden and the Soviet Union reviewed them with 
interest.92 Regardless of whether or not Zeckendorf believed he could truly carry out the project, the plan 
represented his theoretical position on futurism: a romantic vision of modern technology and commitment 
to integrated transportation and the city, not to mention a total disregard for existing fabric. 
 
X-City  
Failing to find backing for the grandiose rooftop airport, Zeckendorf turned his gaze toward Midtown 
property near the East River. The area contained a peculiar mix of the elite social colonies around Sutton 
Place (which Webb & Knapp had partially developed and where Pei would later live for some fifty years), 
Beekman Place and Tudor City built in the 1920s and ’30s on the hill around First Avenue, contrasting 
with low-rise buildings, noxious slaughterhouses, meatpacking plants, and warehouses from the late 
nineteenth century near the river’s edge (fig. 1-5). Over the course of four months in 1946, under 
Zeckendorf’s direction, Webb & Knapp quietly purchased an eight-block, thirty-acre area of the run-down 
slaughterhouses and warehouses, from Forty-First to Forty-Ninth Street, First Avenue to the East River.93 
Zeckendorf saw enormous potential for the site as a private, mixed-use development—a modern “dream 
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city.”94 Standing at Beekman Place, he visualized “a great, flat, rectangular platform stretching from the 
elevation of Tudor City east to the river and then north.... On the platform itself would rise great modern 
buildings, with cleanly designed plazas between them.”95 
 Zeckendorf called his plan X-City (1946) (fig. 1-6). As a model, the developer deliberately looked 
to the successful Rockefeller Center—with its promenade, sunken plaza, multi-level, commercial center—
aspiring not to match it but to surpass in greatness by adding more programming, entertainment, and 
housing. He even adopted the same marketing slogan, “a city-within-a-city.”96 Zeckendorf believed he 
could achieve this goal through a distinct design scheme that employed the current trends of modern city 
planning, desirable amenities, and access to transportation, all of which would attract investors, major 
corporations, residents, and cultural institutions to X-City. 
 Appropriately, Zeckendorf called on Wallace K. Harrison (of Harrison & Abramovitz), one of the 
most influential architects of the era and, not coincidentally, one of the designers of Rockefeller Center. 
Harrison was also widely admired as the visionary planner and co-designer (with J. André Fouilhoux) of 
the enormously popular Trylon and Perisphere, the distinctive structures that also became the logo for the 
1939 New York World’s Fair and the architectural embodiment of the so-called World of Tomorrow. In 
Harrison, Zeckendorf found a shared inclination toward large-scale urban design and imagination. The 
architect later reflected, “Bill to me was a relief because most of the people like him talked a lot and did 
very little, but Bill was ready to put up the money; he was like Moses, like Nelson—ready to act, to do the 
thing.”97  
For the design of X-City, discretion was of utmost importance until Zeckendorf secured the final 
holdings at a desirable price. For insurance, the developer devoted a suite at the Margery Hotel at 270 
Park Avenue, which Webb & Knapp owned, to the top-secret project. Only Harrison and George Dudley, 
who conducted the initial site study and produced preliminary sketches, were permitted access. 
Zeckendorf took additional rooms next-door and moved Harrison and his family there from September 
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1946 until May 1948.98 The stakes were high; it was rumored that Zeckendorf guaranteed Harrison 6 to 7 
percent of X-City’s projected $125 million earnings—almost $4 million.99 It is unclear if Zeckendorf or 
Harrison initiated this arrangement, though Zeckendorf often incentivized many of the stakeholders in his 
projects with financial gain.  
Atop Zeckendorf’s desired platform, Harrison designed four slab-shaped office buildings, a 
convention hall, and three thirty-story apartment buildings in cruciform shape to accommodate 7,500 
families (fig. 1-7).100 At the project’s center, Harrison designed two signature curving, fifty-seven-story 
slabs—an office building and a hotel—that framed a domed 6,000-seat concert hall at their base. 
Zeckendorf hoped that this hall would be a new home for the Metropolitan Opera and New York 
Philharmonic Society, “the greatest music-cultural center ever built.”101 In two-story sections, Zeckendorf 
proposed merchandise showrooms, shops, and broadcasting studios. Harrison carefully considered each 
building’s relationship to the others within the confines of the narrow riverfront site. By utilizing a platform, 
the developer elevated the project above the busy Franklin D. Roosevelt East River Drive. Zeckendorf’s 
platform—much smaller in scale compared to Skyways Unlimited—was reduced to a more realizable 
scale and followed the example of nearby Park Avenue, where building over less desirable property 
(railroad tracks) created huge revenue in real estate and a new urban fabric. 
Zeckendorf anticipated the lateral expansion of Midtown Manhattan and proposed integrating X-
City to the city core and beyond through an intricate, multi-level transportation system throughout his site: 
a helicopter field to provide direct connections to nearby airfields, parking for 5,000 automobiles under the 
platform, ramps to access an automobile overpass above First Avenue, and a yacht landing.102 The plan 
reflected Zeckendorf’s optimistic attitude toward the future of New York and the role that he believed 
large-scale urban planning would play in it, boosting the economy and, eventually, combating urban 
sprawl. The proposal for X-City was part of the sweeping transformation of Manhattan’s East Side, from 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s Stuyvesant Town and Peter Cooper Village (which eventually 
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covered 80 acres, from First Avenue to Avenue C, between Fourteenth and Twenty-Third Streets) to the 
New York City Housing Authority’s proposed housing in East Harlem.103 
Zeckendorf commissioned vivid renderings by Leydenfrost and celebrated architectural renderer 
Hugh Ferriss, whose futuristic visions of cityscapes had long captivated the public (fig. 1-8). The 
renderings portrayed X-City as a glowing precipice that redefined midtown Manhattan’s east skyline 
through light, theatricality, grand scale, and geometry. The prominent exposure along the East River and 
the platform produced the effect of an island of floating towers, from which helicopters soared into the sky 
and where boats docked at its shore. Visitors arrived to the central concert hall by a series of escalators 
over the roadway in a scene reminiscent of Antonio Sant’Elia’s Città Nuova ("New City"), and once inside 
the hall the East River served as a dramatic backdrop for performances (fig. 1-9). Ferriss later reflected, 
“To imagine the back of the stage being a glass wall through which a moonlit river could be added to the 
performance, seemed, at the time, poetic license. But the possibility of building large assembly halls that 
would overlook the river was not forgotten.”104 
Like Skyways Unlimited, the sheer size of X-City—imposing and streamlined—exhibits 
Zeckendorf’s growing commitment to an urban ideology that rejected the grid in favor of the superblock, 
the popular planning technique in the postwar era that combined multiple traditional city blocks, resulting 
in discontinuous streets and freestanding buildings usually set back from the grid in green space that 
accommodated the car and high-speed freeways. Reformers both in Europe and the United States 
believed that if urban renewal was to be successful, the urban fabric needed to be attacked on a large 
scale.105 The slaughterhouses and industries were an irrational use of space in Zeckendorf’s mind that 
could be transformed into a more profitable use (for Webb & Knapp and for the city). The design fused 
the modern rationality espoused by Le Corbusier and the International Congresses of Modern 
Architecture (CIAM) in the interwar years—order, clean lines, geometry, and the separation of spaces by 
function—with the prewar notion of clearing and replacing slums with modernist, “sanitized” housing. The 
self-contained X-City enabled residents to work, sleep, eat, and play without leaving the site, and when 
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they did, provided the convenience of modern transportation access (fig. 1-10). The scale of X-City was 
not unlike Le Corbusier’s utopian Ville Contemporaine (1922) or Plan Voisin (1925), a scheme for the 
center of Paris to illustrate a plan that dismissed archaic streets with a new core of office-skyscrapers 
surrounded by light and air in what Le Corbusier called “the dawn of a new social contract.”106   
Both Le Corbusier and Zeckendorf utilized their urban schemes with not only functionalism as a 
planning tactic, but also “bigness” as a strategy, in some ways anticipating the theory of Rem Koolhaas, 
where “BIGNESS” becomes an ideological problem in and of itself, “independent of the will of its 
architects,” and activating a new level of involvement of both designers and the dweller.107 In his seminal 
book Delirious New York, Koolhaas sees X-City as a direct application of Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse 
(1930), and the missing link between Rockefeller Center and Lincoln Center, “an in-between stage in the 
gradual loss of Manhattan’s density.”108 This is especially true due to the metropolitan opera as a key 
element of the plan. The grandiose visions for new cities became a negotiating tactic, in which the 
architect and developer intentionally asked for too much, ultimately receiving something, if only 
recognition to allow for the next proposal or project’s success.  
For Zeckendorf, the recognition of creativity in land-use brought him name recognition with city 
officials, lenders, and designers, and eventually, to the forefront for consideration for large-scale urban 
planning schemes. Zeckendorf proudly showed the X-City plans to Le Corbusier when he met him in the 
coming months, and even considered hiring the architect, in collaboration with architects and planners 
Josep Lluis Sert and Paul Lester Wiener to design a parcel that for the land that he was assembling in 
downtown Denver (fig. 1-11). Wierner wrote to Sert in July, 1947, “There is no doubt that a gradual 
friendly association with this ‘go-getter’ [Zeckendorf] can be of great value to us. If only one of his 
schemes materializes it would represent a major realistic work; if not, it is certainly interesting to project 
advanced ideas, if properly paid.”109 Ultimately, the Denver opportunity fell to Pei; nevertheless, the 
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reputation of Zeckendorf was growing and world-class architects jockeyed for his work. Zeckendorf and 
Le Corbusier would write to each other for several years.
110
 
It is unclear whether or not the nondescript, albeit mysterious, name X-City was intended as a 
permanent name for the complex or a generic placeholder until a major tenant committed to the project, 
prompting, say an Aluminum City, Airline City, or Television City, as Rockefeller Center’s Radio City had 
done with its major tenant, Radio Corporation of America (RCA).
111
 Another possible source for the name 
was a book that Zeckendorf may or may not have been familiar with called X-City: The City of Money and 
Power, published in 1930 by the United States Daily, a newspaper.112 Described as “a book of facts about 
a new market dominated by a single daily newspaper,” the book sets out to answer the question “What is 
a city?” through descriptions of a utopian city of 183,000 homogenous “high-income people” set in a 
location outside time and space: 
Named on no map, traced by no lines of latitude and longitude but compact, clearly recognizable 
and far more homogeneous than any community of mansions and tenements, shacks and 
skyscrapers, X-City, unknown only as to name, reveals itself as a substantial and accessible 




A combination of businesses, transportation, shopping, industry, aviation, leisure, and quality architecture 
in the United States Daily’s X-City would attract the informed leaders of the country. X-City did not have a 
geographical location, but instead represented a modern, international mindset (that would read a single 
newspaper). Finally, and perhaps most intriguing, this utopia could be sold through the United States 
Daily.114 
With 85 percent of the site obtained, Zeckendorf moved forward with what he saw as an 
economically sound and well-designed project, at an estimated cost of one hundred fifty million dollars. 
He released the plans to the public in September 1946 and prevailed upon Mayor William O’Dwyer to 
showcase a model at City Hall that was so large it necessitated several tables to display it. Zeckendorf 
proposed that the city allow X-City to incorporate two existing city parks on the west side of First Avenue 
and that a looped subway line be constructed to connect the development with the city’s transportation 
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system.115 At the time, Mayor O’Dwyer made no comment on the plan.116 Moses wrote to Zeckendorf 
requesting additional information and criticized the developer for his disregard of subterranean conditions, 
including ventilation systems and the Queens Midtown Tunnel. He wrote, the plan is “wholly impractical 
and visionary,” and recommended “that the more melodramatic and impractical features be dropped from 
the plan as soon as possible.” Nevertheless, Moses conceded, “there is no doubt that any substitute for 
the present slaughter houses, especially in the direction of residential developments, will be to the 
advantage of the City.”117 
The following month, Architectural Forum published “Zeckendorf City,” a brilliant publicity coup. 
The article compared X-City with Rockefeller Center in scope, pointing out that it out-bulked Radio City, 
included a new metropolitan opera, and combined more investment than the Grand Central area as 
developed by the Vanderbilts in the 1920s. Alongside its declaration that X-City was “one of the most 
ambitious building projects ever conceived,” the journal published glossy photographs of the models.118 
Zeckendorf seemed to be gaining momentum, both with potential tenants and with public support. Writing 
for the New York Sun, music critic Irving Kolodin stated, “Visionary as the project may seem to be, it 
accords so closely with an emphatic requirement of our local life that action, as well as thought, are 
demanded of all concerned—which means not only the directors of the two organizations [the 
Metropolitan Opera and New York Philharmonic], but the public as well.”119 
Zeckendorf had until December 11, 1946 to acquire the necessary financing for the project, but 
soon an unexpected possibility developed: the United Nations (UN) was looking for a permanent home.120 
After much site jockeying and under a December 31st deadline to select a site, it appeared that the UN 
would establish its headquarters in Philadelphia, passing on Robert Moses’s proposition that the UN 
make its permanent home in Flushing Meadows, Queens, site of the 1939 World’s Fair. What followed is 
a testament to Zeckendorf’s skill as a negotiator, persuader, and colorful storyteller. He played a crucial 
role in the famous eleventh-hour deal that, a few weeks later, established the United Nations in New York 
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 In his Autobiography, Zeckendorf recounts that while reading about the UN site debates, he 
realized that Webb & Knapp owned a potential site for the global headquarters in Manhattan. Turning to 
his wife, Marion Griffin, he proclaimed, “I’m going to put those bastards on the platform!” “Which bastards 
on what platform?” “The UN—I’m going to put them on the platform over the slaughterhouses.”
122
 Working 
quickly, Zeckendorf telephoned Mayor O’Dwyer on December 6
th
 to announce that he had seventeen 
acres (three-quarters of his X-City holdings) available to accommodate the United Nations.
123
 Shortly 
thereafter, the proposed Manhattan site was front-page news. 
It appears that with this announcement, for the first time the United Nations began seriously 
considering establishing itself in its own "skyscraper city,” passing on other more remote locations in New 
York such as Governors Island, and the Rockefeller estate in Tarrytown.
124
 To accommodate the UN, 
Zeckendorf proposed to eliminate all of his X-City plans except the northern tract, on which he foresaw an 
opera house, an airline terminal zone, and a residential section that could be used by UN personnel.
125
 To 
promote the site, Zeckendorf used Harrison’s renderings for X-City, adding a revised sketch with the 
words “General Assembly” written next to the original opera house and “Security,” “Economic and Social,” 
and “Trusteeship” next to other auditoriums.
126
 
Nelson Rockefeller lobbied heavily for the X-City location, and, recognizing that the city didn’t 
have the finances to underwrite the project, his father, John D. Rockefeller Jr., stepped in to purchase the 
property from Zeckendorf and donate it to the United Nations.
127
 The deal took place at the Monte Carlo 
nightclub, which Webb & Knapp owned and where Zeckendorf was celebrating his wedding anniversary. 
Interestingly, the Rockefellers sent Harrison to negotiate with the developer on their behalf at 10:30pm 
the night before the UN committee was to vote on the final location.
128
 Zeckendorf agreed to sell 
seventeen acres of his East Side property for $8.5 million and initialed the map of the site with a pencil 
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ring around the site and wrote in the corner, “For UN headquarts.[sic] Not to be used for speculation.”129 
Straightaway, a thirty-day option in the name of John D. Rockefeller Jr. was signed, and Rockefeller, in 
turn, wrote a letter to the UN offering the property as a gift, under the conditions that the city purchase 
and gift the few remaining lots needed to square off the site and turn over the waterfront rights and the 
streets included in the area to the United Nations.130 Hugh Ferriss went to work to show the architectural 
possibilities of the site, slightly altering the X-City plan to focus on a General Assembly building (fig. 1-12). 
“The devil of it was, how does one design a world capital between breakfast and dinner,” Ferriss recalled 
in his book, The Power of Buildings. “After a morning of telephone calls with officials and designers 
already involved—designing over the telephone, so to speak—the afternoon was spent making the 2’x3’ 
drawing here reproduced. I got the last lines in while going down in the elevator of the Architects Building 
to the official car waiting at the curb.”131 
On December 14th, the UN General Assembly ratified the Permanent Headquarters Committee’s 
approval of the East River site, basing its decision on visits to the property and on the modified renderings 
of X-City.132 The speed with which the transaction was completed is a remarkable testament to the 
cooperation between Zeckendorf, Rockefeller, Harrison, Ferris, city officials such as Moses, and United 
Nations representatives. The deal firmly established Zeckendorf’s reputation as a major real estate player 
in New York City and marked New York City as a new symbol of global power, modernity, and 
prosperity.133   
Zeckendorf was likely under pressure to abandon the X-City scheme. Despite extensive 
architectural and demographic research, the futuristic project failed to attract the necessary financial 
backing.134 Nevertheless, Zeckendorf insisted that pure altruism prompted his actions on December 6, 
1946 to offer the X-City site to the UN.135 His son, William Zeckendorf Jr., claimed that Webb & Knapp 
just broke even by selling the project at $8.5 million. The $2 million differential did not cover Webb & 
Knapp’s expenses to assemble the land nor the costs of scale models, photography, and promotion for X-
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City.136 Still, Zeckendorf profited financially and publicly from the X-City-UN deal. While the return on the 
portion sold to Rockefeller was a moderate 20 percent, the remaining five acres of surrounding land 
owned by Webb & Knapp doubled in value, from approximately four hundred thousand an acre to eight 
hundred thousand dollars an acre.137 But it was the Rockefellers who received the most praise for their 
generosity and public spirit. Though the family’s actions also protected their own Midtown investment of 
Rockefeller Center, removing from Zeckendorf’s hands a plot that threatened to surpass their urban 
center.138 Harrison and Ferriss, whose early drawings aided the signing of the deal, also benefited. As 
Harrison biographer Victoria Newhouse has pointed out, “Harrison’s design, its slab skyscrapers 
tempered by their curved plan and by the horizontal penetration of the auditorium structure, provided a 
base for the first consideration of a United Nations headquarters on its present site.”139 Acting upon the 
direction of Trygve Lie, the UN’s first secretary-general, the UN Headquarters Planning Committee 
appointed Harrison as director of planning for the UN due to his intimate knowledge of the site, 
diplomacy, relationships with stakeholders (including Moses), and valuable experience with large 
projects.140 Ferriss continued to work on the project as “visual consultant” to the UN.141  
With Harrison and Ferriss, Zeckendorf brought forth the vision of transforming the 
slaughterhouses of Manhattan’s East Side into a modern urban complex. Yet the symbolic consequences 
of the UN reached far wider than Zeckendorf could have imagined, including legitimizing, for many, urban 
renewal as the method to achieve the aspirational modern city. At times Zeckendorf lamented that he did 
not receive ample recognition for his role as a public servant, bringing the UN to Manhattan and 
sacrificing a substantial potential for profit. It is possible that many viewed Zeckendorf’s role as limited to 
that of a real estate broker, and today, while the Rockefellers involvement in the UN transaction is well 
known, Zeckendorf’s involvement has largely been obscured.142 At the dedication ceremony for the new 
buildings, Zeckendorf and his wife Marion were seated in the far back, while, according to him, “a great 
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many others, who had had far less to do with the realization of the project, were at the front and center of 
activities.”143 Zeckendorf would often refer to the UN deal as one of his proudest achievements, citing it in 
articles and speeches as an example of the most successful type of urban renewal.144 In proposing the 
sweeping X-City, Zeckendorf negotiated or “settled” for a smaller land development deal that stood as 
one of his largest accomplishments to date.  
 
UN Approach 
Once the deal was consummated, Zeckendorf intended to purchase more property between the UN and 
Grand Central Station to initiate urban renewal in the larger Midtown East area using the proximity and 
prestige of the UN as a means for profit. On the property he still owned just north of the UN, Zeckendorf 
moved to carry out plans for the airline terminal, hotel, and opera house, expanding on the original theater 
proposal with the assistance of Norman Bel Geddes (fig. 1-13).145 Of utmost importance to the developer 
was a monumental approach to the UN complex (and his holdings) that would highlight its importance 
and connect it to Midtown. He proposed a UN Concourse for pedestrians and cars through the 
redevelopment of six blocks bounded by the north side of Forty-Sixth Street and the south side of Forty-
Ninth Street, from First Avenue and Third Avenue. Zeckendorf told the press that when he sold or 
developed the neighboring blocks, he expected to make his usual 400 percent profit: “That’s how we 
make progress in this wonderful capitalistic country.”146  
A new home for the Metropolitan Opera remained a critical component to Zeckendorf’s plan, 
where theatre could serve as a revenue generator, place maker, and increasingly, an enticing rationale 
for sweeping redevelopment, ultimately realized in Lincoln Center.147 Zeckendorf determined to expand 
the theater program after an unexpected phone call from Bel Geddes in March 1947. Bel Geddes wanted 
the developer to sponsor a modern theater district in the West Fifties, just north of the existing one in 
Times Square. Bel Geddes had attracted the interest of twenty leading producers to be stockholders, who 
would pledge to use eight theaters in the new group, if they were built. This proposition impressed 
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Zeckendorf, and he asked Bel Geddes to consider the same idea for the UN Concourse, enlarging the 
plan to include new homes for the Metropolitan Opera, Philharmonic Orchestra, and Columbia 
Broadcasting Television Studios. According to Bel Geddes, Zeckendorf “had been trying for some weeks 
to think of an idea for a group of buildings to lead from the center of the City to the UN group in an 
imposing manner, and thinks that this is by far the best idea that has come to him yet.”148  
Webb & Knapp’s plan called for a Beaux-Arts, symmetrical landscaped concourse the width and 
length of the two full blocks between Forty-Seventh and Forty-Eighth Streets, creating an esplanade 
1,340 feet long and 320 feet wide (two and a half times wider than Park Avenue, Manhattan’s widest 
street) (fig. 1-14).149  Twin forty-story office buildings with broadcasting facilities were placed on each side 
of the esplanade at Third Avenue, serving as a gateway to the approach (fig. 1-15). To the north and 
south of these buildings, Zeckendorf and Bel Geddes proposed the opera house and concert hall. The 
remainder of the block would be redeveloped with eight theaters in two U-shaped buildings with rooftop 
restaurants and cafés. Between First and Second Avenues, two groups of four sixteen-story buildings 
would house over a thousand residential units on the upper thirteen stories, with priority given to relocate 
residents of the area, World War II veterans, and UN personnel. The lowest three floors would be 
dedicated to auxiliary functions to meet the needs of the UN, including banks, pressroom facilities, travel 
agencies, and headquarters for international civic, science, and education organizations, while the 
penthouses would include professional clubs and social gathering spaces. Like X-City, the UN Approach 
would include extensive subsurface parking.150 Though a fallback position following the fait accompli of 
the X-City project, the UN approach too was excessive in scale. Relentlessly, Zeckendorf practiced 
opportunity maximization when circumstances presented themselves or changed. 
 Bel Geddes enthusiastically supported Zeckendorf’s goals for a UN Concourse, writing in a letter, 
“Such an approach would perpetuate living architecture, and use the theme of international 
understanding. This would be further envisioned if the group of buildings, on either side of the boulevard, 
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were designed as a great open air forum for 100,000 persons, as well as for their individual use.”151 There 
was some back-and-forth on the design, and Bel Geddes produced a number of sketches for the different 
theater types; at one point, the designer proposed placing the opera house in the center of the street as a 
monumental end of Forty-Eighth Street (see fig. 1-13).152 Serendipitously, Geddes was to have a one-
man show at the MoMA in the summer of 1948, to include a model of the UN theater proposal, but the 
exhibit was tabled for reasons unknown.153 
To make the UN Approach and theater district a reality, Zeckendorf proposed an arrangement by 
which the city would condemn the six blocks through eminent domain (the legal right of government to 
expropriate private property for public use), and Webb & Knapp would then purchase them from the city 
at public auction for no more than 20 percent of its 1946-47 assessed value ($11,609,000 to 
$13,500,000). Webb & Knapp would then gift the city the land bounded by the north side of East Forty-
Seventh Street, First Avenue, and Third Avenue, to be developed as a noteworthy concourse to the 
United Nations.154 The proposal did not sit well with the mayor, who doubted the legality of using the city’s 
condemnation power, which was restricted by law to acquisition of land for public purposes, in this 
manner.155 Zeckendorf’s plan would also require rezoning. To many, it appeared that although the 
subsequent sale of the property would be open to private operators, Zeckendorf had the most to gain.156  
In March 1947, Zeckendorf presented his plan in a letter to Construction Coordinator and Parks 
Commissioner, Robert Moses, who turned it down within a matter of weeks.157 This was unsurprising, as 
Zeckendorf’s X-City had found little support from Moses. Zeckendorf persisted. That summer, the future 
of the UN area played out publicly in a series of heated debates recounted in the New York Times. At 
their core: the role of the city and the role of private capital in development. The influential journalist 
Dorothy Thompson criticized Zeckendorf’s proposal in a letter to the editor of the New York Times.  
Zeckendorf responded, trying to assure Thompson and the public that his proposal was "not for the 
purpose of expropriating one person's asset merely to give it to another nor is the plan fostered with a 
view to personal gain. Believing that the city will obtain such great benefits for its future world capital with 
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an approach such as suggested by us to the United Nations, we have not only offered the suggestion 
freely but have offered to underwrite it if necessary."158 
Under pressure from Zeckendorf, many architects and planners, and some anti-Moses members 
of government, the city’s Board of Estimate withheld the approval of Moses’s limited plan to improve the 
UN area through an emphasis on traffic flow. In August, the New York Chapter of the American Institute 
of Architects (AIA) presented its own East Midtown redevelopment plan, developed under the direction of 
Robert C. Weinberg, to the Board of Estimate (fig. 1-16).159 The AIA proposed to develop nine blocks, 
from Forty-Fifth to Forty-Eighth Street, between Lexington and First Avenues, centering upon a 150-foot-
wide concourse, or “Capitol Street,” running to the UN plaza.160 The plan took advantage of the grade 
differences between Third and First Avenues, sending traffic underground between Third and Second 
Avenues to First, while the concourse overpassed Second and First Avenues to the UN site.161 As part of 
its master plan, the AIA asserted: “To provide a glorified entrance to the United Nations site before 
adopting a general plan for the whole area would be bungling of the worst sort.”162 This plan, too, failed to 
gain traction with the Board of Estimate. 
Rather than compete against each other, Zeckendorf and the AIA came together in their support 
of bold and imaginative planning that was large in scale and long in range. In August 1947, Zeckendorf 
gathered supporters at a luncheon at his Monte Carlo Club. Attendees included some 150 architects, 
engineers, investment brokers, and theatrical and musicians’ spokesmen, who listened to the details of 
the proposed plans.163 At the luncheon, F. J. Woodbridge, the chairman of the Committee on Civic Design 
& Development and member of AIA, remarked, “The two plans are not competitive. They are, rather, 
complementary in that one is, in general terms, a statement of principles [AIA], the other more detailed 
and specific in its indication of buildings and the activities in them [Webb & Knapp]. Both have the same 
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purpose, namely to show the splendid opportunities now possible but easily lost if small measures are 
adopted.”164 
In August, the Board of Estimate held a special hearing to review Zeckendorf’s scheme. In 
hindsight, Zeckendorf believed the deck was stacked against him, as Moses, the “master at the art of 
civic war,” had already convinced the mayor that the scheme was impractical. Zeckendorf later wrote,  
I found myself and my motives distorted by Moses in his reports to the Board of Estimate, and 
was subject to consequent suspicious inquiries in the press. To the editors of The New York 
Times (which kept its reporting objectively biased in his favor), Moses was in those days 
sacrosanct, a demigod who could do no wrong, while I was branded as a suspect witness. Try 
though we might, my allies and I could never effectively get our message across to enough key 
citizens to change an essentially political decision.… Moses won the battle between us by sheer, 
brute force.165 
 
As early as April, Moses had written to Zeckendorf, emphatically stating, “the City is not prepared to enter 
into such an arrangement, and I am sure that it would be a waste of time for you to pursue the matter with 
us.”166 At the hearing, Zeckendorf was not allowed to set up the physical model that Webb & Knapp had 
brought, and the hearing escalated to a shouting match between the mayor and Zeckendorf. Moses had 
insinuated that Zeckendorf was setting himself up to make an enormous profit at the expense of the 
taxpayers, even though Webb & Knapp did not own more than 6 percent of the total amount of property in 
the plan. Zeckendorf was flabbergasted, later writing, “I noted that these comments were impugning the 
honor of my firm and myself.” Knowing that the battle was lost, he “decided to go down with all guns 
blazing.”167 He accused the board and the mayor of abdicating their powers to Robert Moses, an 
unelected official, and was immediately ordered to leave the room. The following day, the New York 
Times reported the meeting as “the bitterest debate in recent City Hall history.”168 In one fatal swoop, the 
Board of Estimate killed the so-called “monumental” approach advocated by the AIA and Zeckendorf, 
arguing that the plans could not be justified as a result of the city’s current finances and the legality of the 
proposed use of the city’s condemnation power.”169 This despite a great deal of support from the New 
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York Board of Trade, Municipal Art Society, Greater New York Taxpayers Association, Regional Plan 
Association, and editors of Architectural Forum, among others.170  
 Zeckendorf never forgot this encounter with Moses. Although he had received great press for 
Skyways Unlimited and the Automatic Parking Garage, Zeckendorf hired a director of public relations, 
John Price Bell, and subsequently “undertook no major project in a city without recruiting support from 
two key sectors—financially important local groups and the general populace.”171 In March 1948, 
Zeckendorf announced to the press that Webb & Knapp had disposed of all its neighboring properties, 
claiming, “We are pulling out to knock the props out from under the city’s argument that Webb & Knapp, 
and not the city at large, stands to gain from a truly adequate approach to the United Nations 
headquarters, such as we have suggested.”172 He continued to promote the idea of a monumental 
approach, even taking out full-page ads in the New York Times to illustrate what could be done in the 
area.173 The rendering that accompanied the ads shows a bright, shining, orderly approach against a 
largely illegible, dark, and chaotic city fabric. In another ad, Zeckendorf published his UN approach 
rendering alongside the one proposed by the city—“a study in opposites”—and asked readers to choose 
for themselves (fig. 1-17).174 In August 1948, he endorsed the AIA plan for the redevelopment plan of 
East Midtown, acknowledging, “this plan, or any other that properly merits the attention of the city, can 
finally be implemented only through private capital.”175 It’s unclear if Zeckendorf retained any additional 
outside consultants beyond Bel Geddes on these plans, though renderings were produced in-house by 
architect Rene Brugnoni.176 No architect was credited as part of Zeckendorf’s publicity stunts regarding 
the UN Approach, instead, emphasizing the “magnificent concourse” of Webb & Knapp’s proposal.177 
 Zeckendorf’s PR machine only grew, and it’s interesting to note that this was formulated in part 
due to his confrontations with Moses, who famously held tremendous sway with the press. It’s not clear if 
Zeckendorf was naïve, playing the part, or if his unbridled optimism and affection for optics deluded him in 
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what he believed his sphere of influence to be. Zeckendorf lamented that the United Nations failed to 
receive a proper approach and setting for its buildings. Following the positive press from X-City and the 
UN deal, the negative publicity surrounding the monumental approach of Zeckendorf as a greedy 
developer stung. The limited improvements by Moses and the city ultimately prevailed. A section of Forty-
Seventh Street was widened; a small park on the west side of First Avenue at Forty-Third Street was 
added. The widened street led not to a grand sculpture or to one of the UN buildings but to an empty park 
north of the General Assembly building. The experience was formative in the way Zeckendorf would 
move forward with future projects, better positioning Webb & Knapp in the press as creative developers 
and voicing his frustration concerning the relationship between the city and private enterprise. Zeckendorf 
told Esquire that with the X-City, he “saw a chance for a real-estate firm to do something worth-while on a 
big scale. Maybe I was just trying to show up some of the members of the City Planning Commission. It’s 
ridiculous that a great city like New York had to be pulled out of a jam by one private company and a 
public spirited family like the Rockefellers.”178 While Zeckendorf’s frustrations are evident, this practice—
great institutional families donating money to benefit the city—was a common practice, and far and apart 
from Zeckendorf’s role as a broker, operator, and dreamer. 
 Years later, in 1958, Zeckendorf announced plans for development of the block north of the UN, 
as part of a resolution the UN General Assembly announced in 1957 to explore the feasibility of providing 
office space for various delegations in proximity to the Secretariat building. Webb & Knapp received city 
and state approval for a thirty-seven-story tower for apartments and office space designed by Harrison & 
Abramovitz, but according to the New York Times, the developers found the project economically 
unsound and shelved the project.179 In 1960, Webb & Knapp announced they were moving forward, in 
partnership with the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa), with a revised plan by the architects for a 
co-op apartment/office complex at 860-870 United Nations Plaza on Forty-Ninth Street.180 Drawing from 
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the design of the UN complex, 860-870 UN Plaza includes twin-towered apartment buildings of thirty-
eight stories housing 334 apartments (with forty-six duplexes on the top eight floors) and an office 
complex at its base (fig. 1-18). The forms and materials play homage to and defer to its UN neighbor and 
became popular luxury homes for the entertainment and creative crowd in New York in the 1960s and 
1970s.181 
 
The Captive Architect at Webb & Knapp 
By 1948, Zeckendorf planned to embark on a national building program and felt that Webb & Knapp 
needed a new in-house architect to put his ideas into form, in much the same way that Harrison had 
assisted Zeckendorf in conceptualizing X-City.182 While Webb & Knapp already employed staff architects 
for less extensive developments and renovation projects, Zeckendorf hoped to improve the design of the 
commercial structures they developed and rebrand the company as a leader in modern planning and 
design.183 The collaborations with Wallace K. Harrison, Hugh Ferriss, and Norman Bel Geddes—all 
known for drama in their streamlined designs for utopian cities, buildings, and theaters—proved fruitful, 
but Zeckendorf wanted a young architect who was not a “scion of a wealthy family” (though Pei was 
indeed from a prominent family) because he would turn out to be a dilettante; nor did he want a designer 
to be a “long-time hack in the back of somebody’s office, with his spirit already broken.”184 Zeckendorf 
asked for the advice of Nelson Rockefeller, chairman of the MoMA and for whom Zeckendorf now served 
as a real estate consultant, to find a talented architect. He asked, “Nelson, don’t you think it is about time 
that the modern Medicis began hiring the modern Michelangelos and Da Vincis?”185 Rockefeller 
recommended John E. (“Dick”) Abbott, secretary of the MoMA, to serve as an assistant and talent scout 
for Zeckendorf.186 Abbott interviewed a dozen or so architects before sending I. M. Pei, a young Chinese 
architect and a junior professor at Harvard, to Zeckendorf’s office in the spring of 1948 (fig. 1-19).187 
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Zeckendorf liked Pei immediately. He wrote: “I could see from his sketches that he was truly 
talented. I also found him obviously intelligent and very imaginative.”188 Pei shared Zeckendorf’s passion 
for wine and gourmet cuisine, a bonus for Zeckendorf and perhaps a sign that the seemingly disparate 
figures—a brash New York Jewish developer and a dignified Harvard-trained architect from China—
would prove a fitting duo. “I wanted him to join us,” Zeckendorf wrote, but he sensed that Pei was 
apprehensive about becoming a “captive architect,” to some extent limiting his professional freedom by 
working in-house for a developer. For six months Zeckendorf set to work persuading Pei “that the kinds of 
things we were going to do would be so different and so much better than anyone else in the country was 
doing that as an architect he would not resist the challenge.”189  
Pei had other options to consider: to remain at Harvard and teach, or return to China, which had 
always been his original plan but that became extremely difficult given the rise of the Communist party 
and victory of Mao Zedong. But with a growing young family, Pei and his wife Eileen Loo (also a Chinese 
immigrant from a wealthy, cosmopolitan family) determined to assimilate.190 The opportunity to learn more 
from and align himself with a leader of the real estate industry enticed him. According to Zeckendorf, Pei’s 
father had advised him “that the essence of good architecture was the ability not only to conceive of great 
buildings but also to tie them effectively to finances and economics.”191 As Pei later told a reporter: 
Real estate developers are responsible for the built environment that we see. Rather than hold 
them in contempt, I thought there was great potential in trying to work from within. One could 
learn something from them, and I learned a great deal. The way a real estate developer looks at a 
site is a wonderful lesson for an architect.192 
 
Intrigued by Zeckendorf’s ambition and vision for urban planning, in the fall of 1948 Pei left 
Cambridge for New York, becoming the head of Webb & Knapp’s new department of architectural 
construction, research, and design.193 His decision surprised many of his Harvard colleagues, who 
typically sought out first commissions such as small residences or joined established architecture firms, 
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such as Gropius’s The Architects Collaborative (TAC). Pei’s choice appeared risky.194 Philip Johnson told 
the journalist and Pei biographer Michael Cannell, “It was a shock that he would go commercial. To be 
kept by a single developer was a fantastic break in the habits of architecture. It wasn’t the accepted way 
to become an architect, but times were changing. Pei saw that and others did not.”195 Perhaps Pei saw 
past architecture’s aristocratic tradition and purist standards that held the individual and “genius” architect 
on a pedestal.  
Upon entering the field in the United States, architects found themselves under the direction of 
the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the professional organization for architects. The AIA defined the 
standards by which an architect should conduct his or her practice and sought to define the relationship 
between designer and builder/developer both from an ethical and legal standpoint. Pei broke with this 
tradition by joining Zeckendorf and forging his own path.196 The AIA’s Standards of Professional Practice 
from the era did not explicitly forbid working for developers or contractors (which it did in other eras) but it 
made clear the architect’s responsibility to represent the client with no conflicting interests. This put Pei in 
a gray area.197 If there was disapproval from the AIA for Pei’s employment at Webb & Knapp, it may have 
been issued verbally. Pei joined the AIA as of February 21, 1944, but let his membership fees lapse at the 
end of 1946. Pei’s membership lapsed from 1947 to 1956 and he would have received his final 
termination notice in early March 1948, coincidentally about the time he was interviewing with Zeckendorf. 
The year after Pei established I. M. Pei & Associates, which from an outsiders’ perspective more clearly 
defined his relationship with Zeckendorf, he applied for readmission to membership, perhaps seeking 
validation from the establishment and its members for his work to date and better positioning his work 
going forward.198 
For his first assignment, Zeckendorf asked Pei—whom he would always call by his proper name, 
Ieoh Ming, as opposed to “I. M.”—to design a fifty-thousand-square-foot office building in Atlanta, 
Georgia, an investment property for Webb & Knapp (fig. 1-20). The company leased the building to Gulf 
Oil prior to its design, presenting Pei with the challenges of both a small budget and the need to satisfy 
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the tenant’s desires, in this case for both elegance and solidity. Pei creatively met those needs by using 
local Georgia marble as exterior wall panels in the steel framed building. He transformed this traditional 
monumental material into an institutional one by using marble as a thin veneer of curtain wall, 
economically constructed at $7.50 a square foot.199 According to Zeckendorf, Pei persuaded the local 
marble producers to supply the material at a discounted rate as a form of advertisement, a tactic 
Zeckendorf and Pei would later use with aluminum for other projects.200 All exposed steel was painted 
dark brown, accentuating the structure and infill of the enclosure of the building. Construction moved 
quickly over four months in 1949.201 The design illustrates the influence of Gropius’s The Architects 
Collaborative (TAC) and another German émigré, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, particularly his work at the 
Illinois Institute of Technology and the repetition of the structural bay. But more importantly, with his first 
built structure, Pei proved to his new employer that he could achieve an advanced design that was both 
beautiful and economical. 
In January 2013, Pei’s Gulf Oil building in Atlanta Georgia, was demolished by developer Faison 
Enterprises to make way for a mixed-use project that includes 280-unit apartment complex called 131 
Ponce; however, due to protests from preservationists, the developer agreed to preserve many of the 
original marble façade panels and reconstruct the front facade of the Gulf Oil building to serve as the 
clubhouse and leasing center for the project, utilizing the roof as the pool and sundeck (fig. 1-21).202 Chris 
Branch, senior managing director of Faison Enterprises, told the press that they planned “to maintain that 
history and use that history to springboard and create a successful project.”203 The developers and 
architects attempted to make the façade look identical to Pei’s original design, and reproduced the same 
steel and even the front entry stairs.204 The reassembled façade is very similar to Pei’s original, though 
the signage appears over the entry canopy as opposed to the roofline. It’s an interesting fate for the office 
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building, and one of the most radical transformations of Pei’s early work, raising questions regarding 
authenticity and preservation in the modern era. The reconstructed Pei building does in fact anchor what 
is otherwise a rather convoluted design of the complex. 
 
Learning from Madison Avenue: The “Lobby of Light” 
Pei’s arrival at Webb & Knapp coincided with (or perhaps encouraged) the company’s efforts to 
modernize and rebrand its headquarters in the Webb & Knapp Building, at 383-385 Madison Avenue, 
originally designed by Cross & Cross from 1922-1923 (fig. 1-22).205 The building consisted of twin 
structures (North and South) that filled the block from Madison to Vanderbilt Avenue and from Forty-Sixth 
to Forty-Seventh Street. Cross & Cross designed the building as a restrained classical “palazzo” block 
that was in vogue at the time. It was solid in appearance, with a limestone facade and a terra cotta 
cornice. The designers limited ornament to bronze trimmings around the showroom windows of the 
ground floor and above the entrances, while an unadorned stringcourse at the third floor announced the 
upper floors.206 The two separate entrances and elevator banks were united by a shared lobby.  
By the late 1940s, redevelopment was rapidly changing the varied mixed-use character of 
Madison Avenue. With the death of Robert C. Knapp shortly after the company’s founding and retirement 
of John Cross and W. Seward Webb, Zeckendorf, the newly named president (1947), was free of any 
lingering sentimental ties to the original headquarters.207 From 1949 to 1952, the building’s twelve-story 
facade, its lobby, and Webb & Knapp’s offices underwent an extensive renovation to modernize the 
building, pare down the ornamental detail, and bring more attention to the building. Webb & Knapp 
started with updating the elevators, adding aluminum panels and modern electronics, and installing air-
conditioning, all with the hope of avoiding obsolescence—particularly given the proximity to the Ritz 
Carlton Hotel across the street, built by Warren & Wetmore in 1917 and demolished in 1951.208 The total 
rentable area of the renovated building was approximately six hundred thousand square feet, offering 
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single-floor spaces of forty thousand square feet or more, which were in demand at the time.209 Even 
though desirable tenants leased out all of the floor space once the mechanical upgrades were complete, 
Zeckendorf announced to his staff that they would be renovating the façade and lobby at an estimated 
quarter million dollars. “I’ve shelled out something like three million dollars on the damn building and as 
far as the general public is concerned there’s nothing to show for it,” Zeckendorf told staff. “For only ten 
per cent more, I can make it a show.”210 It was at this time that Zeckendorf insisted that the building be 
called the Webb & Knapp Building.211 By 1961, Madison Avenue would rank third in desirability as an 
office location, just behind Park and Fifth Avenues.212  
Zeckendorf turned again to Norman Bel Geddes to redesign the entire lobby front along Madison 
Avenue, up to the stringcourse on the third floor. Bel Geddes and Zeckendorf envisioned the full-block 
site united by one lobby, with three-story windows set at a dramatic angle towards Madison Avenue.213 In 
the lobby, Bel Geddes proposed covering the walls with enormous slabs of striated limestone and 
replacing the elevator cabs with a new, streamlined model. Although initially tentative about the severity 
of the modern treatment, Zeckendorf liked the combination of old world materials with new lighting and 
streamlined forms.214 With Zeckendorf’s blessing, Bel Geddes turned over the installation of the lobby to 
Worthen Paxton, a former designer in Bel Geddes’s firm and a new partner of Paxton, Krueger & 
Associates, Inc.215 Paxton worked closely with Webb & Knapp architects Rudolf C. P. Bochler and Albert 
W. Lewis to strip the facade of the Beaux Arts ornamentation, removing the bronze on all first- and 
second-story window frames, and replacing the three movable panels at the top of each window with one 
large sheet of plate glass (fig. 1-23).216 
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As a key design element, Zeckendorf and Bel Geddes wanted a dramatic marquee, twenty feet 
high, the full width of the new lobby and extending from the building to the curb line.
217
 But such a 
marquee was illegal under the current building codes. Other marquees had been approved through 
special handling by the building owner and Department of Buildings (DOB), but despite Bel Geddes’s 
pleas, Zeckendorf would not approach the DOB, believing it pointless after his recent row with the mayor 
and Moses over the UN approach. Eliminating the marquee from the plans, the designers added height to 
the entire entrance by opening up the next story.
218
 After further explorations, the team arrived at 
Zeckendorf’s show: a chromatic light display on the lobby’s ceiling, visible from the street, dubbed the 
Rollocolor by its inventor, lighting expert Rollo Gillespie Williams. 
Williams designed the ceiling with six-inch hexagonal aluminum cells, capable of reflecting five 
hundred shades of color.
219
 The new ceiling curved up in a giant, colorful wave thirty-seven feet above the 
sidewalk. In effect, the Rollocolor brought the marquee into the lobby and brought the light show out to 
the street in an almost pre-Robert Venturi, postmodernist celebration of theatricality in the commercial 
landscape (fig. 1-24). The Rollocolor’s primary purpose, according to Williams, was to illuminate shop 
windows and create stage effects. Here, in the lobby of a commercial building, the shimmering 
honeycomb ceiling reflected a range of decorative light patterns, from a single color to a rainbow of 
moving patterns of checks, dots, and stripes.
220
 
The Rollocolor created exactly what Zeckendorf desired: publicity. Architectural Forum praised 
the “Lobby of Light” and wrote that the renovated buildings “have become the most talked about, stared-
at buildings in New York City.”
221
 Fortune proclaimed, “No. 383 Madison Avenue burst through the gray 
fog of anonymity to become a building that no New Yorker could forget even if he tried.”
222
 Altogether, the 
renovation and new lobby were among the most expensive and extensive renovation projects to be 
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carried out in Manhattan, according to the Architect’s Journal.223 Webb & Knapp spent $500,000 on the 
renovation, with $125,000 for the new lighting system in the lobby (with an operating cost of $10,000 per 
year).
224
 Lewis Mumford, the New Yorker’s architecture critic, offered a contrarian view, criticizing the 
flashy lighting installation as misplaced in an office building and more appropriate to the lobby of a movie 
theater or nightclub. He called the lobby an example of “studied irrelevance” noting that “at night, when 
the lights are at their best, few people make use of the building or even pass by.”
225
 Interiors countered 
that the design “validates its schmaltzy existence by being such jolly good fun."
226
 In this way, the 
commercial space of the Webb & Knapp building retained interest in the decorative and theatrical appeal 
to the public and transmitted Zeckendorf’s showmanship and taste to the public. 
Creator Rollo Gillespie Williams argued, “The incorporation of variable rather than static color 
detail and environment is so far reaching as to almost constitute a new dimension of design. It can be 
carried out to the extent that the apparent form as well as coloring of architectural features may be varied 
at will.”
227
 The dynamic application of color applied to architecture as a new dimension harkens back to 
what German architect and urban planner Bruno Taut accomplished in his glass pavilion, built for the 
1914 Cologne Deutscher Werkbund Exhibition; using a prismatic dome structure, Taut incorporated 
brightly colored glass inside the pavilion to both showcase the product and evoke human emotions and a 
spiritual transcendence of light, color, and architecture. On Madison Avenue, operators regulated the 
Rollocolor according to time of day, season, and temperature, implementing cool-toned patterns for 
summer and warm-toned patterns for winter.
228
 In this way, the psychological effects of color were 
carefully considered to affect and control the moods of tenants in the building.
229
 Zeckendorf was so fond 
of the effects that he asked for them to be implemented in his personal office as well.  
  
Webb & Knapp’s “Rooftop Showboat” 
Upstairs, Pei redesigned Webb & Knapp’s office headquarters into a duplex penthouse on the twelfth and 
thirteenth floors, creating one of the most remarkable offices of the era. To illustrate what he did not want, 
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Zeckendorf took Pei on a fieldtrip to visit his close friend Frederick H. Ecker, president of the Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company.230 To arrive at Ecker’s office in his company’s tower, the two were forced to 
weave through a complex of smaller offices. “I don’t want to be buried away in some inaccessible corner,” 
Zeckendorf instructed Pei.231 Pei sought the antithesis of Zeckendorf’s previous office, which the 
developer had shared with John H. P. Gould, a former Webb & Knapp vice president with whom 
Zeckendorf and Henry Sears had owned the company, prior to Zeckendorf buying them out. Business 
Week described the offices as crowded, and the shared office as a “bubbling sanctum” with constant 
activity through its four doors, nobody bothering to knock (see fig. I-3).232 Pei, on the other hand, initially 
shared an office with publicist John Price Bell prior to the office renovation, which no doubt gave Pei 
incredible insight into the mastermind behind public relations at Webb & Knapp.233 Pei designed the 
Webb & Knapp office utilizing a delicate balance of color, volume, curves, and straight lines and placed 
Zeckendorf’s office in a striking self-contained teakwood drum floating in the rectangular space.234 To 
address his boss’s desire for directness, Pei’s design offered visitors clear access to Zeckendorf’s office 
from the elevator and waiting area and reflected his growing prominence (fig. 1-25). At a symposium at 
MoMA, Zeckendorf stated that when Pei showed him the plans for the new office, he responded, “Ieoh 
Ming, if you can produce something as I see here and as you describe to me, even though it has almost 
no relationship to the cost of doing a functional office, one that undoubtedly would be as efficacious in its 
use as what we have, I am sure that on the right afternoon, right after lunch in the ivory tower with the 
right man I will get back the whole cost of this job.”235   
By placing the president’s office in a cylindrical form, Pei freed the new, large corner window and 
outdoor terrace for all employees and visitors to enjoy (fig. 1-26). Outside, the terrace extended half of the 
length of the floor and included a bronze sculpture by Gaston Lachaise, a shallow reflecting pool, and two 
marble walls against the midtown skyline—directly inspired by Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion (1929). For 
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greenery, Pei transplanted a forty-five-year-old tree from his own property in Katonah, New York.
236
 The 
architect carefully considered the relationship between the interior and exterior, balancing art, business, 
nature, and the city. While indebted to Mies in its balanced order of planes and free-flowing open space, 
Pei’s terrace also exhibited sensitivity to the essence of Chinese architecture of clean walls and small 
garden patios.
237
 In an interview published in Progressive Architecture in 1948, Pei stated that “all forms 
of Chinese art are directly or indirectly results of a sensitive observation of nature.” He continued, “Such 
objects, consequently, are best displayed in surroundings which are in tune with them, surroundings 
which incorporate as much as possible the constituting elements of natural beauty.”
238
 The sophisticated 
terrace was visible from the waiting area through the floor-to-ceiling windows and framed Zeckendorf’s 
office.  
Pei designed the office drum around Zeckendorf himself, resulting in an architecture and design 
that amplified the power and personality of the increasingly prominent real estate tycoon (fig. 1-27). By 
giving up the corner, windowed office, the focus turned inward, creating a space that provided privacy for 
meetings that Zeckendorf filled and controlled. Pei explained to journalist Charles Mercer that Zeckendorf 
was a showman, “and it would be ridiculous to create any environment for him other than one consisting 
exclusively of himself.” (fig. 1-28).
239
 Like the lobby downstairs, the office took a cue from theater, eliciting 
drama in lighting and sound. With no exterior windows, light entered the drum through a small clerestory 
ring as well as built-in panel lighting and small dome-shaped skylights designed by Rollo Gillespie 
Williams. Per Zeckendorf’s request, each skylight was equipped with colored spots so he could mood-
light his meetings through a control panel on his desk.
240
 In a radio interview with CBS, Zeckendorf gave 
the following examples, “if a man’s coming in to sell you something you turn on lights with a blue tint. If 
you want to sell something to somebody else you put on a rosy tint. And if things are looking dull, put on a 
bright light.  If a man’s a real sourpuss and doesn’t seem to warm up I try to get him to take a drink 
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[laughs].”241 The facet panels of oak on the office’s interior walls were acoustically engineered to project 
Zeckendorf’s voice most effectively from the bronze-legged, plate-glass desk designed by Ulrich Franzen, 
one of Pei’s new recruits from the GSD.242 In addition to solving the problem of bouncing noise in a 
circular room, the creative design solutions added a new design dimension for a singular office space: the 
physiological and psychological factors of color vision and acoustics.243  
Because Pei did not yet have his license, William Lescaze collaborated on the project as 
associate architect, produced and stamped the drawings, and gave Pei advice.244 Every item was custom 
designed by Pei and his growing team of GSD transplants. Pei ensured functionality and direct 
communication between top executives and staff by installing control panels next to desks within arm 
reach, creating a secretaries’ concourse and designing a storage wall between executive offices and 
corridors accessible from both sides. Initially, Pei’s office was located in the working wing near the 
architectural drafting room, accessible by a semicircular staircase, though as the team grew, the design 
team moved to the south side penthouse of the building (385 Madison) (see fig. 1-25).245 Pei balanced the 
technology with carefully selected pieces of art and sculpture, from the Gastone Lachaise on the terrace 
to a Matisse bronze and a Ch’ien Lung vase in Zeckendorf’s office (see fig. 1-27). Architectural Forum 
noted that the art “heightens the mood of creativeness and the sense of adventure that the office 
unmistakably expresses.”246 Upstairs, in Zeckendorf’s private lounge, a 1920 still life by the architect Le 
Corbusier, who was working on the United Nations, was on loan from the MoMA, undoubtedly a 
deliberate choice on the part of the developer, highlighting his relationship to Corbu and commitment to 
modernism. The painting’s simple cylinder and curving shapes offsetting the rectilinear canvas are 
echoed in Pei’s design for Zeckendorf’s office floating in the rectilinear space. Spending so much money 
on art and architecture was a bold move that few offices, let alone real estate offices, in New York made 
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 By sparing no expense and offering the best possible synthesis of architectural design, 
sculpture, painting, and lighting, Pei and Zeckendorf created a seamless, elevated office atmosphere that 
conferred upon Webb & Knapp an atmosphere of what New York’s premier developer wanted most: 
culture and prestige. Here, the business of real estate development could be cultural enterprise. 
The culmination of the new office space was Zeckendorf’s private dining room and lounge, 
housed in a freestanding cylinder perched on a setback of the building and accessible through a small, 
cylinder-encased elevator just outside Zeckendorf’s office (fig. 1-29, see also figs. 1-23, I-3). The 
president’s lounge, a convenient retreat from work as well as a space to entertain important clients over 
lavish lunches, included a kitchen, a bar, and an elaborate bean-shaped bathroom. Pei continued to float 
cylindrical shapes throughout the lounge, both softening and presiding over the hard-edged buildings in 
the background. Unlike the enveloping office below, here floor-to-ceiling glass windows offered stunning 
views of Zeckendorf’s growing empire (fig. 1-30). He later reflected that despite spending five hundred 
thousand dollars on the office penthouse renovation, in light of the number of transactions closed therein, 
the renovation “proved possibly the most remunerative investment I ever made.”
248
  
Pei’s renovation served as brilliant publicity for both men. Architectural Forum devoted nine full 
pages (three in color) to the new “Rooftop Showboat.” Praising Pei’s first major built project—his “coming 
out party”—the journal wrote that “sensitivity and art with which every last line, every last color—of room 
and furniture and painting and sculpture and planning—were harmonized to contribute an agreeable 
euphoria.”
249
 Thrilled with the results, Zeckendorf claimed, “The office lends credence to our ideas. At 
Webb & Knapp we have in common a sense of adventure and we love it.”
250
 The press colorfully 
described the penthouse as a “throne room,” and “bull ring,” with the “crow’s nest” private dining room.
251
 
Zeckendorf flaunted the fact that he had enthroned himself and his firm, comparing the office to the way 
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MoMA included the Webb & Knapp penthouse in a 1952 exhibition curated by architect Huson 
Jackson that featured modern architecture completed since 1939 that abandoned historic styles and 
“moved rapidly toward becoming the characteristic expression of our time.”253 Pei’s work appeared 
alongside the lobby of the Esso Building at Rockefeller Center (Carson & Lundin), the United Nations 
complex, Lever House (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill), and residential projects by Edward Larrabee Barnes, 
Frank Lloyd Wright, Marcel Breuer, Philip Johnson, and Edward Durell Stone. Pei could not wish for 
better company. “The space is imaginative yet restrained […] an almost unbelievable atmosphere of 
luxury which dramatically reflects the nature of the organization,” Jackson wrote in an accompanying 
architectural guide.254 In 1954, the Fifth Avenue Association awarded the Webb & Knapp Building its first 
award in the category of remodeled commercial structures.255 That same year, some of the scenes for the 
George Cukor film It Should Happen to You were shot in the spectacular space.256 Pei’s design for Webb 
& Knapp, noted by Robert A. M. Stern, “was a pioneering, uncharacteristically exuberant example of the 
emerging corporate modernism.”257  
Zeckendorf and Pei’s relationship quickly evolved into one of trust and mutual respect. “We talked 
a lot, we got to know each other, we planned a lot,” Pei reflected.258 According to Zeckendorf, “Pei first 
came to us an idea man, someone to put into visual form the ideas I was generating, much in the same 
manner as Harrison had helped me to conceptualize ‘X City.’ Then we added a staff and went beyond this 
phase.”259 Pei asked Zeckendorf to expand the architectural team and hand-selected Henry Cobb in 1950 
and Ulrich Franzen in 1951, both of whom were instrumental in the office renovation.260 The office worked 
long hours, and because the company was still small enough, everyone was involved in or at least aware 
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of all the projects in progress. Zeckendorf considered drawing Pei “away from the halls of academe and 
into the world of building” to be one of the best things he ever did.261 “We were a great team,” he wrote, 
“each one teaching the other.” Soon, Pei began producing his own visionary designs. Zeckendorf and Pei 
were becoming key players in the imaginative myth making of Manhattan in the push to make it a modern 




                                                                  




“Who decides what’s to be built?” 
 
 
The best business for the cities of the country is to go into the real estate business. 
 
—William Zeckendorf, “Recentralization, America’s New Frontier” 
 
The key to solving the crisis of decaying urban cores in American cities was, as Zeckendorf wrote in The 
American City journal, answering the question, “Who decides what’s to be built?”262 Answering that 
question required defining the respective roles and responsibilities of stakeholders as each sought to 
define the meaning of the modern city and determine the method by which to achieve that modernity. In 
1947, anticipating Title I of the federal Housing Act of 1949, which provided federal financing for slum 
clearance and urban renewal projects in U.S. cities, the developer stated, “Large-scale urban 
redevelopment, in my opinion, cannot be accomplished by municipalities alone. Private enterprise alone 
cannot measure up to this enormous task. Each has powers and resources denied the other. Each needs 
the other to accomplish the common end.”263 Zeckendorf and Pei initiated a research program in housing 
and construction technologies and used their findings to delineate and prescribe the roles of the 
developer, architect, city, and lender in ways that would maximize the influence of Webb & Knapp and 
take advantage of what the other stakeholders had to offer: the municipality, eminent domain and zoning; 
the architect, creativity in design; the lender, capital. “It is the job of the planner or the developer to 
foresee what is needed so that the energies of the community may be rightly directed,” Zeckendorf wrote, 
tellingly fusing the responsibility and roles of designer and developer into one.264 
Pei’s architectural research program at Webb & Knapp yielded notable experiments in flexible 
apartment buildings, new gateways to Manhattan, and modern “monumental” skyscrapers, particularly 
when combined with Zeckendorf’s knack for creative land use and his preoccupation with entertainment 
and technology. Three privately funded urban renewal attempts—the Helix, the Palace of Progress, and 
the Hyperboloid—illuminate how the private sector (Webb & Knapp) navigated the controls that 
stakeholders exerted upon them in the power struggle to renew city cores. Zeckendorf and Pei were out 
to prove that speculative development and profit making and good architecture did not have to be 
                                                                  




mutually exclusive. By examining urban renewal in this light, Pei and Zeckendorf’s work can be 
understood as a product of leveraging creativity against the constraints of new lending institutions, the 
Federal Housing Administration (FHA), and the city. Their strategy shows a more diverse approach and 
history of urban renewal, where the restrictions of federal policy sparked experimentation in design, 
building techniques, and more fluid boundaries between the roles of the developer and architect. This 
chapter explains the Title I urban renewal program and how Pei and Zeckendorf began to test alternatives 
in their efforts to maximize their relationships and test their roles in city building.  
 
Public-Private Partnership in Urban Renewal 
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was established in 1934 to provide mortgage insurance 
through approved lenders. As historian Matthew Lasner has noted, the FHA “made privately built new 
housing available to the great mass of ordinary families for the first time in history.” The FHA offered new 
opportunities to build on a far greater scale than previously possible, where speed and volume, Lasner 
explains, became the shared goals for the builder, policymakers, and ultimately, the consumer.265 While 
supporting housing construction, the FHA followed the risk-averse logic of lending institutions, and 
therefore undermined Title I urban renewal goals to build in inner-city “slums,” thus creating a relationship 
of constant tension with the developer, such as Zeckendorf. Unfortunately, homogeneity became policy 
as well, baked into FHA lending practices to rationalize and prescribe sound investment, resulting in 
redlining and racial bias in housing.   
The federally funded Title I urban renewal program of the 1949 Housing Act attempted to define 
the roles and partnership of the public and private sectors to redevelop American cities. The federal funds 
available through Title I provided the means for municipalities to condemn and reclaim blighted areas and 
decaying city cores and then resell them to the private sector (the developer, or sponsor) for 
reconstruction under public controls. These funds allowed private developers to build on land that would 
otherwise be unavailable to them due to high cost, in the effort to provide attractive housing to the middle-
class. At its formation, the policy and support for urban renewal were full of idealism, which Zeckendorf 
and Pei, among others, embraced and encouraged. “This may sound fantastic,” Zeckendorf told Esquire 
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in 1949, “but move the residents of our worst slums into new, decent housing, tear down the dilapidated 
junk, and put up modern buildings with attractive landscaping—and the higher yield in taxes alone will 
repay any given city for its low-cost housing and slum clearance." Despite the high cost in dollars, 
Zeckendorf concluded that urban renewal was “the best long-term investment, measured in humanity, we 
can make.”266  
The responsibility to initiate a Title I project in any given city fell to the local planning agency or 
slum clearance commission, which would declare certain areas substandard and, through the power of 
eminent domain, condemn large tracts. Local planning officials would then set forth an analysis for reuse 
value. Because many of the buildings slated for condemnation still, theoretically, had economic efficacy, 
the total cost of the land was often significantly higher than its reuse value. Thus, as part of the program, 
the federal government included a necessary “write-down” provision so that redevelopment could utilize 
private capital. The federal government contributed two-thirds of the cost of land condemnation, while the 
local community contributed one-third (as part of its one-third, the local community would receive credits 
for investments in schools, streets, and improvements, further lowering the price for cities). Only then 
would private capital be invited to submit redevelopment proposals to purchase the land, agreeing to 
redevelop it in line with the direction dictated by the local planning commission as part of the original 
proposal to the federal government. The government provided up to 90 percent of the funds for new 
construction, provided certain criteria were met. The urban renewal program, Pei later recalled, “was 
important for me, and especially important to Zeckendorf. Until then he had always had to borrow money 
in order to implement his ambitious proposals. He said, ‘Now I don't have to go to the bankers…. I have 
Uncle Sam.’”267  
The program experienced a number of problems from the outset. Developing “slum” sites 
(predominantly inhabited by minority populations) was a risk that most investors, realtors, and builders 
avoided.268 “The FHA,” Zeckendorf wrote, “while freely funneling funds to the suburbs, treated proposals 
to build in slum areas with about as much enthusiasm as your maiden aunt getting an invitation to a strip 
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tease show.”269 Initially, financing for residential redevelopment was available only through conventional 
institutional sources, which balked at the risk. The reality was that “no one seemed to know quite how to 
get started,” Zeckendorf recalled.270  
The program’s new model of supporting private-market activities through public-private 
partnership challenged both private industry and the government. As architectural historian Hilary Ballon 
explains in Robert Moses and the Modern City: The Transformation of New York, “At that time, there was 
virtually no empirical experience to call upon in defining public and private roles, only the knowledge that 
previous efforts to interest private capital in the slum problem had largely failed.”271 Even New York City, 
poised more than any other city in the country to take advantage of the Title I program due to the diligent 
preparations of Robert Moses, struggled with ill-prepared sponsors, negligence, and construction delays. 
In time, a shift occurred in the relationship between Moses and Zeckendorf; Moses turned to Zeckendorf 
to rescue Title I projects, including Manhattantown (later called Park West Village) and Lincoln Towers on 
the Upper West Side, and NYU-Bellevue (later called Kips Bay Plaza, then Kips Bay Towers) in the East 
Thirties.272  
The pace for Title I projects in New York and across the country did not pick up until the passage 
of the Housing Act of 1954, and with it, the addition of Section 220, under which developers could receive 
guaranteed first mortgages through the government.273 A fundamental shift occurred, whereby urban 
developments were analyzed using formulas based on the value of the property upon completion. The 
1954 Housing Act also expanded the write-down to encourage mixed development (including convention 
centers and hotels), which Zeckendorf felt was essential for the success of any given housing project.274 
On January 10, 1958, he told members of a US House of Representatives subcommittee, “The bedrock 
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proposition on which urban renewal rests is forthright assurance by the federal government that it will 
provide adequate amounts of money to keep the program moving.”275 
Zeckendorf’s first involvement in a Title I project, in 1952, was limited to financial support of the 
Fort Greene Title I project in Brooklyn, which included the recently established Long Island University 
(LIU), where Zeckendorf was president of the Board of Trustees.276 Moses, who ran New York City’s Title 
I campaign, and Zeckendorf found themselves in mutually beneficial positions; Moses could bet on 
Zeckendorf’s financial contribution to the needed funds and influence with LIU, while Zeckendorf could 
drive the growth of the University. It is likely that Zeckendorf’s involvement with the university influenced 
Moses’s very selection of this location to receive Title I funding.277 When Zeckendorf learned that Moses 
intended to apply for funding for the Fort Greene project, he persuaded the university to continue its 
efforts to expand its campus in Brooklyn, encouraging the purchase of the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre 
and adjoining office building. As formulated, the Title I plan could increase the university’s holdings by 7.5 
acres—a significant boost—to build a new dormitory, student building, library, and gymnasium. To help 
the school to buy the remaining portion of the site from the city, Zeckendorf donated $500,000 dollars.278 
But progress remained slow. After the site was cleared, the university could not break ground until 1958 
due to lack of funds for its first new structure.279 
Despite Title I urban renewal’s slow start, Zeckendorf maintained that public-private real estate 
partnerships could solve the big problems of the city’s rotting core and decentralization.280 He blamed 
nearsighted public officials and realtors for allowing city cores, as he perceived it, to rot.281 Zeckendorf 
advocated allowing the real estate industry to fix the problem by tapping into a city’s economic and social 
strata, retail, business, and housing patterns. In his article “Cities Versus Suburbs,” published in the 
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Atlantic in 1952, Zeckendorf laid out the necessary distinction between the public and private sectors and 
the necessary cooperation between them to attain success in development and in the implementation of a 
master plan. He encouraged cities to initiate a master plan that set a high standard for planners to 
follow—particularly critical for Title I urban renewal projects. To enforce the plan, he wrote, cities needed 
to act on their right to zone and condemn, and to set up a fund for the purpose of buying and selling land 
in a redevelopment program.
282
 Zeckendorf believed that cities should be more liberal in their use of 
eminent domain for redevelopment purposes and should try to profit from it.
283
 As he later stated (and this 
became a famous quote), the city should “get back on the bananas what they spent on the peanuts. 
That’s the whole principle of urban renewal and urban redevelopment. It is just a big real estate 
business.”
284
 The redevelopment work itself, he maintained, needed to be left in the hands of the private 
real estate developer. “I do not believe a bureaucratic, city-wide, state-wide, or national planning or 
executive commission could possibly accomplish the actual work. It has to be done under the hard, cold 





“Baked Buildings”: The Lender and the FHA 
Zeckendorf criticized many of the early housing built in the central cities for their low quality and lack of 
design. In a speech at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, Pei’s alma mater, he said: “We are now 
building new slums for old slums, anachronistic conditions following upon the horrors of years before, so 
that notwithstanding the billions of dollars that are at our disposal we are still building approximately the 
same thing that we have had in the years gone by."
286 While other developers spoke of real estate as a 
basic commodity, Zeckendorf encouraged in his articles and speeches more research and collaboration 
between architects, builders, and real estate professionals to achieve higher standards in design and 
construction and ultimately, to improve real property as a strong investment.
287
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Webb & Knapp was in the business of speculation—buildings not built for a specific client (Gulf 
Oil was atypical) and typically sold after rent stabilization—although Zeckendorf was determined to merge 
the problematic gap between the speculative builder and the lender. The term speculator was one that 
Zeckendorf willingly applied to himself (in addition to operator, builder, and, increasingly, a developer), 
though he maintained that the majority of speculators were “the worst perpetrators of our bad buildings in 
this country, for a lot of reasons some of which are beyond their control.”
288
 Zeckendorf called for change 
in the lending and building industries, advocating that they fully modernize and collaborate and arguing 
that speculative development, financial gain, and good design did not have to be incompatible. “There is 
no better phase of speculation than to do something well and beautifully,” he stated. “A great and 
wonderful design can make a product worth many times its cost.”
289 
 Zeckendorf conceded the establishment of the FHA during the 1930s as an important force aimed 
at stimulating the American economy with new housing construction and home ownership.
290
 But one 
unfortunate result was what he called “baked buildings” and financing that supported an unending growth 
into the suburbs. According to the developer, “A mass of subdivisions was brought out which pierced far 
into the country absorbing farm and estate lands with countless rows of box-like homes which from the air 
might give the appearance of loaves of bread coming out of a baker’s oven.”
291
 Zeckendorf asked the 
GSD students, "What is the idea of financing these baked buildings?" He continued, "These buildings that 
look like everything that was ever built before. Why perpetuate such monstrosities?"
292
 
 As a developer, Zeckendorf knew all too well how the practices and limitations of lending 
institutions and the FHA limited his horizon, making it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to achieve 
beautiful, functional, and economically sound buildings. Pei too began experiencing this first hand with 
Zeckendorf in designing a housing project in San Diego. Although the project does not appear to have 
come to fruition, Pei was frustrated that his design had to be radically altered to conform to FHA 
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requirements.293 No incentives existed to require quality and cutting-edge design, and in fact, lenders 
often punished the builder or developer for atypical designs. In an oversimplified but effective narrative, 
Zeckendorf sketched out an imaginary conversation for the Harvard students: 
Zeckendorf: Why do you dare to build that terrible-looking six-story apartment house that looks as 
though it came out of an oven, baked, according to a stenciled plan? 
 
Builder: Well, maybe I like that and maybe I don't. Maybe I would like to build something more 
beautiful and maybe I wouldn't. But that's not my business. My business is to build within the 
framework, concept, and spirit of the FHA. 
 
Zeckendorf: Well, I do not have to spell that out, but I shall do so for the record in a very simple 
way. It means designing as cheaply as possible, borrowing as much as possible, building as 
inexpensively as you can, and never mind the rest. 
 
The Lender (when presented a cutting edge design): What is this plan here? We’ve never seen 
that before. We’ll discount that by 25 per cent in the amount of a loan you’ve asked for. 
 
Builder: Well that puts me out of business. I’m not that kind of a builder.… I have to borrow from 
the man who will lend me the maximum that is permissible, and that man is the fellow who will 
lend me on exactly what every predecessor building of the same character looked like and was all 
the way back. Don’t blame me. Blame the fellow I borrow from. 
 
Zeckendorf to the Lender: What is the idea of financing these baked buildings that look like 
everything that was ever built before? What is the idea of perpetuating these monstrosities?… 
Why have you made so little contribution to the furtherance of thinking in design and execution? 
 
Lender: When it comes to lending, I want to bake them. 
 
Zeckendorf: Why do you want to bake them? 
 
Lender: I want to bake them because I know that they've been baked for twenty-five years and 
they've never failed.294 
 
Zeckendorf concluded, “There you have the double hazard, these two, the builder and the banker, on 
their high stools. And right between them our architecture and design fall flat."295 
 While the FHA privileged the builder to produce “new kinds of little boxes—and lots of them,” 
threatening to make the architect obsolete, Lasner explains that some architects saw opportunity within 
the FHA arena and tested its limits by moving into the development and building industries. Even within 
this un-imaginative sphere, architects could find their voice.296 Lasner states, “policies regarded as a 
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scourge by architects could simultaneously empower them.”297 In time, Pei would come to master the 
rigidity of the Title I program and through his partnership with Zeckendorf, moved past what could have 
otherwise been a more limited, traditional role of the architect.  
Zeckendorf relished the process of pushing through constraints, whether interacting with the 
seller, the lender, or the city’s leaders and their regulations, and believed that being imaginative despite 
constraints was “much more challenging than going out in a pasture and building a city, and much more 
satisfying from a constructive and a creative standpoint than abandoning the core to eventual ruin—
anybody can do that if given enough boondoggling subsidy.” Instead, Zeckendorf continued, “working 
within limitations will often produce more striking results, because of the provocative problems that arise, 
than if you have no limitations."298  
 
 
The Webb & Knapp Laboratory: The Helix 
Always the optimist, Zeckendorf believed that one modest step to overcome baked buildings was to 
extract the most from each construction dollar through better collaboration between structural, 
mechanical, air-conditioning, and construction engineers and the architect before the design was 
finalized, or “baked.” With this charge, Zeckendorf and Pei identified multi-dwelling housing as the area 
with the most “obvious wastefulness resulting from shortsighted thinking on the part of planners and 
builders,” and thus the area with the most potential for streamlining.299 Therefore, multi-dwelling housing 
would be the priority of Webb & Knapp’s new department of architectural construction, research, and 
design. Of course, this type of approach could also potentially increase Zeckendorf’s profit. 
The developer noted that despite structural soundness, twenty-five- to thirty-year-old buildings 
were considered outdated in New York due to economic and sociological cycles.300 Webb & Knapp 
owned many lavish prewar apartment houses in Manhattan that became increasingly difficult to fill as 
single soldiers returning from World War II sought small, one-bedroom, efficient apartments and families 
moved to the suburbs. “Our planning is so rigid, so inflexible, that it cannot adjust itself,” Zeckendorf 
stated. “If you could change the walls around, have greater latitude in expanding or contracting space by 
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adding acoustical wall panels … your buildings would keep abreast of the market. Families could take 
more space in good times, less in bad."301 
 Zeckendorf told The New Yorker, that as he drove down Fifth Avenue, he was sickened by the 
new apartment houses that he saw, and facetiously asked Pei, “What’s the matter with you architects, 
anyway?”302 Zeckendorf continued to lament that the traditional apartment concept was absurd and that 
he wanted Pei to design a building based on the concept of a tree, or “little houses on a giant concrete 
tree,” as the New York Times later reported (fig. 2-1).303 Pei began reconsidering standard structural, 
mechanical, HVAC, and construction to create a flexible apartment building that was able to 
accommodate a changing market and still achieve competitive rents per square foot. Zeckendorf and Pei 
dubbed his resulting design, produced in 1948-49, the Helix (fig. 2-2).304 Pei designed a cylindrical tower 
of twenty-one stories with a flexible plan of wedge-shaped apartments spiraling in half levels around the 
central core through eight branching precast concrete walls (fig. 2-3). He organized the floors in rings 
radiating from the mechanical core, through bathroom-kitchen areas, then living spaces, and finally to 
outdoor terraces (fig. 2-4). With floor-to-ceiling windows and load-bearing concrete walls, the spaces 
would be light filled and column-free. Zeckendorf asserted, “You get better living space for smaller capital 
investment and have a building which is more likely to stay 100 per cent occupied over a long term.”305  
Though not a completely novel form—Frank Lloyd Wright, Buckminster Fuller, among others, had 
experimented with tree-like architectural forms—Pei’s Helix departed from predecessors by combining 
flexibility with the spiral and half levels.306 Split levels had become popular in speculative apartment 
buildings in New York City. For the Helix, the flexible plan, half levels, and standardized, movable wall 
panels would allow a tenant to add or remove rooms up or down, in countless variations in a matter of 
hours (fig. 2-5).307 “Add another ‘pie slice,’” Pei told the press.308 The eight wedges per floor could be 
reconfigured as duplex apartments through a set of stairs to any one of the four adjacent apartments, and 
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twenty-four options could extend an apartment into a triplex.
309
 The interior ring could convert kitchens 
into extra bathrooms, and vice versa. The split section was derivative of Le Corbusier’s Unité d’ 
habitation, and part of larger interest by modern architects to harness economy and creativity in their 
designs. Zeckendorf and Pei claimed that the design and planned flexibility offered an estimated savings 
of 20 percent in construction costs through the standardization of the spiral structure and precast 
concrete walls, though this was not proved (fig. 2-6).
310
 Like the Unité d’ habitation, the deep terraces of 
the Helix offered the benefit of minimum heat loss and allowed for thermostatic zoning in all four 
directions (fig. 2-7).
311
 Zeckendorf and Pei intended the Helix to be reproducible and adaptable to various 
cities. Their harnessing of modern principles such as less cost and more flexibility for current and future 
use emphasized the Helix’s functionality and form as opposed to decorative embellishment.  
Zeckendorf and Pei’s focus on innovating the apartment house was one response to a growing 
call to renew the city, where housing became a key component of efforts to remove “blight” and “slums.” A 
push for sweeping redevelopment, formulated in the 1920s to ’30s, gained momentum in the post–World 
War II era with the exodus to the suburbs, leaving the inner cities ripe for major overhauls. Modern 
housing was a critical part of President Harry Truman’s Fair Deal domestic legislation program to address 
the housing shortage and substandard conditions that many Americans lived within. Beyond Title I, the 
Housing Act of 1949 extended federal money for the construction of more than 800,000 public housing 
units and a research fund into housing and housing techniques. Housing was highly contested between 
housing reformers, planners, architects, developers, insurance companies, and city and federal 
authorities.    
 When Webb & Knapp released the plans for publication, the design press applauded the futuristic 
“flexible cliffs” and “tree houses” for their innovative design and “house-like” comfort.
312
 Writing for the 
New York Times, architectural critic and historian Edgar Kaufmann Jr. profiled Pei’s Helix alongside Le 
Corbusier’s Unité d’ habitation, Lucio Costa’s Parque Guinle, Mies’s Lake Shore Drive apartments, and 
Brown, de Mars, Kennedy, Koch & Rapson’s Eastgate Apartments as rousing examples of new 
apartment building design (fig. 2-8). Kaufmann observed: “They utilize new concepts of architecture and 
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improved structure and materials. They imply a kind of good living that once would have seemed 
visionary but they are based on plans which are financially and structurally feasible.”313  
 The Helix served as an important portfolio builder and proof of the creative ability of Pei and 
Zeckendorf to try and cut through the constraints of the FHA and lending institutions with what they 
claimed was an economically minded, technologically driven modern building. Zeckendorf stated: 
Webb & Knapp believe that Mr. Pei's Helix, which is the first fruit of our laboratory, may be a 
forerunner of a complete change in philosophy toward design of multiple-dwelling construction. 
And for that reason, and without concerning ourselves with FHA construction thinking, or stuffed-
shirt banking thinking, or conventional architectural thinking, or art for art's sake thinking, we are 
going to try this one out ourselves and take the risk that it is a good idea.314 
 
Zeckendorf loved to show off the plans, including to Le Corbusier when he visited New York for UN 
design meetings. Le Corbusier criticized the design for not accounting for sufficient shade on the sunny 
side of the building (despite its deep terraces), to which Pei replied, “In this country it doesn’t matter; our 
buildings are all air conditioned!”315 In a letter to the French newspaper Le Figaro after it published the 
Helix (which praised the Pei design), Le Corbusier proclaimed “the press must be informed” that Pei was 
his disciple and that Zeckendorf held the Swiss architect as “the good man who possesses truth in 
matters of housing.”316 Zeckendorf filed a patent for the Helix immediately and hoped to build it on the 
land that his company owned north of the UN (see fig. 2-8).317 “One single great edifice can act as a bell 
cow,” he told The New Yorker. “The Helix could easily be another Christian Dior,” influencing architectural 
style worldwide.318 
 It’s unclear why the east-side site fell through, but in subsequent years Zeckendorf proposed to 
build the Helix in numerous other locations—atop Nob Hill in San Francisco, in Cuba, on a hillside in Los 
Angeles, in Boston—but despite his efforts and arguments, he could not secure financing from banks or 
insurance companies for the untried structure, regardless of its projected affordability. Determined to build 
the first one out of pocket, Zeckendorf boasted, “There is a virtue in not having financed the first one. If 
we build the first one and it is successful, we should be able to borrow twice the cost on the second 
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one.”319 Zeckendorf did not follow through with his promise to self-finance, perhaps unwilling to tie up so 
much capital. Nevertheless, he continued to promote the design as late as 1956, when Zeckendorf 
volunteered to sponsor the Battery Park Title I urban renewal project, part of the modernization efforts of 
lower Manhattan supported by David Rockefeller through Zeckendorf’s famous “Wall Street Maneuver,” 
which started with Zeckendorf convincing Chase Manhattan Bank to remain downtown through the 
purchasing of the Mutual Life Insurance Building and a handful of other properties in a two-block 
radius.320 (Ultimately, Zeckendorf, Rockefeller, and Moses’s efforts sparked additional renewal and 
stabilized downtown Manhattan). For Battery Park, Zeckendorf and Pei envisioned four to six Helix towers 
in a garden setting, with 360-degree harbor views, but sponsorship eventually fell to Chicago developer 
Herbert Greenwald, who retained Mies van der Rohe for the design of three slab towers in their own 
superblocks, though ultimately, this design was not executed either (fig. 2-9).321 "Some day, I've just got 
to build that Helix," Pei told a reporter in 1957.322 
 
A New Monumentality: Gateways to Manhattan 
As federally funded urban renewal struggled to get off the ground in the early 1950s, Zeckendorf and Pei 
worked on privately funded renewal schemes, including large-scale proposals in New York City, further 
testing, articulating, and adjusting their development and design theories. In so doing, Webb & Knapp 
became involved in the earliest stages of the hotly debated proposals to demolish Pennsylvania Station 
and Grand Central Terminal for the development of the valuable unused air rights. While Skyways 
Unlimited and X-City proposed extreme and visionary renewal at the city’s waterfront, Webb & Knapp’s 
proposed Palace of Progress for Pennsylvania Station and Hyperboloid for Grand Central struck at its 
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major gateways. Pei rationalized the destruction of the monumental Beaux Arts stations in the service of 
a “monumental idea” that inspired the public and proved appropriate to the location. The uncertain futures 
of both stations brought the era’s evolving preservation and urban redevelopment questions to the 
forefront. Most contentious were issues concerning the value of demolition and a clean slate, the value of 
preserving a beautiful landmark, and the value of monumentality and architectural style. 
For both Penn and Grand Central, Zeckendorf and Pei favored a clean slate: demolishing the 
exceedingly monumental Beaux Arts terminals with more modern, efficient, multilevel designs that 
integrated transportation at an enormous scale on par with Skyways Unlimited and X-City. In the postwar 
era, transportation modes shifted, favoring automobile and air travel and leaving both the New York 
Central Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad struggling to pay their millions of dollars in taxes to the 
city and the costs to maintain their vast aging terminals. Both railroads viewed their magnificent if 
neglected aboveground stations as expensive luxuries, a sentiment that the New York Times echoed as it 
began to chronicle their plight. In New York City, the paper wrote, “nothing is so costly as to hold land and 
not fully use the air above.”323 Zeckendorf and Pei’s efforts attracted both support and opposition.324 Both 
projects offered a stage for the developer and architect to enter the debate about the city and further 
define their positions of authority. 
 
A New Penn Station: The Palace of Progress 
By the 1950s, the Beaux Arts Pennsylvania Station, designed by the preeminent New York architecture 
firm of McKim, Meade & White and completed in 1910, suffered from overcapacity, poor maintenance, 
and lack of improvements. Between 1953 and 1956, Zeckendorf held options with the Pennsylvania 
Railroad Co. to develop the air rights above the tracks between Ninth and Tenth Avenues, from Thirty-
First to Thirty-Third Streets, and subsequently the air rights above the terminal itself, the sales of which 
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could inject cash into the struggling railroad.325 The notion of better utilizing the valuable air rights had 
been contemplated from the start.326 Webb & Knapp proposed multiple redevelopment schemes for the 
air rights—a Merchandise Mart, a so-called Palace of Progress, and finally Communications City, each 
proposal more fantastic than the next—showcasing trade, entertainment, technology, and multilevel 
transportation as the focal point of urban redevelopment intended to halt the migration of industry and 
commerce to the city’s periphery. 
For the first option over the railroad tracks, Zeckendorf proposed to build a one-hundred-million-
dollar Merchandise Mart, a concept that was originally part of X-City, now expanded to an enormous 
scale of nine acres per floor (of an undisclosed number), which would have made it the largest building in 
the world by floor area (fig. 2-10). Specifically, Zeckendorf wanted to dispel the belief that large single-
floor space in outlying areas was most economical for industry and business. He argued that the single-
floor space offered at his mart would be enough for almost any company, with the added advantage of a 
central location and transit access. Zeckendorf stated, “By projects of this sort, cities may recapture their 
role as leaders in industry and commerce, and at the same time, complement the growth of neighboring 
satellite communities of which they may be the hub.”327  
The mart would have a facade of metal and glass, and high ceilings and floors to withstand heavy 
loads. At full capacity, Zeckendorf believed it could house seventy thousand employees, with restaurants, 
a hospital, and a fire department as well as advertising, legal, accounting, and other professional 
services. Each floor would have the ability to receive delivery of goods via truck trailers (presumably 
through the lift technology that Zeckendorf developed for his automated skyscraper), while on the roof 
Zeckendorf proposed a helicopter landing field.328 The developer believed these services and facilities 
suited the location and would nourish the entire area, which saw seventy million passengers annually on 
four railroads, plus another forty million on the Seventh and Eighth Avenue subways.329 Financing hinged 
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upon a major tenant contract, which Zeckendorf hoped would be the federal government, renting one-
third of the mart to fulfill a long-contemplated expansion of postal services in Midtown. 
After eighteen months of negotiations, Webb & Knapp entered another agreement with the 
Pennsylvania Railroad on an option to purchase the air rights over Penn Station itself. Zeckendorf signed 
the one-year option with the railroad’s president, James M. Symes, in Symes’s private railroad car on 
June 7, 1955, inviting the press to document the occasion (fig. 2-11).330 Such a PR stunt put both 
Zeckendorf and Symes in the public’s eye as visionaries and leading businessmen. For Zeckendorf, such 
a stunt would also hopefully spur investment in the project. The option allowed Webb & Knapp to engage 
in engineering, design, and economic research for development possibilities of what was identified as the 
largest single-block of property available in Midtown Manhattan: nine acres between Seventh and Eighth 
Avenues, from Thirty-First to Thirty-Third Streets. Zeckendorf purported to have already spent $500,000 
dollars on research for building the Merchandise Mart over the tracks and expected to spend more on the 
scheme over the station.331 If he exercised the option, Webb & Knapp would pay the railroad $30 million 
for the air rights (the terminal itself was valued at $28.8 million at the time). With its sales profit, the 
railroad planned to modernize the station below ground.332 Symes reported, “The new terminal, with the 
structure of Mr. Zeckendorf’s tremendous conception above it, will become, I am sure, the cornerstone for 
the whole redevelopment of the midtown west side area.”333 
 It does not appear that Zeckendorf ever considered preserving any portion of the original 
Pennsylvania Station. Upon learning that the railroad had struck a deal with Webb & Knapp, Lawrence 
Grant White, the head of McKim, Mead & White and son of its legendary principal Stanford White, 
pleaded with the developer not to demolish it over lunch in Zeckendorf’s private dining room (designed by 
Pei). White recalled, “I deplored tearing down such an important building, but was afraid neither I nor my 
firm could do anything to stop it.”334 If it was to be torn down, White requested that Webb & Knapp 
consider his firm, the station’s original architects, to design the new building. In something of an empty 
gesture, Zeckendorf promised to keep McKim, Mead & White in mind.335 
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For the expanded option, Zeckendorf proposed to replace the station with what he called the 
Palace of Progress—an international merchandise mart, permanent world’s fair, and fantastic 
demonstration of electronic automation in a 500-foot-tall skyscraper (fig. 2-12). Over the railroad tracks, 
Zeckendorf planned to move forward with an office building instead of the mart, with a helicopter pad on 
the roof still included (fig. 2-13). He made Pei the associate architect for the Palace and hired Lester C. 
Tichy (1905-1981) to lead the design due to his experience in modern rail terminal schemes, including the 
Pennsylvania Railroad.336 (Pei lacked experience in this type of planning and was increasingly busy with 
Webb & Knapp’s Courthouse Square and Mile High Center in Denver, examined in Chapter 3.) The 
Palace skyscraper included approximately thirty-five floors divided into four zones, beginning with the 
modernized Pennsylvania Station below grade, followed by a nine-acre main hall, the world’s fair, 
merchandise mart, and buyers offices (see fig. 2-12).337 The 80-foot-high main hall (almost half as tall as 
the original station’s soaring, 150-foot-high, glass-vaulted waiting room, famously modeled after Roman 
Baths of Caracalla) was to include four small industrial theaters and two exhibit spaces for companies 
and foreign governments, one of them 150 square feet and the other 2 million.338 (The old station 
accommodated sixty-seven shops and restaurants and five thousand employees, mostly railroad 
personnel.339) The upper floors would be designated as “buyers space”—office space for buyers, brokers, 
importers, and exporters. New York, Zeckendorf believed, “is really a giant, Oriental bazaar in concrete 
disguise.”340 
The site’s sheer size—455 feet by 800 feet—and program for large halls called for complex 
engineering solutions, like expansive girders rooted between the railroad tracks and, according to Pei, a 
truss approximately forty feet deep above the world’s fair section, a size more typically seen in bridges.341 
Webb & Knapp faced two major challenges: first, whether or not the architects, the industrial engineers, 
and Pennsylvania Railroad could work out construction challenges without interrupting the 689 passenger 
trains that used the station each day; and second, whether or not the city would be willing to adjust 
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regulations to meet the economic and structural challenges raised by the new, large structure. In its press 
release, Webb & Knapp called the 6.9 million square foot Palace of Progress the world’s largest office 
building and compared its tremendous, 154,000,000-cubic-foot volume with world monuments of power 
and prestige: the Great Pyramid of Giza’s 93 million, the Pentagon’s 84 million, and St. Peter’s Church in 
Rome’s 46 million cubic feet.342 Architectural Forum predicted that if the project proceeded, it would be 
“one of the most intricate building construction jobs ever undertaken.”343 At the Webb & Knapp 
headquarters, Zeckendorf devoted an entire conference room to showcase the plans.344 
  
“A Place for Fun” and Television 
The permanent world’s fair in the Palace was a critical component of Zeckendorf’s argument that 
entertainment spaces could stop flight to the suburbs by making cities more attractive and by lifting 
morale. He believed that such places would pay for themselves. He wrote: "I urge upon the many cities 
across the country in which this situation exists that they take a well-located site and, making the most of 
the desire to eliminate blight, replace it with a development just as important as housing: namely, a play 
area—a place for fun.345 Zeckendorf sought to make permanent an exhibition type that by its nature was 
always temporary—it’s ephemerality arguably also a key to its charm—by combining it with more stable 
functions of trade, communications, and the promise of television.   
Zeckendorf need not look far for examples where recreation and entertainment proved 
economically successful, popular, and part of efforts to reshape the city in both vernacular and high-style 
architecture, including Moses’s robust program to increase the number of parks, pools, beaches, and 
recreation spaces throughout New York City, and Walt Disney’s Disneyland, which opened in 1955.346 By 
catering to the leisure society and increasingly, a consumer-oriented culture in the postwar era, 
Zeckendorf could capitalize on the entertainment industry through new development. To run the 
spectacles, industrial exhibits, and entertainment in the Palace of Progress, Zeckendorf turned to 
showman Billy Rose, the well-known theater impresario and creator of the popular “Aquacade” of the 
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1939 New York World’s Fair (see fig. 2-11).347 “His role would be purely showmanship—and he certainly 
knows about that," Zeckendorf enthused.348 As president and general manager of the Palace of Progress 
(and a new vice president at Webb & Knapp), Rose would spend twelve months traveling the world with 
Major General William J. Donovan, legal counsel for Webb & Knapp and former World War II diplomat, to 
mobilize tenants.349 Zeckendorf wanted every nation of the free world to be invited to occupy permanent 
show space, establishing a sort of cultural world headquarters of entertainment. Rose planned his 
aquacade to be installed on the ground floor of the Palace, and elsewhere, a marine life show, and five 
Shakespearean shows a day in a replica of the Globe Theater, London. He even wanted Australian 
aborigines “healthfully installed in the huge air-conditioned palace,” a terrible proposal and reminder of 
the rampant racism of the postwar era.350 Zeckendorf knew that “mere bigness in a building does not 
guarantee effective and profitable use. Hence the entire operation has been placed under the 
management of a master showman.”351 Across the country Zeckendorf incorporated entertainment in his 
planning projects, including Courthouse Square in Denver, Roosevelt Field shopping center on Long 
Island, and the Freedomland amusement park in the Bronx (see Chapter 5). “From now on, business is 
going into show business,” Rose enthused to the Sydney Morning Herald.352  
Zeckendorf wanted to find new ways to integrate electronics, television, and automation in the 
Palace skyscraper through a highly futuristic scheme (and exercise in creative terminology) that harkened 
back the experience of the 1939 New York’s World Fair. He saw television as “the greatest single 
instrument of potential education that this country has ever had.”353 For the Palace, he retained Pereira & 
Luckman, led by William L. Pereira and Charles Luckman, architects with expertise in television and 
electronics who had recently completed CBS’s Television City in Los Angeles, one of the first and largest 
structures purpose-built for TV production and broadcasting.354 Charles Luckman had trained as an 
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architect before pursuing a successful career in advertising, eventually becoming president of the 
American branch of Lever Brothers’ soap empire, and influenced the creation of the new headquarters on 
Madison Avenue. Luckman put forth a design for the new building, but it was rejected and Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill (SOM) was awarded the commission.355 At the Palace of Progress, Pereira & Luckman 
designed what Zeckendorf touted as the “videal dimension”: push buttons, color televisions, automation, 
and broadcasting. Upon arrival in a vast entrance hall, visitors to the Palace would step onto a moving 
platform, where television screens—the “Videotronic Directory”—would give the visitor a view of what was 
going on throughout the building (fig. 2-14). At the push of a button, a unique way-finding map would help 
visitors navigate the vast space, and a glass elevator, also reachable by moving footpath, would take 
visitors to various floors, many with additional moving footpaths. While lacking the base for a plug- or clip-
in modular expansion the project in some ways anticipates the Fun Palace by Cedric Price or 
megastructures by Archigram in the 1960s in its scale, entertainment, services, and technology.356  
Zeckendorf’s motives were primarily capitalistic (void of the sarcasm that would accompany the work by 
Archigram and others); however, the mega scale and integration of technology and design in the palace 
project was provocative and possible only through a comprehensive, collaborative approach. The exterior 
form of the skyscraper was undistinguished; the interior programming and its relationship to profit and 
location were far more important to produce the greatest possible return for Webb & Knapp (see Fig. 2-
12).   
A staggering twenty-one industrial-research firms and four New York universities assisted Pereira 
& Luckman in its technical research.357 “Where other buildings have murals and directories,” Zeckendorf 
said, “the Palace of Progress will present giant closed circuit telecasts of activities on each floor.”358 
Several areas were to be devoted to television broadcast activities in an attempt to reverse the trend of 
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television production leaving New York for the West Coast.359 In the “Cinescopic News” area, spectators 
could watch the news on circular walls from all over the world, tuning in to different telecasts via small 
portable radios.360 Roaming “Remotemobile” TV would carry cameramen and equipment around the 
building, interviewing visitors and covering the news within the Palace itself (fig. 2-15). The “Electronews 
Processing Centre” would offer press facilities to the media, and a television studio and production center 
would contain state-of-the-art equipment. On giant television screens, businessmen and buyers could 
inspect showcased goods immediately for purchase in the Palace, as well as large industrial items 
manufactured across the country, televised directly to the buyers’ office building. Items displayed within 
the Palace could also be broadcast to shoppers on the West coast in true television shopping. Such an 
integrated version of shopping connected the consumer (the captive audience) physically within the 
palace itself, becoming part of seemingly living/communicating/transmitting building, and beyond, to 
products and people on the other side of the country. Zeckendorf could offer retailers a state of the art 
platform and network to sell their products. Reporter John Valder explained, “They say it will be just like 
shopping by mail order, but instead of using a catalogue prospective buyers will just choose what they 
want form what they see on the TV screens.”361  
This impractical ingenuity of what the press called an “electronic wonderland,” was ahead of its 
time. A “master electric brain is the building’s heart,” the press reported after the press conference in LA, 
and “would assimilate myriad signals from the building’s ramifications and automatically set in motion 
rationalization of traffic, air conditioning, lighting power,” and more. This “central battery of electric brains” 
would “work for tenants,” including mechanized electronic banking, mail sorting, and maintaining files. 
According to Luckman, the consequences of exploring and implementing a computer concept cut through 
all of the specialized divisions of design, forcing more conversation and collaboration in exploring the 
ramifications of electronic data.362 Finally, the team wanted the Palace powered by atomic energy (the 
first of its kind) and the architects began conversations with the Atomic Energy Commission, established 
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in part to research atomic science for peaceful application in the wake of the Second World War.363  
Once a week, at seven o’clock a.m., Zeckendorf, Pei, Rose, Luckman, Donovan, and publicist 
John Reagan “Tex” McCrary (a consultant) met for breakfast to plot what they called this “revolution in 
American living.”364 Attracting tenants, as always, proved critical for Zeckendorf to obtain financing. At 
various moments, he told the press that major corporations were on board or that more than the allotted 
space was spoken for, but he avoided specifics and never released the identities of the companies.365 
Eventually, he admitted to the New York Times that the ambitious Palace was still far from reality and that 
his greatest problem was credibility. “At this point,” he said, “we have to substitute ingenuity for cash—
and it's tough.”366 
The press followed the Palace closely using a predominantly positive tone, reflecting a captivating 
combination of Zeckendorf’s charisma, the sheer scale proposed, and unwillingness, at that time, in the 
public to attach value to the design of the station. As Hilary Ballon has noted in New York’s Pennsylvania 
Stations, Zeckendorf’s proposal for the Palace of Progress did not yield protest from preservationists, and 
the word “demolition” never appeared in press descriptions.367 Zeckendorf told Forbes, “In large scale 
urban redevelopment, it is important to capture the imagination of the public. Get the public with you and 
the politicians will play ball."368 Webb & Knapp released sketches in September 1955, and the headlines 
multiplied across the country.369 The New York Times wrote: “New York City is accustomed to being 
startled by the daring and magnitude of William Zeckendorf’s plans. But nothing in the past quite prepared 
us for the $100,000,000 Palace of Progress,” which the paper called “a dream that can only be described 
by superlatives and punctuated with exclamation points.”370 
City officials had mixed responses to the Palace, though in a statement Commerce 
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Commissioner Richard C. Patterson said it “deserves and will receive all possible support.”371 Zeckendorf 
tried to anticipate and align the Palace with some of the transportation improvements the city 
contemplated, including the phased proposal to extend the Broadway-Seventh Avenue IRT subway west 
along Thirty-Third Street to Eleventh Avenue and the need for a city parking garage near Eleventh 
Avenue to accommodate increased traffic.372 Zeckendorf remained optimistic and believed that city and 
state leaders would continue to note “our potential role in reversing the flight of business from New 
York.”373  
Webb & Knapp tentatively set groundbreaking for June 1, 1956—the fiftieth anniversary of the 
foundation laying of Penn Station—and estimated that the building would be completed by spring 1958, 
both milestones hinging on assumption that engineering and design challenges could be solved.374 Tichy 
and Pei filed a large set of plans with the city, paying an unheard-of initial filing fee of $109,630.80 (one-
fifth of the total cost) due to the scale of the project, as the city charged sixty cents per thousand cubic 
feet per plan.375 
 
Communications City and Central City 
 
Despite the bold ideas, considerable planning, and significant press coverage, Zeckendorf abandoned the 
$150 million Palace of Progress skyscraper scheme in January 1956, when research determined that it 
would cost more than $45 million to build over the terminal (his option officially expired in July). 
Zeckendorf couldn’t make the numbers work, and when combined with the $30 million air rights, the two-
block area could not withstand a building large enough to carry the seventy-five million financial load.376 
The cost to demolish the station would add tens of millions of dollars to the total, and construction was 
estimated to take five years, prohibiting Zeckendorf from securing necessary leases required for 
financing.377 Zeckendorf offered a lower purchase price to Symes at $10 million, which Symes rejected, 
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holding out for a better offer.378 Independent from Zeckendorf, Tichy continued working with the railroad 
and planned a more modest, staged program of multiple buildings to replace the station and designed 
and installed new modern ticket facilities, much to the dismay of historian and architectural critic Lewis 
Mumford, who later wrote,  
What on earth were the railroad men in charge really attempting to achieve? And why is the result 
such a disaster? Did the people who once announced that they were planning to convert the 
station property into a giant skyscraper mart and Fun Fair decide, finding themselves thwarted in 
that scheme, to turn their energies to destroying the station from the inside, in order to provide a 
better justification for the plans?… This shows a loss of faith in their trade, on the part of railroad 
men, that may hasten the demise of the railways.379 
 
It’s unclear if Symes strung Zeckendorf along, allowing Zeckendorf to foot the bill for feasibility studies, 
while waiting for other opportunities to present themselves.  
In true Zeckendorf fashion, he transformed the dead Palace into something still larger, a $300 to 
$500 million scheme of no less than twenty-four city blocks on Manhattan’s west side, initially with all 
components of the original Palace of Progress “horizontalized” in a series of buildings connected by a 
moving sidewalk to a “rebuilt” Penn Station (fig. 2-16).380 This so-called West Side Redevelopment 
Project, TV or Communications City, would transform the forty-acre area of open tracks bounded by 
Thirtieth and Thirty-Ninth Streets and Ninth and Tenth Avenues into “the city’s most important center of 
commerce, recreation and communication,” according to Zeckendorf (fig. 2-17).381 The new plan would 
cover the tracks with a platform serving as a base for a hotel, an apartment house for TV City “citizens,” 
commercial buildings, a heliport, and multiple parks.382 A later iteration by Pei included a fashion center, 
buyer’s offices, a broadcast and television center, and publishing center (see fig. 2-16). At the center of 
the plan would rise the world’s tallest tower, at 1,750 feet, which Zeckendorf dubbed the Freedom Tower 
(and later the Peace Tower) the freestanding shaft would have included broadcasting transmission 
facilities and a glass-enclosed elevator and ultimately served as “a powerful symbol for the entire project,” 
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accordingly to the developer, as well as for “defense observation” (fig. 2-18).383 The plan had grown from 
7.5 million square feet to 12 million square feet of floor space, and it still envisaged a new Pennsylvania 
Station as its gateway.384 While Pei prepared the drawings, Architectural Record reported talk of Webb & 
Knapp commissioning additional recognized designers, including SOM, for the major buildings if the 
project moved forward.385 
Zeckendorf presented the plan to Mayor Robert F. Wagner Jr. at a closed-door meeting in 
January, emphasizing that he was not asking for any tax exemptions but was creating a plan that would 
bring the city sixteen million dollars a year in taxes. But the plan required the use of eminent domain.386 
When he learned of the plans, Moses reported to CBS Radio, “There’s no element of public 
condemnation for what we conceive to be, essentially, a private purpose; a good purpose, but a private 
purpose. And we’ve told Bill repeatedly that we don’t think that in himself he constitutes a public purpose. 
Bill has a tendency to believe that.”387 Moses considered the project “half baked” with “no basis in reality” 
and was furious with any suggestion that Title I funds be put towards a television city, wherever located. 
“There are altogether too many pronouncements of this kind being made which in the end will bring 
everyone who makes them into disrepute,” Moses wrote.388 Moses offered that many elected officials 
were interested in establishing a modern television city in New York, but that infighting and disagreement 
between the major networks prohibited any chance of making this a reality.389 Zeckendorf claimed to have 
made arrangements with one of the largest television companies for the plan over the Penn tracks, and 
that he would not need any public action aside from zoning and road changes.390 Zeckendorf’s fight with 
Moses and the city over the UN approach seemed to be repeating itself. Charges that the developer 
sought publicity for its own sake, motivated by corporate greed, offended Zeckendorf. Yet he intentionally 
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intertwined his unbridled optimism with publicity and politics as a booster and showman. “We are traveling 
uncharted seas,” he told Esquire: 
Credibility on one of our major plans is established by being positive. If we were in the least bit 
tentative or were, ourselves, doubting Thomases, we'd never put the deal across. Also our big 
plans usually go against building codes, and when you do that you're in politics. By firing the 
public imagination on our projects, we hope to have the politicians, always sensitive to public 
opinion, swing behind us. Finally, though we never announce a plan just to get the reaction, we 




Zeckendorf continued to promote iterations of his plan through 1959, and in an interesting twist 
and tactic on Zeckendorf’s part, he tied his project to Moses’s ill-fated Mid-Manhattan Crosstown 
Expressway, which was supposed to connect the Lincoln Tunnel, on the West Side, with the Queens-
Midtown Tunnel, on the East Side.
392
 Called Central City, this final, more modest version contained one 
twenty- to thirty-story office building bounded by Ninth and Tenth Avenues and Thirty-First to Thirty-Third 
Streets, across from the General Post Office. In the new building, five hundred thousand to one million 
square feet of space would be leased to the post office, with the expressway accommodating mail trucks. 
Moses, Zeckendorf, and Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield announced this plan together, 
surrounding a building model, but Zeckendorf wouldn’t start construction until Moses’s expressway was 
approved (fig. 2-19). The announcement spurred immediate protest by the 30th Street Association, a 
group of local businessmen and residents who opposed the expressway. Robert Kopple, executive 
director of the association, stated that under this plan, the expressway would be built as a “special 
privilege” for Zeckendorf, “for which New York City would pay an intolerable cost in terms of lost real 
estate taxes, property devaluation and blight over a wide area.”
393
  
Generally, Zeckendorf believed, “Socially and politically speaking, the heart of the problem of 
urban redevelopment is that of assembling land.” He urged the support of the city to overcome greedy 
thinking that “holds up progress at the expense of the whole community. The only answer lies in the 
judicious use of the power of eminent domain, applied only after all fair and proper means for negotiation 
have failed.”
394
 It would be years before the open tracks would be covered by a platform and the air rights 
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developed: Hudson Yards, with more than 18 million square feet of residential and commercial space, 
represents the largest private real estate development in the history of the United States, slated for 
completion in 2025.395 
In the early 1960s, the Pennsylvania Railroad approached Irving Mitchell Felt, the owner of 
Madison Square Garden, and offered Penn Station as the location for the new Garden Felt was looking 
for. Between 1961 and 1966, Pennsylvania Station was demolished and the Garden moved from Forty-
Ninth and Fiftieth Streets at Eighth Avenue to Thirty-First and Thirty-Third Streets at Eighth Avenue. 
Pennsylvania Railroad did not sell the air rights, but instead gave the Madison Square Garden Center a 
long-term lease with renewal rights.396 Felt retained Charles Luckman & Associates (Luckman having split 
form his partner Pereira), the same architect Zeckendorf had retained as part of his Palace scheme, to 
design the new Madison Square Garden Center. Luckman designed a circular sports palace of 4.5 million 
square feet, replacing the station’s 1.1 million square feet.397 Although the complexity of building over the 
station was, to Luckman, an “architectural nightmare,” he found “an exciting corollary” between his work 
in entertainment and electronics, where open and closed circuit telecasting and communications became 
critical components of the modern sports complex.398 Nevertheless, protestors picketed the project daily. 
The unfortunate truth was that the railroad did not see architectural value in its station in its attempts to 
modernize and diversify, and by the time the New York Times reversed its position on the station and 
rallying cries to save the station, such as those by the Protestors Action Group for Better Architecture in 
New York (AGBANY) gained momentum, it was too late to reverse the fate of the station.399 
 
A New Grand Central: The Hyperboloid 
Like the Pennsylvania Railroad, the struggling New York Central Railroad (NYCR) began to reconsider 
using its real estate for revenue in the early 1950s. Robert Young, the NYCR’s newly elected chairman, 
reported that Grand Central Terminal operated at a deficit of $24 million a year, was assessed for tax 
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purposes at $35.5 million and was taxed $1,331,250 a year. With no public funds available to aid the 
railroad’s financial problems, one of Young’s first steps to reduce the deficit was to solicit proposals from 
select developers, including Zeckendorf, to utilize air rights to develop a skyscraper above Grand Central. 
By September 1954, the railroad announced to the New York Times that it was considering plans to erect 
the world’s largest privately owned office building on the site with Webb & Knapp. Although the firm did 
not release drawings to the public, Zeckendorf named Pei as the architect of a proposed eighty-story 
skyscraper, capable of housing sixty thousand office workers, that topped off with an observation deck 
higher than that of the Empire State Building.400 Zeckendorf believed that the new skyscraper’s five 
million–plus square feet of rentable space would produce a return consistent with the cost and value of 
the air rights.401 Although Webb & Knapp’s detailed cost estimate for the Hyperboloid has not been found, 
like any speculative commercial office building, Zeckendorf would have applied typical formulas to 
calculate the economic height for the building that would generate the highest return on the money 
invested. Architectural historian Carol Willis has noted in Form Follows Finance, that this would include 
calculating the costs per square foot for construction, air-rights purchase, and financing, compared to the 
net rentable area. In this way, arriving at an eighty-story skyscraper was not random, but economic in 
approach as well as publicity (and ego) chasing. Claiming the title of “tallest building in the world” held the 
promise of prestige and attracting world-class tenants.402 
Zeckendorf did not anticipate encountering the same problems to build over the tracks at Grand 
Central, Penn proving far more technically complex. Like the proposal for the new Penn Station, this plan 
for a new tower by Zeckendorf and Pei called for the demolition of the 1913 Beaux Arts terminal 
(designed by Warren & Wetmore and Reed & Stern). Pei advanced a design for a technically 
adventurous 108-floor, flexible, hour-glass-shaped structure dubbed the Hyperboloid (1954-56) (fig. 2-20). 
For unknown reasons, Zeckendorf and Pei did not publish the Hyperboloid plan widely (the drawings 
were not published until the late 1990s) despite completing drawings and a full-scale model built in the 
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Webb & Knapp model shop (fig. 2-21).403 Though undoubtedly the plans were shown to lenders, the 
NYCR, and city officials, perhaps Pei and Zeckendorf were holding onto the design for a future use or 
were considering a patent, as with the Helix. True to form, Zeckendorf touted the project as the tallest, 
most technologically advanced skyscraper in the world, “a continuing symbol of the predominance of New 
York as America’s first city.”404  
In contrast to the West Side Penn Station schemes, the Hyperboloid would be for commercial 
office space, rather than entertainment and communications, to better complement the location.405 
Zeckendorf claimed its hyperbolic shape made for a more economical building than traditional 
skyscrapers, with floors of varying sizes to meet the needs of different tenants and corporations, though 
building trades were not yet accustomed to this kind of design (fig. 2-22). Recent skyscraper design in 
New York City conformed to the 1916 zoning ordinance and it’s prescribed zoning envelopes to protect 
light and air in the city. While a tower could be unlimited in height, the required setbacks resulted in a 
“wedding cake” massing with a broad base and the smallest floorplate at the top of the tower.406 In 
contrast, with its hour-glass shape, larger floor plates were proposed at the top of the Hyperboloid, which 
could bring Zeckendorf additional rent and tenants. 
In geometry, a hyperboloid is a shape whose surfaces have plane sections that are hyperbolas, 
ellipses, or circles. In the project description, Webb & Knapp credited the concept to Argentine architect 
Eduardo F. Catalano, then teaching at the School of Design of North Carolina State College: “It is a 
warped surface generated by a straight line that revolves around an axis that it does not intersect, 
maintaining a fixed relation to the axis.”407 Pei designed exposed structural supports of steel-clad 
aluminum that crisscrossed the facade of the skyscraper to facilitate wind flow and redistribute the 
building’s load across the surface and down to twelve giant footings on an elevated plaza (fig. 2-23).408 
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Assisting Pei with the design was James Ingo Freed (1930-2005), who would stay with Pei for many 
years, and eventually become a partner in the independent firm.409 
The press release claimed that the Hyperboloid would require the same amount of steel as the 
Empire State Building, even though it was 70 percent larger in mass. Pei argued that the aerodynamic 
shape of the skyscraper was also more resistant to nuclear explosions—a reminder of the tense Cold War 
political environment of the 1950s. The plan would provide a new endpoint to Park Avenue through a 
large arc around the site on raised streets to improve traffic flow and a new, underground, skylighted 
transportation center.410 Zeckendorf did not expect to encounter as complex engineering and financing 
challenges as he had with the Penn Station scheme.411 In its engineering report for Webb & Knapp, 
Roberts & Schaefer Company, Inc., found the Hyperboloid “an entirely feasible project. The engineering 
studies show that the structure is stable and that it is economical considering its height, location, and wide 
span floor areas. This building minimizes interference with tracks and traffic without cost penalty.”412 
Although enthusiastic for the potential opportunity to work on the project, the engineers would not have 
wanted to contradict Zeckendorf’s ideas, and certainly not in the public’s eye. 
 
Zeckendorfitis & Pei’s Persuasions 
The demand for office space in East Midtown seemed insatiable, particularly with the convenience of 
Grand Central for commuters.413 In addition to proposing the Grand Central redevelopment plan, 
Zeckendorf, with developer Roger L. Stevens, his partner on the project, convinced the New York Central 
System to allow the two developers to act as their agents in negotiations for the development, sale, or 
lease of all its property in the Grand Central area, forty-eight acres in total. In a letter to Young, 
Zeckendorf emphasized the "broad, city-wide implications and tremendous opportunity for wise and 
profitable urban redevelopment" in the area and said that he and Stevens met the qualifications due to 
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their “comprehensive understanding of urban planning and redevelopment.”414 Zeckendorf advised the 
railroad to redevelop several apartment buildings that it owned on Park Avenue into high-rise commercial 
buildings, entangling himself in a long-running dispute over Park Avenue between the New York Central 
and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad lines.415 In 1956, Zeckendorf advised Alfred E. 
Perlman, then president of New York Central, to tear down a twelve-story apartment building at 277 Park 
Avenue and replace it with a more profitable office tower. George Alpert, president of the New Haven line, 
learned about the proposal in the newspaper and stated that he hoped that Perlman “soon recovers from 
his attack of Zeckendorfitis” and remembered his obligation to consult the New Haven line, which 
allegedly held a 50 percent interest in all the various parcels of the railroads’ real estate along Park 
Avenue.416  
The use of the term Zeckendorfitis is noteworthy, implying the contagiousness of Zeckendorf’s 
tendency to overreach, draw up impractical plans, tout private projects as a public good, booster new 
projects ad nauseam, and perhaps promise more than he could deliver. For each large-scale proposal, 
Zeckendorf met with skepticism again and again. “For some strange reason, private enterprise in respect 
to urban redevelopment seems suspect,” Zeckendorf wrote. “A great cry goes up that the developer, the 
private organization with its plans and its dream, is out to make a profit. The developer is, of course, out 
to make a profit. But he may at the same time be ardently seeking the public good.”417 Zeckendorf 
believed that the private sector could both achieve a profitable development and make a lasting 
contribution by raising land value, building projects that were in the public interest, and creating 
“something inspiring where before there was only ugliness and blight.”418 Nevertheless, the scale of 
Zeckendorf’s proposals and the frequency with which they hit the press seemed to be creating some 
distrust within certain circles, and certainly began to taint the reputation of Zeckendorf’s insatiable 
appetite for urban renewal (fig. 2-24). 
While Zeckendorf tried to assert his authority and expertise through publicity—further exposing 
him to criticism—Pei maintained a quieter, but still persistent, media presence. Zeckendorf publicly 
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acknowledged their partnership and praised Pei, then a still relatively unknown architect, but Pei 
remained shielded from much of the negative publicity. Still, he wanted his own intentions and personality 
recognized. Zeckendorf and John Bell, Webb & Knapp’s vice president of public relations, gave Pei the 
freedom to maintain his own direct relationships with the press.419 Pei interacted with the editors of major 
design publications, taking the time to provide background and detailed explanations of the work while 
making sure that the first reveals of completed projects were comprehensive and positive in tone when 
possible. Unlike Zeckendorf, Pei rarely wrote articles.420 Therefore, the archived memos and 
correspondence of Douglas Haskell, the editor of Architectural Forum, provide an invaluable glimpse of 
how Pei saw his work, his position at Webb & Knapp, and urban renewal during this period.421 
Shortly after the Times announcement regarding the railroad’s tower with Webb & Knapp, Haskell 
wrote to Pei and congratulated him for securing the Grand Central project and for the opportunity to guide 
its design. Haskell wrote, “Even though I might personally disagree with the decision you announced of 
tearing down the present Concourse, I am sure that you will do all possible to achieve the ‘monumental 
concept which alone would justify removing a monument.’”422 Off the record, Pei defended his position to 
Haskell: “A ‘monumental idea’ was one that conveyed the possibilities of a particular site as an 
expression of the public’s hopes and dreams.” Pei continued, “The Grand Central Terminal belongs to the 
public.”423 Pei’s use of the word “monumental” was deliberate, and part of an ongoing bate in design 
circles. Lewis Mumford felt the notion of a modern monument to be a contradiction in terms. In 1937, 
Mumford proclaimed, “The Death of the Monument” in Circle, a collection of essays on modern art and 
architecture published in London. The problem, Mumford argued, centered on time. If a building is a 
monument, it could not be modern, and if a building was modern, it could not be a monument.424 Further, 
Mumford’s radical position found supporters who believed the city’s traditional fabric and buildings were 
obsolete. In contrast, architectural critic Siegfried Giedion published “The Need for a New 
Monumentality,” arguing that a new monumentality was inevitable, but it needed to flow from the 
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“emotional life of the community.”
425
 Both supporters for modernism and increasingly, supporters for 
preservation asserted the relationship between monumentality and style in their arguments to tear down 
or save both Pennsylvania Station and Grand Central Terminal. 
Pei argued that his employment and position with Zeckendorf granted him influence and room to 
think beyond business dollars—a practice that the developer supported and valued. Pei felt that Webb & 
Knapp was well equipped because it was an integrated design-development company, and therefore 
knew the complexities and broader issues more fully than any freestanding design firm. Despite many 
comparisons to the Empire State Building in the Webb & Knapp press release, Pei told Haskell that the 
firm’s proposal for the Hyperboloid to replace Grand Central had little to do with publicity or record-
breaking statistics. Rather, Pei argued that the site presented the best opportunity in New York for a tall 
building.
426
 Whether he believed this or not, Zeckendorf needed Pei to be able to articulate why his design 
was best suited for this type of dramatic urban intervention. Just one block away, the Chrysler Building 
had topped out at 1,046 feet. Nevertheless, Pei’s communication with Haskell reveals the architect’s 
uneasiness with Zeckendorf’s all-out marketing tactics for the project. The promotional brochures for the 
Hyperboloid noted that the design allowed the site “to continue to be symbolic of New York’s status as a 
leading city.”
427
 By focusing on monumentality and location in his communication with Haskell, Pei shifted 
the conversation and asserted his distance from Zeckendorf’s marketing methods. In later years, Pei 
admitted that the shape and design of the tower was chosen largely for aesthetic reasons and to draw 
worldwide publicity and tenants.
428
  
Pei believed that the role of businessmen like Zeckendorf had changed in the twentieth century. 
He noted that when J. P. Morgan—a billionaire—spoke of railroad stations as gateways to cities, he took 
his place in history among the great benefactors of cities and artists. Pei saw businessmen such as 
Zeckendorf and Young as representative of a new force of democratization. While neither the head of 
Webb & Knapp nor the head of the New York Central Railroad had managed even a small percentage of 
money that Morgan personally managed, Zeckendorf and Young shaped modern business through 
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ingenuity and expansion. Their authority, Pei believed, rested upon the support of their peers. Pei felt that 
his own role in this scenario was “to prove how much can be done within the regular framework of 
business operations without getting into irrelevancies such as ‘advertising value,’” which Pei considered 
to be fake.429 In private conversation with the editor of a major design publication, Pei positioned himself 
out of step with what Harry Cobb, looking back, called “the promotional extravaganza of Zeckendorf.”430  
Pei and Zeckendorf’s Hyperboloid would be one of several proposed plans to redevelop Grand 
Central Terminal. A few weeks after Webb & Knapp’s announcement of its plan, the Times published an 
alternate proposal that was supported by Patrick McGinnis, president of the New York, New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad. Developed by Erwin Wolfson and designed by the architectural firm of Fellheimer & 
Wagner (successor to Reed & Stem), this plan would replace the station with a fifty-story building that 
was far shorter and less massive than Pei’s, with emphasis on improving traffic flow around it.431 
 But a plan to save Grand Central Terminal was beginning to coalesce, supported by Haskell, 
many architects, and eventually the New York Times. Haskell lamented in Architectural Forum that the 
future of Grand Central lay in the hands of real estate developers and issued a call for any development 
to introduce light, dignity, and air equal to financial gain. He argued that unless a designer came up with 
“a veritable Taj Mahal of the 20th Century,” he would fight to preserve the terminal. Grand Central, 
Haskell argued, belongs to the country.432 In November 1954, Architectural Forum published an appeal 
led by 225 architects “to save the terminal’s lofty passenger concourse in any redevelopment.”433 
Zeckendorf and Pei forged ahead as stakeholders considered the merits of both the Hyperboloid and the 
Fellhelmer & Wagner plan. 
On paper, the numbers pointed in favor of demolition and redevelopment of the terminal: the 
dimensions of the original terminal base were 722 by 395 feet and 160 feet tall (six stories). Pei and 
Zeckendorf’s initial office building proposed dimensions for a base of 275 by 275 feet and 80 stories.434 
They estimated that their initial scheme would cost $100 million to construct and would create land value 
of another $100 million, generating a ripple effect in the area’s real estate values. Pei remained mindful of 
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the economics and politics surrounding the proposal, understood that the city was not in the mood to give 
tax breaks, and therefore sought a solution that would not require them. Haskell observed that Pei felt 
that depending on tax breaks “could compromise the operation and lead into a bog of politics that would 
deprive a good operator, himself for example, as architect, from doing the best work. He preferred to let 
the economic development of the property be carried forward to the point where the stockholders would 
get their handsome returns."435 
Criticism against demolishing the terminal intensified and prospects for a skyscraper were 
debated for years, even after official plans were placed on hold. Zeckendorf and Pei claim to have 
abandoned the Hyperboloid due to the significant costs and the legal battle between the New York 
Central and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad lines, although rumors circulated about 
Zeckendorf’s inability to obtain financing for the tower as the economy began to weaken in the late 
1950s.436 To make matters worse, in 1957, NYCR chairman Robert Young committed suicide following a 
US Senate investigation that revealed that the NYCR was on the brink of collapse.437 In 1958, the railroad 
agreed to move forward with developer Erwin Wolfson, who had abandoned the Fellheimer & Wagner 
plan and brought on Emery Roth & Sons to design Grand Central City, a scheme that would not destroy 
the terminal but instead develop behind it. Eventually, Walter Gropius and architect Pietro Belluschi joined 
the team. The Hyperboloid plan often served as a negative point of reference for what could have been: 
the destruction of the iconic terminal, replaced by a huge modern tower. James Boisi, a real estate lawyer 
and later vice president of real estate for New York Central Railroad, encouraged the more limited 
development scheme to generate income quickly. Despite having represented Zeckendorf in many real 
estate dealings prior to his new post with the NYCR, Boisi believed that the Hyperboloid scheme was too 
big and that there was no purpose “in making grandiose plans.”438 By 1963, the fifty-nine story, 2.4 million 
square foot Pan Am Building (today, the MetLife Building) was completed on the site just north of the 
terminal—the largest single commercial office building of the era. The monolithic tower dwarfs the Beaux 
Arts terminal and visually blocks Park Avenue both uptown and downtown. James Bolisi, vice president of 
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real estate for the New York Central, did not include the terminal building in the air rights package 
awarded to Wolfson, ultimately prohibiting the demolition of the structure. In 1967, the terminal was 
designated a historic landmark.  
 
Conclusion  
Zeckendorf and Pei’s plans for Penn Station and Grand Central would have most likely been disastrous. 
The outrage of the loss of Penn Station boosted the advances of the already growing preservation 
movement in New York (led by the Municipal Society, the New York Trust, among others) and eventually, 
to the establishment of the Landmarks Preservation Commission and the city’s passage of its landmark 
law in 1965. This thankfully benefited Grand Central, after the constitutionality of the law was tested in the 
courts.439 Nevertheless, the plans put forth by the Zeckendorf and Pei should not be overlooked for the 
experimentation in technology, entertainment, form, and planning. In meaningful ways, the developer and 
architect asserted their right to imagine the modern city.  
The urban renewal advocacy and research program at Webb & Knapp brought Zeckendorf, and 
increasingly Pei, recognition as men of imagination and conviction in their message that design (with an 
economic approach) had meaning and purpose in urban renewal.440 Through architectural publications 
and one-on-one conversations rather than large-circulation newspapers and press releases, Pei 
articulated the benefits of his position at Webb & Knapp to select journalists and editors to further serve 
his professional ambitions, while Zeckendorf grabbed for the megaphone. By pushing the boundaries of 
the FHA and lending institutions’ limitations and helping to define what the stakeholders’ roles should be, 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s Helix, Palace, and Hyperboloid can be understood as bold attempts at privately 
funded urban renewal to create buildings that encouraged technology, flexibility, entertainment, and “a 
monumental idea.” The downside to the privately funded attempts, particularly in Manhattan, was that the 
scale of Zeckendorf’s proposed projects and the inherent challenges of the sites (the two busiest 
transportation hubs in the city, layered with existing infrastructure) proved insurmountable from an 
engineering and tenancy standpoint. Who decides what’s to be built? Zeckendorf and Pei believed they 
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had the foresight and expertise to answer that question and continued to jockey with city leaders, 
business leaders, the federal government, lenders, and the public to assert their authority. 
By 1954, Webb & Knapp was ready to launch a nationwide urban-redevelopment campaign. As 
Zeckendorf continued to articulate his philosophy of urban renewal, city planning, housing, and public-
private partnerships, it wasn’t until the shovels hit the ground that the developer began to be taken more 
seriously. Webb & Knapp’s fantastic large-scale plans emerged simultaneous with Title I projects, the 
latter built at a scale possible only through a collaborative, talented team and through ongoing research 
into materials. An audience of designers, politicians, lenders, and skeptics watched to see if Zeckendorf 
and Pei would really exert the expertise and power they proclaimed to have upon the built environment 





Remolding Architecture: Collaboration and Concrete 
 
 
I am fascinated by cities, how they grow and where they go, and by the men who make them go. 
It is the men, of course, to account for most; what they are, their city is. 
 
—William Zeckendorf, Autobiography  
 
In the 1950s, Webb & Knapp became the undisputed, top ranking real estate developer in the United 
States in number of assets. The firm managed nothing less than a real estate empire: some twenty 
thousand apartments, ten million square feet of office space, and several million square feet of shopping 
centers.441 Zeckendorf highly leveraged the properties, with minimum equity involved, and invested any 
cash in new development opportunities. In 2005 Charles Urstadt, former legal vice president of Webb & 
Knapp, estimated that the company’s holdings were probably worth an estimated $20 billion in today’s 
market.442 Zeckendorf credited Webb & Knapp’s success to its growing team and promoted the company 
as a model of collaborative, research-driven real estate developer able to tackle the challenges of urban 
renewal. The failures of the Helix, Palace of Progress, and Hyperboloid gave the team experience in new 
design techniques, marketing, and problem solving, which served Webb & Knapp well in tackling Title I 
projects. 
As the director of Webb & Knapp’s architectural construction, research, and design division, Pei 
expanded the research program in the 1950s to include his career-long interest, reaching back to his 
student days, of finding ways to use cast-in-place concrete as a material for large-scale housing 
development. Pei recruited designers from Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, and as a team, they 
implemented their findings in cast-in-place-concrete in five Title I urban renewal projects with Zeckendorf, 
including Kips Bay Plaza in New York; Town Center Plaza in Southwest Washington, DC; University 
Towers in Hyde Park, Chicago; Washington Plaza in Pittsburgh; and Society Hill Towers in 
Philadelphia.443 Examining the collaboration, construction, and experiments in concrete at Webb & Knapp 
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offers an in depth understanding of the firm’s practice and urban renewal work, and provides the 
groundwork for an evaluation of the built work itself. Zeckendorf and Pei laid the foundation for one of the 
most successful architectural firms of the twentieth century and reminded the country of the tremendous 
influence the private sector could have on the built environment, for better or worse. In so doing, Pei and 
Zeckendorf remolded standard architectural and construction practices in the 1950s. 
Architecture and development rely, of course, on teamwork. At Webb & Knapp, the design, 
coordination, approval processes, financing, promotion, and construction of each project required the 
hands of many individuals and their consultants.  Acknowledging this also takes us beyond the limited 
literature on Zeckendorf, which skews towards Zeckendorf’s larger-than-life persona and creative land 
deals that he touted ad nauseam to the press. While the Pei monographs include Zeckendorf as part of 
the architect’s biography and early professional experience, Carter Wiseman’s I. M. Pei: A Profile in 
American Architecture, published in 1990, and Michael Cannell’s I. M. Pei: Mandarin of Modernism, 
published in 1995, include accounts from several architects and a few Webb & Knapp vice presidents 
about their work with Pei and Zeckendorf during the Webb & Knapp years.444 However, little research has 
been done concerning the Webb & Knapp team as a whole and how the various models of collaboration 
in the urban renewal era lend insight to the increasingly specialized professions of real estate and design. 
In his speech before Harvard’s Graduate School of Design in 1951, Zeckendorf declared a sort of 
manifesto (and blatant promotion of Webb & Knapp) 
to prove that research, an intelligent economic approach, and modern assembly methods can 
produce in the housing industry miracles of progress comparable to those in any other industry in 
the world. And we seek this development through reaching out for a relationship of the closest 
possible character between ourselves, who are real-estate men, builders, and real-estate 
economists, and you who are architects and designers. And we have no doubt that we are on the 
right road.445  
The reality of shared authorship and collaboration is complex, but Zeckendorf was always 
seemingly in command, with Pei—the architect—an extension of the developer. Both the developer and 
architect continued to navigate their respective professional identities while trying not to lose their own 
selves to the other. 
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Growth and Capital 
Privately and federally funded urban renewal took Webb & Knapp into the construction business, 
transitioning the firm from primarily trading in equities and promoting visionary projects, to building actual 
projects across the United States. Webb & Knapp’s ability to embark on urban renewal on a national 
scale—supported by an expensive research program—relied on the company’s growth and access to 
capital. In the early 1950s, Zeckendorf seemed to be everywhere at once: amassing land holdings in 
thirty-five states, Canada, England, and Mexico; and revealing in the press proposals for new 
skyscrapers, apartment houses, world’s fairs, suburban malls, and Title I urban renewal projects. 
Throughout, to gain momentum, he continued to utilize the media and public relations machine with flare. 
Zeckendorf even had a thirty-minute film made about the company—in Kodachrome—to play for anyone 
who might be interested in viewing it, a public relations move that no other real estate firm made at the 
time.446  
In 1952, Zeckendorf as president of Webb & Knapp, made a pivotal for the company in a deal 
with American Superpower Corp., then a small trust specializing in utility stocks that traded publicly on the 
American Stock Exchange. In a deal structured as a reverse merger, American Superpower changed its 
name to Webb & Knapp, Inc., a Delaware corporation, and absorbed Zeckendorf’s privately held 
partnership Webb & Knapp, Inc. Zeckendorf exchanged his stock from the original company with a net 
worth of $42 million, for 1 million shares of junior preferred stock with the Delaware corporation, plus 11¾ 
million shares of common stock. In the end, Zeckendorf had a publicly listed company.447 The former 
American Superpower’s tax loss carry-forward enabled Webb & Knapp to turn some paper profits into tax-
free cash for other projects and gave the company extra equity capital. “I now had a vehicle for my 
ambitions and started on phase two of my career,” Zeckendorf wrote, meaning the urban renewal 
phase.448 
 Webb & Knapp derived its profits in three ways: first, by buying real estate to resell at a profit after 
physically improving it or through Zeckendorf’s so-called “Hawaiian technique,” which split ownership of a 
property into several parts; second, through land profit resulting from rising property values in the vicinity 
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(as with his X-City UN property); and third, from rents, fees, and other forms of typical income.449 
Colleagues admired Zeckendorf’s creativity and his Hawaiian technique, so-called because the idea 
came to him while bone fishing in Hawaii in 1953. Taking a cue from insurance companies, Zeckendorf 
realized that in assessing the value of a building, its various parts, taken separately, are usually worth 
more than they would be if considered as a single package. Each part bears a different degree of risk, 
and each part offers a profit potential proportionate to that risk. By implementing this method, Zeckendorf 
shifted away from the traditional division between equity and mortgage by applying as many notes and 
mortgages to a property as possible and then began splitting up the equity. The more complex the deal, 
the more intrigue and interest it held for Zeckendorf. Some portions could be sold as leaseholds to a 
group of investors at a high tax bracket, meanwhile Webb & Knapp could create a sublease to hold or sell 
to an investor. A competitor noted, “Bill sells each party exactly that part of the risk that they want and can 
afford to take. Each is so pleased with his custom-tailored investment that he doesn't bother about the 
fact that Webb & Knapp is coming out way ahead.”450 Zeckendorf’s method was possible due to favorable 
tax depreciation laws, permitting favorable write-offs for cash investments and leaseholds.451 
A typical Webb & Knapp project modestly improved a site, not always at the same level of 
creativity and effort that Pei executed on its highly-published, politically complex Title I projects. The 
company earned significant profit from its holdings, which by 1956 included, in New York City alone, 
premier buildings such as the Chrysler Building, Graybar Building, Equitable Building, 40 Wall Street, 2 
Park Avenue, Ohrbach’s on Union Square, 711 Fifth Avenue, the Lincoln Hotel, and its own headquarters 
at 383 Madison.452 At a time when raising money was difficult for most investors, Zeckendorf’s reputation 
allowed him to find enough backing to purchase the Chrysler Building, the Chrysler East Building, and the 
Graybar Building in 1953, in a triple transaction that made the front page of the New York Times (fig. 3-
1).453 The three buildings contained 2 million square feet of rentable office space, with an additional 
2,100,000 square feet of storefront space. The deal emerged from a request by Thelma C. Foy, (the 
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former Thelma C. Chrysler), a principal stockholder of the W. P. Chrysler Building Corporation, for an 
apartment at the Webb & Knapp–owned, luxurious 740 Park Avenue (a 1929 building designed by 
Rosario Candela and Arthur Loomis Harmon).454 Zeckendorf told Foy that he wasn’t interested in getting 
her the apartment (though ultimately, she obtained one) but declared, “I want you to sell us the Chrysler 
Building.” Real estate men watched in admiration as he agreed to pay $52 million for the 77-story 
building, used his credit to borrow $53.9 million on the property, and finished the deal with not only 
ownership of the building but also $1.9 million more in cash.455 The deal was the most expensive real 
estate transaction in the history of New York City, and it took three days and two nights with ninety-seven 
participants, including lawyers and financial advisors, to execute.456 The breathless pace of these closings 
became “happenings” in the industry. Zeckendorf credited his legal counsel, Maurice Iserman and his 
team of young lawyers, who would often act out a dry run rehearsal before a big closing, physically 
moving from room to room to anticipate the signing and exchanging of paperwork and checks.457 
The following years proved lucrative for the company. In its 1955 annual report to stockholders, 
Webb & Knapp disclosed a net income at $3,587,310 against $1,541,797 in 1953. The company almost 
doubled its net profit in the disposition of assets and in property operations (including rent).458 The cash 
flow kept new projects, proposals, and the growing overhead afloat, though every development project 
required financing and investors, whether from private funds or, in the case of the federal urban renewal 
program, federally funded mortgage insurance. Life magazine noted, “cash in his view, is not something 
to be saved or invested, but a lever to move the world.”459 
The advantages of being a big company were enormous, and increasingly Webb & Knapp 
promoted itself as a national firm, benefiting from the recognition of each city it worked in.460 The 
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Semitism in housing. Zeckendorf’s wheeling and dealing and often crude nature may also have caused concern for the 740 Park 
residents.  
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company found that it could buy plenty of land, let it sit and appreciate, or develop it and make a 
substantial profit. It could buy more cheaply by buying in bulk, and as Zeckendorf put more and more 
projects behind him, obtaining the necessary mortgage money proved easy. By expanding his empire 
geographically, he could spread his risks more thinly through a diverse portfolio of housing, office 
buildings, and shopping centers at varying price points. Though Zeckendorf took on partners in some 
projects, Webb & Knapp sometimes had enough cash to handle much of the land development on its 
own, particularly in a project’s early stages. But despite his ability to secure more cash, behind the rapid 





Collaboration at Webb & Knapp  
Between 1949 and 1957, Webb & Knapp employees multiplied by six, from 40 to 240.
462
 “Our overhead is 
almost like the Bank of America,” Zeckendorf half joked. “We’ve got a payroll here of three million a 
year”
463
 Pei’s department of architectural construction, research, and design worked closely with Webb & 
Knapp’s development arm and directly benefited from the financial growth of Webb & Knapp through 
multiple opportunities to design and to establish their own in-house resources, such as a graphic design 
team and model studio. Their collaborative approach demonstrated a mutually beneficial relationship 
between Zeckendorf and Pei and their respective supporting staffs, where the design enhanced the 
economics (at least in theory) and economics enhanced the design. In real estate development, any new 
project begins as a financial feasibility study; however, with Pei and a robust design team in house, such 
a study could quickly be supplemented with architectural and design studies, including decisions to leave 
aside certain portions of the development for larger lobbies or courtyards in the pursuit of a Class A Office 
Building. This largely rested on what Zeckendorf and Pei called “intangibles.” These intangibles included 
allocating more space for an open courtyard or open-air lobby, access points and meandering paths, and 
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plazas, as executed in the Mile High Center and Zeckendorf Plaza in Denver, (see figs. 3-15, 3-16).
464
 
“Two thirds is greater than the whole in real estate, if you improve the third that’s left,” Zeckendorf told the 
New York Times. “Set the third aside for gardens and playgrounds. You can enhance the value of any 
property that way, and it won’t become a slum in thirty years.”
465
 (The tower in a plaza design strategy 
became increasingly popular and profitable in New York after the 1961 zoning law was passed, which as 




Zeckendorf applied the two-thirds approach on his speculative commercial developments without 
Pei as well, including 112 West Thirty-Fourth Street in New York City.
 467
 This commercial building of 
approximately 680,000 square feet of showrooms and offices was completed in 1954 and part of the 
office-building boom in Manhattan in the decade following World War II, where 856 new office buildings 
were built.
468
 Strategically located between Macy’s on Thirty-Fourth Street and Gimbels on Thirty-Third 
Street, Zeckendorf advertised the building as a modern, air-conditioned building of the highest quality. 
Rene Brugnoni at Webb & Knapp designed the building with a façade of continuous horizontal aluminum 
windows, and granite masonry on the first floor (fig. 3-2). Much to the surprise of many leaseholders on 
34
th
 Street, Zeckendorf allocated a generous amount of ground floor space for a grand lobby, seventy-
five-feet wide with Siena marble and a double height ceiling to create a Class A, attractive commercial 
building (fig. 3-3). “I recognized that we could afford to lose ground income if, by giving tenants a prestige 
building, we could ask for rents fifty percent greater than those in the immediate vicinity,” Zeckendorf 
wrote.
469
 For urban renewal, city leaders needed to learn to see the value in design and intangibles as 
well. Editor Douglas Haskell noted, “They have to look beyond simple economics into the question of the 
permanent vitality of the area which rests largely on intangibles.”
470
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 At Webb & Knapp, Zeckendorf sought to replicate the collaboration in Renaissance Florence, not 
because of any singular achievement in art or architecture, but because of its marriage of private capital 
with the arts, of the Medicis and other merchant families with the era’s best artists, engineers, and 
architects, including Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Bernini. “I wish to work out some means by which the 
parallel interests of businessmen, builders like ourselves, could somehow be merged with the interest of 
the artist, and create something that is both beautiful and functional, and economically sound,” he 
stated.471 Zeckendorf often repeated the Medici-Michelangelo analogy (never shy about proclaiming 
himself as the modern Medici and Pei his Michelangelo), and his choice of historic comparison reveals his 
desire to elevate his position of authority as a patron of the arts.472 While it was not unique for a developer 
to praise his architect for publicity value, Zeckendorf’s intimate partnership with Pei and goal to link 
economics and art, sent a strong message to the industry that only together could the architect and 
developer advance housing and planning, particularly in the constraints of FHA and Title I. 
Beyond instilling a collaborative approach at the firm, Zeckendorf argued for a change in the 
relationship between real estate economics and architecture in practice and in educational curricula 
before students and faculty at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design in 1951: "I think it is just as 
fundamental for an architect to have a working knowledge of economics as it is to have an understanding 
of the classical, the traditional, and the modern concepts of art and architecture.… Until he understands 
the economic function and the size of buildings, I say he is no architect, he's an academician.”473 The 
economic function and size of a skyscraper (particularly commercial), Willis explains, was derived from 
economic formulas to create profitable office space.474 For Zeckendorf, that included speculative office 
buildings at prime locations that offered light-filled office space, an attractive façade, and nice lobbies 
(typically categorized as a Class A Office Building) to attract tenants and generate a high lease in price 
per square foot of rentable space. Zeckendorf encouraged schools to include courses on basic real estate 
economics and construction, preparing them for the “golden era of construction” that he believed was 
forthcoming. He reiterated and clarified his position before a group of architects, including Gropius, at the 
Museum of Modern Art: 
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The important thing is that we should have an understanding that is practical and not academic 
on the part of the architect, an understanding of the economics of real estate, so that we will not 
permit the $2,500,000 building to be sold for $750,000 at the wrong time; so that we will not be so 
ignorant of the patron’s requirements as not to be able to give him the kind of advice and 
assistance along the lines of economic use and functionalism as part and parcel of beautiful 




Only with greater harmony between developer and architect could architecture withstand what 





The Design Team 
For his first two years at Webb & Knapp, Pei worked alone and focused on research and design for the 
Helix and the Gulf Oil Building. By the winter of 1950, no longer able to handle the volume of work solo, 
Pei asked Zeckendorf for assistance. Henry Cobb, Pei’s former student from Harvard and later long time 
business partner and friend, temporarily freelanced at Webb & Knapp to assist Pei in making the model 
and presentation drawings of the Helix (with the help of GSD students), and he enthusiastically joined full-
time shortly thereafter.
477
 Cobb, too, had been dissuaded by some from becoming an in-house architect 
for a developer, but he was not deterred. He later reflected, “We had come out of school thinking we 
could remake the world. Zeckendorf wanted to remake the city. We had a shared passion for large-scale 
undertakings.”
478
 The team grew according to need, forming a tight-knit group of young, idealistic 
architects, painters, and graphic designers that Zeckendorf celebrated over the years with 
announcements in the New York Times (fig. 3-4).479  
While Zeckendorf looked to Florence for a model in collaboration, Pei and his design team had 
been indoctrinated in the importance of collaboration in finding the best possible design solutions as part 
of their modernist education at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design. Under Dean Joseph Hudnut (1886-
1968) and faculty member Walter Gropius (who also served as department chair in architecture), 
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collaboration was key to the pedagogy at the GSD and as first-year students, Pei and his peers were 
required to take a cooperative design studio with architects, landscape architects, and planners. “Of 
course it didn't work at all,” recalled Cobb. “Nothing is more frustrating and less fruitful for any person 
beginning in a field than the attempt to collaborate with someone also beginning in another field at a 
moment when you have no experience and no confidence in your own competence.”480 Zeckendorf 
provided that real world experience and opportunity at Webb & Knapp. “I learned so much more from 
Zeckendorf than I did at Harvard,” Cobb often stated throughout his career. “He wanted his architects to 
know everything, whereas every other developer that I’ve worked with wants the architect to know as little 
as possible about what goes on in the development process.”481 
The GSD curriculum also promoted technology and experimentation with materials, all in the 
service of making good design more accessible to all.482 Students learned a variety of disciplines, 
including urban planning from Martin Wagner and architectural design from Marcel Breuer. As part of the 
master’s program, Pei concentrated on construction systems and prefabrication for Gropius’s course, and 
experimented with designs for a module flexible enough to expand.483 Zeckendorf and Pei offered GSD 
students a direct path from Cambridge to New York City to execute and experiment in modern urbanism 
and design. Ulrich Franzen, also a GSD student who joined shortly after Cobb, remembered being “drawn 
to Zeckendorf by the opportunity to influence the shape of the world in which we lived, rather than by 
merely shaping self-referential objects.”484 To do that, Cobb understood that “you have to live in the world; 
you cannot live in the dream world of social theory.”485 Cobb and some of his peers were quick to dismiss 
the social premise of the 1920s and 1930s when they failed to see direct application in their first jobs 
outside of the GSD. The idealism in the Webb & Knapp office—though discounted by a few of their 
socialist peers as corporate greed—was compatible with the aspirations of the young designers: to design 
and build. The pace was breathtaking.  
Like Pei’s initiation at Webb & Knapp, upon arrival many of the designers found themselves 
thrown into a tremendous amount of responsibility and autonomy—often at a very young age. 
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Traditionally, many architects don’t have the opportunity to design and build much before reaching a more 
mature age and status in a design firm. At just twenty-nine years old, Harry Cobb became lead designer 
for Place Ville Marie in Montreal, Canada, a seven-acre commercial and civic complex with a forty-two-
story office tower. Working within a development company also offered architects unique opportunities for 
roles in construction and development management, while Webb & Knapp benefited from the architects’ 
backgrounds for solving problems in the field, particularly during the construction phase. Once the team 
completed the Webb & Knapp office renovation, many moved out into the field. Eason Leonard, a 
Harvard design alumnus who had been working at the William Lescaze firm, was given the responsibility 
of managing the Mile High project—Pei’s glass and steel office building that signaled the arrival of the 
modern skyscraper in Denver—in the field and eventually became a founding partner of I. M. Pei & 
Associates and the longtime main administrative officer for the firm.486 
 The collaborative environment did not dispel hierarchy in the office. Leonard said he felt that “it 
would have been foolish to compete with I. M. or Harry as designer.” 487 Webb & Knapp’s other group of 
in-house architects and drafters, which preceded Pei and the GSD gang, focused on renovation projects, 
office buildings, and producing working drawings. Physically separated from Pei and the team in the 
Webb & Knapp building, the middle-aged draftsmen proved a stark contrast to Pei’s well-dressed, young, 
Harvard-based think tank.488 When architect James Stewart Polshek arrived at Webb & Knapp shortly 
after graduating from Yale University, he was shown this back office and warned, “If you don’t behave, 
you’re going in there.”489 The two teams remained separate within the company, giving Pei full autonomy 
over his team.490 
Zeckendorf was extremely proud to have his own architects, and lauded the talents of Pei (and 
later Cobb) to the press. With an integrated design team at Webb & Knapp, he had direct access to a 
team (often at all hours) to design everything from large-scale city plans and individual buildings to lavish 
scale models and his own Manhattan penthouse apartment. The design team learned the realities of real 
estate economics, how to evaluate land, and the politics of building—critical lessons Pei would take with 
him throughout his career. The office structure not only welcomed and sought out experimentation in form 
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and technology but also provided Pei the opportunity to run a design team within the safety net of a 
parent company.491 
 
The Development Team 
Although “Big Bill,” seemed to live up to all of the press’s superlatives, Zeckendorf relied on and deferred 
to the expertise of his team of mortgage experts, real estate lawyers, and accountants. A long-term 
associate told Esquire magazine in 1949, “People who have done business with Bill won’t believe it, but 
he’s astonishingly naïve about lots of things.”492 At various times, the development arm would include 
lawyer Charles J. Urstadt; showman Billy Rose; lawyer, decorated war hero, and diplomat William 
Donovan; publicist John Bell; and urban planner William L. Slayton, who would go on to be a partner at I. 
M. Pei & Associates and serve as commissioner of the Urban Renewal Administration’s Housing and 
Home Finance Agency during President John F. Kennedy’s administration.493 “When I started working for 
I. M. Pei and Bill Zeckendorf in June 1955,” Slayton wrote, “I didn’t realize that it would change my whole 
life.”494 Slayton worked with the Pei team in the master planning of Southwest Washington, DC, Society 
Hill in Philadelphia, Lower Hill in Pittsburgh, Hyde Park in Chicago, Golden Gateway in San Francisco, 
and more. He concluded that the experience “gave me an understanding and appreciation of architecture 
that I would otherwise have been unable to acquire. It was an exhilarating experience.”495  
In addition to Pei and publicist John Bell, Zeckendorf’s top aides included Arthur J. Phelan, a 
senior vice president overseeing company finances and closings, and Nicolas M. Salgo, executive vice 
president of Webb & Knapp and kindred dreamer (fig. 3-5).496 Traveling frequently throughout the United 
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States, Salgo assisted Zeckendorf in finding locations in need of development or redevelopment and 
exploring the best economic use for each location.497 He found flexibility and autonomy at Webb & Knapp, 
retaining interest in his own enterprises. “I like it,” Salgo explained. “Because of the diversity of the 
company’s investments, I can dream up an idea and go ahead with it, whether or not it fits in with what we 
are doing.”498 Salgo incubated Zeckendorf’s ideas, while Phelan bolted together the financial matrix that 
supported the actual deal. Saying no, especially to Zeckendorf, occupied a prominent place in Phelan’s 
vocabulary.499  
Zeckendorf ‘s infectious passion for development brought his son, William Zeckendorf Jr. (Bill Jr., 
1929-2014), to work at Webb & Knapp for twelve years, playing a major role. As a teenager, Bill Jr. began 
working for his father during summer breaks, finally joining the company after a tour in Korea. His father 
assigned him to Buena Vista Gardens, a troubled project in San Diego. Located at the corner of 
Clairemont Drive and Iroquois Street, the project consisted of 1,024 apartments built alongside a 
shopping center, and it was not attracting buyers (fig. 3-6). Bill Jr. recommended switching the project to 
furnished, short-term rental apartments and succeeded in targeting returning servicemen from Korea. 
Little more than modern barracks, the complex lacked any of the notable design finesse that would come 
to define later work with Pei’s influence, but once it was occupied, Zeckendorf had no problem selling the 
two-story wooden apartment complex.500 Though extremely different in temperament (Senior more 
impulsive and loud, Junior more calculating and soft-spoken), the two remained close and worked well 
together (fig. 3-7). As the company grew, so did Bill Jr.’s responsibilities. “Soon Dad was relying on me to 
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round up financing to save a project or bail him out of a tight spot,” Bill Jr. reflected in his recently 
published biography, Developing My Life (2016).501  
The collaboration and team at Webb & Knapp cannot be underestimated. House and Home 
noted, “Most home builders are still trying to run a one-man show with low-salaried help. Zeckendorf 
thinks that you should use the best talent you can get, is putting together a team of top-notch specialists 
with the highest-priced talent in America.”
502
 Zeckendorf proudly stated, “I always like to send a man to do 
a boy’s work.”
503
 The developer considered the team his most important investment and emphasized its 
benefits during negotiations with potential partners and investors. “We have the team, we have the 
manpower,” Zeckendorf told two financiers from San Francisco. “That’s the best investment we got. 
That’s better than buildings. You have the right kind of manpower, you get the buildings.”
504
 With his team 
in place, Webb & Knapp could supply the expertise and control day-to-day operations, while the new 
partner put up capital. Zeckendorf was actively transitioning Webb & Knapp from a pure development firm 






The office buzzed around Zeckendorf’s fast pace and ad hoc deals. “The chaos,” Zeckendorf told 
Fortune, “has a definite rationale. Real estate is entrepreneurial in nature; it’s not susceptible to industrial-
type management.”
506 The entire Webb & Knapp team collaborated on generating a typical 
redevelopment proposal. The process of winning sponsorship of a Title I urban renewal project, though 
long and painstaking, involved a fascinating interplay of talents, imagination, and expertise and the 
orchestration of various groups and individuals. Under Pei’s leadership, the architects, graphic designers, 
model makers, landscape designers, and artists, combined with Zeckendorf’s leadership in housing and 
market analytics, construction experts, finance, legal, and tax authorities, would pull together the 
developer’s proposal. The design team flew regularly around the United States in a DC-3 private 
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company plane (which led Zeckendorf to refer to them as “Webb & Knapp’s Peripatetic School of Urban 
Design”), studying various cities and making presentations to local businessmen and officials (fig. 3-8).
507
  
The proposals generated out of Webb & Knapp’s office were compelling and robust. The team 
produced detailed scale models, beautifully photographed, reproduced, or sometimes hauled across the 
country for pitches, originating from Webb & Knapp’s own model studio—unheard of in the industry. "Pei 
quickly learned that architectural drawings baffled businessmen,” Boston city planner Ed Logue 
observed.
508
 Often the detailed scale models included whole sections of the city to demonstrate the effect 
of the redevelopment proposal, proving much more impactful than any drawing or rendering. 
Webb & Knapp’s in-house graphics department, also unique in both the real estate and 
architecture fields, brought everything together in a cohesive, branded package, providing not just 
architectural graphics but also interior design, all promotional materials for lending institutions and city 
redevelopment authorities, and eventually the built projects themselves.
509
 The brochures and marketing 
materials proved critical promotional tools for Zeckendorf. Over the years, the graphic design team would 
include artists Dominic Arbitrio, Emilio Grossi, Ken Resen, and Sol LeWitt, under the leadership of 
Charles “Don” Page, who joined Webb & Knapp in 1951 and remained with Pei for fourteen years as 
head of the graphics department.
510
 Trained as an architect, Page was also a graphic and interior 
designer who studied, as did Abitrio, at Black Mountain College under Josef Albers before attending 
Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, earning his master’s degree in architecture in 1948. 
The team worked long hours to achieve the high standards they all shared and under pressure 
from Zeckendorf to get things done quickly. “We were all tuned in to what Pei liked, and Zeckendorf pretty 
much left all the aesthetic considerations to Pei,” recalled Resen. The collaboration did not always 
proceed smoothly. Resen reflected, “Working with architects and with other design disciplines, I must say, 
is wonderful theoretically. But it’s extremely difficult and time-consuming.”
 511
 He estimated that he spent 
only 10 percent of his time on any given project on design work, while the rest was administrative and 
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chasing changes instigated by architectural adjustments.512 LeWitt stayed at Webb & Knapp for only one 
year, designing letterhead, brochures, building models, signage, and a directory for the Roosevelt Field 
shopping center, but altogether found the work tedious. “Everything was just done, and redone, and 
overdone,” he later reflected.513 He did, however, acknowledge the influence that the cross-disciplinary 
nature of the Pei team and the “architectural techniques of product delivering” had on his later painting.514  
 
The Developer-Architect Duo in Urban Renewal 
Webb & Knapp’s in-house design team—75 designers at its largest—was unusual in development firms 
for its sheer size and talent, but Pei and Zeckendorf’s collaborative relationship was by no means unique 
in urban renewal. Developer James H. Scheuer (1920-2005), a politically ambitious Democrat and 
advocate for integrated housing, commissioned many talented architects, including Chloethiel Woodard 
Smith (1910-1992), for his urban renewal work throughout the United States.515 Herbert S. Greenwald 
(1915-1959), a scholar and art supporter turned developer, became the most important US patron of 
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969). Zeckendorf, Scheuer, and Greenwald (and, by association, 
theater producer Roger L. Stevens, who would partner with Zeckendorf and Scheuer) were the leading 
developers of the urban renewal era and often competed for sponsorship on projects.516  
Each developer approached urban renewal differently: Scheuer as socially conscious policy; 
Greenwald as a more poetic and formal undertaking, influenced by Mies’s theory, to translate technology 
into design; and Zeckendorf as a believer in urbanism and in the powerful effect of imaginative 
redevelopment on cities. All of them hoped, of course, for handsome financial returns. With their 
architects, these three pairs show—in different ways—how the developer and architect worked their way 
forward, maximizing the utility of the other but not being eclipsed by the other. Zeckendorf and Pei, 
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Scheuer and Woodard Smith, and Greenwald and Mies encompass a wide range of architecture and 
responses to urban renewal as practiced by not just the architect but also the developer.517 All three 
developers became important patrons to an idealistic group of modern designers and were eager to prove 
that modern architecture could both attract buyers and tenants and be developed at a profit—ultimately 
with mixed success.  
Scheuer would come close to Pei and Zeckendorf in quantity of Title I sponsorship (Scheuer did 
seven and Zeckendorf eight), though Webb & Knapp outpaced Scheuer in urban renewal in general 
through privately funded mechanisms. Scheuer moved beyond the role of developer as financial sponsor 
toward a social agenda. He saw urban renewal as a means to achieve desegregated housing and a high 
level of urban design, despite little incentive or requirement from the Federal Housing Administration to do 
so. With Chloethiel Woodard Smith, one of the few female architects working in the urban renewal 
spotlight, supported by Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass, Scheuer focused on promoting communities such as 
Capitol Park Towers and townhomes in the Southwest Washington, DC, urban renewal project and La 
Clede Town in the Millcreek Valley urban renewal project. Achieving a high level of design, Scheuer 
believed, would help residents and onlookers overcome the hurdle of integration.518 
Both Scheuer and Zeckendorf became pioneers in the massive 552-acre Southwest Washington 
renewal scheme. Scheuer promised that all of his urban renewal projects would be racially integrated, 
and his Capitol Park Towers, adjacent to Zeckendorf’s Town Center Plaza, became the first Title I 
building in the United States with open occupancy in 1962, albeit achieved in a controlled manner due to 
concerns by the FHA underwriter.519 There is little evidence revealing Zeckendorf’s own political and 
social views on integration as it relates to urban renewal, though members of his staff supported it. Under 
the direction of William Slayton (who ran the Southwest Washington project for Webb & Knapp) and Bill 
Jr., the company followed Scheuer’s lead in establishing an open-rental racial policy for Town Center 
Plaza. As advisers, Slayton retained Frank Horne, a former race-relations officer with the US Housing and 
Home Finance Agency, and Shannon & Luchs, the same real estate firm that handled Scheuer’s building. 
But there was one important distinction: in a meeting with the advisers and brokers, Bill Jr. and Slayton 
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stated that Webb & Knapp “wanted an honest open occupancy policy with no under the counter scheme 
to limit black occupancy,” recalled Slayton.520 This was likely a reaction to the controlled integration 
process that Scheuer, under pressure from local agencies, was required to implement at Capitol Towers. 
With Scheuer as the pioneer in open housing, Webb & Knapp did not have any major issues following 
through with their decision.521  
 The Greenwald-Mies partnership more closely resembled that of Zeckendorf and Pei. 
Greenwald’s Herbert Realty Co. enabled Mies to build his first large-scale commercial and residential 
work and provided steady work for Mies’s office through the 1950s. But unlike Pei, Mies was not an in-
house architect. The Bauhaus émigré’s reputation in the United States had grown in the Museum of 
Modern Art’s 1932 “Modern Architecture: International Exhibition;” Pei drew heavily from Mies for his early 
projects for Zeckendorf, including the Gulf Oil Building, the Webb & Knapp office terrace, and the Mile 
High Center.  
 Like Zeckendorf, Greenwald set out to find “the best architect in the world” for his development 
projects in Chicago, ready to move on from other firms he had tried, including PACE and Loebl 
Schlossman.522 After considering and moving away from Frank Lloyd Wright, Eliel Saarinen, Walter 
Gropius, and Le Corbusier, Greenwald arrived at Mies after meeting him in 1946.523 Their shared passion 
for philosophy initiated an instant intellectual kinship, and Greenwald appreciated Mies’s temperament 
and style. The age gap between Mies and Greenwald, though similar to that between Pei and 
Zeckendorf, was reversed. Greenwald was just twenty-nine years old when he began working with the 
sixty-year-old architect. He respected Mies’s seniority and experience and found value in promoting the 
projects with Mies as the headliner.  
 Mies produced work with Greenwald for thirteen years, from 1946 to 1959—almost identical to 
Pei and Zeckendorf’s twelve years (1948 to 1960). Mies biographer Franz Schulze called the relationship 
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the most important of the architect’s career.524 Greenwald and Mies’s completed projects include 860-880 
Lake Shore Drive Apartments in Chicago (1949 to 1951) and Lafayette Park in Detroit (1961-65, in 
collaboration with Ludwig Hilberseimer and Alfred Caldwell), the latter arguably one of the finest 
examples of design in a Title I urban renewal project, despite its not being carried out in full.525 Mies’s 
designs for Greenwald focused on spatial order, technology, and the achieving of a modern spirit through 
streamlined materials, attention to detail, and simple forms.  
Though the amount and importance of the work produced by Greenwald and Mies was 
significant, the relationship between developer and architect followed the traditional model: Mies always 
maintained his separate atelier (though the volume of work from Greenwald necessitated that he expand 
his team). Unfortunately, Greenwald died prematurely in an airplane crash en route to LaGuardia Airport 
in 1959. Although by that time he had begun to commission other architects and Mies was increasingly 
taking large commissions for other clients, often abroad, it was a tough blow. All the work for the 
Greenwald office was put on hold, and Mies had to lay off half of his staff.526 Greenwald’s firm, renamed 
Metropolitan Structures, continued to commission Mies for several more buildings, including the Highfield 
House apartment building in Baltimore and the 111 East Wacker office building in Chicago. But this work 
never attained the heights of the collaboration between Mies and Greenwald, which, particularly in the 
early years, produced excellent urban renewal housing.  
 The developers were fiercely competitive. Haskell commented to Forum staff, “Two of them in 
particular have gotten into such a frame of megalomania that when they lose a project they have been 
bidding on—or even before they have touched it—they scrap with one another like Kilkenny cats. … we 
may have to step in and gently ask the boys to start to behave.”527 Despite their differences, all three of 
these midcentury architect-developer pairs tried to figure out the proper symbiosis in between architect 
and developer as they competed against each other for urban renewal. All three sought to overcome FHA 
code barriers through overall planning and attention to detail; moved away from typical redbrick or 
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whitewashed walls; and worked hard to inject meaning into modern design. Haskell described these men 
as “imaginative and creative fellows, intent on making a name for themselves as the kind of enterprising 
businessmen who have left communities better than they found them. Of course they also want to make 
money…”
528
 While all found their collaborations beneficial, only Zeckendorf advocated collaboration as a 
model for modern real estate and urban renewal on a large scale, and only Pei worked as an in-house 
architect. 
In many ways, Pei and Zeckendorf were unusually close (fig. 3-9). By all accounts, Pei was in 
and out of Zeckendorf’s round office constantly. Both lived at 30 Beekman Place (Emery Roth, 1932), a 
building that Zeckendorf owned. The developer took the sprawling nine-room penthouse, designed by Pei 
(with Ken Resen assisting on the interior decor), while Pei and his wife, Eileen, took an apartment for their 
young family on a lower floor.
529
 Owning the building outright, was one way to deal with the racial realities 
of anti-Semitism and Sinophobia and restrictions of housing. Zeckendorf and Pei were constantly riding 
up and down in the elevator to each other’s apartments, and Zeckendorf would call the Pei house at 
seven o’clock in the morning to see if Ieoh Ming was awake.
530
 The families traveled and celebrated 
holidays and milestones together. "People who have watched them together,” noted the New York Times, 
“presenting proposals to prospective clients, found them a perfect combination: Zeckendorf the 
expansive, effusive salesman, with one of the quickest minds in the history of real estate; Pei the quiet, 
inventive architect who knew buildings inside and out."
531
 Pei exuded a charming salesmanship in his own 
right, and became very effective with businessmen, officials, partners, and government agencies, able to 
distill problems down to their essence and communicate clearly.
532
 “He shattered their conception of what 
an architect was,” remembered Bell. “He seemed very stable, unflappable, friendly and knowledgeable. 
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Both Pei and Zeckendorf’s charisma and charm proved critical in cutting the red tape that plagued 
their urban renewal projects. “I think a major contributor to their success was their personalities and their 
ability to communicate and to convince people their ideas were sound and viable,” recalled Resen. “Both 
of them were quite aggressive. Zeckendorf quite overtly.… Pei, on the other hand, did not come off as 
being very aggressive, but he was.”534 When it came to design, Pei did maintain a certain amount of 
control, and he found his employer receptive to experimentation with new ideas.535 “Has that been done 
before?” Zeckendorf would ask. “I don't think so,” Pei would respond. “Good, let’s do it” was Zeckendorf’s 
reverberating reply.536 Pei proved so articulate, so persuasive, that Zeckendorf took him everywhere. “Bill 
would hang on Pei’s every word,” Franzen reflected. “He treated him with reverence.”537 
In contrast, Alfred Levitt, vice president of the prolific building company Levitt & Sons, found 
architects to be impatient and irrelevant. “Our best hope,” he said, “is to scrap the architects and get the 
live, alert, successful small and large builders and enforce them with training, not more than a year.” 
Levitt continued, “More could be done to the face of America by a few hundred builders who would have a 
few simple explanations than can be done by all the thousands of architects because the architects are 
not in touch, they have no control of the millions who are building and buying.”538 While Levitt’s analysis 
holds some truth, Pei and some of his colleagues did have a tremendous amount of control of the building 
and redevelopment process due to the collaborative and comprehensive setup at Webb & Knapp. In 
contrast, the “Levittowns’” focus on mass production and efficiency sans architect yielded limited design 
variety in their single-family homes. 
The sheer volume of work at Webb & Knapp necessitated that Zeckendorf distribute the design 
work to different teams, be it Pei’s group, the other Webb & Knapp architects, or other outside firms, 
including Carl Koch & Associates, S. J. Kessler & Sons, Kahn & Jacobs, Rader & Associates, and Collins 
& Kronstadt. For years, the developer entertained Le Corbusier’s and Frank Lloyd Wright’s proposals to 
collaborate and sought out Buckminster Fuller, but as Zeckendorf reflected in his Autobiography, “I have 
worked or dealt in one way or another with a great many of the major architects of this era, but with the 
exception of Wallace Harrison, nothing very much ever came of these efforts. The fact is, I was so 
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Construction and Concrete 
Zeckendorf believed that the architect had a responsibility to be the guiding force, “a beacon.” “I think it is 
up to the architect, it is up to those who disseminate architectural information to try to teach and expand 
public opinion—it is up to them and it is up to all of us to speak in the kind of terms that will properly 
indicate that we think of such adventurous, progressive thinking.”
540
 In response to the skyrocketing costs 
of building materials and the constraints of Title I, for which the desire for low costs informed every design 
decision, Webb & Knapp emerged as leaders in cast-in-place concrete on a major scale. The design 
team enlarged its research program to study and experiment in the mixing, timing, and formwork of 
concrete, resulting in a mastery of the material that few design firms of the era were able to achieve—so 
much so that, by the 1960s, cast-in-place concrete defined Pei’s signature look.
541
 Tracking the research, 
experimentation, and refinement of concrete use by Pei and his team from the ornamental and highly 
articulated Denver Hilton Hotel (1958-1960) to the more pared down Society Hill Towers (1957-1964) 
reveals how modernist ideals met the real world of bottom lines, compromise, and construction in the 
collaborative environment of Webb & Knapp. 
In 1952, Zeckendorf announced the formation of Webb & Knapp Construction Corporation, a 
wholly owned subsidiary, so that Webb & Knapp could act as general contractor for its own developments 
and, in theory, for outside projects (fig. 3-10).
542
 Webb & Knapp had gradually moved into the construction 
business by erecting successful speculative office buildings such as 1407 Broadway and, because of its 
success, 112 West Thirty-Fourth Street. 1407 Broadway (at Thirty-Eighth and Thirty-Ninth Streets) was 
designed by Ely Jacques Kahn and his firm Kahn & Jacobs in the mid 1940s, as the first modern building 
in the garment district in the post-World War II era. The design signaled Kahn & Jacobs’ departure from 
their pre-war designs and décor through the experimentation with horizontal bands of the so-called 
International style. The exterior’s colorful green brick and red window frames were warmly received by 
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tenants and critics, such as Lewis Mumford, who also praised the owners for heeding Kahn & Jacobs 
advice to not maximize lot coverage, but instead make the building taller and more slender to attract 
higher rents for the views and light.543 Zeckendorf came into the deal in 1948, when owners Louis W. 
Abrons and Samuel M. Hirsch failed to attract tenants after an early promotional blitz, and wanted to 
Zeckendorf to exert his showmanship to bring tenants to building. In a bold move, Zeckendorf bought out 
his partners, succeeded in leasing out the building, and oversaw construction. 1407 Broadway was widely 
recognized as a financial success, illustrating how intelligent design decisions applied to the zoning 
regulations could maximize profit. Although Zeckendorf was not the driver behind these design decisions 
(the design was fully baked by the time he arrived in 1948), the high-quality lobby, off-street loading 
docks, on-site parking, and air-conditioning, undoubtedly influenced Zeckendorf’s subsequent speculative 
office building designs in his quest to duplicate 1407 Broadway’s success.544  
By having its own construction arm, Webb & Knapp became a full-service firm—development, 
design, construction—able to exercise more control over the budget and timeline of any given project and 
to streamline communication by eliminating the third-party builder and general contractor. The 
construction arm utilized new methods and research in construction, publishing case studies on 
techniques such as the use of specific bonding agents to cut time and cost when restoring deteriorated 
plaster walls and ceilings.545 Nevertheless, the volume of construction did not permit Webb & Knapp 
Construction to act as general contractor for all of its developments. 
 
Denver Hilton Hotel  
In the early 1950s, Zeckendorf and Pei began working on two privately financed urban renewal projects in 
downtown Denver: the twenty-two-story speculative office building called the Mile High Center (1952-56) 
and the two-block Courthouse Square Redevelopment (1954-1960, renamed Zeckendorf Plaza), which 
housed the May D&F department store and an ice skating rink, anchored by a new hotel. Upon 
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completion in 1960, Webb & Knapp’s Denver Hilton Hotel represented the first consistent use of a precast 
skin enclosing a concrete structure in the country (fig. 3-11). The hotel planning had launched the firm’s 
formal research program for the material.546 Despite local opposition to the Courthouse Square 
redevelopment scheme from the start (largely voiced by local Denver businessmen who were skeptical 
about an outsider building in their city), Webb & Knapp persevered through many setbacks and delays, 
ultimately receiving high praise for Zeckendorf and Pei from the design community in publications and 
helping to spur further investment in downtown Denver (fig. 3-12). 
A number of colliding circumstances led Webb & Knapp toward concrete for the hotel. First, a 
shortage of structural steel persisted during the Korean War. While logic dictated that the designers could 
instead consider a reinforced concrete frame, as designers, they could not come to terms with the 
inherent contradiction of a metal-and-glass skin concealing the strength of a concrete frame behind it. 
Second, Araldo Cossutta, a thirty-year-old former student in Le Corbusier’s French atelier and another 
alumnus of Harvard’s GSD, became a driving force in the experimentation with concrete at Webb & 
Knapp, crafting the Denver Hilton to be, in his words, “a giant beehive of carved-out niches, 
counterpointed by single planes, precise in shape, and repetitions in character."547 Finally, the availability 
of quality casting yards, such as Otto Buehner’s in Salt Lake City, provided a capable contractor to work 
on the Denver hotel.  
Concrete, as a material and technique, had been somewhat neglected in the United States. By 
the 1920s, exposed concrete design, consisting of a filled concrete frame with ribbon windows on brick 
spandrels, had become popular and was favored for its economy, but the workmanship was often of poor 
quality, resulting in rusting from reinforcement and weathering. Benefiting from experience gained in 
highway construction, in the 1940s the US government successfully reintroduced fair-face concrete (a 
concrete surface that upon completion of the forming, requires no further treatment other than curing) 
buildings through diligent field inspections of the work to assure quality.548 In design circles, architects 
such as Le Corbusier led the way in Brutalism, or “beton Brut” (rough concrete). Though his theories were 
not part of the official curriculum at Harvard, Le Corbusier had greatly influenced Pei, and Pei and his 
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colleagues admired the polemics of the French architect.549 Le Corbusier’s visit and lectures at MIT in 
November of 1935 were, as Pei recalled, "probably the most important days in my architectural 
education."550 And Le Corbusier’s use of concrete helped Pei and the team shift away from Miesian 
designs of glass and steel toward more sculptural forms. For the Denver Hilton, Le Corbusier’s Unité 
d’Habitation in Marseilles (1947-1953) became an important inspiration. In contrast to Le Corbusier, 
Marcel Breuer, and Paul Rudolph, who utilized rough textured concrete facades in the 1950s and ’60s, 
after the Hilton Pei’s facades took on an intentionally smooth quality, an aesthetic choice by Pei perhaps 
to distinguish his work from those of his colleagues and teachers. 
For the Denver hotel, the design team envisioned a facade that would express the characteristics 
of the desert, with its brilliant sun and shadows, and they found concrete, in Cossutta’s words, “capable of 
taking possession of shadows rather than diluting them by reflection, and also a material that could be 
worked in depth.”551 Within frames two feet wide by eight feet high, the design set guest windows back 
sixteen inches and oriented the building on a northeast and southwest axis, shielded from most direct sun 
rays (fig. 3-13). Reinforced concrete curtain walls contain approximately four thousand window units 
made of Mo-Sai, a method of producing exposed aggregate panels promoted by the Mo-Sai Institute. The 
panels were cast in Salt Lake City from gravel and sand extracted from the excavation of Courthouse 
Square, after which workers lightly etched the units with acid to further expose the color of the stone, 
resulting in a warm red-brown.552 
Concrete offered a new freedom in form—within the limitations of molding techniques—and a 
new ability to generate shapes economically if enough repetition occurred. To break up the facade, 
Cossutta designed different bands of pattern: from an open ground floor on stilts, the second floor 
(housing some of the hotel’s public spaces) had elongated vertical slits; the next few floors had the most 
ornate pattern, small, varying rectangular shapes with horizontal and vertical emphases; and the upper 
floors had the regular hotel windows, capped by a band of taller windows at the penthouse. The 
designers brought the exterior curtain wall inside, forming a dramatic forty-five-foot grill for the hotel 
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lobby’s ceiling. The grill was buttressed by steel straps attached to six-foot centers, each supporting 
fourteen tons from the cantilevering first floor (fig. 3-14). The concrete exterior was left exposed inside, 
combined with Mo-Sai on the lobby walls in a multicolor pattern of small pebbles.553 The hotel’s slender 
profile and broad facade provided a dramatic backdrop for the plaza and May D&F department store, 
which was housed in a hyperbolic paraboloid shell structure (the widest span of its time, at 113 feet by 
132 feet) in front of the main rectilinear four-story building. 
The hyperbolic paraboloid shell is yet another example of the team’s dedication to research in 
new forms and technology, not unlike the Helix and Hyperboloid (fig. 3-15). “We were fiercely committed 
to being on what we saw as the cutting edge of things,” Cobb recalled. This manifested itself in two ways, 
according to Cobb, at an urban planning scale and a more detailed, crafted scale.554 The hyperbolic 
paraboloid was engineered by Anton Tedesko, an Austrian engineer and expert in thin, reinforced 
concrete shells. The technology yielded sweeping shapes for airplane hangars and arenas throughout the 
United States in the 1950s and 1960s.555 In Denver, the shell provided a bold frontage for the May D&F 
department store (designed by Cobb) and backdrop for the popular ice-skating rink (or summer plaza) out 
front.  
Pei’s interest in the economy and efficiencies of concrete predated his Denver projects, in plans 
such as the Helix, in which the architect proposed combining both precast and poured-in-place 
concrete.556 The Denver Hilton represents a significant departure from Pei’s Mies-inspired designs, seen 
in the Mile High Center (fig. 3-16).557 Completed in 1956, the Mile High Center was a mostly square 
building, smooth in texture and appearance, and received glowing design reviews and healthy rents from 
commercial tenants.558 A fine illustration of a refined-steel-framed and metal-clad building of the 1950s 
high-rise office building boom, the Mile High Center embraced new technology and had a facade of 
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aluminum, glass, and porcelain enamel in subtle basket weave pattern.559 But the design failed to take 
into consideration the brilliant Denver sun, and so for the Hilton sun control became an essential element 
of the design.560 
Several other problems arose in the hotel’s design and construction. Wanting the varied facade to 
read as a whole, Cossutta and the team needed to overcome fragmentation caused by the vertical and 
horizontal incisions of the joints. For the surface, Cossutta designed a grid that contained a pattern of 
deep reveals, a clever solution resulting in the joints reading in a secondary role. Workers cast the frame 
for the hotel in place and hung precast elements from the edges of the cantilevered slabs. “The precision 
that could be built into the precast concrete elements equaled that of ornamental metal,” Cossutta wrote. 
“Limitations on sizes and proportions usually found in standard building materials automatically 
disappeared.”561 While modern construction equipment and new, larger cranes could install the large 
components, the extensive foundation required the excavation of four basement levels of parking 
(uncommon in the western United States) and the pumping of 1.5 billion gallons of water from an 
underground river. Because of the enormous pressure, the slabs needed to accommodate horizontal 
forces of up to sixty kip per foot (a kip being an Imperial unit of force used to measure bending moment 
capacity and the shear strength in concrete loads) (fig. 3-17).562 
Webb & Knapp originally planned the hotel as the Hotel Zeckendorf, with a flagship by the same 
name in New York City, but Zeckendorf could not secure construction financing without the affiliation of a 
national hotel chain. With only four stories of the building erected and carrying eleven million dollars in 
out-of-pocket costs to get construction under way, Zeckendorf persuaded Conrad N. Hilton, founder and 
president of the Hilton Hotel chain, to take the lease of the hotel. Pei and his team made some changes in 
room layouts, and finally Zeckendorf obtained $22 million in financing from Prudential Life Insurance 
Company to continue with construction.563 
The hotel opened to wide acclaim in 1960 (fig. 3-18). The team walked away from Denver with 
valuable lessons about the inherent characteristics and challenges of precast concrete. They learned that 
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the material produced the best results when cast in large sections but also that if it spanned areas that 
were too large the sections could overwhelm the overall design. In hindsight, Cossutta was surprised by 
the amount of work that Pei delegated to him on the Denver hotel project. “It was a wonderful opportunity 
and a credit to his flexibility,” Cossutta said. “Frankly I was surprised that Pei accepted what I did.”564 The 
modular, cast-in-place concrete bearing wall became the next step for the designers at Webb & Knapp. 
Today, the hotel operates as the Sheraton Denver Downtown Hotel.565 Though the interiors have been 
renovated, guests still enjoy the patterned grillwork. The dynamic façade has maintained a lasting 
presence on the skyline and streetscape. 
 
Kips Bay Plaza 
At Kips Bay Plaza in New York City, the team further refined concrete and construction methods, probing 
the possibilities and technical properties of the material while filling the gaps in the existing research (fig. 
3-19).566 Architect Edward L. Friedman joined Cossutta to research concrete technology and act as the 
project’s on-site architect.567 With Bill Jr., Cossutta traveled around the country and abroad studying 
casting yards and techniques.568 Educating themselves on a process more than a material, the team 
learned through trial and error that, with concrete, as Architectural Forum affirmed, “from mix to finish, all 
decisions are design decisions and all actions remain the responsibility of the designer.”569 
Zeckendorf was not the original sponsor of Kips Bay and had in fact felt shut out of Title I work in 
New York City by Robert Moses, who, as slum-clearance coordinator, used a secretive selection process 
for sponsors. But when Moses’s inexperienced developers stalled, under mounting pressure to get 
construction started, he turned to Zeckendorf to take over their projects. Zeckendorf negotiated three Title 
I deals in one swoop: the housing portion for NYU-Bellevue (renamed Kips Bay Plaza), Manhattantown 
(renamed Park West Village, and the laboratory and testing ground for concrete for Kips Bay), and 
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Lincoln Towers.570 The Kips Bay site, located between First and Second Avenues from Thirtieth to Thirty-
Second Street, was part of an overall redevelopment plan to provide middle-income housing to 
complement the NYU-Bellevue medical center.571 This was not the typical way Zeckendorf won 
sponsorship for Title I projects, which usually entailed dazzling proposals in addition to cultivating 
relationships with local leaders in planning, politics, and business  
Zeckendorf and Pei dismissed the original site proposal, prepared by S. J. Kessler & Sons, for 
five, fourteen-story apartment buildings and a separate office building, which they felt too institutional.572 
However, Zeckendorf retained the architects to assist Pei through the obscure housing approval 
processes. Skilled not in modern design but in the politics and bureaucracy particular to building in New 
York City, Samuel Kessler and his son Melvin worked on several Title I redevelopment projects in the city. 
Their expertise left Pei and Zeckendorf with the freedom to pursue their experiments in concrete and 
form.573 Zeckendorf also hired S. J. Kessler & Sons to design a nearby project for Webb & Knapp at the 
same time, perhaps trying to capitalize on the renewing neighborhood: 139 East Thirty-Third Street, at 
Lexington Avenue, a twenty-five-story apartment building containing 36,500 square feet, 193 apartments, 
on-site parking, and three small ground-floor retail shops (fig. 3-20). Webb & Knapp constructed the 
unremarkable building in 1958 and advertised its air-conditioning and suburban-like qualities: “It might as 
well be described as the ‘suburbs of Murray Hill.’”574 While Zeckendorf probably would have preferred for 
Pei and his team to design all Webb & Knapp projects, time and volume did not permit it. 
Because cost considerations and building codes prevented the use of precast concrete at Kips 
Bay, the team experimented in cast-in-place concrete, which they felt to be the only available low-cost 
material aside from brick.575 As Pei and Zeckendorf experienced with the Helix, there was little support 
from lending institutions or the FHA for this type of experimentation in housing. Cossutta wrote, “The 
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great experiment in urban renewal called for the invention of better and more genuine architectural forms 
for living. To realize them, as far as we could determine, was to develop cast-in-place concrete so that it 
would become acceptable to the sponsors, to the FHA, to the lending institutions, and to ourselves. The 
challenge was exciting but the road promised to be thorny."576 Pei credited Zeckendorf for his willingness 
to take the gamble.577 After considerable back and forth, the Committee on Slum Clearance approved 
Pei’s revised design, and construction began in April 1959. 
Kips Bay Plaza became the first Title I project to use exposed concrete.578 In its simplest form, 
cast-in-place concrete represented a new method of construction, utilizing a load-bearing facade that was 
molded in place on site rather than being prefabricated in a factory. Pei told the New York Times that, by 
using cast-in-place concrete, “you are freed from the straitjacket of punching holes in a brick wall.”579 Pei 
designed two twenty-one-story apartment buildings containing 560 apartments each with a large, open 
landscaped plaza, and a small shopping center on the site. For the apartment buildings, Pei designed a 
honeycomb structure with floor slabs and columns created by the concrete facade and then left exposed, 
resulting in rooms with almost floor-to-ceiling glass complemented by a deep frame around each window 
and shade from the sun. The Webb & Knapp team fought against FHA insurance restrictions, where 
mortgage insurance was calculated based on the number of rooms in the apartment, and Pei persuaded 
the FHA to allow the projecting window alcoves to count as part of the minimum room number, despite 
the alcoves not technically being accessible balconies. Pei conformed the design to FHA pricing ceilings, 
which set a maximum base cost of $8,400 per room, with an additional $1,000 allowed per room in New 
York City for higher construction costs.580 Pei told Architectural Forum, “It’s a science not an art, but not a 
logical science … a strange arithmetic. It took me six months to even begin to understand it.”581 
The cast-in-place concrete method combined factory-produced forms, for which concrete was 
poured in place on site, each form creating one window unit and one exterior column. The design of the 
forms advanced from a full-size mockup of the facade to test performance (fig. 3-21). By utilizing standard 
materials and methods, and working with the local concrete subcontractor, the team determined 
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necessary modifications that met the design requirements. They implemented a window module of 5’ 8”, 
creating room widths of 11’ 2” and 16’ 8” that met FHA and Zeckendorf’s property requirements for 
bedroom and living room count. Contractors lined the forms up along the floor slab and poured both the 
frame and slab at the same time. Once the concrete had hardened, workers reused the formworks on the 
next floor. Rather than a rough, textured concrete finish, Pei and his team produced a fair-face concrete 
surface, ideally free of defects. They tested extensively for color, durability, and strength and used a light 
buff color, manufactured in Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley, paired with a coarse aggregate of dark gray 
traprock from New York’s Hudson Valley.582 Pei and the team checked random bags of concrete mix on 
site with regularity to make sure that the colors stayed consistent. When compared to the restraint and 
precision of Kips Bay, the Denver Hilton appears ornate.  
During the project’s two-year design phase, Pei and the design team worked through many 
engineering problems. The concern for sourcing the materials themselves persisted, as did their efforts to 
understand the effects of coloring, natural aggregates, and chemical additives on the appearance of the 
final face and their attempts to minimize surface crazing (networks of fine cracks on a surface), shrinkage, 
and thermal cracks.583 Supply, cost, and labor proved the biggest challenges for Webb & Knapp. Rather 
than give up on concrete when initial construction estimates came in at eighteen dollars a square foot, 
against Zeckendorf’s maximum of ten to eleven dollars a square foot, Zeckendorf purchased an industrial 
engineering company that specialized in concrete highways and bridges—enabling them to build at 
$10.15 a square foot, according to Pei.584 In the field the team faced the challenge that the capability and 
supervision of the workers directly affected the quality of the concrete. The most important phase of 
installation—placing the concrete— often lay in the hands of the least skilled trade. Webb & Knapp 
therefore implemented a trained staff of concrete field inspectors to supplement the contractor's 
knowledge and verify the concrete mix for consistency.585 
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By selecting and insisting on cast-in-place concrete as method and material at Kips Bay and 
beyond, Pei exerted much more control and influence on the construction process than if Webb & Knapp 
proceeded with typical brick façade/cladding construction on a steel frame. Pei’s research and method—
supported by Zeckendorf—pushed against the traditional silos of designer, engineer, supplier, and 
contractor. In 1957, Pei told Haskell “There is not enough communication between architects and builders 
and workmen. The architect does not often make it his business to know exactly the latest relationships in 
the building crafts. … Suggestions from workmen have no way of coming through.”586 Zeckendorf, too, in 
purchasing the industrial engineering company, sought to elicit more control over the building process. 
Both men were manipulating different levers of power, destabilizing the traditional working methods, to 
promising results. 
Not everyone at Webb & Knapp was pleased with the costs of the research program and material 
experiments. Vice president Arthur Phelan said of Pei, “I. M. was a charming wonderful man and a great 
architect. The problem was that his ideas were so costly. They caused delays, and everything had to be 
custom-made.”587 Webb & Knapp’s own construction department, the general contractor for the job, 
reportedly inflated estimated costs to try and maneuver the project back to a traditional brick facade. John 
O’Mara, another Webb & Knapp vice president, stated: “The construction department wanted no part of 
these Harvard-educated architects telling them how to do things. As far as they were concerned, you 
needed architects only to draw pictures and make sure lines were straight.” O’Mara added that Pei and 
his team managed the tension well and sold their ideas vigorously, including to Kessler. “Kessler realized 
that he was going to get paid and also profit form his association with this renowned young architect on 
his way up,” he said.588 Presumably with Kessler on board, the issue was resolved without any further 
tension. Pei could always count on Zeckendorf to back him up. When Phelan once told Zeckendorf that 
the firm was running out of money and couldn’t afford Pei’s designs, Zeckendorf boomed, “We’re talking 
about a man who, in my opinion, will go down in history as one of the greatest figures of our time.”589 
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While the design team met regularly with the vice presidents and development team, the designers only 
took direction from Zeckendorf.
590
 
The nature of the building trades and unions also complicated matters. In a conversation with 
Forum editor Douglas Haskell in 1958, Pei said that he had had enough of pre-stressed concrete in New 
York City, not because of zoning or FHA constraints but because it fell under the umbrella of the stone 
setters’ union. Haskell summarized, that the stone setters’ union “is confined to a declining number of old 
fusties more than fifty years old (said Pei, not I) with rules of work that make the former plasterers’ rules 
look magnanimous.”
591
 Pei took advantage of some of the peculiar practices, including the fact that one-
piece windowsills belonged, for whatever reason, to the bricklayers’ union, which Pei preferred.
592
 
Although Pei and his team had anticipated that concrete would enable a quicker pace of 
construction, cutting six weeks to two months off the overall schedule and therefore ultimately save 
money, at Kips Bay Plaza this was not the case.
593
 The building’s structure cost more than a conventional 
masonry building of the same floor area. Zeckendorf brushed criticism aside, explaining to the New York 
Times that the higher costs resulted from the experimental techniques and that he believed that as 




A New Look 
The press gave Pei’s concrete apartment buildings a mixed reception, the majority focusing on the “new 
look” and unique design features that the cast-in-place method produced.
595
 The New York Times 
proclaimed Pei “an artist in concrete,” with architecture critic Ada Louise Huxtable stating, “The most 
challenging of 20th-century building materials, reinforced concrete … has afforded him [the] opportunity to 
create a completely new kind of design.”
596
 Progressive Architecture found the interior and exterior at 
odds, criticizing the window design’s inability to receive a proper shade that did not compromise the 
design, covering the curved corners at the top of the windows (fig. 3-22).“The problem of daily living with 
glass walls has been ignored by the architects,” it reported. In an odd choice given the extremely modern 
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architecture, interior decorators outfitted a few of the model apartments “like that of an overstuffed, 
lambrequined, Victorian parlor” (fig. 3-23).597 Only one model apartment, designed by Ken Resen of the 
Pei team, employed a modern design aesthetic, with furniture from Knoll and Herman Miller and some of 
Resen’s own paintings. Progressive Architecture argued that the almost floor-to-ceiling glass walls 
seemed more acceptable in commercial architecture than residential interiors.598 It is unclear where the 
model unit design direction originated from, but most likely the rental agents or Webb & Knapp vice 
presidents directed it as a marketing decision to soften the ultra-modern facade through traditional interior 
pieces or to show flexibility in décor and lifestyles that the building could accommodate.  
 Cossutta also found the relationship between the interior and exterior problematic, but for 
different reasons. Despite the exterior wall serving as both structure and architecture, the interior plan 
remained conventional, with interior columns. Cossutta wrote: 
They were there because we were unable to conceive an economical configuration by which 
these parasite elements (in the sense of an organic approach to architecture) would be made 
superfluous. But even if we had been able to advance such a solution, I doubt it would have been 
adapted. The drastic changes in the exterior were as much as circumstances could bear. One 
more step and Kips Bay Plaza … might never have been built.599 
  
Through trial and error, exploring which imperfections in construction, mix, and formwork most 
seriously diminished the overall aesthetic, Pei and his team continued to utilize the cast-in-place 
technique at Town Center Plaza (four nine-story buildings in Southwest Washington, D.C,), University 
Place (two twin ten-story in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago), Washington Plaza (twenty-four 
stories in downtown Pittsburgh), and Society Hill Towers (three thirty-one-story towers in Philadelphia). 
Their module varied in each of these projects, yielding different details in the reinforced concrete frames 
as each project adapted to varying room sizes, forming experiments, and aesthetic goals. Cossutta 
explained, “These walls are a structural grid modularly spaced to permit different layouts of apartments 
yet rigid in its own plane to take wind loads, and dense enough to assume the plastic qualities of a 
bearing wall.”600 For the Town Center apartment buildings—each pair arranged on either side of the 
shopping center as Town Center East and Town Center West, with garden space between each pair—
Pei utilized an exposed reinforced concrete structure with aluminum windows and fan-coil air-conditioning 
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units. Here, Pei was able to install tinted glass (the price having dropped by a dollar since specifying Kips 
Bay) (fig. 3-24).601 Unlike at Kips Bay, at Town Center, Pei squared off the windows, leaving curved 
moments at the base, and did not set the windows as far back. Pei required uniform window treatments to 
control the reading of the exterior, implementing uniform drapery in the east buildings and uniform vertical 
blinds in the west buildings.602 Pei enjoyed exerting this level of control over the design, though it came at 
an increased cost to the developer. Juliette balconies or “French doors” between the paired columns on 
the structural façade open for ventilation and break up the façade. With the smaller DC building, Pei could 
also span the reinforced concrete beams twenty-feet wide and cantilever the building’s corners.603 To this 
day, residents enjoy these shaded areas and the natural breezes captured on hot days. “In every way, 
living here is comfortable,” Marjorie Lightman, a historian, resident, and officer on the tenant’s association 
said in 2017.604  
For Hyde Park, the designers advanced the formwork through collaboration with the concrete 
subcontractor McHugh Construction Company. At Cossutta’s urging, McHugh used fiberglass molds 
instead of wood, making it one of the first instances in the country for the full application of this technique 
in the casting of four thousand identical forms for the window modules (figs. 3-25, 3-26). The use of 
fiberglass enabled the creation of a single mold that was large enough to capture four typical windows in 
one module, required minimum assembly and takedown, and allowed for more use and durability than 
wood forms. Pei intentionally did not want to follow what Architectural Forum described as the “current 
trend to overdramatize this formless, defenseless material.” Instead, Pei stated that he sought “to make 
concrete interesting without being dishonest.”605 Pei excelled to such an extent in both understanding the 
FHA requirements and creatively adapting to them that he became a member of the FHA’s Industry 
Advisory Committee for multifamily housing. 
By 1960, the team used its new language of cast-in-place concrete with confidence.606 Both 
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Friedman and Cossutta shared their technical findings and outlined the research program that they had 
implemented through articles in design publications, further establishing the Pei team as leaders with the 
material and method. The Pei team willingly acknowledged that Society Hill Towers represented a 
“refinement” of the Kips Bay “prototype.” At Society Hill, the exposed-concrete, cast-in-place method 
proved particularly effective aesthetically, with its brighter color mix and smooth surface against the 
traditional red of the surrounding historic townhouses (fig. 3-27). Unlike Kips Bay Plaza, this design 
successfully integrated the mechanical units, and the vertical towers, as opposed to the almost 
oppressive horizontal slabs, take on the concrete modules more elegantly. The team shared its optimism, 
predicting that, as Friedman wrote, “concrete—this humble material—will be a substantial contributor to 
the re-emerging civic dignity in high-density residential design.”
607
 Cossutta wrote, “It was not merely a 
question of molding concrete; rather, it was a process of remolding architecture.”
608
 Pei and his 
colleagues at Webb & Knapp used concrete as a marketing strategy that could be exported from city to 
city, a testament to their contribution to middle-class housing and urban renewal. Pei and Zeckendorf felt 
it appropriate to spread a uniform style through repeatable and presumably economic construction 
methods. In their own practice, building upon the research and failures of earlier projects could also be 
more cost effective through maximizing the dollars already spent on research as well as the staff’s time. 
But the future hasn’t been quite as bright as predicted. Not all of these projects proved impervious 
to the effects of time, weather, and water. By the early 1970s, some designers and onlookers who had 
admired the precision that Pei had achieved with his technique saw that some of the buildings began to 
stain, marring the original articulation of certain elements of the facade.
609
 And in 1996, the hyperbolic 
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The high cost of the concrete experiment at Kips Bay directly affected Webb & Knapp’s Title I Lincoln 
Towers (1961-1964), project in New York City, another stalled apartment project that Zeckendorf took 
over at the pleading of Moses, replacing inexperienced developer Joseph Weisler (fig. 3-28).611 Part of 
the Lincoln Square slum-clearance program, Lincoln Towers would contain an enormous 3,800 
apartments in six buildings covering twenty acres on a landscaped superblock, the largest residential 
project by Webb & Knapp. The finance firm Lazard Frères, the equity partner on the project, became 
aware of Webb & Knapp exceeding the original budget at Kips Bay and resolved to maximize profit at 
Lincoln Towers by not making what they saw as costly design decisions. The firm resisted Pei as 
architect. “They fought with him over every major and minor design item and possible expense,” 
Zeckendorf wrote.612 Pei and the team presented Lazard senior partner Andre Meyer with an enormous 
scale model of the project, but the well-detailed plan for a combination of high-rise apartment buildings 
and low-rise, single-family residences over multiple superblocks did not appeal to the Wall Street 
bankers. In fact, it only solidified their requirement for a more standardized design.613 “Eventually,” 
Zeckendorf wrote, “they forced us to take him off the job and brought in an ‘expert’ at putting up the 
pseudo-luxury, builders’ housing that blankets so much of Manhattan and parts of Long Island.”614  
The so-called expert was, again, S. J. Kessler & Sons, which had prepared the initial site plan for 
the Committee on Slum Clearance’s brochure and ultimately designed six twenty-eight-story buildings 
with beige brick, aluminum sash windows, and cantilevered balconies for Webb & Knapp.615 This was a 
far cry from Pei’s concept, which survives only in a sketch published in the New York Times’ December 8, 
1957, edition showing an approach that combined high-rise apartment buildings with low-rise, single-
family residences, the same approach that he proposed for Pittsburgh, Southwest Washington, DC, 
Philadelphia, and Chicago (fig. 3-29).616 The resulting Lincoln Towers scheme created impersonal, 
massive slabs running along the west side of West End and Amsterdam Avenues, between Sixty-Seventh 
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and Sixty-Ninth Streets (fig. 3-30). The towers replaced some of the abandoned New York Central 
railroad yards.617 
 Despite its enormous size and lack of design aesthetic, Lincoln Towers managed to attract 
middle-class tenants (including actors and musicians) in market-rate apartments, with rents ranging from 
$130 a month for studios to $272 a month for two-bedroom units. Under the 1956 plan, the original room-
rate projection had been $57.50 a month per room. Having Zeckendorf onboard was a huge relief for 
Moses.618 Moses justified the dramatic increase in prices by pointing out that neighboring Lincoln Center 
and Fordham University were not on the tax rolls.619 Zeckendorf felt ashamed of the final product and 
believed that for a slight increase in costs, Lincoln Towers could have been a distinct, design-forward 
complex. Strong-armed by the lender/partner, Zeckendorf had baked buildings. “When these towers are 
torn down, no one will mourn their passing, but the builder or politician who moves to tear down Kips Bay 
will have some angry citizens’ groups on his hands. Kips Bay was no surrender, but a genuine advance in 
the quality of city living, which is what Webb & Knapp’s finest projects were really all about.”620  
 
Conclusion 
While not without its faults or challenges, the collaborative practice at Webb & Knapp and Zeckendorf’s 
promotion of it proved effective in its experimentations in cast-in-place concrete. And yet, as illustrated in 
projects such as Lincoln Towers, not all of Webb & Knapp’s projects achieved high marks for design and 
quality, particularly without Pei’s hand and skill. Pei’s technological advances, driven by construction 
constraints, came to define his early aesthetic. Within the context of urban renewal, given all of its flaws 
and limitations, Kips Bay was shockingly unique at the time. The cast-in-place concrete projects illustrate 
that urban renewal could be cutting edge in technology and form. Despite Zeckendorf’s support of the 
multi-year research program for cast-in-place concrete with the hope of finding a more economical 
construction method, Webb & Knapp could not escape the pitfalls of construction delays and financial 
overextension. Denver, though an architectural success by all accounts and beneficial to the downtown 
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business district, was not profitable for Webb & Knapp due to its profit-sharing arrangement with the 
tenants. In June 1961, Webb & Knapp turned over ownership of Zeckendorf Plaza to the Alleghany 
Corporation in a settlement of a $20 million debt that Webb & Knapp owed on the property. The name 
“Zeckendorf Plaza” reverted back to “Courthouse Square.”
621
  
Unlike many of his modernist predecessors—who did not always hold major positions in urban 
planning in influential cities and countries—Pei found himself in a position to remake major urban centers 
in multiple U.S. cities, to design low-cost affordable housing on a large scale, and to experiment with 
materials, all within the economic realm of a real estate developer who spoke of changing the 
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A city, so far from being a cluster of buildings, is actually a sequence of spaces enclosed and 
defined by buildings. This thought may be strange but it is the essence of urban design. 
 —I. M. Pei, “He Loves Things To Be Beautiful”  
 
 
There is nothing wrong with the city that cannot be cured by introducing into its walls something 
of the countryside. 
—William Zeckendorf, “Main Street” 
 
Zeckendorf understood that the challenges facing postwar cities and the suburbs were inescapably 
interlinked. “I must say that the problems that confront every community … are the problems of answering 
the challenge of decentralization, by some means through which recentralization can be achieved," 
Zeckendorf wrote.622 The developer turned the word decentralization—a watchword widely in use in the 
1950s to describe the shift of population and resources to the suburbs—on its head, stating in 1957 that 
recentralization was America’s new frontier.623 Once a positive term used by planners in the 1930s to 
encourage the development of new towns and garden cities, Zeckendorf used decentralization to denote 
the negative effects of urban sprawl on the city’s core and finances. 
Webb & Knapp’s surge in redevelopment research and proposals occurred between 1956 and 
1958.624 In its recentralization efforts under Title I urban renewal, Webb & Knapp—which increasingly 
hired architect-planners—proposed plans for new city centers complete with housing, shopping centers, 
and cultural institutions and executed them to varying degrees in Washington, DC, Chicago, New York, 
Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia. Following the model of their privately funded urban renewal project in 
Denver, Webb & Knapp also initiated the massive Place Ville Marie project in Montreal, Canada and 
Century City in Los Angeles, California. The team planned on an enormous scale. For Southwest 
Washington, DC alone, Webb & Knapp proposed a redevelopment plan for almost 450 acres. Zeckendorf 
and Pei experimented with design and planning, applying suburban tactics in the city and, as we will see 
in Chapter 5, city tactics in the suburbs. Underplaying the cities and suburbs in this way, Zeckendorf 
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believed, would revolutionize land economics and change the way people lived in both spheres.625 The 
developer and architect’s evolving approach—pragmatic, formal, and idealistic—evoked a vision of a 
more livable, modern city that sought to mitigate traffic congestion, decentralization, and the housing 
crisis through urban planning tools such as an expanded superblock, a combination of high- and low-rise 
buildings, land-use zoning, mixed-use planning, formal geometries in planning and design, courtyards, 
cast-in-place concrete, and consideration for the automobile. Zeckendorf and Pei became leading experts 
in the field with a production that is remarkable in sheer volume and quality, setting in place a new 
physical landscape accepted by some as their new home and protested by others (fig. 4-1). Analysis of 
the Webb & Knapp projects in southwest Washington, DC; the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago; and 
the Society Hill section of Philadelphia shows the ambiguity of progress and success in actualized urban 
planning projects in the 1950s and 1960s, even as the designs and approaches became increasingly 
nuanced and sophisticated to tackle the broadened needs of the respective cities.   
 
Unique Appetites in Urban Planning 
In her 1967 book analyzing urban renewal, Cities in a Race with Time, urban affairs journalist Jeanne R. 
Lowe noted, “Finally, we come to the question of the purposes of residential redevelopment. This new 
program originated with a negative approach. Its public purposes, as accepted by the courts, were to 
eliminate slums and to prevent new ones from forming. The positive aspect, the goal of urban rebuilding, 
has not been so clearly focused.”626 Zeckendorf was optimistic that Title I would return a sizeable 
percentage of his equity in the buildings and for years became a cheerleader for its positive effects (fig. 4-
2).627 But urban renewal did not prove to be easy, or a solution in and of itself. For it to be successful, the 
program required the commitment of developers and architects like Zeckendorf and Pei.  
As the Webb & Knapp proposal for the redevelopment of Lower Hill, in Pittsburgh, stated: “We 
believe in and, indeed, encourage the return to in-town living as a necessary social and economic 
advance in the life of our great cities.… This belief is an integral part of the Webb & Knapp development 
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policies.”628 Zeckendorf and Pei believed in comprehensive master planning in concert with the city 
exercising its power to zone and condemn through eminent domain and did not believe that spot planning 
could be effective.629 “We need a marriage between government and private capital on a practical, 
workable basis for the redevelopment of our cities,” Zeckendorf wrote.630  
Beyond a coordinated master plan, for cities to revitalize themselves, Zeckendorf advocated that 
each city identifies its “unique appetites” and what it had to offer the larger region to combat 
decentralization.631 He felt that each city was unique and therefore might require its own solution. "What 
has your community got at the central core that can bring back the property values, the tax ratables [sic], 
the attractions that will have been lost if something is not done about the situation?” Zeckendorf asked 
audiences across the country, where he appeared in city after city as the keynote speaker at the invitation 
of city leaders and influencers.632 Only when a city understood its distinct characteristics and contribution 
to the economy could it preserve its beauty and function.633 For New York that meant harnessing its 
status as a premier marketplace and ultimate showroom (Palace of Progress). For Denver, it was the 
city’s position as a western business center (Mile High Center, Denver Hilton Hotel, May D&F department 
store); in Philadelphia, its history (Society Hill townhouses). Webb & Knapp undertook a tremendous 
amount of research into the specifics and unique characteristics of each city it worked in, from the history 
to the prevailing economic and political atmosphere, to either help the city understand those irreplaceable 
attributes and highlight them as part of urban renewal (Denver) or win sponsorship in cities that had 




The Functional City 
 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s opinions and experiments in urban planning drew from a few notably modernist 
sources and figures. The developer’s early planning schemes for X-City and Skyways Unlimited, prior to 
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Pei’s arrival, reveal the influence of both the commercial and planning success of Rockefeller Center and 
Le Corbusier’s idealistic urban utopias, the latter a one-size-fits-all approach organized around a core of 
high-rise office towers surrounded by low-rise housing blocks, as illustrated in the Ville Contemporaine 
(1922), Plan Voisin (1925), and Ville Radieuse (1930). Pei too was influenced by Le Corbusier’s tower in 
green space as a symbol for a better society and an enlivened city, though through the filter of Harvard’s 
Graduate School of Design and the modernists who orbited it. The Congrès internationaux d’architecture 
moderne’s (CIAM’s) theoretical approach to the functional city dominated the discourse of urban planning 
in the United States in the postwar era.634 CIAM advanced four functional categories to guide planning—
dwelling, work, transportation, and recreation. Webb & Knapp addressed these categories in various 
ways in their Title I projects, adding them to their strategic arsenal of “intangibles,” “monumentality,” and 
entertainment in the pursuit of economically viable projects.  
 In the United States, the ideas of CIAM—led by Le Corbusier and other contemporary European 
architects, including Alvar Aalto, Josep Lluis Sert, and Gropius—were influenced by American 
pragmatism and consumer-oriented modernism, made popular through the urban future displayed at the 
1939 New York World’s Fair.635 From its founding in Europe in 1928 to its percolation through North 
America (and Harvard’s design school in particular) and through its eventual disbanding in 1959, the 
CIAM agenda was “architecture as a social art.” In the United States, the vision for highways connecting 
new downtowns to suburbs through the logic of slum clearance and urban renewal advanced forcefully, 
arguably with or without the direct influence of the international design agenda. As architectural historian 
Eric Mumford has noted, “The real differences in political outlook between the forces behind American 
urban renewal and the CIAM version of urbanism were blurred then and have remained unclear ever 
since.”636 By the 1950s, CIAM was under attack.  
The promise of a building boom and the production methods of war boosted the building industry 
towards high-quality housing resulting from standardization and mass production. Nevertheless, the 
emphasis on and need for standardization in new affordable housing became a critical part of the Federal 
Housing Authority’s programs. Pei and team—already immersed in the well versed in the Title I rules and 
the need for affordability in construction costs.   
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Pei and Planning  
Harvard’s Graduate School of Design was also concerned about decentralization and addressed it in 
various ways. In courses taught by Gropius, Breuer, and Wagner, Pei and his colleagues were exposed 
to the broader issues and interrelatedness of landscape design, construction, engineering, and 
professional practice, all emphasizing light, air, the view, and outdoor recreation. Gropius actively 
promoted applying suburban tactics to the city: “From the planning of neighborhood units in the open 
country—the initial step in the process of reconstruction—we should,” he said, “be able to gather enough 
experience to manage the much more difficult second step of developing new community structures 
within the old cities.”
637
 Pei, highly influenced by Breuer, was more interested in the density of urban cities 
and the challenges therein.
638
  
While in Cambridge, Pei was a member of the American Society of Planners and Architects 
(ASPA), with members that most successfully applied CIAM’s concepts of planning and urbanism to the 
postwar United States. ASPA (formed in part as an alternative to the AIA) met in New York, Cambridge, 
and Philadelphia between 1943 through 1948, the year that Pei left Cambridge to work at Webb & 
Knapp.
639
 The group included about eighty members, both young architects like Pei, Eero Saarinen (son 
of Eliel), Louis Kahn, Carl Koch, and Vernon DeMars, as well as Dean Joseph Hudnut, Gropius, Sert, 
Breuer and Edmund Bacon. Many members were well-versed in the work of the Regional Planning 
Association of America or New Deal agencies. ASPA began using the term architect-planner to describe 
themselves (this is reflected in many of Pei’s credit lines in project books) and championed low-cost 
housing and government-sponsored housing and planning efforts to improve the lives of all. ASPA’s 
members believed that as architect-planners, they could shape a brighter postwar future and lay the 
foundation for urban design as a field.
640
 Architectural historian Andrew M. Shanken has noted that 
communications and publicity played an important part of ASPA’s mission, which put it in opposition to 
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the AIA, which directed architects to avoid advertising as part of their professional conduct.641 The group 
dissolved, according to Shanken, because of the building boom, which made ASPA’s theoretical planning 
exercises irrelevant.   
 The planning team at Webb & Knapp included the talented planner Vincent De Pasciuto-Ponte 
(1919-2006), who also trained at the Graduate School of Design and worked in design and administration 
positions in New York and Washington, DC, prior to joining Pei and Zeckendorf in 1956. Pei and the team 
experimented with formal planning strategies of zeilenbau, slabs, and towers in the park, informed by and  
adjusted to financial realities. Towers and slabs maximized sun orientation and views, while low-rise 
townhouses and duplexes offered intimate garden settings for young families. Not unlike his pursuit of 
simplicity in form in his regularly patterned concrete facades, Pei’s approach to urban planning and the 
cityscape used rationality and pure geometry to organize buildings and open space. For Southwest 
Washington, DC, Kips Bay Plaza, and Hyde Park, Pei arranged parallel slabs, with slight variation, on 
green superblocks, relying heavily on landscaping to soften the architecture. On the hilltop locations of 
the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh developments, Pei sited prominent towers. He believed that in Society 
Hill, three towers would create the necessary distance from the historic structures, though in Pittsburgh, 
due to slow lease-up and financial constraints, only one of three proposed slabs was constructed, a 
massive, isolated structure that feels heavier and more unresolved than his other Title I residential 
towers. Though Pei and the team balanced their slabs and towers with landscaping and low-rise 
structures, all of Pei’s towers feel severe. “In purely plastic terms, such passages in the Pei design may 
accurately be described as monumental,” wrote architectural historian and critic James Marston Fitch in 
1963. “Their scale is Pharonic.” He continued, “One has the impression that his manipulation of land and 
building is inspired more by plastic than by strictly functional considerations.”642 Though Fitch’s critique 
has merit, Pei’s buildings were quite functional and efficient, not just because of the FHA’s requirements, 
but because of the architect’s skill in handling the restrictions elegantly through adjacencies, details, and 
layouts. Though Pei respected 1920s planning techniques and drew from their forms, he departed from 
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CIAM by organizing his buildings around a central axis of symmetry, and then further dividing the space 
around smaller squares and courtyards. 
In the pull toward urban renewal work, Pei and his colleagues were not alone. The architect told 
Haskell that urban renewal was becoming so important to top architects that many were going back to 
school to restudy planning. Cities wanted to attract top-tier developers and architects and achieve the 
best design solutions.643 Though he had studied planning at Harvard, Pei stated that, “I used to look down 
at planning when I came out of school, but then I learned how important it was. Largely as a missionary 
effort I went into it heavily. It seems that in this country you can’t easily control what you do, and I got 
deeper into planning than I intended.”644 
 
Master Plan for Southwest Washington, DC, and Area C 
Pei and Zeckendorf’s first big urban planning opportunity was in Southwest Washington, DC, where 
Webb & Knapp generated a master plan that would influence redevelopment in the area for years to 
come (fig. 4-3). The experience was eye opening for Pei, as he learned to see urban planning through the 
lens of Zeckendorf. Pei stated, “I learned a lot about the city as an organism—what makes it tick, the 
importance of circulation, transportation—which should be obvious to all architects and planners, but not 
the way he looked at it. First of all, you have to see how people live.”645 Pei was horrified to walk the 
dilapidated sections of southwest Washington, DC, in the winter of 1952-1953. “That struck a nerve,” he 
said. “And since then I became quite excited about the possibility of doing low-cost housing."646  
Philip Graham, publisher of the Washington Post, and John Searles, executive director of the 
District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency (RLA, the official local body overseeing the new urban 
renewal program), and Searles’s board sought out Zeckendorf and Pei to prepare a plan for the area, 
almost 450 acres of deteriorating “slums” (many homes without indoor plumbing) and one of the first 
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areas in the United States designated for Title I urban renewal.
647
 The area was also historically black in 
population. Zeckendorf, Pei, publicist Tex McCrary, John Bell, and Bill Jr. flew to Washington, met with 
local officials, and toured the site on foot and by car. The press hailed the arrival of Webb & Knapp, 
“skilled architectural surgeons” poised for the “face-lifting” of the slum in the “shadow of the Capitol,” the 
New York Times reported, pointing to their recently completed work in Denver as a successful, modern 
downtown renewal.
648
 Civic leaders looked to Zeckendorf “with a sort of renewed hope because of the 
reputation of Webb & Knapp for projects of elaborate scope.”
649
 By March 1954, these projects included 
X-City, the initial proposal for the Merchandise Mart at Penn Station, and the Mile High Center and 
Zeckendorf Plaza, among others. 
In 1954, Webb & Knapp and the RLA signed a memorandum of understanding that called on the 
firm to prepare a plan for the redevelopment area. After approval by the RLA and then the National Park 
and the National Capital Planning Commission, Webb & Knapp would have the right to develop 50 
percent of the redevelopment area, identified as area C (James Scheuer would take area B).
650 The scale 
and complexity of the project necessitated additional assistance and expertise, and Pei requested that 
Zeckendorf retain Harry Weese (1915-1998) of Chicago to work with him on the plan. Weese had studied 
architecture at MIT the same time as Pei and, after a tour through Europe, studied city planning and low-
cost housing with Eliel Saarinen under a fellowship at the Cranbrook Academy of Art.
651
 Pei also had 
assistance from Frederick Johnstone Adams (1901-1979), a city planner and faculty member at MIT, 
where he established the school’s city and regional planning program, though Adams’s involvement is not 
clear.
652
 Additionally, Zeckendorf and Pei partnered with local architecture offices, a frequent practice, to 
help them navigate local building codes, generate drawings, and obtain political cover, lessening the sting 
of the perceived “outsiders” coming in to transform their city and benefit financially from it. Webb & Knapp 
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retained local legal counsel, contractors, and management and real estate firms and established a 
dedicated DC outpost of Webb & Knapp to oversee the project.  
Zeckendorf and Pei provided a four-part sequence of phased development for the southwest 
Washington master plan: first, moving several new government office buildings into parts of the 
development in order to—second—support rental housing that would—third—spur more interest in a new 
cultural center called L’Enfant Plaza, and—fourth—spur additional residential and commercial 
development in the southwestern quadrant.653 Zeckendorf’s charge to the designers was to create nothing 
less than a new social and cultural center in Washington, DC, and establish the southwest as one of the 
most desirable neighborhoods to live in. This came at the cost of evicting low-rent residents. 
As the key feature of the master plan, Pei and Weese designed a three-hundred-foot-wide mall at 
Tenth Street (labeled the “South Mall” on plans), extending south from Independence Avenue and 
reintegrating the neighborhood with the rest of the city (fig. 4-4).654 This mall began at the Smithsonian at 
Tenth Street, perpendicular to the Capitol Mall; led through an esplanade over railroad tracks that had 
previously separated the southwest from the heart of DC; and continued over a proposed new 
expressway into the southwest. Adjacent to Webb & Knapp’s mall, they proposed “L’Enfant Plaza” 
(named in honor of DC’s original city planner, Pierre Charles L’Enfant), a new cultural, entertainment, and 
office center, with additional government office buildings to the north and west. As in X-City, Webb & 
Knapp proposed housing the symphony, a convention hall, theaters, and an ice skating rink in the plaza. 
The structures were grouped around a smaller pedestrian mall with fountains, cafés, and a new nightlife 
center that Zeckendorf believed would be to the District “what the Champs Elysee is to Paris or the 
Piazza San Marco to Venice.”655 For the design of the mall and L’Enfant Plaza, Pei asked Cosutta to take 
lead. 
Finally, the Webb & Knapp plan proposed to enliven the Washington Channel waterfront with a 
new marina, a recreation center, and adjacent high-rise apartment buildings mixed with new townhouses. 
All but two major streets would be closed to traffic, giving way to pedestrian walkways, open courts, 
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plazas, landscaping, and a walk-to-work lifestyle.656 Altogether, Zeckendorf hoped to give the District “the 
cosmopolitan atmosphere of a great world capital” that it lacked.657 Pei and his team wanted to improve 
housing standards and knew that, for apartment complexes to be successful, they needed to connect to 
the scales of the neighborhood and city. The plan called for 2,300 to 2,800 new dwelling units, half in 
high-rise apartment buildings and the rest in what Webb & Knapp called “Georgetown-type” row houses 
and garden apartments, served by a small shopping center (figs. 4-5, 4-6). In its planning brochure, the 
firm noted, “The Webb & Knapp Plan, based on a realistic appraisal of urban scale and urban living, 
proposes no sharp break with tradition, retaining and regenerating the area’s best qualities.”658 This 
represented a significant departure from tower-in the park planning, grouping the residential buildings 
around smaller squares and courtyards.  
The plan largely drew from a preliminary land-use plan that DC architects Louis Justement and 
Chloethiel Woodard Smith had produced for the RLA in 1952. Though the Pei-Weese plan became far 
more detailed and focused on the commercial and entertainment aspect of the tenth street mall, 
Justement and Smith’s emphasis on reconnecting the southwest with the rest of the District through new 
overpasses and Tenth Street prevailed.659 While Justement and Smith had planned for tall towers along 
the waterfront, Pei and Weese envisioned a park that zigzagged along the water and throughout the 
project, with scattered apartment houses.660  
Graham, the Washington Post publisher, praised the Webb & Knapp plan as “the most ambitious 
city rebuilding project ever attempted in America” and hinted at Zeckendorf’s ambition to continue these 
efforts across the country. Zeckendorf, he added, “is eager to undertake [this] as a guide to other cities 
faced with the problem of the flight to the suburbs.’”661 Pei credited Zeckendorf’s vision and courage for 
entering the southwest project, bringing economics and planning into harmony from the outset.662 Not 
everyone believed that Washington, DC was the kind of capital that needed and could profit from an 
entertainment center, and Haskell questioned if, by focusing so much on the commercial and cultural 
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center, Zeckendorf was skewing the balance of the redevelopment plan.663 Frederick Gutheim (1908-
1993), an architect, historian, and urban planner, told Haskell: “New Yorkers are always trying to give 
Washington something it doesn’t want. This is a government center and government people, after 
spending their whole day exposed to the public, want nothing so much in the evening as privacy in their 
enjoyments. Consequently a big night life section would not appeal to them.”664 
Pei and Weese’s plan received support, at least initially, from Jane Jacobs, then writing for 
Architectural Forum. She complimented the proposed new Tenth Street mall, calling it “brilliantly and 
harmoniously suited to local, citywide, and national functions, each aspect supporting the others and the 
whole adding up to a genuine architecture of city space.” In particular, she supported the “break with 
recent planning practice by returning to an old pattern.” Here, “the street becomes an interesting 
architectural space, instead of a road between ends of buildings.”665 However, her position would change 
over the course of the next decade as she saw the pitfalls of urban renewal in city after city. 
Historian Richard Longstreth as noted that debates about who should live in the new Southwest 
began at the same time as the RLA designated the area for urban renewal. Despite pleads to allocate a 
portion of the land for public housing to house those displaced, the RLA claimed to not have such 
authority, and in fact attempted to block new public housing proposed just outside of the official renewal 
boundary. Longstreth suggests that the RLA feared that the proximity of such public housing would deter 
buyers and renters from moving to the new Southwest. Nevertheless, the public housing project, named 
Greenleaf Gardens, was completed in 1959. It housed 4,000 low-income blacks adjacent to the 
Southwest urban renewal area, which upon completion housed a predominantly white population three 
times the size of Greenleaf Gardens, with significantly higher-incomes.666 Relocation of residents in the 
Southwest was handled by the RLA with mixed reception; however, as Longstreth notes, “Ill feeling came 
not so much from relocation as it did from the gradual realization among former residents that they would 
not have the chance to come back. Once fragmented a community could never reunite.”667 By the 1960s, 
approximately 23,000 people had been relocated from the Southwest; those displaced faced an 
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increasingly short housing supply. The public’s attitudes began to shift, and many began voicing their 
concern against “negro removal” and called for more consideration of the human dimension and 
consequences of slum clearance.668 
 
The “Mad Surrealist’s Real-Life Monopoly Set” 
The RLA approved the plan that Webb & Knapp submitted to the National Capital Planning Commission, 
where it sat and was delayed again and again. Many of the commission’s concerns proved legitimate: 
traffic studies were problematic, as Pei and Weese called for closing Fourth Street, a major artery. John 
Searles suggested that Pei bring someone on the team who could work with the planning commission to 
solve the outstanding issues. He recommended William L. Slayton.669 Upon reviewing the Webb & Knapp 
plan, Slayton found it inadequate (a reminder of how green Pei was at planning at this type of scale): “The 
plan, basically, was an urban design plan,” he wrote, adding, “It did not deal in the depth that it should 
with such subjects as schools, traffic, etc.”670 Slayton met frequently with Pei and Weese to work through 
problems, including outmoded rules and traffic issues, with consultant George Barton. The team 
successfully resubmitted the plan to the planning commission, and Webb & Knapp subsequently 
negotiated the rights to develop area C, which included a new “Town Center”—a shopping center flanked 
by four high-rise apartment buildings—as well as the hotel and office buildings on the Tenth Street mall 
and L’Enfant Plaza (fig. 4-7).  
Webb & Knapp invaded Washington armed with colorful brochures, sketches, a scale model, and 
press releases, presenting them before President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Congress, local businessmen, 
and the press (see fig. 4-1). Despite initial enthusiasm, the firm struggled to keep any sort of momentum 
on the project because of government red tape, financing delays, and the perpetual “slum” label of the 
southwest in the public’s mind.671 At times, receiving support and coordination from the various 
government agencies seemed impossible. Zeckendorf flew to Washington four to five times each month 
to testify and plead for the pioneering project, at one point juggling twenty-seven separate Washington 
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agencies, departments, and sub-departments.672 “I felt we were part of some mad surrealist’s real-life 
Monopoly set,” Zeckendorf reflected. “Every time we were about to acquire a key property or pass ‘Go,’ 
the ‘Chance’ card turned up reading ‘Go back three paces.’”673 The complex, extensive rules seemed to 
be ever changing. The transportation authorities resisted Webb & Knapp’s proposal, wanting to utilize the 
Tenth Street Mall as the link to the proposed new freeway. The Smithsonian also resisted the Zeckendorf 
and Pei plan, as it wanted to locate their new aviation museum within Zeckendorf’s redevelopment 
area.674 
In 1954, Congress and the president passed the 1954 Housing Act with Section 220 mortgage 
insurance. This special section applied only to housing in urban redevelopment areas and provided 
favorable mortgage terms beyond typical FHA multifamily financing. (The commercial components of 
Webb & Knapp’s projects were financed through traditional means.) For four years Zeckendorf and his 
team negotiated the new rules with the FHA, as both the private and public sectors navigated them for the 
first time.675 Subsequently, Slayton became the go-to expert at Webb & Knapp. He worked out a 
mathematical equation where by entering the value of the variables, one could determine the amount of 
the mortgage—a formula that he then shared with his contacts at the Housing and Home Finance 
Agency. “I was surprised that FHA hadn’t put the variables into an equation since it was clearly amenable 
to such depiction,” he recalled.676 
The entire southwest quadrant suffered from a public perception problem, shared by the 
conservative FHA and its so-called government partners, who lacked enthusiasm for renewal.677 The 
public and the real estate industry did not believe that the project would be financially successful, or that it 
would attract middle-income white families to a former slum. Zeckendorf and James Scheuer’s firm City 
and Suburban Homes, both New York developers, remained alone; no Washington real estate 
developers showed any interest in participating in the area’s renewal.678 Their hesitation came partly from 
the high financial threshold to participate in Title I projects. Because of their sheer size, most Title I 
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projects required sponsors to immobilize a substantial sum of money over a long period of time.679 As 
time would show, a profit gap emerged between actual redevelopment practice and legislative theory. A 
mortgage banker stated in 1958, “Redevelopment is a fine opportunity for profits served on a silver 
platter. [But] the platter has a tight lid and is surrounded by mousetraps.”680 
There were design problems, too. Pei rejected the Town Center apartment building design by 
Warren Platner, the architect he had hired to design the buildings, and removed Platner from the job, 
stepping in to redesign the project himself. Pei wanted to start over and produce a design more on par 
with Kips Bay Plaza in New York, but time constraints permitted only a revision of Platner’s plans (see 
Chapter Three).681 The Town Center apartment buildings— two pairs of nine-story slabs with a garden 
space between them—consisted of 256 apartments with adjacent parking on the superblock. Despite 
Pei’s dissatisfaction, in 1964 Town Center received a First Honor Award for residential design from the 
FHA. It was praised for its “straight-forward design, the dignity of the building, the feeling of quality it 
evokes, and the use of concrete as exterior finish.”682 For the low-rise units, Pei and Weese designed 
banks of garden homes with five levels, organized around a central garden on each block. Each 
townhome featured a patio and garden terrace that extended towards the inner walkway and common 
green opposite the street. Offering a few variations, Webb & Knapp projected to sell each home between 
twenty thousand and thirty-five thousand dollars.683 
Zeckendorf convinced Scheuer and his partner Roger L. Stevens, the developers of area B 
working with Smith, to drop their planned neighborhood grocery store and allow Webb & Knapp to 
consolidate retail in Town Center. An economist estimated that too many small stores in the area would 
diminish returns on Zeckendorf’s suburban-type center. Although Zeckendorf promised to have Town 
Center up and running by the time Scheuer and Stevens delivered their first residential tower, called 
Capitol Park, further delays prevented Webb & Knapp from opening its apartment towers and Town 
Center until November 1960. Zeckendorf’s strategy regarding his town centers was not lost on Jane 
Jacobs. In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jacobs accused Zeckendorf, without out-right 
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naming him, for “commercial monopoly” of his urban renewal projects in southwest Washington, DC and 
Hyde Park. “It is thus that routinized monopolilstic packages of substitute city are palmed off as ‘planned 
shopping,’” Jacobs argued, criticizing the “progressive” veil of “One-age construction.”684 In their proposal 
for the Golden Gateway, San Francisco urban renewal project (from which they would eventually 
withdraw), Webb & Knapp argued, “A residential community requires focus. Housing per se does not 
make an area a community. …Thus our plan includes a community heart – the Town Center.” In addition 
to shopping and entertainment, this would include a community center, post office, nursery, and library.685  
Although Pei and Weese’s plan was not followed in its entirety—the mall, in particular, was 
severely compromised and the waterfront did not reach its potential—it became the basis for future 
development in the southwest for a time. Both Scheuer’s and Zeckendorf’s apartments rented slowly, in 
part due to high rents (fig. 4-8). Even with the FHA’s section 220, the private sponsors could produce only 
high-cost housing—the main obstacles being land costs, construction costs, real estate taxes, operating 
expenses, and, most of all, high interest rates.686 Zeckendorf lost money on the job due to delays and 
problems with the general contractor, Mort Bender. Short on capital for other renewal projects, 
Zeckendorf sold his development rights to develop the low-rise townhouses and the mall project. A former 
Webb & Knapp DC staff member, Charles Bresler, purchased the subsidiary that controlled Town Center 
and hired Smith to advance the planning for the undeveloped parcels.687 Bresler did not pursue Pei’s 
townhouse designs—which had been dropped while still under Zeckendorf’s ownership for more 
traditional designs (the reason remains unclear)—and hired traditionalists Macomber & Peter as well as 
Cohen-Haft & Associates, whose designs were implemented.688 Over time, the remainder of the 
southwest parcels were divided into more manageable sizes and given more design variety—the opposite 
of Zeckendorf and Pei’s original goals. South of M Street, Smith consolidated her original plan from 1952 
and Pei’s approved plan and created a mix of low- and high-rise superblocks based on what she had 
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achieved at Capitol Park.689 The proximity of the southwest to governmental and commercial centers as 
well as the waterfront attracted residents to the apartment buildings then, and today.  
At L’Enfant Plaza, only the plaza with the fountain and two facing office buildings were 
constructed according to Cossutta’s design.690 Zeckendorf sold the site and detailed plans for L’Enfant 
Plaza to a successor organization called L’Enfant Plaza Corp.691 Construction began in 1966—twelve 
years after Zeckendorf and Pei had conceived of the plan during their first site walk-through. At the 
groundbreaking ceremony, Zeckendorf told reporter George Beveridge of the Washington Star, off the 
record, “I’m the guy that got the girl pregnant. Those fellows you see around here are merely the 
obstetricians” (fig. 4-9).692 Zeckendorf was known for crudity in his language, using humor and shock 
value to make a memorable point. Slayton later called the southwest DC project “a considerable success 
story” but lamented, “Would that Zeckendorf could have participated in its profits.”693 The residential 
development in southwest Washington, DC, represented one of the finest urban planning schemes in the 
country in the postwar era, despite the urban renewal program’s fall from favor and the gross 
displacement of low-income minorities. The architecture firms Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon; Satterlee & 
Smith; Lapidus, Harle & Liebman; and Charles M. Goodman each designed additional housing in the 
area, paired with landscaping by Hideo Sasaki and Dan Kiley.  
Today, new development is booming in the southwest in the form of infill projects with new towers 
springing up on the open green space and parking lots of the urban renewal superblocks; however, many 
of the original urban renewal residential towers and townhouses have received historic designation. All of 
the parking lots on the original superblocks of Pei’s paired towers are undergoing additional 
redevelopment, but not without heated discussions as to the appropriate size and form these buildings 
should take. In June 2013, Pei’s Town Center East towers (1100 and 1000 6th Street SW) were 
designated historic by the DC Historic Preservation Review Board (HPRB) after a push by the Southwest 
Neighborhood Assembly and the Waterfront Tower Homeowners’ Association to block developers at the 
Bernstein Companies from building two new towers and a third smaller structure in the open space and 
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parking lots of the Pei buildings. The ruling stated, “Town Center East is important as one of 
Washington’s best examples of mid-century modernism, and certainly among the best in Southwest.” The 
ruling subjected the developer to additional approval processes and a revised design by architect Maurice 
Walters for two eleven-story residential buildings was approved and construction is underway.694 On the 
parking lots of Pei’s west towers (1100 and 1000 6th Street SW currently called The View at Waterfront), 
Mill Creek Realty Trust and John Hancock are developing two seven-story towers to the north and south 
of the original buildings.695 “There is a longevity that we’ve been honored to be part of,” stated Sean 
Caldwell, senior managing director at Mill Creek overseeing the redevelopment (fig. 4-10). Architects 
SK&I are designing the two new towers in a gray scale color palette, though descriptions as to the 
materials remain vague, and overall, the renderings reveal an unremarkable design that claims to take 
cues from Pei.696 Nevertheless, the seven-story buildings will defer to Pei’s nine-story buildings, as 
opposed to the eleven stories at the eastern pair. Parking will be below grade and residents from all four 
towers in the Mill Creek development will be able to access new amenities beyond the original 
landscaped plaza, following a national trend in rental projects with more common space. Residents have 
agreed to hold off on its application to HPRB to make the west towers historic until the developers secure 
final approvals.697 
 
The Future of the American City 
Zeckendorf took advantage of the increased press that urban renewal brought him to advance his 
polemics on recentralization and his image as an authoritative developer. In 1956, Zeckendorf appeared 
head-to-head with Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) on NBC’s panel-discussion show The American 
Forum of the Air to debate decentralization and the future of the city and skyscraper (fig. 4-11). Their 
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clash and, eventually, mutual respect provides a noteworthy example of negotiating tactics between 
builders and architects. The two had never met before, and a lively debate ensued. Wright argued his 
long-held position on the obsolescence of American cities, while Zeckendorf made a case for their 
revitalization through urban renewal. Zeckendorf saw New York “as the most important triumph of man in 
any urban effort ever,” a natural expression of “man’s gregarious nature,” to which Wright countered: “The 
proportions of your big cities are inhumane. And you can’t substitute money for ideas. The skyscrapers 
grow like weeds. All extinguish each other.… I can see no further use for the medieval city.”
698
  
Since the 1930s, Wright had advocated for and refined his Broadacre City plan, which was 
essentially the antithesis of cities like New York: a romanticized, democratic sociopolitical scheme in 
which each US family would be given a one-acre plot of land, from which a Wright-designed community 
would expand.
699
 With new communication and transportation technologies making physical distance less 
critical, Wright believed that as society advanced, the “enlightened” people would abandon the city and 
crowds. Zeckendorf found Broadacre City completely impractical. “With the population curve almost 
vertical,” he said, “I cannot fool myself with a flat horizontal city solution, however beautiful and lovely, 
however desirable.” He denounced Wright’s scheme as no more than a proposal for a “fluid suburbia,” a 




Zeckendorf applauded the fast pace and concentration of people inherent to a city’s fabric. “I 
believe that many like a little bit of crowding,” he said, adding, “I believe in the green belt theory, in the 
belief that one and one equals three if two good ideas are exchanged.”
701
 Both men believed that cities 
were outmoded, though Zeckendorf remained optimistic and hopeful about their future, particularly under 
urban renewal, while Wright thought the results of urban renewal would only be temporary as 
decentralization took hold. The architect argued that his message in building the Price Tower in 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, was, “Stay home and do your own stuff; don’t impinge on Mr. Zeckendorf in his 
New York City.” And “if you want a skyscraper, it’s a natural American achievement. Use it! The country is 
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the place for it.… Because it is an economic, beautiful form, and should cast its shadow on its own 
ground.”702 
Zeckendorf’s and Wright’s motivations differed, even though both were obsessed with urbanism 
and decentralization and were perceived as masters in their respective fields. Although Zeckendorf 
admired Wright’s Price Tower for its technical and design achievements, he could not see the logic of a 
skyscraper “in the open spaces.”703 This view represented a marked shift from those implicit in 
Zeckendorf’s 1952 proposal to build on Webb & Knapp’s 11,600 acres in the Santa Monica Mountains of 
California, just outside sprawling Los Angeles. Here, Zeckendorf envisioned not a suburban complex but 
multiple Helix towers on the apexes of mountaintops. “Let us not desecrate the canyon lands,” he 
exhorted, “not desecrate the bottom lands, but put 135 families that you might have put in the canyon, 
stack them up in the air on top of a mountain, verticalize the mountain.”704 To cut costs, Zeckendorf would 
not permit a single-family home as part of the development, spending the money instead on utilities and 
amenities for 135 families, who could “have a life that is quite different and apart from the conventional 
southern California existence.”705 “The idea of underplaying the suburbia,” Zeckendorf said, “building on 
the mountain top of a vertical basis completely revolutionizes the conception of land economics in 
Southern California and changes the whole way of life and living.”706 Wright took the opposite approach 
and built Taliesin West not on the top of the Scottsdale mountains but in the valley, in a low and sweeping 
structure in harmony with the Arizona desert landscape in form and materials.707 
In an earlier plan for the mountainside property from 1951, Pereira & Luckman of Los Angeles 
(and later the Palace of Progress) drew up preliminary plans for a mixed-use community with an 
apartment-hotel complex placed on six cantilevered tiers, thirty feet wide ascending the mountain, 
accessible by an inclinator running up its center (fig. 4-12). A domed administrative building was centered 
in the project, surrounded by a large fountain and smaller pod-shaped buildings, holding additional 
recreation and administrative services. At the project’s base would be a commercial center.708 Bill Jr. told 
Architectural Forum editor that his father wanted a community like Bel-Air, with $15,000 to $40,000 
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homes dotting the hillside.709 It’s unclear if as a result of understanding the costs associated with the 
single-family homes, Zeckendorf began exploring the Helixes, instead. Although both the Pereira & 
Luckman and Pei proposals were provocative, Zeckendorf did not pursue development of any kind of the 
hillside, and sold the property in the late 1950s for $8 million to investment firm Lazard Frères to inject 
more cash into other projects.710  
Although the televised debate between Wright and Zeckendorf had some tense moments (at one 
point, Zeckendorf complained, “I wish that Mr. Wright was as well acquainted with my interests in America 
as I am with his”) in his Autobiography Zeckendorf reflected, “During the TV show we sang in duet and 
had a great time.”711 The two grew to be good friends despite their ongoing debate about the city and the 
skyscraper’s role within it. Publicly, Wright criticized Zeckendorf as one who killed cities through 
overbuilding, profiting from their deaths, and even used the word “zeckendorfs” to describe big-city 
realtors and developers whom Wright saw as racing to build skyscrapers solely for profit.712 Behind the 
scenes, Wright began pitching projects to Zeckendorf, finding him generous in character and impressed 
by his accomplishments in New York, a city with notably few Wright buildings, and beyond.713 When 
Zeckendorf published plans for the Palace of Progress at Pennsylvania Station, Wright sent him a copy of 
his recently published book, The Living City (1958), and wrote: “Agreeable as I am to so much of your 
salvage of the city, I must disagree with your scheme for the Penn air rights—why build an Eiffel Tower in 
mid Manhattan.”714 Zeckendorf justified his “verticalization” as necessity and responded: “An Eiffel Tower 
in mid Manhattan is essential only for reasons of limited space in an area where so many people wish to 
work and dwell.”715 
In 1957, Zeckendorf asked Wright to design a scheme for a motor hotel and restaurant on twenty-
five acres of land in New York State. The explosion of the automobile industry gave rise to motor hotels 
throughout the United States.716 Wright initially proposed a modified version of his unrealized 1955 motel 
design for Bramlett Enterprises in Memphis. The design included three multistory cylindrical towers of 
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ninety-six rooms each, linked by sky bridges. Wright subsequently proposed a modified version of his 
1956 design for the Wieland Motor Hotel in Hagerstown, Maryland, also unrealized. This version, dubbed 
“the Zeckendorf Motel,” included twelve cylindrical structures arranged in a hemicycle around a garden 
with a circular swimming pool and fountain. Eleven of the cylinders contained guest rooms, while the 
largest cylinder housed the dining facilities, kitchen, and office. A filling station–garage was provided for 
guests.717 Wright and Zeckendorf corresponded about the project from late 1957 through 1958, but plans 
never moved beyond the repurposed drawings (fig. 4-13).718 Zeckendorf finally wrote that the motel would 
have to wait, as “the overall property usage has not been fully determined.” The exact location remains 
unclear.719 
Wright also entreated Zeckendorf to build a version of the architect’s Golden Beacon, a 
skyscraper of fifty stories or more, utilizing cantilever construction similar to those in his Johnson 
Heliolaboratory in Racine, Wisconsin, and his Price Tower. “These are truly luxurious apartments at the 
very top of our capacities,” Wright wrote to Zeckendorf, assuring him that standardization would reduce 
costs. Wright wanted to use gold-colored aluminum throughout the building’s interior and exterior and 
quoted Zeckendorf a total of five million dollars for the building, furnished and air-conditioned. “Why not 
clean up a block at ‘The Battery’ and show your city something?” Wright wrote. “Or save up a block in 
Chicago and plant it there. We will call it the ‘Zeckendorf Beacon’, topping everything every way.”720 
Zeckendorf found the plans “most fascinating” and planned to discuss them with Wright when they next 
met.721 The two had come full circle since the debate, the aging architect requesting that Zeckendorf build 
his skyscraper in the “medieval city.” 
Zeckendorf never formally engaged Wright, though correspondence indicates that a contract was 
under review.722 Pei did not believe that Wright understood Zeckendorf. “This is a great affair, but Pei 
volunteers he does not believe Wright understands Zeckendorf,” Haskell noted after a conversation with 
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Pei. Haskell added that Paul Grotz, an editor of Architectural Forum, had told him “that Wright is only 
interested in having others understand him.”723 Though both Pei and Wright were artists interested in 
technological advances, Wright’s temperament did not yield the pragmatism and collaboration that 
Zeckendorf found ready in Pei. Perhaps the properties that Zeckendorf had Wright in mind for didn’t 
materialize, or Zeckendorf maintained reservations about working with an architect who famously fought 
with clients for control of every detail. Regardless, their “great affair” points to the elasticity of urban 
planning theory in the face of a commission and gives insights into the psychology of the architect and the 
developer, their respective strategies, their rhetoric on and off-camera, and their motivations. Wright 
remained the untamable architect. For Zeckendorf, standing opposite arguably the most famous 
American architect of the first half of the twentieth century validated his position as the enlightened 
developer and champion of the city.  
 
Founding I. M. Pei & Associates 
In 1955, seven years into his time at Webb & Knapp, Pei formed I. M. Pei & Associates. Although Pei’s 
urban planning schemes received warm praise from design journals, he faced criticism from the AIA and 
from others for being a “captive” in-house architect. The formation of his own firm was a step toward 
independence, driven by his desire to be taken seriously by his peers and by accredited institutions. 
Thereafter, in brochures and press, the credits affixed to his work read, “A Webb & Knapp Project,” with 
“I. M. Pei & Associates” noted under “design” (fig. 4-14). For five more years Pei and the team remained 
employed by Webb & Knapp and remained physically in the offices at 383 Madison, with Pei paying 
Zeckendorf a token rent.724 As graphic and interior designer Ken Resen explained, “We were a captive 
organization, and the real money came not from the design effort and the sale of design but rather the 
fact that we were contributing to the funding and money source of the main corporation, which was Webb 
& Knapp. We weren’t selling our work. We were selling Zeckendorf’s projects, for which we received a 
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salary,… a generous one, actually.”725 85 percent of Pei’s work still remained exclusive to the Webb & 
Knapp projects through the end of the 1950s.726  
With Zeckendorf’s permission, Pei took on a few outside commissions during his tenure, including 
a home for colleague William Slayton and his family in Washington, DC, (1958-1960) with a triple-vault 
and poured-in-place concrete roof offset by an all glass front and rear of the house, and the Luce 
Memorial Chapel (1954-63) in Taiwan, a remarkably expressionist reinforced concrete structure with an 
exposed lattice on the interior. 727 A larger commission came in 1959 for the Earth Science Laboratory at 
MIT, by special invitation of the university. Zeckendorf supported both the establishment of the firm and 
the outside commissions because, as Cobb recalled, “he saw Pei's rising star as confirmation that he had 
bet on the right horse.”728  
As the southwest Washington, DC project proceeded (and before it became too painful), 
Zeckendorf and Pei entered renewal projects in multiple cities at roughly the same time. Zeckendorf’s 
agreement with the RLA and his pioneering efforts in the southwest provided a critical stimulus to urban 
redevelopment across the country. Letters from city mayors began to pour into the Webb & Knapp office 
from Baltimore, Louisville, Sacramento, San Francisco, Boston, St. Louis, Hartford, Providence, 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and more, as local officials struggled to get started with the Title I program or, in 
some cases, to fix stalled projects.729 The developer credited Robert Moses in New York as “possibly the 
only man in American who, when Title I came, was ready.”730 Across the nation, Webb and Knapp, 
Zeckendorf described, began “twirling the baton, at other times beating the drums, and always leading the 
parade.”731 Webb & Knapp committed to more and more cities as urban renewal proved again and again, 
in the words of Jeanne Lowe, that “a deep-pocketed, patient sponsor and a persistent, imaginative 
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architect are essential to produce an outstanding, effective large-scale development on the site of a 
former slum.”732 
 
All or None 
Although each project was subject to local forces and pressures and negotiations varied with Webb & 
Knapp, the firm’s approach developed a certain pattern. First, Zeckendorf or his staff would screen the 
potential cities through informal personal visits, study maps, and speak with local figures. In the second 
phase, Webb & Knapp would try and obtain a memorandum of understanding, offering the company 
specific rights for the development. In return, Webb & Knapp would prepare a detailed master plan at no 
cost to the city. Zeckendorf believed this to be most critical part of the process not only to develop the 
best plan, but to convince the city to offer sponsorship to Webb & Knapp. Zeckendorf then deployed Pei 
and additional architects, engineers, and planners to analyze the city, develop site planning, preliminary 
building designs, and finally, build the all-important 3D model. The master planning and preliminary 
design phase took approximately six months to a year and at a cost of $60,000 to $250,000.733 
Zeckendorf and Pei favored opportunities where Webb & Knapp could control the design and 
planning of large parcels of land. In St. Louis, Missouri, Webb & Knapp appeared as the frontrunner to 
sponsor and design a large portion of the 456-acre Mill Creek Valley urban renewal project, a large, 
dense area west of downtown populated predominantly by blacks.734 While city leaders and 
redevelopment authorities first approached Zeckendorf for the housing portion, Zeckendorf asked to 
develop the industrial portions as well as the central plaza area.735 As in DC, Zeckendorf signed an 
informal agreement with the Land Clearance Agency (LCA) for Webb & Knapp to prepare a detailed plan; 
however, despite initial enthusiasm for Pei’s design, under pressure from downtown business leaders the 
LCA determined to limit Webb & Knapp’s participation and exploit Zeckendorf’s “promotional talents” for 
the commercial development while enlisting Scheuer for the housing portion, in an overall plan prepared 
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by Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass.736 Zeckendorf balked and asserted that Webb & Knapp would control all or 
none; his adamant opposition to a joint venture lost the company the bid. Perhaps Zeckendorf was 
unwilling to repeat the tensions with Scheuer occurring at the same time in southwest Washington, DC.737 
Nevertheless, Pei’s plan for Mill Creek Valley became a significant teaching tool in urban planning 
both at Washington University and Harvard’s Graduate School of Design.738 The plan holds similarities to 
the Southwest one, where Pei organized the space around a sequence of open areas and grouped 
outdoor rooms. Sert selected the plan to be studied as part of the GSD’s 1959 seminar “the Human 
Scale” as well as the Third Urban Design Conference, focusing on residential work, in April the same year 
(fig. 4-15). (Zeckendorf kicked off the conference, asserting, “the future of the city must be subordinated 
to the city planning board” and spoke alongside Victor Gruen and Andrew Heiskell, publisher of Life 
magazine.739) Moving away from parallel slabs, Pei proposed a plan organized a central axis evoking the 
crescents of Bath, England around green space, in many ways extending the St. Louis University campus 
plan. Students preferred Pei’s plan for Webb & Knapp to the awarded Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass plan 
prepared for Scheuer.740 Joseph R. Passonneau, the dean of Washington University’s School of 
Architecture, analyzed the Webb & Knapp plan by Pei against the Scheuer plan in the Saint Louis Post-
Dispatch and noted that Pei’s scheme reflected an “interest in the larger issues of urban design and city 
planning,” in a design that “would have given one part of St. Louis an elegance not exceeded anywhere in 
America.” In contrast, Scheuer’s plan showed “a charming emphasis on the humane elements of the site” 
as well as “concern with the details of the life of the individual tenant.”741 Passonneau favored the 
distinction of each unit in the Scheuer plan, as opposed to Pei’s more formal approach that organized 
townhouses and apartment buildings around geometric shapes such as ovals, rectangles, and squares.742  
Pei’s utilization of Beaux-Arts planning principles and historic forms shows evidence of the growing 
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interest into history in the 1950s on the part of designers. At Society Hill, history would become one of the 
driving forces of the planning strategy. 
Webb & Knapp also appeared the front runner to develop much of Cincinnati, Ohio’s west end 
urban renewal project, including all 830 units of housing in the 38-acre Laurel-Richmond project, and 23 
percent (400 to 1600 dwelling units) of the 436-acre Kenyon-Barr projects, as well as 40 percent of the 
industrial and commercial acreage, as part of a memorandum of understanding signed in August, 1956. 
Mayor Charles Taft invited Webb & Knapp to review renewal possibilities in his city after visiting 
southwest Washington, DC and learning of the firm’s plans.743 After a helicopter tour of Cincinnati, 
Zeckendorf and Slayton began negotiating redevelopment rights with the city’s urban renewal director, 
wanting to get in early and have Webb & Knapp planning staff work with city planners form the outset on 
Kenyon-Barr.744 City planning director Herbert Stevens agreed, but did not want to be “pushed into a blind 
corner,” and determined to set his own goals and objectives first.745 Charles P. Stamm, city urban-renewal 
director, also requested that Webb & Knapp consider a triple-plan approach, adding low-income housing 
under Section 221 of the 1954 Housing Act to the proposed market rate and commercial redevelopment 
plans in order to house people displaced by urban renewal and public improvements. “The New Yorkers 
were not enthusiastic about this,” the Cincinnati Enquirer reported. Webb & Knapp preferred to keep the 
Laurel-Richmond and Kenyon-Barr projects separate, but they promised to consider it if a management 
company took the projects immediately after Webb & Knapp finished construction.746 
Webb & Knapp submitted their proposal in 1957 and a revised proposal in 1958, not by Pei, but 
by Carl Koch & Associates out of Boston (fig. 4-16). On superblocks, Koch proposed a mix of low- and 
high-rise units, self-contained neighborhood facilities, and shopping areas, utilizing prefabricated panels 
and modular designs, part of his overall goal to achieve design consistent modern live and 
mechanization. Like Pei, Koch arranged the residential houses clustered around common-entry courts 
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oriented away from the street. Each home received a private garden.747 Zeckendorf’s energy and 
ambitions were so great that Pei and his team could only handle a certain amount of the work. In turn, the 
developer hired Koch to produce additional planning studies for Webb & Knapp between 1954 and 1958, 
including: Airport Project in Camden, New Jersey; River Park in Hartford, Connecticut; Seneca Square in 
Buffalo, New York; and the Thompson Townsite in Manitoba, Canada.748 
Federal snags delayed the Cincinnati renewal project and as time passed, local groups began to 
challenge Webb & Knapp’s preferential position. Like Mill Creek, locals pushed the firm to only take the 
commercial development portion.749 At a public hearing, Dave Slipher, President of Webb & Knapp 
Communities (see Chapter Five) said that the firm would withdraw all proposals for development of 
Laurel-Richmond urban renewal area if it was not awarded a contract for one of the residential tracts. 
“Webb & Knapp’s plans for the commercial areas are based on the kind of housing we proposed. We 
would have to re-examine our bid on the commercial if the project is split,” Slipher stated.750 Like St. 
Louis, Webb & Knapp withdrew from the project completely. 
  Of course, Webb & Knapp did not win sponsorship in every city. Yet in each city that they studied 
and considered, they drew press and attention to the urban renewal possibilities, even if local interests or 
other outside developers carried out the actual development. “We became the construction-minded 
American’ mayor’s friend, exemplar, and favorite lure,” Zeckendorf realized.751 The team developed 
certain criteria that any given city should meet before Webb & Knapp entering redevelopment therein. 
First, support for a project needed to gain a certain momentum to be self-sustaining. Second, the property 
needed to be able to support a mixed-use development of housing and commercial work. Finally, through 
master planning efforts, the redevelopment site needed to be connected to the rest of the city to 
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encourage the flow of people and business. “As it turned out,” Zeckendorf reflected, “one of our functions 
in city after city was that of pointing out such planning gaps.”752  
 
University Towers and Townhouses, Hyde Park, Areas A and B, Chicago 
In Hyde Park, a neighborhood on the South Side of Chicago, Webb & Knapp won sponsorship of two 
parcels totaling forty-five acres, called areas A and B, located just a few blocks from the University of 
Chicago campus. In the early-1950s, an ambitious agenda for urban renewal in Hyde Park and the 
adjoining neighborhood of Kenwood was formulated by the university and an active citizens groups, the 
South East Chicago Commission (SECC) and Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference, each 
striving, according to Muriel Beadle (SECC member and wife of the university president, George W. 
Beadle, “to stabilize it as an interracial community of high standards.”753 Concerned about the high 
turnover in the population, the SECC and university explicitly sought to attract middle-class families back 
to the neighborhood through new housing and facilities.754 It was becoming increasingly clear that large-
scale clearance was problematic in other cities. The university and the SECC sought out Webb & Knapp 
to assist with a portion of their enormous 850-acre urban renewal project, separated not into large swaths 
of property but into irregular assemblies, reflecting an approach of targeted clearance and urban 
redevelopment as well as conservation and rehabilitation as opposed to typical bulldozer slum clearance 
programs. Webb & Knapp’s award marked the end to heated debates between various activist and 
religious groups who disapproved of the plan’s emphasis on middle-income housing.755 Although the 
renewal advocates approached clearance in a calculated way and even created a historical survey, more 
than 880 buildings in the neighborhood were demolished. The buildings that were preserved had less to 
do with valuing architectural style than to support efforts for middle class housing, while demolishing 
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structures that housed poor, working class, and minority residents.
756
 This goal was not lost on residents 
forced to relocate. Ernestine Hollins, representative of the tenants’ group called the Dorchester 
Organization of Negro Tenants, stated at a local Hyde Park Conservation Community council meeting, “It 
looks as though a group of city officials decided to erase the buildings we are living in, the homes our 
children are growing up in, only because this location does not fit the middle-class complex of Hyde Park-
Kenwood.”
757
 By their very involvement in the project, Webb & Knapp supported these biased social, 
racial, and economic goals for renewal in their pursuit of profit. 
As the prime mover with the largest tracts of land, Webb & Knapp was seen as particularly 
important to achieve a high level of quality and design, and the firm set the tone for the rest of the area. 
The Chicago Land Clearance Commission wanted to emphasize the residential environment of Hyde 
Park and recommended low-rise structures and a gateway to the Hyde Park community, noting: “Any high 
rise apartment structures should lend accent and emphasis to the surrounding low structures.”
758
 With 
these parameters, Webb & Knapp advanced a redevelopment plan for areas A and B that the City 
Council approved in April 1957, with the blessing of the university, which held veto power in the final 
sponsor selection. According to historian LaDale Winling, Julian Levi (Hyde Park resident, lawyer, and 
key leader in the SECC) recommended that the university veto the proposal that Herbert Greenwald and 
Mies van der Rohe had put forth for area A for fear that Greenwald lacked a strong enough equity 
position for the project.
759 
 Under the approved plan, Area A would include over forty-two acres for row houses, high-rise 
apartment buildings, parks, and a shopping center, while Area B (located one block north of A) would 
include less than five acres for row houses, a play-ground, and an existing elementary school. Webb & 
Knapp estimated that its redevelopment scheme would cost $31 million.
760
 Its parcels centered around 
Fifty-Fifth Street, identified as a depressed commercial strip with too many taverns that connected the 
neighborhood to rail lines (fig. 4-17).
761
 Pei and Zeckendorf based their first planning concept on 
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converting the street from commercial to residential, with a new pair of ten-story apartment buildings with 
a total of 540 units. Next the team focused on low-rise residential squares surrounded by a total of 267 
townhouses, in a pattern that extended outward and encouraged future development. Finally, they 
planned a new nine-acre shopping center, integrated with the residential areas, on Fifty-Fifth Street and 
South Lake Park Avenue. Over half of Webb & Knapp’s land would be developed for residential use, with 




Webb & Knapp expressed their goals for the overall area in physical and design terms. “The first 
objective was the superimposing of a strong and concise plan over an irregular and amorphous-shaped 
size,” the Webb & Knapp redevelopment proposal noted.
763
 Pei and Weese utilized residential squares in 
multiple shapes opening to “Commons” and “Greens” as a strategic objective to avoid monotony and 
create microenvironments of smaller groups of townhouses around courtyards. Squares centered on an 
oval green space, dividing the roadway to increase privacy and decrease through traffic. To maximize 
back yard space, the row houses begin almost immediately after the sidewalk, resulting in a more direct 
relationship with the street. Initial plans for a dynamic circle grouping called The Circle were dropped, for 
unknown reasons (figs. 4-18, 4-19, see also fig. 4-17). Perhaps the plan did not conform to zoning or FHA 
regulations, though reproducing the rectilinear forms would undoubtedly be more cost effective for Webb 
& Knapp.
764
    
The idea to build townhouses as part of the renewal plan came from the citizens group, which 
had asked local architect Harry Weese to produce some studies and initial clearance maps.
765
 Having 
already worked together in southwest Washington, Webb & Knapp naturally retained Weese again to 
assist Pei and team.
766
 Pei’s biggest deviation from Weese’s design was his addition of the two apartment 
buildings, called University Towers, placed in the middle of Fifty-Fifth Street, breaking both the street grid 
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and the pattern of the low-rise townhouse squares.
767
 Similar to Kips Bay Plaza in New York City, Pei 
designed twin ten-story cast-in-place concrete structures housing studios to two-bedroom apartments, 
raised on stilts, with a shared landscape courtyard between them. Unlike Kips Bay, where Pei slid each 
tower away from each other towards First and Second Avenues, the Hyde Park towers remained perfectly 
parallel. Landscape architect Robert Zion, Pei’s landscape architect of choice, added a pool, fountains, 
and children’s play areas.  
Pei knew community support was crucial for success. By many reports Pei thrived in his 
collaboration with the SECC, the university, and Weese. The Chicago Tribune noted that in addition to his 
technical design skill, “many will say it is Pei’s warmth, understanding and charm which enable him to 
work so well in association with other eminent creative architects in Hyde Park and elsewhere.”
768
 Pei and 
Weese shared credit for the project design: Pei designed the University Towers and adjacent two-story 
townhouses on Fifty-Fifth Street, while Weese and his office designed the two-story townhouses in area 
B, the courtyard-townhouse complex in area A, and the shopping center. For the shopping center, Weese 
created a series of freestanding, thin-shell concrete canopies extending over the sidewalks (and cleverly 
hiding the structure’s cooling towers) (fig. 4-20, see also 4-24). Although construction costs forced Weese 
to lower the parapet height by three feet, the twelve-foot, freestanding columns made it possible for 
tenants to take advantage of non-modular partitioning. “Special attention was paid to the scale of the 
whole,” Weese told Architectural Record. “The center serves as a focus for local community activities 
such as outdoor art fairs, street dancing, etc.”
769
 Although many businesses felt shut out from the 
opportunity to lease space at Webb & Knapp’s new shopping center (only two local stores were given 
leases), the shopping center thrived.
770
 A forty-six-thousand-square-foot supermarket called Co-Op 
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In 1958 Webb & Knapp unveiled architectural models of the two- and three-story townhouses: six 
types of houses, ranging from three to four bedrooms and priced from $19,750 to $39,500.
772
 Pei and 
Weese approached the townhouse design with careful thought and consideration to preserve the low-rise 
nature of the neighborhood. They emphasized a uniform roofline for a more seamless integration of 
structures, while facades featured buff-color brick, limestone caps, and iron balconies (fig. 4-21). Each 
row of townhouses was identical, producing a unified modernist vision.
773
 “The townhouses represent an 
elegant addendum to the renewal plan,” wrote the Chicago Tribune, “something new and special for good 
family urban living that the large-scale renewal plan could not accommodate.774 
Reporters and historians have emphasized the novelty of the residential low-rise approach to 
urban renewal in Hyde Park. But designers such as Team 10 were advocating for similar planning and 
design strategies at the same time, as is particularly evidenced in the work of James Stirling and his Flats 
at Ham Common project from 1957-1958. With his peers, Stirling and Team 10 also restored brick as an 
acceptable, modern building material. For Pei, apart from Kips Bay Plaza and Washington Square Plaza, 
he proposed a combination of low-rise and high-rise units for every Title I urban renewal project that he 
did with Webb & Knapp, beginning in 1953 with the southwest Washington, DC, plan. In both Hyde Park 
and Society Hill, Pei utilized brick for the low-rise townhouses. Financial constraints, however, prevented 
Pei’s low-rise designs from being carried out in DC. In any case, as an urban planning strategy, the shift 
away from the rigid superblock and toward a mix of high- and low-rise buildings was gaining momentum. 
William H. Whyte Jr., the urbanism and writer best known for his book The Organization Man, included a 
sketch that combined both high- and low-rise residential buildings in an article called “Are Cities Un-
American?” published in Fortune in 1957. The caption reads, “No one has built a combination tower and 
garden duplex block of this kind, but a number of architects feel that something like it would be more 
economical than the standard project—and a lot more pleasant to live in.”
775
 He criticized the monotony 
and banality of high-rise residential projects and believed that cities needed to do more to reassert 
themselves as good places to live.  
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In addition to aiming to draw families back to the city, the row house was thought to adapt well to 
the automobile, allowing for adjacent street parking. They also provide private backyard space. With the 
arrangement of townhouses around oval yards or tree-lined streets, Webb & Knapp presented an alluring 
vision of what the Tribune called “In-City Life.”776 Oscar Newman, architect and city planner and author of 
Defensible Space (1972), found Pei and Weese “current practitioners” of his theory of crime prevention 
and neighborhood safety through design. The immediate access of the sidewalk, low walls and paved 
walkways “serve to designate very clearly the ten feet in front of the dwelling, and to put this area under 
the zone of influence of its occupants. Activities on the street are easily monitored from the dwelling units 
proper and from passing vehicles.”777 A decade earlier, Jacobs criticized the project’s relationship with the 
street, accusing the designers (without naming them) for a plan that “adds still more empty spaces here 
and there, blurs even further the district’s already poor distinctions between private and public space.”778  
Clusters of homes took on quaint, Anglophile names like Kenwood Mews and Harper Square. 
The newspaper noted that as a result of the goals set by the university and SECC, the urban renewal 
schemes for Hyde Park revealed “visible evidence of the way in which a community has decided to 
arrange itself for the future in a manner which does not deny the past.”779 Others felt the designs in no 
way reflected the unique social and cultural aspects of Hyde Park, the limited palette and lack of mature 
landscaping in the early years making the buildings appear all the more stark and monotonous.780 
Inhabitants proved mostly white and middle class, though it’s unclear how Webb & Knapp went about 
sales and if they followed their open integration practices of Washington, DC; however, the project did 
spur additional rehabilitation in the surrounding areas and owner-occupied units in Hyde Park has 
remained stable.781 In recent years, Pei’s townhouses have sold for between $400,000 to $640,000. 
Buyers appreciate their location, ribbon windows, interior layouts and backyards (fig. 4-22).782 
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The apartment slabs met with a mixed response when they opened in 1960 (fig. 4-23). The press 
praised the integrated security screens and cameras for visitors, then a novelty in apartment complexes, 
but lambasted the poor traffic planning (fig. 4-24).783 The towers diverted traffic of busy Fifty-Fifth Street 
into one-way streets on either side of the towers, yielding the nickname “Monoxide Towers.”784 “The 
noise, glare, fumes and physical violence of the traffic will surround the apartments,” wrote architectural 
critic James Marston Fitch in Architectural Review. “Granted the logic of using these high-rise units as the 
nodal point around which to crystallize a new development, one wonders why the street could not have 
been depressed to pass beneath them.”785 Submerging the street underneath the building would have 
been an enormous expense. Webb & Knapp initially believed that the new street organization would 
diminish existing traffic, but this did not prove to be the case, and the buildings did not become the “bridge 
uniting the entire development,” as Webb & Knapp had hoped.786 Instead, alderman Leon Mathis Despres 
argued that Pei’s slabs created barriers, separating racial groups of people.787 The superblock at Kips 
Bay Plaza, which involved removing Thirty-First and Thirty-Second Streets completely, proved more 
successful. As Hillary Ballon has noted, at Kips Bay “Pei revised the norms of superblock urbanism in two 
important ways: he began to restitch the superblock back into the urban fabric and concentrated the open 
space in a publicly accessible garden.”788 For the Hyde Park project, keeping and diverting the streets 
isolated the towers from the neighborhood, and the interior courtyard remained gated from the outset. As 
at Kips Bay, the tower slabs in Hyde Park feel relentlessly wide and are tempered only by the landscaping 
and curved forms, including seating and the parking ramps serving access to and from the basement 
garage. 
Webb & Knapp also participated in restoration efforts elsewhere in Hyde Park. Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Robie House, located near the University of Chicago campus and completed in 1910, had come 
under threat by its owner, the Chicago Theological Seminary, which wanted to demolish it and build a 
dormitory on the site. The fight to save the Robie House raged throughout the design community, 
becoming one of the first major catalysts for the founding of preservation organizations and ordinances in 
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Chicago. In 1958 Zeckendorf came to Wright’s aid and purchased the house, just outside the urban 
renewal site, for $125,000.789 He used it as a temporary office for Webb & Knapp during the renewal 
work, then donated it to the University of Chicago in 1963.790 Wright, who died in 1959, was incredibly 
moved by the pledge, viewing it as a gift that memorialized his life as an architect. He wrote to 
Zeckendorf: “You are built on a large scale, Zeck, and have a heart accordingly. Never have I thought of 
you as a ‘realtor’—a word to [sic] much like ‘toreador’ that should be put out of the language. A realtor to 
me is a small scale politician, investor in real estate and builder thereon of low-grade ‘housing’ wholesale 
to be sold at retail prices. He is responsible for our dormitory town-pattern—sardines in a can.”791 
Zeckendorf cherished the letter as one of his favorite mementos. “The ‘Renaissance Americana’ is really 
on its way!” he replied.792 
 Zeckendorf could not let a good publicity opportunity pass and took out a newspaper 
advertisement to celebrate the purchase. It read: 
Our Christmas Gift to Hyde Park, to Chicago, to Posterity: Robie House, Hyde Park's World 
Famous Monument. The Heritage of the Past. The Headquarters of the Future. Acting as 
Guardian of Great Architecture Webb & Knapp is purchasing Robie House to be used for their 
headquarters during the development of Hyde Park A and B.793 
 
Like all of Webb & Knapp’s urban renewal projects, Hyde Park areas A and B brought its own 
idiosyncrasies and challenges (fig. 4-25). Zoning proved particularly problematic. Pei and the planning 
team, including Slayton, became frustrated that the local redevelopment agency required that urban 
renewal areas be rezoned so that the new plan conformed to existing zoning ordinances, which they 
found inhibiting and short-sighted. The approved Webb & Knapp plan, for instance, called for a ten-foot 
setback in some houses, but when the zoning ordinance was later amended to require a thirteen-foot 
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setback, the team had to obtain a variance, which meant more time and delays. “One of urban renewal’s 
great hopes is to provide exciting plans and new urban designs,” Slayton said. “The dead hand of zoning 
can stifle such design.” He believed that requirements for issues like density, lot coverage, height, 
setbacks, and yards should come from the city’s vision, not from a zoning code that was written in 
another context entirely.794 
 
Washington Square East: Society Hill Towers and Townhouses, Philadelphia 
Pei and the team found more flexibility in Philadelphia, where officials sought excellent design rather than 
design that simply conformed to zoning codes.795 The challenge there, though, was to integrate new 
buildings into a large historic district of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century townhouses and other 
landmarked structures.796 In 1958, to encourage proposals of the highest standards for its Washington 
Square East redevelopment project (commonly referred to as Society Hill), the Philadelphia 
Redevelopment Authority, led by Edmund Bacon, held a design competition for developers. A design 
competition, as opposed to the more typical sponsorship bid, would intentionally remove land price as a 
competitive factor by requiring all qualified developers to agree to pay the official, to-be-determined land 
value (fig. 4-26).797 Webb & Knapp’s and I. M. Pei & Associates’ winning proposal consisted of three 
residential components: restoring the existing historic Federal- and Georgian-style homes, building new 
townhouses that were compatible in scale to the historic structures, and constructing three high-rise 
apartment towers (figs. 4-27).798 Figuring out how to meld these three components of varying heights and 
mass was critically important. Pei arranged the new townhouses in quadrangle patterns, woven among 
the historic housing and the three new towers, which he placed on the hill overlooking the city and the 
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Delaware River. As Zeckendorf and Pei’s last major Title I urban renewal project together, it was also 
their most successful in planning and design. 
The Washington Square East area offered huge assets: block after block of buildings with great 
bones and historic significance, a riverfront site, and steps away from Independence Hall. Although much 
of Philadelphia’s population had fled to the suburbs and there was certainly decay amongst the older 
structures, officials chose Society Hill for rehabilitation because it was conservable rather than a worst-
first contender. Webb & Knapp’s proposal responded to the principles and goals put forth by the 
Philadelphia City Planning Commission, under the leadership of longtime executive director Edmund 
Bacon. Under Bacon’s influence, the “living city” urban renewal program focused on six principles: smaller 
redevelopment areas, minimal dislocation, community engagement, skilled architects and urban 
designers, and the preservation of historic structures.799 “The Philadelphia Cure,” Architectural Forum 
touted as early as 1952, meant “clearing slums with penicillin, not surgery.”800 For Washington Square 
East, the local architectural firm of Wright, Andrade & Amenta prepared the overall site plan for the 
Redevelopment Authority, which set the specifications for density, placing the bulkiest and tallest 
structures at a significant distance from the low-rise historic ones, and included a system of greenways, a 
network of pedestrian walkways. Pei and the Webb & Knapp team agreed with this approach, finding the 
scale compatible with a proposed (and never built) crosstown expressway and the waterfront and arguing 
that it enhanced the waterfront skyline.801 “The tower buildings were selected as the best way to achieve 
this happy effect,” they wrote in their proposal.802 Each of the three towers had thirty-one stories and 241 
apartments, which in addition to great views featured room sizes that exceeded FHA regulations (fig. 4-
28). 
All of Pei and Zeckendorf’s urban renewal towers and slabs sit within a green superblock. In the 
proposal for Society Hill the team explain, “The park provides a necessary transition from the intimacy of 
the town house section to the more monumental scale of the towers. The towers, set back from the town 
houses, become a positive asset to them by providing a visual counterpoint to the town houses.”803 One-
third of the new townhouses faced the green park, making it an important transition element of the 
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architectural scheme as well as an amenity for the neighborhood (fig. 4-29).
804
 Pei precisely located the 
towers to connect each one to adjacent areas and capture specific vistas. One tower faced the greenway 
adjacent to the colonial-era St. Peter’s Church, the second ran on the same axis as the historic Head 
House Square and Market, and the third overlooked the new townhouse court. The towers also frame 
several vistas, including the historic Christ Church steeple.
805
 Though technically a superblock and towers 
in the park, the separation from the grid is not hostile to the existing city, but rather deferential and 
contained markers in the skyline. Like his other towers, the trio at Society Hill employed cast-in-place 
concrete.  
As in Hyde Park, Pei and his team organized the new townhouse blocks into traditional residential 
squares with small, private parks, creating what the plan called “intimate urban spaces and eye level 
vistas” as well as “a suburban amenity for families with children in a central urban setting where land 
values are high.” (fig. 4-30).
806
  Such an approach allowed high density for single-family homes (offered in 
a variety of sizes) and maximized open space (fig. 4-31). “If we want to attract families with children back 
to the city,” the plan argued, “we must be able to reconcile density with amenity.”
807
 The townhouse 
groups took on different names, such as Harbour Square, the Orianna Block, and Bingham Square, and 
offered unique features, such as a private frontcourt or backyard, double height living room with 
expansive glass windows or an outdoor balcony (fig. 4-32). A few features were carried over from the 
Hyde Park designs, including the ribbon window motif recessed in limestone (Orianna Block). 
The team believed that elements like fountains, brick sidewalks, and proper street furniture “make 
the grand design come alive for the man on the ground.”
808
 To further link the plan to the rest of the 
Society Hill neighborhood and to Center City (the residential and commercial heart of Philadelphia), Webb 
& Knapp proposed expanding upon the greenway pattern developed by the Planning Commission. The 
firm’s plan proposed “a rational method of reconciling the necessary intensity of Center City land use with 
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the demand for a sense of spaciousness in residential living… an openness urbanely suggestive of the 
suburbs.”809 As in Hyde Park, and Southwest Washington, the Society Hill project included a small 
commercial component and convenient shopping center facing the towers and townhouses (turning its 
back on the street). Although early sketches showed a vaulted shopping arcade, the twelve-thousand-
square-foot structure that was built is more straightforward and rectilinear in design (fig. 4-33). 
Pei’s determination to not replicate the historic homes but to create a new aesthetic language that 
was visually compatible with the surrounding buildings, proved much more successful in Philadelphia 
than Hyde Park. The Society Hill townhouses used a deep brown-red brick (approved by the Advisory 
Board of Design), slightly darker than the redbrick of the historic buildings, arranged in a “Flemish bond” 
alternating the long sides of the bricks with the ends (fig. 4-34). On the sidewalks, the team specified 
herringbone patterned bricks paired with traditional street lamps. Pei’s wrought-iron railings and arched 
doorways found echoes in nearby historic townhomes, though Pei stripped down any extra ornament, 
such as white trim, and maintained a flat roofline as opposed to a pitched one. With multiple 
redevelopment projects in process across the country, Zeckendorf told the Philadelphia Inquirer, “we view 
this as the paramount project of all, due to the reason of its extraordinary location and brilliant 
planning.”810  
Upon completion, Pei’s townhouses sparked controversy and debate by locals and the design 
community about whether or not they truly harmonized with the historic townhouses. Grant M. Simon, 
chairman of the Philadelphia Historical Commission was enraged over what he saw as unnecessarily 
“eccentric” design.811 Pei was surprised and defended the design to the local paper, “Harmony doesn’t 
mean duplication… This history of Philadelphia is not one just of 18th century houses. It’s one of progress. 
Each century should build its own houses.” In defense of the lack of ornament, Pei held, “It would be 
wrong for us to plan ‘picturesqueness’ into the houses.  Economically and aesthetically, it would be 
wrong.”812 
The design critics weighed in as well. James Fitch felt that the three towers destroyed the 
streetscape and that “the carefully developed relationships with the surrounding city seem pictorial rather 
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than organic, by their very monumentality more apt to hinder than to help social relations between the 
project and its neighbours.”813 Architectural and art historian Sibyl Moholy-Nagy stated, “The raw fact is 
that no scale relationship is possible” between historic structures like St. Paul’s Church and Pei’s thirty-
one-story concrete towers. “Any defense of such a relationship is dishonest and totally superfluous.”814 
Though Moholy-Nagy appreciated the design of the towers and the details on the townhouses, she found 
both unconvincing from a social perspective and believed that they failed to link with the city organism. 
“The disconcerting choice of the Progressive Architecture Design Award of a handsomely detailed, lovely 
to look at, totally obsolete variation of a Georgian town square,” she wrote, “should not obscure for you 
the crux of the whole publicly sponsored renewal program which boils down to the question: For whom, 
for whose benefit, does a city renew itself?”815 
Though the original FHA commitments for the Society Hill project encouraged low- and middle-
income families to rent or buy through various subsidies at the time, as the attractions of Society Hill 
increased, so did the price. In eight years, apartment rents for most tenants increased by approximately 
50 percent. Within ten years, the socioeconomic profile of the area resembled an expensive suburb, with 
businessmen, singles, and young families.816 
Despite the criticism, Society Hill is often cited as one of the more successful urban renewal 
projects because of the city leader’s astute decision to set ambitious design goals and emphasize 
preservation and rehabilitation, as well as Pei’s ability to execute a carefully considered urban design 
scheme with meaningful details. At Harvard’s Third Urban Design Conference, Pei’s and Bacon’s 
planning work was hailed as the best example of a new approach to urban design that contemplated a 
more sensitive layering of historic and modern structures, high- and low-rise buildings, and pedestrian 
friendly circulation.817 (Sigfried Giedion admired the “organized drama.”818) The project received a Design 
Award from Progressive Architecture in 1961; an Honor Award for Urban Renewal Design from the 
magazine in 1964, the year it was completed; the American Institute of Architects’ National Honor Award 
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in 1965; and the HUD Award for Design Excellence in 1966.819 Today, Society Hill is thriving and enjoys 
an excellent (expensive) reputation. The townhouses have aged well—known as “the Pei houses”—and 
have increased in value many times. By 1987, individuals who had purchased townhomes for $40,000, 
were reselling for more than $300,000.820 In 2013, one townhome was listed at $1.29 million.821  
Pei’s design continues to provide a layered experience of texture, time, and scale, as visitors and 
residents wander the courtyards, streetscapes, and green spaces. The towers are always viewed against 
a foreground of red historic structures or brown modern townhouses (see fig. 4-33, 3-27). As urban 
renewal, Society Hill’s revitalization continues to offer lessons about density, aesthetic cohesion, variety, 
and especially preservation. The social displacement caused by the Society Hill urban renewal project, 
and all Webb & Knapp’s projects, should not be taken lightly, despite the inhabitants of the new homes 
taking part of the vision of modernity that they offered by living there. Zeckendorf and Pei did not make 
equal housing a core marketing message, nor were they interested in building low-income housing for 
those displaced by Webb & Knapp’s more expensive housing. It simply did not fit the business (and 
financing) plan of Webb & Knapp, which was to earn as much money as possible in each redevelopment 
opportunity through well-designed product. 
  
Conclusion 
The Society Hill townhouses were completed in 1962, and the towers followed in 1964, not under Webb & 
Knapp (which sold its share in the effort to avoid its fated bankruptcy) but under Alcoa Properties, Inc.822 
Zeckendorf experienced maddening delays with federal authorities, deadlocked with the FHA for two 
years until the FHA finally agreed to provide almost fourteen million to finance Society Hill (one of the 
largest commitments given in Philadelphia).823  
The tower apartments lagged in lease up. At one point, the Navy leased thirty-five of the slow-
renting two-bedroom units at reduced rents to house officers and their families. Zeckendorf Jr. felt that the 
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lag was a result of the location, which at first struggled to win social and economic acceptance.824 Finally, 
by 1970, the towers were close to 100% occupancy and a wait list existed for a few of the favored 
layouts.825 In 1969, William Zeckendorf Jr.’s General Property Inc. purchased the rent-stabilized towers.826  
From southwest Washington to Society Hill, Pei’s urban planning initiatives made significant 
strides towards a more intricate urban vision based on connections to the original city fabric. While 
challenges to urban renewal and challenges within urban renewal existed all along, Pei was maturing as 
a designer. Increasingly, though, the program’s demands and both Pei’s and Zeckendorf’s ambitions led 
the men to forge different paths. While their shared insight into the future of the city brought modern 
architecture and real estate development closer together in a unique, collaborative way, both Zeckendorf 
and Pei had to compromise to make it work. As architectural critic Paul Goldberger has noted, 
“Zeckendorf could not operate with as much pragmatism; Pei could not operate with all the freedom a 
serious architect could hope for.”827 Pei was ready to move on from planning to more architecture. “I want 
to be where I am can do a bigger proportion of architecture and less planning than in recent years,” he 
told Haskell. “Of course I still will be doing very much more planning than architects used to do.”828 Pei’s 
experience with Zeckendorf responding to the parameters of urban renewal made Pei a different type of 
architect, and though deeply grateful for the knowledge Zeckendorf and the realities of real estate had 
imparted on him, it was time to move on.   
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It’s too hard to make good architecture out of real-estate buildings. 
 
—I. M. Pei, Time 
 
If I had to do it over again, I would—only bigger and better. 
         
—William Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf 
 
 
Zeckendorf spoke frequently and passionately about the dangers of decentralization. A lack of planning 
and a narrowness of vision, he argued, led to a parasitic relationship between suburbs and cities, with the 
bedroom communities taking people, entertainment, jobs, and tax dollars out of cities and giving nothing 
back.829 The city, in turn, was left empty, dangerous, poor and bereft. Yet despite lamenting 
decentralization, Zeckendorf placed bets on the future of both cities and suburbs, profiting from decaying 
cities through urban renewal and from the growing suburbs through the development of shopping centers, 
single-family homes, and entertainment complexes.830 Zeckendorf’s actions and arguments highlight an 
inherent conflict, one that he never fully resolved, at least publicly: a champion of the city who made 
money off the suburbs, too, and in so doing, undermining his own efforts in both spaces. While urban 
renewal was believed to be the answer to the harmful consequences of decentralization, urban historian 
Samuel Zipp argued in Manhattan Projects (2010) that it actually aggravated the problem by “replacing 
factories and warehouses with apartment towers, university buildings, hospital complexes, and cultural 
institutions.”831  
Zeckendorf never succeeded in building a cultural center, so often planned as a key portion of his 
urban schemes (X-City, Skyways Unlimited, Palace of Progress, L’Enfant Plaza). But he had a knack for 
and belief in shopping centers. The developer was eager to capitalize on the immense new market of 
suburban dwellers by building regional shopping centers, contributing to what historian Lizabeth Cohen 
has called, “the landscape of mass consumption,” where housing patterns, housing policy, and a 
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consumption economy mutually reinforced each other.832 The suburban shopping center was becoming a 
new place for commerce and community, and for a time, an alternative locus of culture in American 
suburbs. Webb & Knapp’s expanding interest in the suburbs reflect the trend that economic life in the 
United States no longer revolved solely around the downtown business district.833 In the late 1940s, 
Business Week reported that for Zeckendorf, “Shopping centers outside congested areas are a 
complementary hobby.”834 But a decade later, shopping centers and rural development became a 
significant part of the business strategy of Webb & Knapp. In 1957, Bill Jr., told House and Home that 
Webb & Knapp was expanding into building prefabricated, single-family homes outside the city. “Time is 
short, experience in whole-city planning and construction is short,” he said. “So we have decided to move 
now, so that our know-how, our organization, and our land inventory will be in shape for the mid-60's."835  
With mixed results and some outright failures (and always publicity), Webb & Knapp pursued 
enormous rural and suburban development schemes, from the Roosevelt Field shopping center in 
Garden City, on Long Island, to so-called “new towns” outside New Orleans. By 1959, as Zeckendorf Sr. 
seemed to be expanding further still into suburbs and new urban centers for Montreal and Los Angeles, 
Pei expressed concerns about the future of urban redevelopment and the constraints of working at Webb 
& Knapp. Urban renewal had not yielded the profits promised to developers, and Pei feared that as a 
result architectural quality would drop rather than rise, as he and Zeckendorf had advocated. “Scheuer is 
not doing well financially; Greenwald is dead; Webb and Knapp can go in many cities without the 
competition which used to exist,” Pei told Walter McQuade, a critic at Architectural Forum. Lamenting that 
“all the good architects” were leaving urban renewal, he added: “You have to fight twice as hard to build 
something you can be only half as proud of. But shouldn’t our society keep some of its best architectural 
talent working in this urgent field? I think so. But everyone is leaving. I’m leaving.”836  
The production of prefabricated, flexible, carnival-like shopping centers for the suburbs did not 
conform to Pei’s architectural aspirations. Apart from the Roosevelt Field shopping center in suburban 
Long Island, New York, Pei acted only as a figurehead on most Webb & Knapp’s schemes outside the 
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city, focusing on the urban recentralization efforts of the Title I projects. In the increasingly specialized 
arena of design and real estate, he believed that he needed to protect himself and his team from the 
unending voraciousness of Zeckendorf’s appetites and the financial instability of the firm. The formal 
separation of William Zeckendorf and I. M. Pei in 1960 occurred against the backdrop of the tide turning 
against the urban renewal program, the rise of citizen participation in planning, and the ongoing tension 
between decentralization and recentralization in the United States. Opposition came to a head against 
top-down, authoritative planning, social displacement, and the wholesale transformations of central cities 
in favor of historic preservation and, increasingly, a new type of urbanism that embraced the existing 
fabric of cities championed by Jane Jacobs and others, focusing on street life, diversity, and the inherent 
complexities of the city. The unique twelve-year partnership between Pei and Zeckendorf, which broke 
design and planning barriers and launched I. M. Pei & Associates into the national spotlight, neared its 




Looking squarely at the numbers, Webb & Knapp’s investment in both cities and suburbs was simply a 
rational response to real estate opportunities, economics and risk. Strong postwar economic growth 
boosted Zeckendorf’s ability to plan and develop effectively in both the cities and suburbs. He relied on 
the popularity of the suburb with its promise for home ownership and the inherent economic value of 
technology, mass production, and efficiency in building. In the 1940s, the FHA deeply incentivized 
building and home ownership in the suburbs, favoring single-family suburban living for growing families 
and returning GIs and pumping dollars into the new interstate highway system.837 Supporters of urban 
renewal had fought for similar advantages and lost. The suburbs, as architectural historian Dolores 
Hayden describes, was as a “landscape of the imagination where Americans situate ambitions for upward 
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mobility and economic security, ideals about freedom and private property, and longings for social 
harmony and spiritual uplift.”838 
Zeckendorf and other developers of commercial, industrial, entertainment, and residential 
property contested the use of this suburban landscape, which was growing into something quite different 
from the nineteenth-century utopian communities imagined. Decentralization, derived from the garden city 
movement in England in the late 19th and early 20th century, became a strategy of the progressive 
municipal politics of the Weimar Republic, which encouraged the growth of working- and middle-class 
communities on the peripheries of major cities. In the United States a regionally informed planning 
tradition began under the leadership of Patrick Geddes, Lewis Mumford, among others, in the search to 
define the appropriate relationship between the pastoral ideal and transformation of both metropolitan 
areas and countryside brought on by technology.839 At Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, Pei was 
introduced to CIAM-type planning that also supported decentralized low-cost housing communities in the 
United States, though over time the school began to address the concerns in different ways. By the 
postwar era in the United States, Zeckendorf blamed city officials for not implementing good planning and 
for allowing cities to sprawl endlessly to the suburbs. “The green belt areas have virtually disappeared,” 
he explained in 1957 in his speech called “Main Street 1969,” in which the developer explored attitudes 
and strategies to accomplish downtown redevelopment. “Man’s urge to escape and change pace has 
been frustrated by his own inept shortsighted planning.… They have urbanized the mountains; they have 
urbanized the plains; they have urbanized the valleys. In their frantic urge to escape they have created a 
condition from which there is no escape.”840 
Zeckendorf—forward thinking and articulate—urged bedroom communities to ask themselves: 
"Can this community survive financially, socially, and economically without the benefits from the large 
city?" If not, the developer’s solution to save cities from the suburbs was to force the satellite communities 
back into the larger city and tax them accordingly. At the time, Zeckendorf’s position was considered 
ground-breaking.841 Zeckendorf explained in “Main Street 1969” that the solution was as simple as 
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directing cars and people back to the city. “The highway to the periphery runs both ways,” he wrote. “The 
automobile has no sense of direction. It has no memory. It goes where it is pointed. It is possible, 
therefore, for the city to recentralize at its core.”
842  
Pei too found the fringe areas between the city and country particularly problematic because of 
the absence of any distinguishing feature between the metropolitan area and the country (unfortunately a 
defining element in postwar American settlement).
843
 Like Zeckendorf (and perhaps because of 
Zeckendorf), Pei encouraged policies that would provide the city a finite boundary. Pei described the 
notion to Haskell in terms of a “moat.” Haskell noted, “The moat and wall of Medieval times translated into 
invisible moats and walls for today.”
844





Webb & Knapp’s shopping centers reflected Zeckendorf’s strategy of large-scale urban plans for 
entertainment, technology, cultural spaces, and transportation, creating controlled spaces for new 
experiences, not unlike the nation’s first theme parks. The suburban shopping center highlights the 
contradiction within Zeckendorf’s polemics of recentralization and decentralization.
845
 “We might now 
mention a significant phase of the process of decentralization,” Zeckendorf wrote in “Main Street 1969,” 
“namely the suburban or regional shopping center versus the downtown.”
846
 Zeckendorf accused the 
peripheral shopping center of hurting urban downtowns. He wrote: “The suburban trend has been going 
forward with great momentum and with varied success. The buying power of the decentralized population 
is unabated, has grown, and the shopping center has reduced the volume of the downtown store and has 
even threatened its very existence.”
847
  
Zeckendorf was no stranger to the power of retail in real estate development. To try and draw 
families back to the cities and make his urban renewal projects more appealing, Webb & Knapp included 
shopping centers of various sizes an amenity to residential complexes for in-town living, including Town 
Center in southwest Washington DC, Kips Bay Plaza, Lincoln Towers, Hyde Park, and Society Hill 
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Towers and townhouses, and the downtown May D&F department store at the Zeckendorf Plaza in 
Denver. Throughout the 1950s, Webb & Knapp also developed some forty supermarket properties 
throughout the country, leasing them to Safeway, as well as a small community shopping center in St. 
Louis called Hampton Village Shopping Center.848  
Zeckendorf’s first big mall proposal debuted in August 1946 (the banner year of visionary 
projects), when he announced plans for a twenty-three-acre, fifty-million-dollar Dream Center for Flushing, 
Queens (fig. 5-1).849 Zeckendorf engaged Lester Tichy (whom he would again hire to work on the Palace 
of Progress) to devise a plan that focused on transportation, entertainment, and retail, through what 
Science Illustrated called “scientific planning” or functional planning.850 Zeckendorf planned to quadruple 
the size of the existing North Shore Bus Co. terminal to allow for an estimated one hundred thousand 
commuters daily and to connect it to the Flushing subway station by installing moving sidewalks, which 
commuters could step on and off to shop in basement retail stores (fig. 5-2). Above ground, across from 
the shops, would stand three ten-story buildings—an office building, a hotel, and a professional building—
connected by annexes and the below-surface passageways. Drivers could leave their cars on rooftop 
parking lots, then walk to department stores, a farmers’ market, a movie theater, a nursery, a bowling 
alley, a skating rink, a dance hall, and a playground.851 Despite four years of site assembly, support from 
Mayor William O’Dwyer, and a two-million-dollar investment from Met Life, Zeckendorf could not convince 
the city to condemn and rezone the necessary remaining parcels.852 Zeckendorf’s focus on improving 
public transportation is notable. In a speech given the following year before the Queens Chamber of 
Commerce, Robert Moses acknowledged the transportation problems in Queens, and promised 
forthcoming parkways and road improvements, prioritizing the automobile. He also noted that although 
speculative building was picking up, the results were unremarkable, “cheap, shoddy, jerry-built stuff.” “I 
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am frank to say that I do not see how we can speed up speculative building much, in view of the demands 
for highway, sewer, drainage, school, and numerous other public improvements.”853 
 
Roosevelt Field Shopping Center and Industrial Park 
Zeckendorf’s Flushing shopping center proposal anticipated the national phenomena of the regional 
shopping center boom of the late 1950s. Small shopping centers and branch department stores of the 
1920s and 1940s, located on the fringes of cities served as important precedents, beginning the 
decentralization of retail. In the absence of old town centers in the suburbs, the regional shopping center 
offered a scale large enough for a comprehensive, new experience of entertainment and commerce to 
meet the consumption and community needs of suburbanites.854 Pei and Zeckendorf’s in-city shopping 
centers, though convenient and considered in design, deferred to Pei’s towers, and served a similar 
social function as the regional shopping centers, though on a much smaller scale. In contrast, Roosevelt 
Field andn the new breed of regional shopping centers presented a new quasi-urban, completely 
controlled experience that mimicked and idealized traditional Main Street shopping.855 In 1950, Webb & 
Knapp took ownership of Roosevelt Field (named after of President Theodore Roosevelt’s son Quentin), 
the airfield where Charles Lindbergh took off for his historic flight across the Atlantic. Between 1940 and 
1954, the population of Nassau County, Long Island, increased by 140 percent.856 Webb & Knapp 
estimated that by 1956, a potential market of 1.3 million shoppers would live within a ten-mile radius 
(including Levittown) of its newly acquired property, where Zeckendorf and Pei began plans for an 
enormous, open-air shopping center (fig. 5-3). Progressive Architecture noted that in the area, 
“community facilities have not kept pace with the fantastic mushrooming of residential housing.”857 Upon 
opening in 1956, the 323-acre Roosevelt Field was the largest shopping center in the world, with 
1,387,000 square feet of retail and a commercial office park.  
The sheer scale of regional shopping centers like Roosevelt Field discouraged other developers 
from building competing retail in the nearby vicinity. Having this type of geographic control was critical for 
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Zeckendorf to obtain leases and attract major department stores. In City Center to Regional Mall, 
historian Richard Longstreth notes, “the mall stood in isolation for economic reasons, not out of aesthetic, 
social, or other planning concerns.” He continues, “The underlying reason why the mall gained favor in 
the retail world so quickly, then, was that it proved to be a more effective, predictable means of 
generating high revenues in retailing than other large-scale methods available at that time.”858 Cohen 
warns that, “Focusing on the obvious economic motives developers and investors shared in constructing 
shopping centers, however, can mask the visionary dimensions of their undertaking, which led them to 
innovate a new retail form.”859 For the design of Roosevelt Field, Pei reflected on the colorful 
marketplaces in China from his youth, drawing inspiration from the open air and social functions they 
served. "A shopping center should be more than just a vast selling machine,” he stated. “It should be 
something that gives vitality and color to its area.”860 Like many of the other early regional shopping 
centers, Pei and Zeckendorf believed that suburban shopping centers needed to not only serve goods 
and products in department and grocery stores but to also provide entertainment. This required devoting 
a generous amount of space to cultural and entertainment services, including learning centers, lecture 
halls, ice skating rinks, exhibition spaces, movie theaters, and bowling alleys. This approach followed 
their experiments from the Palace of Progress, with its permanent world’s fair, linking merchandising and 
entertainment, to which Pei applied his interest and skill in prefabrication, economical construction, and 
formal planning.861 
 
The Shopping Center as Carnival 
To control the environment at Roosevelt Field and encourage enjoyable experiences, Pei designed 
meandering layouts that turned in on themselves within a flexible framework conducive to changing 
retailers (fig. 5-4). Not unlike carnivals, this built-in flexibility deferred to the center attraction of the “big 
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tent.”862 At Roosevelt Field, the centerpiece was a 17,000-square-foot outdoor ice-skating rink, then the 
largest in the metropolitan area. Pei designed a large canopy adjacent to rink, but unfortunately it was not 
installed, a missed opportunity for a dynamic sculpture to break up the otherwise rectilinear organization 
of space (fig. 5-5).863 From the parking lot, shoppers could hop on a train like one at an amusement park, 
to take them to drop-off points (fig. 5-6). Pei explored the possibility of air-conditioned sidewalks.864 
Zeckendorf even contemplated adding an all-weather amusement park with concessions and games in a 
two-block-long shell park pavilion, managed by Billy Rose, but it never materialized.865 
Transportation to Roosevelt Field was strictly limited to the automobile, serviced by a massive 
parking lot. Zeckendorf timed the shopping center development with Robert Moses’s extension of the 
Meadowbrook State Parkway, which connected the Northern State and Southern State Parkways (on 
Long Island’s North and South Shores) and, subsequently, offered car access to the shopping complex 
via cloverleaf interchanges (fig. 5-7). Within the confines of the complex itself, Pei and team designed for 
walkability, planning a sequence of spaces utilizing squares, pavilions, landscaping, and water gardens. 
Pei arranged the buildings in a "compact cluster" around themed thoroughfares of different widths and 
details to help orient shoppers and avoid monotony and fatigue (fig. 5-8). “The site plan is essentially a 
free-flowing ring road surrounding a central building group,” Pei told Architectural Record.866 The team 
worked with landscape architect Robert Zion to bring trees, flowers, and fountains to life, accompanied by 
special lighting by Abe Feder, a lighting designer known for architectural lighting for the RCA Building in 
Rockefeller Center and the United Nations, as well as Broadway shows.867  
Webb & Knapp broke ground on April 26, 1955. Construction proceeded for sixteen months with 
general contractor George A. Fuller Co. Pei and Zeckendorf did not have the luxury of securing all 
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tenants during the design phase and worked with the development team and consultants to determine the 
required footage of selling area and storage for each category of merchandise, the number of shops per 
category, and how they were arranged. (Eventually, Zeckendorf secured R. H. Macy & Co. as the anchor 
tenant, establishing the retail king’s largest branch store at Roosevelt Field in a building designed by 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, who designed several stores for the company). After studying other large 
shopping centers in the country, to maximize tenant flexibility and keep construction costs down Pei 
designed the entire shopping center around a six-and-a-half-foot square module, from the storefronts to a 
checkerboard sidewalk pattern. Shops were designed to be one story, except for the anchoring 
department stores. Exposed structural steel provided a consistent treatment, paired with glass and 
whitewashed brick (fig. 5-9). Form work was eliminated through the use of precast concrete floor panels 
of four by sixteen feet, while underneath the mall a continuous basement led trucks to unloading 
platforms.
868
 Escalators led to a lower concourse level with additional shops, administrative offices, a 
community room, a home building products display center, an arts center, and a radio broadcasting 
studio.
869
 In 1957, Webb & Knapp broke ground on the ice-skating rink at an event complete with Ice 
Capades stars wearing skates, posed on blocks of ice and suspended on a crane in the air (fig. 5-10).
870
 
Pei and his team added colorful awnings and bold graphic design, praised by Progressive 
Architecture for creating “a retail atmosphere that is bright, colorful, modern, and suburban in feeling” (fig. 
5-11).
871
 Along with the rational, clean architecture, the graphics made for easy navigation and a 
cohesive, immersive experience. A series of colorful flags and round white plastic globes that spelled out 
Roosevelt Field (designed by Ken Resen, just twenty-one years old at the time) greeted drivers in the 
parking lots and directed them to the new suburban mall with one hundred stores (see fig. 5-11).
872
 “Signs 
and enormous expanses of parking area were more prominent than architecture as identifying 
characteristics from the public realm,” writes Longstreth.873 The team designed lighting standards, parking 
signage, freestanding kiosks, internal directional signage, standard tenant signage for storefronts, and 
shopping bags with orange balloons and black letters. Although it was built as the largest mall in the 
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country at the time, its branded moments, combined with planning techniques and landscaped resting 
areas, helped create a human scale.  
On August 22, 1956, Roosevelt Field Shopping Center opened to the crowds. Some tweaks were 
still to come, including replacing one of the two supermarkets with a second anchor tenant, always 
planned but difficult for Zeckendorf to initially lock down. In 1962, Gimbels finally joined Roosevelt Field in 
a new building designed by Welton Becket & Associates of Los Angeles, architects of Capitol Records 
Building and the Beverly Hilton hotel. The addition helped improve the shopping center’s finances and the 
performance of stores farthest away from Macy’s.  
When it was built, the public and design critics celebrated Roosevelt Field, particularly 
considering the great number of formulaic and uninspired shopping centers being built across the country. 
Architectural Record wrote, “There is visual intrigue and delight--changing, colorful, but always under 
control; and there is an ordered, easy-to-learn traffic flow for pedestrian and river. In short—it's fun to 
shop here.”874 Progressive Architecture published plans in 1955, followed by spreads in Architectural 
Record in 1957, beautifully photographed by Ezra Stoller (see figs. 5-8, 5-9). James S. Hornbeck, an 
architect and senior editor of Architectural Record, applauded Pei for considering the entire shopping 
environment, including access, from car to shop, shop to shop, and finally back to the car, so often not 
considered in typical shopping centers. He wrote, “The American genius for turning a profit seems, in 
suburbia, to be wedded to a distressing penchant for bringing merchandising blight to the land as part of 
the process. In terms of logic, convenience, or visual delight, the typical shopping center offers little.” 
Hornbeck continued, “This is the aspect of shopping center design that can make the difference—and the 
creation of a delightful shopping environment for the stores is specifically an architectural obligation.”875 
For Webb & Knapp’s adjacent office park (distributed both across the parking lot and the parkway 
from the shopping center), Graybar Electric, Pepsi-Cola Bottling, Rand Marine Division, and the Franklin 
National Bank, among others, signed leases (fig. 5-12). Pei’s design for the Franklin National Bank 
received its own coverage in Architectural Forum, praised for its “poise and dignity on Long Island’s 
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raucous roadscape” of uncontrolled suburban development by implementing urban design tactics.
876
 Pei 
designed a taut, restrained office building with a facade of golden anodized aluminum panels covering the 
steel frame (fig. 5-13). The rectilinear four-story building stood on piloti, with a deep porch on the first 
floor, which Architectural Forum criticized as appearing hefty enough to support an urban skyscraper. On 
the whole, though, the magazine noted that with this “citified, sophisticated kind of space, Zeckendorf 
gambled well: it retains the worldliness of a city environment yet is removed form city traffic.”
877
 At $20 per 
square foot in hard costs, it brought in $5.08 per square foot on net rentals. Round drive-through banking 
stations provided relief from the overall buildings in a playful, inventive fashion, while pools and fountains 
along the building’s two sides softened the otherwise formal approach to the building (fig. 5-14).
878
  
Roosevelt Field became a substitute for the city and a destination, not just for shopping 
housewives but also for the entire community. 60 percent of Levittowners worked in Nassau County, and 
Roosevelt Field only added to employment opportunities. The shopping center represented a shift in 
metropolitan life, becoming at least initially, a cultural and community center for the new suburban lifestyle 
(fig. 5-15). Architect Victor Gruen, a recognized leader in shopping center planning,  stated, “By affording 
opportunities for social life and recreation in a protected pedestrian environment, by incorporating civic 
and educational facilities, shopping centers can fill an existing void.”
879
 The flowers, underwater lighting, 
landscaping, benches, comprehensive branding, and escapism offered at Roosevelt Field provided an 
experience not easily found in urban downtowns; however, yet for the organization of space and form in 
the mall and office park, Pei used urban planning strategies in his approach to form. Though eventually 
profitable and praised for its high design, Roosevelt Field contributed to the endless urban sprawl and 
self-sustaining suburbs.
880
 While the downtown urban shopping areas that the mall drained of shoppers 
traditionally attracted people from diverse backgrounds throughout the metropolitan area, the suburban 
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mall targeted a narrower consumer living within its influence. In Nassau County that meant white, middle-
class residents, further reinforced by privately funded decentralization, which Zeckendorf was practicing, 
despite rallying against it for ages.881 Despite the glowing reviews, like most regional shopping centers 
and industrial parks of the era, Roosevelt Field existed in a no-man’s land, cut off from its surroundings, 
not accessible on foot, not connected to any old streets, surrounded by a mammoth parking lot and 
highways (fig. 5-16). New York’s winter weather also proved problematic, and in 1967 the mall 
announced its plans to enclose the complex for all-weather shopping, part of the national trend. Pei’s 
artistry was gone in less than a decade, as the mall changed drastically, succumbing to market pressures 
to attract the maximum shoppers’ dollars in a comfortable space. Later, J. C. Penney constructed a new 
store on the ice skating rink. By 1990, the mall encompassed over two million leasable square feet. An 
upper level of stores was added between 1992 and 1997 for seventy-one million dollars by Pankow 
Companies, with a zeppelin-shaped food court and the addition of Nordstrom. Macy’s remains as an 
original anchor tenant. Today, the road that connects the mall to the commercial office complex is called 
Zeckendorf Boulevard. 
Zeckendorf sought to replicate the economic success of Roosevelt Field in Canada, where Webb 
& Knapp (Canada) Ltd., its Canadian subsidiary, was purchasing property at a rapid pace. However, the 
Roosevelt Field shopping center was not copied, and the firm’s Canadian shopping centers lacked the 
design nuance and comprehensiveness of Pei’s achievement there. In addition to the retail components 
of Place Ville Marie, Webb & Knapp developed the Yorkdale Shopping Center in Toronto, the Halifax 
Shopping Center in Halifax, and the Brentwood Shopping Center in Vancouver. Like their American 
counterparts, the regional shopping centers emphasized efficiency and access by automobile and sought 
to define a new shopping experience. “It’s instant Downtown—even though it’s Uptown,” read promotions 
for Webb & Knapp’s Yorkdale Mall, 1.2 million square feet of retail and restaurants designed by John 
Graham Consultants, surpassing Roosevelt Field (and others) to become the largest indoor shopping 
center in the world for a time in 1964 (fig. 5-17).882 Although it eventually became highly profitable, 
designers criticized it when it opened, despite the innovative features such as the natural light in the 
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concourses and extra wide promenades. “It is a gigantic compendium of follies, and it fails disastrously to 
answer up to the complex sociological conditions implicit in any such place, particularly one of this size,” 
architect Ron Thom stated in Canadian Architect.883 Critics lambasted the interior for the variety in 
storefronts and lack of cohesion and control (fig. 5-18). Zeckendorf’s regional malls undermined his own 
in-city shopping centers and efforts to attract middle-class, white families back to the city. Though with the 
profits from his suburban exploits, Webb & Knapp could further support their urban projects by injecting 
immediate cash to cover carrying costs, such an approach was not long in view, but opportunistic.  
 
Webb & Knapp Communities, a “non-suburban proposal” 
In the late 1950s, with prime city land reaching peak costs—and Webb & Knapp in the midst of 
maddening Title I urban renewal project delays with the FHA—Zeckendorf purchased large swaths of 
land in strategic rural locations in the United States and Canada. In addition to suburban malls, he 
planned to convert farmland and industrial land into communities that combined new housing and new 
industries that harnessed the economic benefits and potential profits of prefabrication. Zeckendorf 
positioned these developments not as so-called dormitory suburbs, like Levittown, Broadacre City, or 
Park Forest but as “new towns,” largely a marketing decision to distinguish his product and evoke a more 
pastoral vision of the suburban American dream. To drive the point home, he named his new building-
management affiliate Webb & Knapp Communities.884 He zeroed in on two large acquisitions for the new 
towns, one outside New Orleans with over sixty thousand acres and the second an industrial new town 
between Fort Worth and Dallas with five thousand acres (fig. 5-19).885  
The suburban home was the epitome of mass consumption, boosting the postwar economy and 
raising the standard of living for millions of Americans; however, the suburbs were also home to racial 
and economic inequalities. Cohen notes, “the extent to which private real estate markets shaped postwar 
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suburban communities over time exacerbated inequalities by establishing new kinds of hierarchies.”886 
Due to limited access for minorities and working-class Americans to credit, mortgages, and tax benefits, 
the suburbs became increasingly homogenized. The FHA and VA followed the practices of private 
lending institutions and considered neighborhoods with mixed-racial makeup and low-income residents 
too high a risk to issue mortgage insurance, often redlining against minority neighborhoods and buyers.887   
In addition to preferential FHA and VA financing for single-family homes in “low-risk” areas, the 
massive scale in home building in the post-World War II era was possible through advances in 
prefabrication technology and transportation. Construction could proceed at a rapid pace, and once the 
foundation was laid a house could be erected in just two to five weeks. Levitt & Sons and building 
companies like National Homes proved how profitable such ventures could be through vast building 
programs. Unlike the Levitts—who capitalized on the fact that the vast majority of houses built in the 
United States came from little or no architectural design and who wanted to do away with the architect 
altogether in practice—Zeckendorf hired a small army of well-known architects in the homebuilding 
industry for his new towns.888 These included practitioners from established planning firms as well as 
young architects experimenting with simplifying and modernizing housing through the use of modern 
technology and prefabrication. They were united under one goal, according to Bill Jr.: to determine 
through research “the best future house.”889 Webb & Knapp anticipated that by the mid-1960s, the 
demand for new housing would double, and that what Webb & Knapp called its “non-suburban proposal” 
for outside New Orleans and Dallas-Fort Worth would find a market for buyers who refused to pay peak 
suburban land prices. House and Home reported that Zeckendorf’s son, Bill Jr., now a vice president at 
Webb & Knapp, was “largely responsible for selling Bill Sr. and other Webb & Knapp brass on going into 
the home-building business.”890 The firm felt that it was time to prepare its land inventory for the best 
possible use for the next decade. 
In early 1957, Webb & Knapp began assembling their team. For large-scale land planning, 
Zeckendorf turned to the established firm of Mayer, Whittlesy & Glass for the overall site plan for the 
project outside New Orleans, which included industrial areas; to Dallas-based S. B. Zisman Associated 
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Architects and Planners for the Fort Worth–Dallas project; and to Los Angeles–based Charles Clark for 
the residential land plan for both projects. For the homes themselves, Zeckendorf needed architects with 
expertise in modular design, cost savings, and innovative features and retained three outside firms. First 
he hired Harvard-trained Carl Koch, a pioneer of industrial housing known for the widely publicized 
Techbuilt house, who would also work with Zeckendorf on six urban planning studies (see Chapter 4).891 
Next he took on Bruce McCarty of Painter, Weeks & McCarty, based in Knoxville, Tennessee, the 
architect for the National Association of Home Builders’ Research House and NBC’s House That HOME 
Built program.892 Finally Zeckendorf brought in A. Quincy Jones and Frederick E. Emmons from Los 
Angeles, who made preliminary plans for several houses to be added to the Webb & Knapp portfolio for 
Forth Worth–Dallas project.893 These designers would be overseen by Zeckendorf Sr. and Jr., by Pei, and 
by the newly appointed president of Webb & Knapp Communities, Dave Slipher, a recognized building 
expert who had headed construction for big construction firms in California and had previously worked as 
research director of the FHA, as vice president of National Homes, and as associate director of American 
Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods (ACTION, a nonprofit focused and housing and neighborhood 
revitalization).894 On any given project, once Zeckendorf finished the acquisition and turned over the land, 
Slipher’s responsibilities included land planning and engineering (including utilities) for financing, design, 
and construction.895 
Spreading his own risk, Zeckendorf wanted to offer homes in a wide range of styles and prices, 
from fourteen thousand to twenty-five thousand dollars.896  In 1957, largely as a publicity placement, 
House and Home published eight home styles for the New Orleans project and thirty-one of the basic 
ideas behind the efficiency and cost-saving measures in the design, engineering, and prefab (fig. 5-20). 
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All homes would have similar bedrooms, a width of twenty-six feet, standardized baths for preassembled 
plumbing, and standardized doors, windows, and ceiling heights. Taking advantage of orientation and sun 
protection, and utilizing features like louvered gable ends, the homes would be "more scientifically 
designed for air conditioning than any other volume builder's house in the country,” House and Home 
reported. The use of what were purportedly the largest overhangs ever used on a volume builder’s house 
in the United States avoided the need for double glazing. With an entire spectrum of pastels, natural 
woods, and plain or painted brick, each house would be planned in relation to its neighbors. For added 
variety in texture and color, the homes would include red cedar shingles in a pattern, which Webb & 
Knapp believed would be a selling point despite the added cost (five dollars a square, more than one 
hundred dollars per house).897 Silpher stated, “When we go into later projects, we'll have these houses on 
the shelf. We'll have to adapt them for different climates. We'll have to add to the bottom line. But we're 
going to use them, because we no longer believe that the sacred-cow regional architecture is all-
important.”898 Instead, a belief in the universality of the modern style prevailed at Webb & Knapp.  
Pei was listed as part of the overall Webb & Knapp team, but, despite his interest in 
prefabricated, low-cost housing (he did studies on the subject at Harvard and trained six Korean 
engineers and architects on low-cost housing schemes for eight months at Webb & Knapp), none of the 
designs or cost-saving measures were credited to him in the published materials. In 1953, just after the 
Korean War armistice, Zeckendorf had visited Syngman Rhee (1875-1965), the first president of the 
Republic of Korea, as part of a trip sponsored by the American-Korean Foundation and felt inspired to 
become an ally in the fight against communism by making Webb & Knapp’s expertise—and its design 
team—available to design low-cost housing pro bono. Using local labor and materials and with the 
support of the South Korean government’s housing program, Zeckendorf hoped to provide technical 
knowledge for Koreans to rebuild some of the six hundred thousand homes destroyed by the war.899 “The 
result is a pilot plan for a house the way Koreans want a house to be planned and built,” reporters noted. 
The Korean designers worked with Pei’s model department on plans and models for villages and homes, 
grouped with private gardens and courtyards and heated by the kitchen stove in the “ondol” system, 
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traditional in Korean design (fig. 5-21). It is unclear if any of these homes were built, though the 
American-Korean Foundation hoped to construct one hundred units beginning mid 1955.900 
 In the New Orleans area, local builders voiced skepticism and concern about the scale of Webb & 
Knapp’s proposal and overbuilding in the area. By the time House and Home published its twelve-page 
article on the project and team in 1957, Zeckendorf was already delayed on delivering his model 
homes.901 Slipher wrote to Jones shortly after the article’s publication and stated that Webb & Knapp was 
experiencing delays due to slow processing in the New Orleans FHA office resulting from complications 
with the utilities and community facilities planned for the complex.902 Despite the team’s optimism and 
determination to finalize land planning, Webb & Knapp couldn’t get the New Orleans project off the 
ground. Part of the Fort Worth–Dallas project was developed as an entertainment complex called the 
Great Southwestland, an amusement park for children paired with an adjacent Adultland sports complex 
intended to draw people to target-practice areas and driving ranges. The park was designed in a circle 
with six parts, themed as the history of Texas “Under Six Flags”—the first of the nationally successful 
chain.903 Over time, however, Webb & Knapp would sell its shares in the property to help pay its debts to 
other creditors.904 Zeckendorf’s next involvement in an amusement park would prove less successful. 
 
Freedomland, U.S.A. 
By the mid 1950s, Webb & Knapp owned approximately four hundred acres of marshy land in the 
Baychester section of the Bronx, New York, bound by the Hutchinson River, the Hutchinson River 
Parkway, and the New England Thruway (fig. 5-22).905 Pei was extremely excited about the property’s 
potential, but it’s unclear if he produced any schematic designs for it.906 At one point, Zeckendorf pursued 
the possibility of a harness racing track for twenty thousand spectators, complete with a glass dome 
designed by architect and inventor Richard Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller (1895-1983), but nothing 
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materialized beyond a few sketches (fig. 5-23).907 Next, Zeckendorf wanted to develop an industrial 
complex paired with a high-rise apartment complex, but the city would not permit high-rise structures to 
be built on the swampy land. Initially, the Army Corps of Engineers required Webb & Knapp to drive 
pilings into the marshland and track their movement for twenty-five years to prove that the ground could 
support residential apartment buildings, but city officials forced a compromise and granted Zeckendorf a 
variance to build three- to five-story buildings on the property, testing for structural soundness after five 
years before Zeckendorf could proceed with a high-rise development. Zeckendorf turned this partial loss 
into what he hoped would be a gain when the opportunity to lease half of the land for an amusement park 
presented itself.908  
 Around this time Zeckendorf met Cornelius Vanderbilt Wood, an aerospace engineer, amusement 
park designer, and president of Marco Engineering Company of Los Angeles who was eager to repeat 
the success of Disneyland on the East Coast by selling his theme park ideas to investors. Wood had 
worked for Walt Disney from 1953 to 1956 to plan and construct Disneyland before striking out on his 
own.909 Zeckendorf and Wood announced Freedomland in 1959 with enthusiastic support from Mayor 
Robert Wagner, the city Board of Education, and the Bronx borough president.910 Wood designed the 
park in the shape of the United States, featuring thirty-seven attractions in seven regions: Little Ole New 
York, Old Chicago, the Great Plains, the Old Southwest, San Francisco, New Orleans, and futuristic 
Satellite City, modeled after Disneyland’s Tomorrowland (fig. 5-24). Focused on family-friendly, 
wholesome fun—versus the more raucous scenes at Coney Island and the Playland Amusement Park in 
suburban Rye, New York—the Freedomland attractions included a San Francisco Earthquake ride and 
the popular Great Chicago Fire, where gas jets ignited buildings every fifteen minutes and members of 
the crowd were asked to pump the first hoses to put out the flames.911 
 Initially Webb & Knapp served only as landlords for the project, leasing the southern portion of 
their land. But when Freedomland didn’t have the money to pay its rent, Webb & Knapp accepted stock 
instead. And then when underwriters backed out, Webb & Knapp stepped in. “All the publicity and traffic 
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Freedomland generated was bound to increase the value of our real estate,” Zeckendorf said. “How could 
we lose?” To get its money out, Webb & Knapp put more money in, taking 40 percent of Freedomland’s 
stock to keep construction going and, after repeating this scenario a few times, eventually owning the 
amusement park.912 “We got into Freedomland the way the United States got into Vietnam, back-
sideways, without really intending to, and only to clean up the mess somebody else had left behind,” 
Zeckendorf wrote.913  
 After a blitz of advertising and promotion, the “living panorama of American history” opened in 
June 1960 as the largest amusement park in the world—its 205 acres dwarfed Disneyland’s 85 acres.914 
The park experienced problems at the outset, including a fire, stagecoach accident, and the theft of 
twenty-eight thousand dollars. While two million people visited the park its first season, the numbers fell 
well below what owners anticipated, and the park struggled financially. The project was also grossly over 
budget. Originally owners projected the construction to cost $16 million; the total cost was closer to $65 
million.915 To avoid further red ink, Zeckendorf halted construction for the Freedomland Inn Motel, on the 
northern half of the property, and contemplated selling three of Webb & Knapp’s hotels to inject more 
cash for operational expenses into Freedomland.916 As the final deathblow, Robert Moses announced the 
location of the World’s Fair in Flushing Meadows, Queens, drawing visitors away from the Bronx park. 
After five seasons, Freedomland declared bankruptcy in federal court in 1964.917  
 Freedomland siphoned away an estimated $20 million from Webb & Knapp, debilitating the firm 
at a critical time. In hindsight, Zeckendorf found the project over promoted, too costly, underfinanced, 
poorly managed, and ill located.918 While Freedomland had seemed like the perfect opportunity for 
Zeckendorf to unleash his entertainment dreams, ultimately the only silver lining was that after closing it, 
Abraham Kazan’s United Housing Foundation became interested in Webb & Knapp’s total acreage. 
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917 Thomas W. Ennis, “15,500-Apartment Co-op to Rise in Bronx,” New York Times, February 10, 1965, 1. 
918 Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf, 292. 
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Webb & Knapp sold the lease of the land, and in 1968 Co-op City, Kazan’s 15,500-apartment complex, 
opened on the site.  
 
Into the Red: “Everything We Have Is for Sale” 
Webb & Knapp had always relied on partners to help finance its urban and suburban projects, but as the 
firm further expanded and began developing Century City in Los Angeles, Place Ville Marie in Montreal, 
and the ill-fated Zeckendorf Hotel in Manhattan (part of a larger hotel acquisition plan that did not pan 
out), Zeckendorf relinquished more and more control to partners in order to advance projects out of the 
ground.919 To compound things, the endless delays and red tape of Title I projects placed almost ten 
years of financial strain on the company as construction costs grew and occupancy proved slow. As a 
result of the delays, the projects fell out of phase with their respective local housing markets. Though 
Webb & Knapp had been pioneers in bringing quality housing to these markets, many competitors who 
followed Zeckendorf’s lead brought their projects to market at the same time, bringing saturation and slow 
lease-up.920 Part of the appeal for Zeckendorf to enter the construction business had been to build rental 
buildings for their consistent annual income. Yet now he was forced to sell many Title I projects 
prematurely to generate immediate capital for other projects in peril, never benefiting from the 
stabilization that his partners and the new owners eventually enjoyed.921 He had often been fond of 
saying, “Everything we have is for sale,” but selling early had a price.922 
 In 1961 Webb & Knapp merged with the Second Covent Garden Property Company, from 
London, bringing in additional capital as well as new, more conservative corporate directors. The British 
partner took a 50 percent interest in thirteen of Webb & Knapp’s projects, including many of the urban 
redevelopment projects. Business Week predicted of Zeckendorf, “Over the next few years at least, he 
will have to subordinate his own flamboyant personality and restless imagination to the judgment of more 
conservative men.”923 Much of the this new capital was poured into keeping Place Ville Marie in Montreal, 
                                                                  
919 Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf, 291. Zeckendorf was convinced that the hotel industry in New York would boom in the 1960s, 
particularly with the coming World’s Fair. Webb & Knapp owned six hotels in Manhattan: the Astor, Commodore, Manhattan, Taft, 
Drake, and Catham. At another time, they also owned the St. Regis and the Gotham, and in Chicago, the Ambassador East and 
West. Zeckendorf claims that at one point they were the largest hotel operator in the country.  
920 Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf, 295. 
921 Gilbert Burck, “Man in a $100-Million Jam,” Fortune (July 1960): 108. 
922 Ibid., 109. 
923 Quoted in “William Zeckendorf’s Man-Splendored Cities,” The Land Lords, 294.  
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Canada afloat and obtaining $22 million in construction financing.924 This mixed-use, multilayered office 
complex included a signature tower atop a platform with a shopping mall, elaborate pedestrian 
concourses, vehicular service routes on lower levels, and connection to public transportation (fig. 5-25).925 
It was a massive undertaking in land assembly, tenant securing, financing, design, and construction. 
Henry Cobb and Vincent Ponte led the design efforts and created a master plan of the area, extending 
north and south from the office hub into a huge organism, connecting new proposed office buildings, 
hotels, stores, and other existing or proposed facilities through a network combining the traditional 
transportation systems (the city’s Metro, suburban commuter railroad lines, Trans-Canada highway, 
buses, etc.) on separate levels.926 The plan transformed downtown Montreal and was the largest urban 
redevelopment project Webb & Knapp would undertake.927 The rigid design presents an austere formality 
due to its large scale, symmetry, and geometry. Internationally, the project solidified Pei and team in 
urban design more than any previous project; however, it took an enormous toll on the finances of the 
Webb & Knapp, even with Zeckendorf’s new partnership, Trizec Corporation, formed specifically to help 
carry his Canadian ventures.928 
One of the most critical new partnerships Webb & Knapp formed was with the Aluminum 
Company of America (Alcoa). By its own admission, Alcoa fell under Zeckendorf’s spell, and joined Webb 
& Knapp’s Century City project on the west side of Los Angeles to showcase its aluminum products as a 
viable construction and design material, much in the way Reynolds had done in southwest Washington 
DC.929 Century City was an extremely challenging deal that Zeckendorf consummated with Spyros P. 
Skouras, president of Twentieth Century Fox, to convert the studio back lot into five hundred million 
                                                                  
924 Through a series of factors, Zeckendorf created the assemblage from former rail yards and other properties West of Montreal’s 
historic downtown through the right collaborations and partnerships, benefiting the city and various private institutions. For 
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925 Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, “Place Ville Marie,” accessed March 1, 2017, https://pcf-p.com/projects/place-ville-marie/. 
926 “I. M. Pei and Partners,” Architecture Plus (March 1973): 22. 
927 “I. M. Pei and Partners,” Architecture Plus (March 1973): 22. 
928 Trizec Corporation, “Trizec Corporation Ltd. History,” Fundinguniverse.com, accessed December 18, 2016, 
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share of Trizec when Webb & Knapp backed out of the Montreal development. And by 1965, Webb & Knapp was in U.S. bankruptcy 
court, forcing Zeckendorf from the head of Trizec. The company took over many of Webb & Knapp’s ventures in Canada and turned 
profits around by 1967, largely due to the success of Zeckendorf’s Canadian malls.  
929 Kay Hubert, “The Third Force in urban Renewal,” Fortune 70, no. 4 (October 1964): 130-2. Reynolds entered the urban 
redevelopment arena under the guidance of Albert M. Cole, a Congressman who had helped write the Housing Act of 1949. 
Reynolds showed off its aluminum products at the River Park housing project in Southwest Washington, D.C.  
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dollars’ worth of new apartment buildings, commercial offices, and schools on 267 acres (fig. 5-26).930 
Webb & Knapp covered the five-million-dollar deposit for the Century City site, while Alcoa committed its 
seemingly infinite credit to the remaining $43 million, wanting to leave the day-to-day management and 
development to Webb & Knapp. Pei’s involvement in Century City was limited. Welton Becket (who had 
worked on the Gimbels store at Roosevelt Field) prepared the master plan, calling for twenty-two 
apartment buildings with four thousand units, office buildings, a regional shopping center, and an eight-
hundred-room luxury hotel. Becket divided the property into four quadrants, separated by Olympic 
Boulevard and a new, six-lane, landscaped road, one-mile-long: The Avenue of the Stars. Without relying 
on FHA financing, the privately funded project broke ground in 1959 with the Century Plaza Hotel, 
designed by Minoru Yamasaki (and completed in 1966), as the centerpiece. Additional buildings were 
designed by Charles Luckman and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, along with the two concrete Century 
Tower Apartments by the Pei team located at 2220 and 2222 Ave of the Stars (fig. 5-27).931 Both towers 
are comprised of 27 stories and house 308 apartments, each with its own private balcony.932 The design 
is largely derivative of Pei’s Earth Science Laboratory for MIT and University Towers for NYU. 
Zeckendorf soon persuaded Alcoa that “real estate is a good investment in itself, not just a way of 
selling more aluminum,” recalled Leon Hickman, the new head of Alcoa’s real estate division.933 The 
company joined Webb & Knapp as a partner in Pittsburgh’s Lower Hill, Washington Plaza apartment 
development and other Title I projects. Zeckendorf met with Pittsburgh Mayor David L. Lawrence in New 
York in 1957. The firm won sponsorship for Parcel G, the first residential project in the Lower Hill urban 
renewal area, located at Colwell Street, Wylie-Center Avenue, Crawford Street and Epiphany Church. 
However, due to federal snags and financing delays with the FHA, construction would not begin on the 
first tower until 1962.934 In the original proposal for Parcel G, Pei’s team (Pei is not listed on the design 
team list) designed three irregular, asymmetrical buildings climbing the hilly topography, offering residents 
                                                                  
930 Burck, “Man in a $100-Million Jam,” 246. 
931 Pei Cobb Freed & Partners is now retrofitting and expanding Yamaski’s hotel into a luxury hotel-residential complex with two new 
towers. Design leads are Henry Cobb and Roy G. Barris. Antonio Paneco, “Pei Cobb Freed & Partners break ground on renovation 
and addition to Yamaski’s Century Plaza Hotel in L.A.,” Architects Newspaper, December 21, 2016, accessed March 3, 2017, 
https://archpaper.com/2016/12/pei-cobb-freed-century-plaza-hotel/#gallery-0-slide-0.  
932 Century City Special Report, KTLA. Written and Produced by Francis G. Murphy, narrated by Tom Franklin.1965. Youtube video. 
Accessed April 24, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=Ux0K5QoH2Fg 
933 Hubert, “The Third Force in Urban Renewal,” 132. 
934 “Mayor’s Trip ‘Satisfactory’,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, June 12, 1957, 7. 
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dramatic views and proximity to city center (fig. 5-28).
935
 The buildings at the lower grade would be 
approximately twenty stories, while the buildings at the higher grade would be approximately fourteen 
stories in order to maintain a uniform roof plane.
936
 The irregularity of the buildings—a marked shift from 
Pei’s slabs—created variety in orientations, views, and exposures, as well as entrance courts and 
terraces. Vertical and horizontal members of the structural frame were planned as reinforced concrete, 
while the façade would be glass and metal, later specified as aluminum in a bronze or gold-tinted finish to 
showcase Alcoa’s product.
937
 True to form, the team went beyond its scope and made recommendations 
to improve adjacencies to the area as well, including the cultural center and neighboring shopping district 
to connect Lower Hill and the Duqesne University-Bluff renewal area. 
Initially, Zeckendorf and Slayton were optimistic, impressed by how Pittsburgh’s leadership 
operated. Webb & Knapp was following the New York to Pittsburgh investment trend, “advancing 
Pittsburgh’s renaissance”; in 1946, the Equitable Life Assurance Society in New York began investing in 
Pittsburgh real estate in the Gateway Center urban renewal project.
938
 But delays plagued Webb & Knapp 
for Lower Hill, both in the negotiations for the lease and in securing the federal mortgage insurance. 
Originally, firm was to sign a forty-year lease for the property, but the Urban Renewal Administration 
deemed this unsatisfactory. Ultimately, they signed the agreement for a ninety-nine-year lease with an 
option to buy it at $1,700,000.
939
 Webb & Knapp finally received temporary and permanent mortgage 
financing through Mellon National Bank and Trust Co. and the FHA issued mortgage for $7,571,000. 
Construction started on the first tower in 1962—two years delayed due to financing and “design red tape,” 
the press noted.
940
 So frustrated by the combination of the FHA being tight with fund issuance, delays, 
and high interest rates, by 1959, Zeckendorf proclaimed that FHA urban renewal was a broken system 
and its financing “back door socialism.” He told the Allegheny Conference in Pittsburgh that the entire 
                                                                  
935
 The design team included on design Dean McClure, C. R. Sutton, Wallace Kaminsky; planning: V. De Pasciuto-Ponte, A. 
Rubinstein, A. Krivaty, G. Orzel, m. Szanto; redevelopment: William Slayton, D. Orem; Graphics: Emilio Grossi; Illustrations Diedrich 
Praecekl; associate architects: Deeter & Ritchey; general contractor: Navarro Construction Co.  
936
 Webb & Knapp, Lower Hill, Pittsburgh (New York: Webb & Knapp, c. 1957), 6. 
937
 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 29, 1960, 17. 
938
 Mel Seidenberg, “More City Building In Offing,” Pittsburgh Post Gazette, August 14, 1959, 13. 
939
 “Red Tape Broken For Hill Project: Apartment Units Get Green Light,” The Pittsburgh Press, September 20, 1960; “Zeckendorf 
Gets Pittsburgh Site,” New York Times, September 29, 1960, 57 
940
 “Zeckendorf Gets Pittsburgh Site,” New York Times, September 29, 1960, 57; Ralph Brem, “Lower Hill Apartments Launched,” 
Pittsburgh Press, June 21, 1962, 2.  
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agency should be abolished. “Let’s go back to banking on merit.”941 Perhaps because of Zeckendorf’s 
financing troubles, the Pittsburgh Urban Redevelopment Authority and City Council required specific 
terms written into the contract, prohibiting Webb & Knapp from selling the project prior to completion to 
raise cash for redevelopment projects in other cities.942  
As constituted, the final design reduced the promising irregular structures to three identical slab 
blocks bearing the historic names of Forbes, Chatham, and Shenley, organized around a shared 
courtyard, housing a total 925 apartments, and underground parking for 800 (fig. 5-29).943 Only one tower 
was ultimately constructed, renamed Washington Plaza Apartments, arguably the least satisfying of Pei’s 
Title I urban renewal work with Zeckendorf. The bulky tower rests heavily and isolated on the hilltop. 
Today the project is called City View apartments (with a large sign to that effect) and the base of the 
tower, which houses the partially underground parking lot, has been painted a shocking red color (fig. 5-
30).944  
Over time, Zeckendorf could not come through with his share of capital, and Alcoa began bailing 
out Webb & Knapp again and again, gradually owning more and more of the firm’s development projects 
and actively taking control of management and development.945 In June 1963, Alcoa and Zeckendorf 
reluctantly terminated their partnership. All of Webb & Knapp’s interests in Washington Plaza, Kips Bay 
Plaza, Park West Village, Lincoln Towers, Society Hill Towers and townhouses, and 860 United Nations 
Plaza (see Chapter 1) went to Alcoa and to Zeckendorf’s British partner, the Second Covent Garden 
Property Company.946 Alcoa could afford to wait for profit and stabilization—one of the benefits of being a 
                                                                  
941 Kenneth Eskey, “Renewal Subsidy, FHA Ripped By No. 1 Developer In Talk Here: Zeckendorf Blasts Bankers, Bureaucrats, He’ll 
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big conglomerate.947 “We hold the jewels of the Webb & Knapp empire,” one of Zeckendorf’s former 
partners stated. While Zeckendorf acknowledged this truth, he wrote, “In nature, however, jewels are 
created under conditions of intense heat and pressure.”948 
Webb & Knapp went further into the red on its many hotel acquisitions in New York, as well as its 
proposed Zeckendorf Hotel, Zeckendorf’s dream two-thousand-room property on Sixth Avenue, to be 
designed by Harrison & Abramovitz in a style complementary to nearby Rockefeller Center. Zeckendorf 
could not obtain the $35 million needed for construction, despite spending some $4.5 million of Webb & 
Knapp’s money on starting the foundation.949 The project remained a hole in the ground and a serious 
bruise to Zeckendorf’s ego when he relinquished it. 
 
Separate Ways: The Rise of Pei and Fall of Zeckendorf  
In August, 1960, at forty-three years old, Pei split amicably with Zeckendorf as Webb & Knapp began to 
buckle under financial stress (including the $750,000 annual cost to keep the design team on payroll).950 
Zeckendorf memorialized the official termination of I. M. Pei & Associates as Webb & Knapp employees 
in a farewell letter to Pei on August 1, 1960, titled “To My Colleagues At I. M. Pei & Associates”: 
It is more than twelve years since Ieoh Ming Pei became associated with Webb & Knapp, Inc. 
and more particularly with me personally.... In this relatively short but yet long time we witnessed 
outstanding accomplishments which were brought about by sympathetic, intelligent cooperation 
and mutual effort betwixt the art of design and engineering and the related economic aspects that 
confront the self-financed private capital entrepreneur in real estate. Together we have made 
history and have passed many milestones that will be looked upon by future writers of the 
contemporary scene as having had a profound effect upon American construction and the way of 
life that emanates from good design.... The advent of I. M. Pei & Associates becoming an 
autonomous firm is hardly different from all things in nature in that when maturity is achieved the 
new entity must find its own way and its own place in the orbit of human life.951 
  Although Zeckendorf and Pei’s planning efforts were initially well received by critics, the public’s 
perception of them evolved with the fortunes of urban renewal. As the reality of large bulldozed sections 
of cities sank in—with the rubble of demolition sites often lying dormant for years on end as developers 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
write the Housing Act of 1949. Reynolds showed off its aluminum products at the River Park housing project in the Southwest 
Washington, D.C. development scheme.  
947 Hubert, “The Third Force in Urban Renewal,” 133. 
948 Zeckendorf, Zeckendorf, 293. 
949 “Glenn Fowler, Zeckendorf Maps a New Hotel Here,” New York Times, February 9, 1959, 1; Burck, “Man in a $100-Million Jam,” 
108-109. The total cost was an estimated $70 million dollars. The hotel was promoted in a glossy brochure as “The Greatest Hotel 
Ever Built,” and first large hotel built in the city since the new Waldorf Astoria opened in 1931.  
950 It is unclear what the initial costs were for W&K to begin and subsequently grow Pei’s design and research team. Though one 
can surmise that over time, the salaries and out of pocket costs for models and marketing materials were far less than traditional 
architects’ fees. 
951 Quoted in Carter Wiseman, I. M. Pei: A Profile in American Architecture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 70. 
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experienced delay after delay—Zeckendorf’s and Pei’s reputations diverged. Critics and the public largely 
praised Pei for his creativity and ingenuity, given the program’s constraints, while many lambasted 
Zeckendorf as a greedy, destructive developer with an unquenchable thirst (fig. 5-31). In many circles, 
developer became a dirty word, a living symbol of bland, low-quality construction and isolating towers. 
Writing for the Nation, David Cort stated, "Zeckendorf shines only against the mediocrity of the 
competition.” He concluded, “Multiplicity of effort is not the way to establish genius. The quality of dreams 
is more interesting than their quantity."952 
 Pei was largely shielded from the negative publicity surrounding the collapse of his former 
employer and collaborator. As it came to the failures of urban renewal, architect Philip Johnson reflected: 
“It just didn’t occur to anyone to blame Pei. He’s one of those totally blameless people. He is the kind of 
man that is unattackable.”953 For a time, Pei held a reputation as a high-priced architect.954 Perhaps to 
create a buffer between himself and the negative news surrounding Zeckendorf and Webb & Knapp, at 
times Pei publicly vocalized his frustrations with working in the real estate arena. Zeckendorf was no 
longer useful to Pei, but instead a liability. “The area of speculative real-estate building does not alone 
interest me anymore,” he told Time. “It’s too hard to make good architecture out of real-estate 
buildings.”955 In later years, he stated “I knew that if I stayed within the envelope of the company, I would 
never get the kind of jobs I really wanted.… My growth as a designer was stunted; I should have reached 
my maturity much earlier.”956  Zeckendorf had a different view: "Pei is so gifted a man that even if he 
had not come to Webb & Knapp, he would eventually have attained or come very close to the eminence 
he now maintains,” he wrote, “but we gave him and his partners the gift of time, with an accelerated boost 
up the ladder, plus some developer's insight on the use of land."957 Zeckendorf’s financial backing and the 
publicity offered to Pei did not hurt either. 
The experience that Pei gained with materials, technology, and urban planning brought forward 
many commissions after he left Zeckendorf, including additional urban renewal work. Pei completed 
master plans for Cleveland, Boston, and Oklahoma City, often in cities where Zeckendorf had initiated 
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conversations and introduced Pei to city leaders years earlier. Pei and team continued to impress city 
officials and laypeople with their urban diplomacy and detailed scale models illustrating how entire 
sections of cities could be changed. “What makes I. M. and his crew different from most other architects is 
that they are so articulate and so clear-sighted in matters that govern urban development,” urban planner 
Edward Logue stated.958 In 1960, New York University hired Pei to design University Village, a new Title I 
housing for its students and faculty in three concrete slabs on Houston Street and later, with the support 
of Senator Robert F. Kennedy, completed the Bedford-Stuyvesant Superblock plan in Brooklyn in 1969.959 
Pei and his team’s final Title I urban renewal project was Harbor Towers in Boston, a housing 
complex that followed the Kips Bay Plaza model of cast-in-place concrete, led by Henry Cobb for the 
Berenson Corporation. But without the support of a developer committed to quality construction and 
design, Pei and Cobb considered Harbor Towers the worst Title I project that they worked on. “If there’s 
one project I have a deep sense of regret about, it’s Harbor Towers,” Cobb said. “I was unable to 
overcome the disability of a poor client. The disjunction between our aspirations and theirs was so 
extreme that it shows in the results. It was abominably executed.”960 
The End of Urban Renewal 
Despite the creativity and research at Webb & Knapp, Zeckendorf and Pei were not immune to the urban 
renewal program’s fallacies. When asked the question, “Whatever happened to the promise of urban 
renewal?” as part of an oral history project at Columbia University in 1978, Pei answered: 
I think largely a change of time, and also excesses. All the cities took advantage of this handout, 
shall we say, and started in a wholesale manner to demolish slums, and the social dislocation 
was tremendous. I think all of you here remember Jane Jacobs—gratefully remember Jane 
Jacobs.… She was the first one to shout against it, and I think that’s one of the reasons why Title 
1 slowly disappeared from the scene. The wholesale dislocation, the destruction, the dissection of 
a city. It’s a slum to some, to be sure, but it has a social fabric which is there, and there is no way 
to reconstitute it by rebuilding, and the human cost, the social cost is simply too great.961 
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Pei concluded: “The idea that the federal government should undertake to assist local cities and 
municipalities to rebuild the slums is still around, because we can’t do it without federal help. There is no 
way.”962  
Though Zeckendorf had believed in and championed the ideas behind Title I, he too conceded 
that it did not work. “The trouble was that the law concentrated only on housing,” he wrote. “It takes much 
more than the razing of slums and putting up of clean new apartments to revitalize a great area stricken 
with a combination of social and economic ills: revitalizing parts of a city’s core calls for a change in its 
human chemistry. The best way to achieve this is through new or better land use … to create supporting 
commercial and aesthetic elements.… The 1949 law took none of this into account.”963 
The disappointment with Harbor Towers aside, Pei began to win wide recognition for his work and 
emerged as the new darling of the design community (fig. 5-32). He received the prestigious Arnold 
Brunner Prize for excellence in architecture from National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1961 and the 
Medal of Honor form the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects in September 1963. He 
then won a string of important commissions, including the East Gallery of the National Gallery of Art in 
Washington, DC (1968-1978). Pei’s work in urban renewal influenced his selection as winner of the 
commission for the Kennedy library in 1964 because it positioned him as a socially conscious architect. 
“Pei is also known as 'a people's architect,’” wrote Arthur Herzog in his New York Times profile of Pei 
following the library announcement. “Almost alone among designers of the first rank, he has been 
concerned with low-cost housing and urban planning.”964 Because Pei had not yet attained the star power 
of some of the other architects vying for the commission—Mies, Gordon Bunshaft of Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill, Paul Rudolph, Philip Johnson, John Carl Warnecke, and Louis Kahn—his win puzzled some 
observers. Even without a major cultural commission like Lincoln Center, Pei’s portfolio—dominated by 
the Webb & Knapp work—showed work in more tha n a dozen cities across the United States. When 
Jackie Kennedy visited Pei’s studio (freshly painted white with a huge spray of flowers on a table), he told 
her, “My work is unglamorous—slum clearance projects like Kips Bay in New York, the Hyde Park area of 
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Chicago.”965 Yet clearly his self-effacement and careful calculation, contrasting so keenly with 
Zeckendorf’s overbearing and bold manner, proved winning in its own way. Pei applied his diplomacy and 
utilization of publicity with utmost care. In his article for Vanity Fair in 1989, titled “Power Pei,” architecture 
critic Martin Critic wrote, “Pei has an innate, though carefully modulated, sense of how to handle publicity 
to suit the desires of his clients, never demonstrated to better advantage than in his careful dealings with 
the skittish Jacqueline Kennedy.”966 Though the Kennedy library project would prove long and 
complicated, with this commission he finally obtained the type of work that he felt had eluded him as 
Zeckendorf’s in-house architect.967  
 
Warning Signs 
In less than twenty years, Zeckendorf had transformed Webb & Knapp from a careful group of advisers 
into what was recognized as perhaps the largest, most aggressive real estate development company in 
the history of the United States. By 1960, Webb & Knapp had over $500 million worth of development 
planned or in progress and controlled over $300 million in assets.968 But the company showed serious 
signs of financial trouble. As a result of Zeckendorf’s whirlwind expansion, by the end of 1959 Webb & 
Knapp’s short-term debt had escalated to $104 million, approximately 40 percent of its total liabilities.969 
The connected interest payments amounted to $10,700,000.970 And the company had never paid 
dividends on its common stock. Instead of buying land and holding it, a traditional means of growing 
wealthier, Zeckendorf sought to generate capital and/or realize the future earning power immediately by 
mortgaging his properties. Then Zeckendorf would invest that capital in new properties, further exploiting 
opportunity, and using cash to leverage more, as opposed to saving it.971 
There had been warning signs. As early as 1953, the Webb & Knapp annual report reassured 
stockholders that “we have now stopped, for the time being at least, the practice of making commitments 
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involving substantial new cash outlays and are embarking instead upon a program of consolidation, or 
improving our short-term fiscal status, and emphasizing the accumulation of investments for recurring 
earnings.”972 Similar promises were issued every subsequent year, though the firm’s rate of expansion 
and short-term borrowing only accelerated. To raise cash for new buildings, in 1957 and 1958 Zeckendorf 
sold many of Webb & Knapp’s income-producing properties, including the Graybar and Chrysler 
leaseholds.973 Zeckendorf told Fortune in 1960, “If we work out our problems, we’ll be one of the greatest 
companies in the world.”974 However, Zeckendorf was borrowing more and more, taking first, second and 
third mortgages. Soon, the press picked up on one his phrases: “I’d rather be alive at eighteen percent 
than dead at the prime rate.”975 
Bill Jr., thirty years old in 1960, set about rationalizing the company by reducing overall expenses 
and overhead, refinancing properties, selling physical assets, looking for assets that could produce stable 
income, and closing the firm’s Denver and Washington, DC, offices.976 Zeckendorf Sr. even reduced his 
own salary from $140,000 to $115,000.977 Publications such as Life and The New Yorker, which had 
earnestly profiled Zeckendorf’s expanding empire and theatrical flair, now tried to make sense of his 
legacy and unclear future (fig. 5-33).978 Fortune writer Gilbert Burck wondered if some of Zeckendorf’s 
admirable qualities—generosity and imagination, in particular—were part of the problem. Burck wrote, 
“He is a creative artist who gets more of a kick out of making heroically complex deals that may pay off 
handsomely tomorrow than he does out of making millions of routine dollars today.”979  
 
Bankruptcy 
Between 1962 and 1968, the blow by blow of Webb & Knapp’s fall into bankruptcy splashed across the 
pages of the New York Times. In 1962 Webb & Knapp lost close to $20 million; in 1963, $32 million. In 
1964 and 1965 it dismissed hundreds of employees, cutting the company down to one-third its former 
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size.980 “It’s mortifying and humiliating,” Zeckendorf told Life. For a time, Zeckendorf began an intense 
plan to sell assets to meet payment demands and obligations (fig. 5-34).981 Despite encouragement, in 
1965 he would not file for voluntary bankruptcy. The public admission of personal failure was too much for 
his pride. “It’s not dishonorable to get knocked down,” Zeckendorf stated. “But to quit when you still have 
strength left is immoral.”982 Finally, in May of that same year, the Marine Midland Trust Company of New 
York filed Chapter X Bankruptcy charges against Webb & Knapp for failure to pay its debt when it 
matured. In 1968 personal bankruptcy followed, and Zeckendorf gave up his estate in Greenwich, 
Connecticut, including his twenty-four thousand bottles of fine wines stored in a cellar designed by Pei.983  
The high interest rates, large scale, and premature sales of property had caught up with 
Zeckendorf.984 The judge assigned a trustee to run Webb & Knapp and oversee reorganization steps as 
part of Chapter X, but over time the company completely dissolved and Zeckendorf ended his career with 
the company.985 He became a consultant to his son’s newly formed company, General Property 
Corporation, which leased back the old Webb & Knapp offices, purchased some of the old furniture, and 
went back to business. Zeckendorf wrote, “I had no intention of donning sackcloth and ashes or of 
bemoaning the past.”986 Never did Zeckendorf blame the designs of the projects for any part of the 
company’s failures. Webb & Knapp was spread too thin in too many locations to see the properties 
through at such an challenging time. “The flaw was in me,” Zeckendorf wrote, “rather than the projects.” 
To the end, Zeckendorf remained fiercely protective of Pei’s designs and their achievements together.987 
 
The Comeback 
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Throughout the bankruptcy and negative press, appearances remained important for Zeckendorf, and he 
put on a display of action and buoyancy.
988
 He continued to advise brokers stumped with how to go about 
putting together complicated deals, and in the press he optimistically proposed development plans, 
though they were increasingly met with opposition for their fantastic qualities and scale.
989
 In 1968, 
Zeckendorf went head to head with Jane Jacobs for his proposed Robert R. Young Village urban renewal 
project, a three-hundred-million-dollar complex of high-rises, townhouses, and commercial buildings to 
replace seven blocks in the far West Village, named in honor of Robert R. Young, his collaborator on 
rethinking Grand Central Terminal.
990
 The proposal came as a surprise to the public, given the three 
years of negative publicity documenting the developer’s decline. Zeckendorf faced neighborhood 
opposition under Jacob’s leadership and what the New York Times characterized as a “lukewarm” 
response from elected officials (which at this point included New York Congressman James Scheuer). 
Jacobs fumed that the plan threatened to “cut the heart out of a residential neighborhood.” She told 
Zeckendorf, “If you tried to evict us there would be bloodshed in the streets.” To which the developer 
replied, “By whom?” Jacobs denounced the Zeckendorf scheme as “the same old pig with wings—only 
bigger. He has taken all his grandiose dreams, put them into one package, and is trying to dump them on 
us.” He told the Times, “I won’t shovel sand against the tide,” and in time planning commissioner Donald 




Pei did not participate in Zeckendorf’s comeback projects, perhaps knowing that the developer’s 
building days were over and that the latest visionary projects found less and less positive reception in the 
current political and social climate (fig. 5-35). Zeckendorf proposed a renewal plan for Newburgh, New 
York (complete with a promotional film), transforming the town into a large modern airport, a deep-water 
port for container shipping, middle-income housing, a new shopping center, and high-speed rail to 
connect to New York City.
992
 (Senator Jacob K. Javits stated it was “grandiose beyond any likelihood of 
getting done.”
993
). The project would utilize a water-displacement construction system that Zeckendorf 
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was researching, to build structures like airports on rivers, harkening back to Skyways Unlimited. Pei as 
well as Pietro Belluschi (a great supporter of the architect) referred the developer to younger architects, 
including Richard Meier, though Meier recalled, “I. M. knew none of them would be built.”994 Zeckendorf 
hired the Dutch partnership Van Den Broek & Bakema to design a private oceanfront home for himself 
with an observatory on the island of Eleuthera in the Bahamas (fig. 5-36).
995
 Perched at the southern end 
of the narrow island, the villa projected out over the water, dramatically suspended with cables, 
welcoming watercraft in a landing and staging area below. Zeckendorf loved the design, but the house 
would never be built as his health began to decline.
996
 
  After suffering a series of strokes, William Zeckendorf, age seventy-one, died in New York on 
September 30, 1976.
997
 At his memorial service on October 3rd, Robert Moses said: 
I speak about an extraordinary American pioneer of immense imagination, courage and nerve … 
a man of fathomless loyalty, generosity and public spirit. Take him for all in all, we shall not look 
upon his like again. I only hope that ambitious young Americans eager for genuine achievement 








Neither Zeckendorf’s financial collapse nor urban renewal’s fall into disfavor should obscure the positive 
contributions of I. M. Pei and William Zeckendorf to urban centers in North America. In the pursuit of 
profit, they did not ignore beauty and its “imperishable value,” as Zeckendorf liked to opine.
999
 Their 
symbiotic relationship enabled them to push boundaries in reconsidering not only the collaborative 
practice between architect and developer but also the interaction of real estate economics, design, and 
the city. Zeckendorf and Pei imagined, designed, and built large-scale urban projects with substantive 
architecture, variety and mixed-use, and a distinct design aesthetic, altering major cities in an effort to 
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renew them. Though much of their work, like the nature of slum clearance itself, was aggressive, it 
represents some of the most significant contributions to the urban renewal era. As many of these projects 
continue to stand the test of time, the output and nature of this astonishing partnership lends credence to 
Zeckendorf and Pei’s goals. Urban renewal was the laboratory for modern planning. Projects by 
thoughtful modernists, and by teams like Zeckendorf and Pei, teach us that some valuable work was 
done in spite of bureaucratic barriers and short-sighted, top-down policy making. Their collaboration 
offers lessons on how to approach our ever-evolving cities and suburbs, lessons on thinking big and on 
rethinking traditional relationships between client and consultant. It offers lessons on more transparency 
and the commitment to marrying economics and design to be flexible enough to adapt to changing market 
conditions.  
The culture of real estate does not value art or architectural form; rather, it holds fast to a 
productive business model that opens the doors to more capital and solvency. Zeckendorf was a 
maverick for whom the “business” and profit of real estate were not enough. His legacy is more than that 
of a publicity chasing, fantastic wheeling and dealing operator with a tragic downfall. He was a prolific 
speaker and perhaps one of the greatest champions of modern architecture and urban planning of the 
post-war era. He spurred downtown renewal activities as he traveled the country by invitation of city and 
business leaders, who solicited his advice, whether or not Zeckendorf ultimately won sponsorship for the 
local renewal project. He prompted city officials and real estate developers to think bigger. Real estate 
was merely the vehicle for Zeckendorf’s imagination. While there was a fair amount of smoke and mirrors, 
it wasn’t all. “It’s easy to see only the showman and forget that his production is phenomenal, perpetual 
and highly profitable,” reporter Charles Mercer noted in 1953, though this profit was not always for 
Zeckendorf.
1000
 Inserting the stakeholders, including the real estate developer, into architectural history 
broadens our lens to more fully understand the processes and persons by which buildings and urban 
centers come to be.  
As the Pritzker Architecture Prize winning architect I. M. Pei enters his twilight years, any 
reappraisal of Pei’s career must consider the formative years and consequences for Pei’s modernism that 
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working with Zeckendorf and the real estate firm of Webb & Knapp brought on.1001 “Looking back at it, I 
frequently wonder whether that period of my life isn’t equally as important as many that follow,” Pei 
reflected in 1985, concerning the urban renewal and Zeckendorf years. “I think so. I think that that was a 
discipline, that those of us who were fortunate enough to be put into it, or put to the test, were able to gain 
from it – which later served us very well indeed.”1002 Pei has enjoyed an extraordinarily successful career 
as an architect with projects that have proved powerful, controversial, and beloved at different times. The 
emphasis on planning in Zeckendorf’s office and the opportunity to create master plans gave the architect 
a completely new perspective on how to connect a building to the larger city organism. From Zeckendorf, 
Pei learned the art of diplomacy and negotiation, which proved critical in navigating such politically 
sensitive projects as the first resolutely modernist building on the Mall in Washington, DC: the East 
Building of the National Gallery of Art, monumental in scale yet contextual, as well as deferential to the 
classic John Russell Pope West Building that it joins. Through his work in southwest Washington, DC, Pei 
was experienced in working through the bureaucratic red tape of the nation’s capital; through his work in 
Society Hill, Philadelphia, Pei had advanced strategies for harmonizing old and new.  
Pei met intense hostility in Paris for his design to modernize and expand the Grand Louvre—the 
commission of a lifetime—through a massive underground plan that provided access to all three galleries 
and a signature new entrance (1983-1993, figs. 5-37, 5-38). His glass pyramid for the new entrance in the 
Cour Napoléon was dismissed as a “modernist gadget,” and Pei was accused of “megalomania,” though 
today the pyramid is embraced as a national treasure.1003 Pei navigated an extreme political climate and 
connected the museum to the larger city, bringing people into the plaza. Without compromising the 
historic Louvre, the pyramid articulates Pei’s modernist precision, life-long preference for pure geometry, 
formal planning strategies, and references ancient classic landscapes. In 2000, Pei reflected: 
I would not have been able to survive in Paris ... were it not for the fact that I had already 
encountered that kind of problem when I was with Zeckendorf. It is not very easy to sell an idea to 
a city or a state, to demolish a large area in the center of a city and build something new. It called 
for a tremendous amount of patience and understanding of the world of politics. I learned that, 
and that helped me develop patience and understanding of how a society works, the power 
structure behind any major civic undertaking. That was something that I must say that I learned 
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The Zeckendorf legacy continues today, three generations deep in real estate development in New York 
City. Zeckendorf’s son Bill Jr., intentionally built a more conservative development company than his 
father’s and rose to become one of the top developers in New York City in the 1980s. With the name 
Zeckendorf, doors opened to him in the financing world, and he established his own identity with such 
projects as the Columbia at Broadway and Ninety-Sixth Street, Zeckendorf Towers at Union Square, and 
One World Wide Plaza in Hells Kitchen.1005 He even purchased some of the original Title I projects back 
from Alcoa when the company decided it was time to sell in the early 1970s.1006 Bill Jr. and his wife Nancy 
remained very good friends with Pei and his wife Eileen and in the late 1980s, the developer hired I. M. 
Pei (in collaboration with architect Frank Williams) to design the Four Seasons Hotel on East Fifty-
Seventh Street (fig. E-1).1007 Unfortunately, financial setbacks from a combination of the market collapse, 
projects that ran grossly over construction budget, and creditors calling on his personal guarantees, hit 
Bill Jr. hard in the late 1980s and early 1990s. While it would have been easier to declare bankruptcy, 
clear his debts, and start over again, he never considered it. “I had too much respect for the family name,” 
Bill Jr. told the Wall Street Journal, which covered an incident in which a creditor received a court order to 
break into Bill Jr.’s New York City penthouse for money owed.1008 “Unlike a number of developers, I never 
sidestepped my obligations,” Bill Jr. wrote in his recently published memoirs Developing My Life 
(2016).1009 He retreated to Santa Fe, where he also developed, and remained until his death in 2014. 
“The idea of building and creating was more important to him than earning a lot of money from these 
buildings,” said Herbert Sturz, former head of New York’s planning commission.1010   
Bill Jr.’s sons Arthur and William Lie Zeckendorf have focused their careers in New York City in 
ultra-luxury residential properties, including one of the most costly and prestigious condominiums of 
twenty-first century: 15 Central Park West by Robert A. M. Stern (2005-2008), a stately homage to the 
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classic apartment houses of New York’s 1920s.1011 Wary to repeat the mistakes of their grandfather and 
father, the brothers have been described as “calmly rational,” by M. Myers Mermel, a real estate investor 
and consultant. “They just go quietly about the things that they are doing and seem to be able to 
accommodate the changes as they happen.”1012 Arthur Zeckendorf described their approach as a 
combination of Zeckendorf Sr. and Jr.’s: taking on projects of significance “but to do them one at a time 
and to make it very successful.”1013 In addition to working with Stern, in 2012, William and Arthur began 
construction 50 United Nations Plaza, designed by Foster + Partners, a high-end luxury condominium 
tower and Foster’s first residential building in the United States.1014 The project took on great personal 
significance to the brothers, with maternal grandfather Trygve Lie, first United Nations secretary general, 
and paternal grandfather, William Zeckendorf Sr., who assembled the land upon which the UN secretariat 
stands.1015 The brothers continue to engage high-profile architects for their luxury towers in the city. 
I. M. Pei stepped down from Pei Cobb Freed & Associates in 1990. He lives in New York City and 
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Fig. I-1. The unlikely duo, developer William Zeckendorf and architect I. M. Pei. Reproduced in 
Pamela Dell, I. M. Pei, Designer of Dreams (Danbury, CT: Children’s Press 1993). 
 
 
Fig. I-2. The “big operator” William Zeckendorf on his car phone, where he frequently conducted 








Fig. I-3. William Zeckendorf in his first office at 383-385 Madison Avenue. Behind him are plans 
for X-City. Upon his arrival, Pei would completely redesign Zeckendorf’s office to be an enclosed, 
stage-like space for Zeckendorf to reign. Life, 1946. 
 
 
Fig. I-4. Walter Gropius standing over Pei’s desk at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design. 
Reproduced in Michael Cannell, I.M. Pei: Mandarin of Modernism (New York: Carol Southern 









Fig. I-5. Meeting in Zeckendorf’s private dining room at Webb & Knapp. Zeckendorf, seated, far 











Fig. 1-1. Zeckendorf surrounded by plans for X-City. “The Man Who Wants to Build New York Over,” 
Life (28 October 1946): 67. 
 
 
Fig. 1-1. Zeckendorf’s proposal for Skyways Unlimited (1945-1946) bringing modern air travel to 
Manhattan’s Upper West Side and Hudson River in a multi-level transportation and commercial hub. 








Fig. 1-3. Functional scale model of Zeckendorf’s automatic parking garage. (Left): Zeckendorf 
holding a track and car. (Right): Diagram of carry and lift system. “Automatic Garage,” Life (August 
30, 1948): 45; “Coin in Slot Parks and Delivers Car,” Popular Science (November 1948): 123. 
Photo by Hubert Luckett. 
 
 
Fig. 1-4. Below the landing deck of Skyways Unlimited included a service hanger, machine shop, 
broadcasting studio, and offices, connected to additional buildings by sweeping elevated streets. 










Fig. 1-5. Looking up Manhattan’s First Avenue’s slaughter houses and industrial plants at dusk 
from Tudor City, January 11, 1933. Photo by Samuel H. Gottscho. 
 









Fig. 1-7. Site plan for X-City. WKH, 11.02. 
 
 
Fig. 1-8. Hugh Ferriss’s renderings portrayed X-City as a glowing precipice that redefined midtown 









Fig. 1-9. Entrance to the performance hall at X-City. Rendering by Ferriss. WKH. 
 
 








Fig. 1-11. William Zeckendorf shows his plans for X-City to Le Corbusier (seated, with glasses). 
“Real Estate Dynamo,” Business Week, August 16, 1947, 28. 
 
 
Fig. 1-12. With the assistance of Ferriss, Harrison altered the “X-City” scheme as a proposed site 
for the United Nations. Rendering by Ferriss. “One Among Many Ideas for the U.N. Site,” New 
York Times, April 22, 2010, accessed October 28, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/ 








Fig. 1-13. Norman Bel Geddes assisted Zeckendorf for the design and pioneering of a 
monumental approach to the United Nations complete with a new theatre district and Opera 
House. NBG. 




Fig. 1-14. View west from the United Nations down Zeckendorf's proposed UN concourse. 
Rendering by R. J. Matthew, 1947. “Statement by Mr. Zeckendorf to Board of Estimate,” August 







Fig. 1-15. Scale model of Webb & Knapp’s U.N. Approach. Zeckendorf hoped to capitalize on the 
UN development with additional development in East Midtown. NBG. 
 
Fig. 1-16. Two “monumental” plans for the UN approach, (left) Webb & Knapp’s plan (right) the 
American Institute of Architects Plan. Alan McNab, “Capitol Street, N.Y.C.” New York Herald 







Fig. 1-17. Zeckendorf took out an advertisement in the New York Times comparing Webb & Knapp’s UN 










Fig. 1-18. 860-870 United Nations Plaza, designed by Harrison & Abromovitz for Webb and Knapp and 
Alcoa. (Left): originally the building was designed as one slab. (Right): the final design today. Webb & 













Fig. 1-20. The Gulf Oil Building, Atlanta, Georgia, the first built work by I. M. Pei (1949). 
 
 
Fig. 1-21. 131 Ponce, a mixed-use residential and retail project that includes a reproduction of 








Figure 1-22. The Webb & Knapp building at 383 Madison Avenue prior to the renovation. “Lobby 
of Light Identifies and Advertises an Office Address,” Architectural Forum 96, no. 1 (January 




Fig. 1-23. View of 383-385 Madison Avenue at Forty-Sixth Street after the renovation with 













Fig. 1-25. I. M. Pei’s office renovation plan for Webb & Knapp’s penthouse. “William Zeckendorf’s 










Fig. 1-26. The new waiting area at Webb & Knapp, with a view to the outdoor terrace with the sculpture 
by Gaston Lachaise sculpture and marble walls. “Rooftop Showboat Produces Drama and Income for 
Realtor Zeckendorf.” Architectural Forum 97 (July 1952): 106. 
 
 
Fig. 1-27. The president’s office, a self-contained teakwood cylinder with skylights that included 
colored spots so Zeckendorf could control mood lighting. “Rooftop Showboat Produces Drama and 







   
 
Figure 1-28. Pei designed the office to project Zeckendorf’s power and personality most effectively. Photo 
by Dennis Stock, from magnumphotos.com. 
 
 
Fig. 1-29. Zeckendorf’s private dining room in his penthouse office, featuring Le Corbusier’s painting on 










Fig. 1-30. Webb & Knapp office designed by I. M. Pei. 383-385 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
Photos by Ezra Stoller. “William Zeckendorf’s Office.” Fortune, June 1952, 113; “Rooftop Showboat 












Fig. 2-1. Concept sketches of the Helix by I. M. Pei. (Left) Small branches and trees note the 
expansion of living and sleeping spaces. (Right) Sketches of the radiating core and spiral. P-LOC (PR 




Fig. 2-2. The Helix, a spiraling, cylindrical, twenty-one story tower for flexible living by I. M. Pei for 








Fig. 2-3. Model of the Helix, showcasing the stepped plan and wedged shaped apartments that 
spiraled around the central core. MCNY. 
 
Fig. 2-4. The radial design of the Helix began from the mechanical core, to bathrooms/ kitchens, living 








Fig. 2-5. (Left) expansion diagram and (right) floor plate for the Helix show apartment combinations and 
expansion options. Brown: single segment apartment; Yellow: one-and-a-half segment apartment on 
two levels; Green: Two segment apartment on two levels; Red: Two-and-a-half segment apartment on 
three levels; Blue: Three segment apartment on three levels. “Apartments,” Architectural Forum 92, no. 




Fig. 2-6. The Helix structure combined precast and poured-in-
place reinforced concrete, which Zeckendorf and Pei believed 
would result in twenty percent savings compared to standard 








Fig. 2-7. Sketch of the shaded outdoor terrace of the Helix, offered minimum heat loss for apartments, 
in addition to private outdoor space for each resident. “Apartments,” Architectural Forum, 95. 
 
Fig. 2-8. Edgar Kaufmann Jr. hailed the Helix as an invigorating example of new apartment building 
design. From left, clockwise: Pei’s Helix; Brown, DeMars, Kennedy, Koch & Rapson’s Eastgate; 
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s Lake Shore Drive apartments; Lucio Costa’s Parque Guinle; and Le 









Fig. 2-9. Multiple Helix towers proposed for the Battery Park City Title I project. Robert Damora, 
“Seeds for Architecture Advertisement for Atlas Cements,” c.1956. 
 
Fig. 2-10. The Merchandise Mart for X-City. No sketches have been found for the Mart atop the tracks 









Fig. 2-12. Model of the Palace of Progress (center, left). The Palace would replace McKim, Mead & 
White’s Pennsylvania Station. Drawing courtesy PCFP. 
 
Fig. 2-11. William Zeckendorf (center) and James M. Symes (far right) sign a one-year option for the 
air-rights of Pennsylvania Station in Symes’s private air-conditioned railroad car in a subterranean 
tunnel of the station. At far left sits showman Billy Rose. “New Penn Station and Giant Building 







Fig. 2-13. The expanded Palace of Progress at Penn Station (Z1) and new office building (Z2). “New 
PRR Station is Planned for New York,” Railway Age, June 13, 1955, 65. 
 
 
Fig. 2-14. The “Videotronic Directory” at the Palace of Progress helped visitors navigate the 
programming and events on the various floors through TV monitors. In the background, a glass 








Fig. 2-15. Suspended mobile television cameras move throughout the Palace levels to show 
customers merchandise. Gladwin Hill, "TV Gadgets to FIll Palace of Progress,” New York Times, 
August 5, 1955, 13. 
 
Fig. 2-16. Communications City or Television City, a “horizontalized” Palace of Progress, including a 
television and broadcast center, fashion center, and publishing center. Visitors could travel along a 









Fig. 2-17. The proposed site for Communications City, to transform the forty-acre area of open tracks 
bounded by Thirtieth and Thirty-Ninth Streets and Ninth and Tenth Avenues. Webb & Knapp Annual 
Report, 1955. NBG, Job 572, box 44:5. 
 
Fig. 2-18. Model of Communications City with the signature Freedom Tower (or Peace Tower), to be 
the tallest tower in the world at 1750 feet tall for broadcasting transmissions and glass-enclosed 









Fig. 2-19. Model of Central City, the final iteration of the Palace. From left to right: Construction 
Coordinator Robert Moses, William Zeckendorf, Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield, and 
Acting Postmaster of New York Robert K. Christenberry. “Zeckendorf Maps Big Building Plans,” New 
York Times, February 27, 1959, 14. 
 
Fig. 2-20. (Left) Photographed model of I. M. Pei’s Hyperboloid (1954-1956), and (right) section of 
the 108-floor, flexible, hour-glass-shaped skyscraper to replace Grand Central Terminal. 
Photograph by Lionel Freedman. The Hyperboloid, a Webb and Knapp Project for Grand Central 










Fig. 2-21.  The Hyperboloid scale model. Reproduced in Philip Jodidio and Janet Adams Strong, I. M. 
Pei: Complete Works (New York: Rizzoli, 2008), 46. 
 
 
Fig. 2-22. The diverse floor-plate sizes of the Hyperboloid, from the lobby, floor forty-eight, and floor 
eighty-two. The Hyperboloid, a Webb and Knapp Project for Grand Central Terminal, NY (New York: 









Fig. 2-23. The Hyperboloid rested on an elevated platform, diverting Park Avenue traffic around either 
side. The Hyperboloid, a Webb and Knapp Project for Grand Central Terminal, NY (New York: Webb 





Fig. 2-24. Cartoon by Whitney Darrow Jr. New Yorker, March 31, 1956. 
 
“Someday, my boy, all of this will belong to Mr. William Zeckendorf.” 
 
 






Fig. 3-1. Zeckendorf at the conclusion of the complicated negotiations for the Chrysler Building, Chrysler 
Building East and Graybar Building. United Press International Photo. John E. Marquesee and Eugene 




Fig. 3-2. (Left) Artist’s rendering of 112 West 34
th
 Street. (Right) 112 West 34
th
 Street today. Webb & 










Fig. 3-3. The main lobby of 112 West 34th Street. Zeckendorf surprised lease holders on Thirty-Fourth 
Street by devoting so much space to create a grand lobby. Wurt Brothers, MCNY. 
 
 









Fig. 3-5. Zeckendorf’s top aids: (left) Arthur J. Phelan, senior vice president of Webb & Knapp, 
and (right) Nicolas M. Salgo, executive vice president of realty-development organization at 
Webb & Knapp, review building plans. Robert E. Bedingfield, “Personalities: William Zeckendorf's 
No-Men,” New York Times, January 13, 1956, F3. 
 
Fig. 3-6. Aerial view of Buena Vista Apartments, San Diego, California. Over 1,000 units just north of 








Fig. 3-7. (Left) William Zeckendorf Jr. and (right) William Zeckendorf Senior. Father and son pose in 
midtown Manhattan. William Zeckendorf Jr. with Joan Duncan Oliver, Developing My Life (New 
York: Andrea Monfried Editions LLC, 2016), 48. 
 
 
Fig. 3-8. Zeckendorf, often accompanied by Pei and his top aides, traveled across the country 
frequently to study cities and meet officials. (Left) Zeckendorf exiting plane, (right) Zeckendorf 








Fig. 3-9. Pei and Zeckendorf reviewing plans for the Courthouse Square development project in 
Denver, Colorado. July 25, 1955. Getty Images.  
 
 
Fig. 3-10.  Zeckendorf in front of a Webb & Knapp Construction Corporation sign, likely at Kips Bay 







Fig. 3-11. The Denver Hotel shortly after completion. In the foreground: the May D&F Department 
store and Zeckendorf Plaza. LOC. 
 
 
Fig. 3-12. Webb & Knapp advertisement for a “Modern Denver” featuring the Mile High Center, 
Hilton Hotel, and Zeckendorf Plaza. Zeckendorf and Pei would consider Denver to be one of their 














Fig. 3-14. Exposed concrete grillwork inside the 
Denver Hotel. The depth in the grillwork allowed 
for shade from the harsh Denver sun. “A New 
Idiom of Strength and Texture,” Western Architect 
and Engineer 220 (August, 1960): 21; “Sheraton 

















Fig. 3-16. The Mile High Center by I. M. Pei, 







Fig. 3-17. The Denver Hilton under construction. The Denver Eye. 
 







Fig. 3-19. Kips Bay Plaza, New York City, the first Title I project to used exposed concrete. MCNY. 
 
Fig. 3-20. 139 East 33rd Street, owned and built by Webb & Knapp, and designed by S. J. Kessler & 
Sons. (Left) brochure cover and (right) photograph from 2010. “139 E 33 St,” New York Real Estate 








Fig. 3-21. The full-size mockup for cast-in-place concrete construction module at Kips Bay. Photo 
courtesy of PCFP. 
 
Fig. 3-22. Interior and exterior view of window module at Kips Bay Plaza showing expansive floor to 

















Fig. 3-23. Model units at Kips Bay Plaza.  
Progressive Architecture criticized the lack of 
cohesion between the interior and exterior, and 








Fig. 3-25. University Plaza under construction in Hyde Park, Chicago. Max Grinnell, Hyde Park, 













Fig. 3-28. Cornerstone ceremony for Lincoln Towers, June 1961. (Left to right) Mayor Robert 
Wagner, Robert Moses, and William Zeckendorf. Getty images.  
 
Fig. 3-27. Society Hill Towers, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. (Left) Photo by G. E. Kidder 
Smith, ARTstor Collection 117445m (right) 








Fig. 3-29. Pei’s proposal for housing for the Lincoln Square Title I urban renewal project. Lenders 
forced Pei off the job and S. J. Kessler & Sons became the project architect. “New Center on the 
West Side,” New York Times, December 8, 1957, SM8.
 
Fig. 3-30. (Left) Lincoln Towers Title I urban renewal project under construction. Designed by S. 
J. Kessler & Sons for Webb & Knapp. (Right) the project today. MCNY; Luxury Apartments NYC, 









Fig. 4-1. I. M. Pei and William Zeckendorf photographed for Look magazine. The architect and developer 




Fig. 4-2. William Zeckendorf on the cover of the Atlantic. Inside, his article “New Cities for Old” is an 
expansion of a speech he gave at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design that same year. Atlantic 188, no. 








Fig. 4-3. Master plan for Southwest Washington, DC prepared by I. M. Pei and Harry Weese. Webb & 
Knapp, A Redevelopment Plan for Southwest Washington, DC.: A Webb & Knapp Project (New York: 
Webb & Knapp, c. 1954), n.p. 
 
 
Fig. 4-4. The Tenth Street mall proposed for southwest Washington, DC, “reintegrating” the area with the 









Fig. 4-5. Area C residential development plan for southwest Washington, DC, as revised. Town 




Fig. 4-6. Rendering of Town Center, Southwest Washington, DC with Pei’s residential towers in the 









Fig. 4-7. Town Center Plaza shopping center and apartments in Southwest Washington, DC. Photo by 




Fig. 4-8. The redevelopment of southwest Washington, DC taking shape. Pei’s four slabs appear in the 
right and left middle of the photograph. “Southwest Washington: Finest Urban Renewal Effort in the 









Fig. 4-9. L’Enfant Plaza, southwest Washington, DC Right credit reads “L’Enfant Plaza 1968, I. M. Pei & 
Partners, Araldo A. Cossutta, Partner in Charge, Architects-Master Planners.” LOC. 
 
Fig. 4-10. New infill slabs are being constructed on Pei’s superblocks in southwest Washington, DC. 
(Left) rendering of interior motor court at Waterfront Tower (Town Center East) designed by Maurice 
Walters for Bernstein Companies. (Right) rendering of one of two new towers at The View at Waterfront 
(Town Center West) designed by SK&I for Mill Creek Realty Trust. “Town Center,” access February 7, 
2017, https://www.mwaltersarchitect.com/towncenter/g64r7q643l60t0l78dt32zfw5h05il;  









Fig. 4-11. Zeckendorf and Frank Lloyd Wright filming “The American Forum: The Future of the American 
City” on NBC, April 4th, 1956. Zeckendorf argued optimistically for the future of the city while Wright argued 
that it was outmoded and medieval. “The Awesome Mr. Zeckendorf,” Look, 104. 
 
 
Fig. 4-12. Mountain Park, Los Angeles, designed by Pereira & Luckman for Webb & Knapp, 1952. 









Fig. 4-13. The Zeckendorf Motel by Frank Lloyd Wright, an adaption of the New Motor Hotel by Wright. 
The location of the proposal is unclear and the project was dropped in 1958. “Zeckendorf” is penciled in 
above “New Motor.” “Zeckendorf Motel,” FLW. 
 
 
Fig. 4-14. Typical cover page for Webb & Knapp proposal, noting “I. M. Pei & Associates, Architects and 
Planners.” Society Hill, Philadelphia: A Plan for Redevelopment, Section A, Washington Square East 








Fig. 4-15. I. M. Pei’s Mill Creek Valley, St. Louis master plan prepared for Webb & Knapp contrasted 
against Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass’s proposal for James Scheuer at Harvard’s Third Urban Design 
Conference, April 1959. Eric Mumford, Defining Urban Design: CIAM Architects and the Formation of a 







Fig. 4-16. Carl Koch & Associates plan for Laurel-Richmond, Cincinnati, Ohio urban renewal project, 
prepared for Webb & Knapp. Photos by Robert D. Harvey Studio, “Progress Report, the Work of 










Fig. 4-17. Initial site plan for the redevelopment of Hyde Park’s areas A and B by I. M. Pei. Webb & Knapp, Hyde 
Park, Chicago, A&B Development (New York: Webb & Knapp, c. 1956): 3. 
 
 












Fig. 4-20. Hyde Park Shopping Center under construction, c. 1959. In a collaborative effort between 
Pei and Weese, Weese designed the shopping center. Archival Photographic Files, University of 








Fig. 4-21. (Above) Townhouses at Fifty-Fourth Street and Dorchester, 
Hyde Park. 1958. (Right) additional townhouse details and yards, 1963. 
Archival Photographic Files, University of Chicago Library, Special 
Collections Research Center; “Housing in New York, Washington, 
Chicago and Philadelphia,” Architectural Review 134 (September 
1963): 198. 
 
Fig. 4-22. Ian Spula, “I. M. Pei Townhouse, Once Moldy & Mangled, Lists for $519K,” Curbed, July 8, 2013, 









Fig. 4-23. University Apartment Towers, Hyde Park in (left) 1965 and (right) 2014. Courtesy PCFP. 
 
 
Fig. 4-24. Looking west from the Illinois Central railroad tracks at Fifty-Fifth Street and Lake Park, with University 
Apartments under construction and the new Shopping Center (right). Archival Photographic Files, University of 









Fig. 4-25. Aerial View of reconstructed Hyde Park, c. 1966. Archival Photographic Files, University of Chicago 
Library, Special Collections Research Center, apf2-03912. 
 
 
Fig. 4-26. The fifty-six acre Washington Square East (Society Hill) redevelopment area in Philadelphia. 








Fig. 4-27. The Society Hill plan by I. M. Pei & Associates and Webb & Knapp won the design competition and 
sponsor selection in 1958. John Morris Dixon, “Past Progressives: Philadelphia Resurgent,” Architect Magazine, 





Fig. 4-28. (Left) View west of the Society Hill Towers across the Delaware River shortly after completion. (Right) 
View east of the towers with historic structures in foreground, 1970s. Photo by George Cserna in Dixon, “Past 









Fig. 4-29. The landscaping and open greens at Society Hill weave the low-rise and high-rise structures 





Fig. 4-30. (Left) Orianna Block, Society Hill. 
The block centers on the intersection of two 
greenway axes. (Right) block centers around 
parking court and garden. “Apartments,” 
Architectural Record 134 (September 1963): 









Fig. 4-32. Drawing of Society Hill town house type that features front courtyard and oversized windows. 
Drawing dated 1966. George D. McDowell Philadelphia Evening Bulletin Collection, Temple University 
Libraries, Special Collections Research Center, Philadelphia, PA. 
 
   
Fig. 4-31. Society Hill two- and three-story townhouse plans. Webb & Knapp, Society Hill, 
Philadelphia: A Plan for Redevelopment, Section A, Washington Square East Urban Renewal Area, 









Fig. 4-33. Society Hill Food Garden original proposal (above) and built center. Webb & Knapp, 
“Society Hill”; Photos by author, February 28, 2013. 
 
 
Fig. 4-34. Society Hill townhouses. (Left) with towers in background; (right) entry detail. Photos by author, 













Fig. 5-1. 3D model of Zeckendorf’s unrealized Flushing Shopping Center, prepared by architect Lester 
Tichy. The plan emphasized transportation, shopping, and entertainment. “Unique Shopping Center 
Proposed,” The American City (September 1946): 117. 
 
Fig. 5-2. The new Flushing Bus Terminal Webb & Knapp’s unrealized Flushing Shopping Center, enlarged 






Fig. 5-3. The Roosevelt Field Shopping Center and Industrial Park (yellow), in Garden City, Long 
Island along the new Meadowbrook State Parkway. Webb & Knapp, Roosevelt Field Industrial Park: A 
Webb & Knapp Project, n.d. Courtesy Pei, Cobb, Freed & Partners.  
 
 
Fig. 5-4. Roosevelt Field shopping center plan. “News Bulletins, New York Palace of Progress.” 





Fig. 5-5. The ice-skating rink and original canopy (unrealized) designed for entertainment and 
recreation at Roosevelt Field. “News Bulletins, New York Palace of Progress.” Progressive Architecture 
36 (September 1955): 8. 
 
Fig. 5-6. The Roosevelt Field train transported shoppers from the parking lot to the shopping center. 





Fig. 5-7. Aerial view of Roosevelt Field alongside the new Meadowbrook Parkway in growing Nassau 
County, Long Island, accessed October 6, 2012, http://www.vanderbiltcupraces.com/vcrsys/Images/ 
Alco/10-3-56-2-2.jpg.   
 
 
Fig. 5-8. (Right) The Fountain Mall and (left) Flight Mall at Roosevelt Field. Photos by Ezra Stoller. 
Webb & Knapp, Webb & Knapp, Inc. Projects (New York: Webb & Knapp, 1958), n.p.; “It’s Fun to 







Fig. 5-9. To create a uniform structure at Roosevelt Field, Pei used exposed steel, paired with glass 
and whitewashed brick against a six-and-a-half-foot square module. Photo by Ezra Stoller. Webb & 
Knapp, Webb & Knapp, Inc. Projects, n.p. 
 
 
Fig. 5-10. Ice Capade stars Helga Rosma and Cathy Machado suspended from blocks of ice with 






Fig. 5-12. The Roosevelt Field Industrial Park, located across the Parkway from the Roosevelt Field 
Shopping Center. Webb & Knapp, Roosevelt Field Industrial Park: A Webb & Knapp Project (New 










Fig. 5-11. Colorful flags and plastic white globes 
spelling “Roosevelt Field” announced the arrival to 
the shopping center. The in-house graphic design 
team at Webb & Knapp designed all way finding 





Fig. 5-13. The Franklin National Bank at Roosevelt Field, designed by I. M. Pei. Pei utilized golden 
anodized aluminum panels covering a steel frame. Photo by Ezra Stoller. Webb & Knapp, Webb & 
Knapp, Inc. Projects, n.p.  
 
Fig. 5-14. The circular drive-in kiosks at the Franklin National Bank offered the convenience of in-car 
banking. The circular shapes and walkways provide relief to the rectilinear building. Photograph by 






Fig. 5-15. Evangelist Billy Graham addresses nearly ten thousand people gathered at Roosevelt Field 
shopping area, September 25, 1957. Newsday. 
 
 
Fig. 5-16. The gigantic parking lot at Roosevelt Field catered to the new automobile-centered suburbs. 





Fig. 5-17. Artist’s rendering of the Yorkdale Mall for Webb & Knapp. This new regional shopping 
center was located outside Toronto and designed by John Graham Consultants. “Once Upon A 
City: Yorkdale Mall brought shopping into the 20th century,” The Star, September 15, 2016, 




Fig. 5-18. The Yorkdale Mall promenades included natural light, but designers criticized the lack of 
unity in the store-front designs. Photo taken November 16, 1970. “Once Upon A City: Yorkdale Mall 






Fig. 5-19. Site plan for Webb & Knapp’s Riverlands, Louisiana project, just outside New Orleans. 
“Godchaux Communities” appears on the upper right, where Zeckendorf hoped to build prefabricated 
single-family homes. Webb & Knapp, Webb & Knapp, Inc. Projects, n.p. 
 
Fig. 5-20. Spread from House and Home covering Webb & Knapp’s “New Towns” and prefab home 







Fig. 5-21. Webb & Knapp housed six Korean engineers and architects for eight months, where 
they worked with Pei and the design team on low-cost housing for South Korea in the fight 
against communism. “Builder Uses Houses Against Communism,” Delaware County Daily Times, 
January 22, 1955, 10.   
 
Fig. 5-22. Site of the Freedomland U.S.A. amusement park, shaped in the outline of the United States. 
Located in the Baychester portion of the Bronx, New York, between the New England Thruway and 







Fig. 5-23. The domed “Yonkers Raceway,” by  Buckminster Fuller for William Zeckendorf, 1957. R. 





Fig. 5-24. Map and photos of Freedomland, U.S.A., designed by Cornelius Vanderbilt Wood, and 
open in the Bronx from 1960-1964. Sources (clockwise, upper left) The Bowery Boys: New York 
City history; “The Legend of Freedomland USA: Theme Park Memeories from the Kids Who 
Played There,” March 14, 2013, accessed December 13, 2016; Stuff From the Park, “Bob at 









Fig. 5-25. Place Ville Marie, Montreal, Canada designed by Henry N. Cobb. (Left) under construction 
(right) the completed plaza showing access to underground concourse for shopping and 
transportation. Tumblr, accessed November 26, 2016. http://designandarchitecture.tumblr.com/post/ 
33960031591/mpdrolet-construction-of-the-place-ville-marie; Photo by George Cserna, PCFP, “Place 




Fig. 5-26. Press conference to announce the groundbreaking of Century City on 20th Century Fox lot. May 





   
 
Fig. 5-27. The Century Towers under construction. Designed by I. M. Pei & Associates as part of the 






Fig. 5-28. Webb & Knapp’s proposal for Parcel G, Lower Hill urban renewal project, Pittsburgh. Three 
irregular apartment structures climb the hill on the right. The firm made additional proposals for the 






Fig. 5-29. (Left) model of revised design for Lower Hill with three twenty-one story slab blocks around a 
shared green space. (Right) Washington Square Plaza, the only tower built, seen through broken glass 
of the former “slum” below. “Apartment Framing To Resist Wind,” Architectural Record 133, no 1 
(January 1963): 161; “The Third Force in Urban Renewal,” Fortune (October 1964): 131. 
 
 
Fig. 5-30. The open courtyard at Washington Square Plaza (renamed City View Apartments) today, with 








Fig. 5-31. Caricature of William Zeckendorf as “A Modern Bestiary, The Sand Hog, or Badger 
(Zeckendorfus barbarus).” Illustration by Paul David. Horizon Journal, July 1962, 126. 
 
 
Fig. 5-32. I. M. Pei with Jacqueline Kennedy at the announcement of Pei’s winning the President John 






Fig. 5-33.  William Zeckendorf photographed in front of the United Nations Building, just a few months 
prior to the company’s official bankruptcy. Life, 1965. 
 







Fig. 3-35. Pei photographed for Look magazine, 1968. 
 
 
Fig. 5-36. Chez Zeckendorf at Windemere (unbuilt), by Dutch architects Van Den Broek & Bakema. 








Fig. 5-37. Illustration of Pei’s plan to modernize and expand the building, with a signature glass 
pyramid form in the central courtyard of the palace. PCFP, “Ground Louvre Modernization,” 
accessed March 1, 2017, https://pcf-p.com/projects/grand-louvre-modernization/. 
 
 







Fig. E-1. William Zeckendorf Jr. and I. M. Pei with a model of the Four Seasons Hotel, New York. William 
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